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ABSTRACT

The effect of L-dopa on rat brain protein synthesis was examined by 
studying the effect of the drug on the incorporation of radioactive 
amino acids into TCA-precipitable material. In the majority of experi
ments trace quantities of either L-[3>4(n)-^H ] valine or L-[4>5-^h ] 
lysine were administered subcutaneously. Incorporation was expressed 
in terms of l) the relative incorporation defined as the final
TCA-insoluble radioactivity divided by the final TCA-soluble radio
activity, and 2) the apparent incorporation ( ) (Isfined as the final
TCA-insoluble radioactivity divided by the final specific activity 
of the soluble amino acid pool. It is shown that I^^^ is not, in 
general, a reliable index of rates of protein synthesis.

L-dopa (500mg/kg,ip), administered 45 min previously, had no significant 
effect on either the apparent incorporation of L-[ ]  valine, measured 
after a 15 min'incorporation period, or that of L-[^h ] lysine, measured 
after a 74 min incorporation period. The drug did, however, cause a 
significant 55-59;-̂  decrease in the apparent incorporation of L-[^h ] 
lysine measured after a 15 min labelling period. Computer simulation was 
used to demonstrate that these results can be quantitatively accounted 
for if it is assumed that L-dopa has no effect on brain protein synthesis 
but does affect precursor lysine compartmentation. Temperature con
trolled experiments were performed in order to rule out the possibility 
that the difference between the effect of L-dopa on lysine and valine 
incorporation arose artifactually through the failure to control 
ambient temperature. Further, in order to obtain more reliable 
estimates of rates of brain protein synthesis, in two of these experi
ments, rats were given a quantity of L-[U-^^C ] valine sufficient to 
maintain a constant precursor specific activity throughout the incor
poration period. The results confirmed those obtained at room temper
ature using trace quantities of labelled amino acids.

While the possibility that L-dopa has a small inhibitory effect on 
brain protein synthesis could not be ruled out, it was concluded that 
a drug-induced effect on precursor lysine c ompartmentat ion was mainly
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responsible for the gross inhibition of lysine incorporation observed 
in some experiments. Preliminary experiments indicated that a similar 
effect may occur in rat liver.
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1. BTTRODIJCTION
1.1 THE CQUPLBIG OF EIHJLSE ACTIVITY AND CELLULAR METABOLISM BT 

NERVOUS TISSUE
During recent years it has become apparent that maintained synaptic input 
is essential for the integrity of the functional properties of neurons, 
and that the dynamic state of each nerve cell within a network is somehow 
linked with the metabolic state of the neurons with which it makes 
synaptic contact. It has been suggested that this may be an essential 
feature of the mechanism by which neurons are integrated to form functional 
networks (ECCLES, 1973)* The importance of neuronal activity in the 
maintenance of the structure and f-'unction of nervous tissue has been 
demonstrated in both the central nervous system (see for example HUBSL 
and WIESEL, 1970* and references therein) and at the neuromuscular 
junction (GUTH, 1968; GUTMANT, 1973» 1976). This implies a coupling of 
nerve impulse activity with the regulation of the synthesis and degrad
ation of macromolecules. Consequently one of the major goals facing 
neurobiologists today is the elucidation of the mechanisms involved in 
the control of macromolecular metabolism in nervous tissue in order to 
gain some insight into the manner in which this coupling is mediated.

Numerous studies have been made of the metabolic changes that accompany 
neuronal excitation and inhibition (for reviews see PALLADET et al.,
1977; JAKOUBEK and SEMIGETOVSKY, 1970; JAKOUBEK, 1974). Excitation has 
been achieved mainly through electrical or pharmacological stimulation, 
although 'physiological stimulation’ (acoustic and photic stimulation 
etc.) has also been employed. Inhibition of neuronal activity is usually 
achieved pharmacologically. In general, the results of these studies 
support the hypothesis that impulse activity and cellular metabolism are 
linked.

The neuromuscular junction has been extensively used in the study of the 
trans*synaptic regulation of macromole cular metabolism (for reviews see 
GUTH, 1968; GUTMANN, 1973» 1976)» and while there is increasing evidence 
for the involvement of axonally transported trophic factors in the 
maintenance of muscle structure (APPELTAUER and KORR, 1975» FERNANDEZ and 
RAMIREZ, 1974; LENTZ, 1974a, 1974^; OH, 1975, 1976; KDROMI and HASEGAWA,
1975) the hypothesis that acetylcholine itself is the trophic factor as
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well as the mediator of conductance changes remains controversial. A 
dual role for the neurotransmitter substance at other sites has been 
suggested. For example, GISIGER (1971) found that preganglionic stimu
lation of the excised rat superior cervical ganglion had a biphasic 
effect on the incorporation of [5-^H] uridine into PITA, and evidence was 
provided to support the conclusion that the metabolic signal was given 
by either the interaction of acetylcholine with its receptor, or the 
resulting transmembrane flux. GEETISMANN (197I) found that electrical 
stimulation of the central ends of sectioned dorsal roots resulted in 
a decreased RITA content of motomeurons and surrounding glia in spinal 
rats. Antidromic stimulation via the ventral roots was without effect 
indicating that the synaptic event itself, rather than some later event, 
was responsible.

In a particularly elegant study, GAETER and BARKER (1974) found that 
electrical stimulation of the branchial nerve resulted in a selective ' 
inhibition of protein synthesis in an identified neuron of the isolated 
abdominal ganglion of Anlysia califomica. A similar response was 
observed when dopamine was added to the incubation me drum, which is 
particularly significant, since the hyperpolarizing component of the 
biphasic response to nerve stimulation is possibly mediated by dopamine.

Sandoval and coworkers have studied the metabolism of GABA in relation 
to cerebral protein synthesis in mice (SANDOVAL and TAPIA, 1975» SANDOVAL 
et al., 1976) and have suggested that GABA synthesis may be important 
with respect to the control of brain protein metabolism. GABA was reported 
to stimulate the incorporation of radioactive amino acids into protein 
in a cell-free system prepared from rat brain (CAMPBELL et al., I966), 
although EEMMETKI (1972) was not able to confirm this. GABA also had no 
effect on the rate of protein synthesis in isolated immature brain cells 
(HEI4MEIKI, 1975). 5-Hydroxytryptamine (5-HT) inhibits protein synthesis 
in rat brain cell-free systems (CAMPBELL et al., I966; HEMMETKI, 1972» 
WIDELITZ ejb al., 1976) and in isolated rat brain cells (HEMMINKI, 1975). 
This appears to be consistent with reports that 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP) 
disaggregates cerebral polysomes via the formation of 5-HT (WEISS et al.,
1975, 1975).
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The present study of the effect of L-dopa on cerebral protein synthesis 
was initiated by reports that L-dopa disaggregates brain polysomes, and 
the suggestion that this effect is mediated via the formation of dopamine 
and its binding to cytoplasmic receptors (WEISS £t , 1971» 1972, 1974a., 
1974ti, 1973). On the basis of their results Weiss and coworkers suggested 
that biogenic amines may affect the integrity of cerebral polysomes and 
play a direct role in the regulation of brain protein synthesis (WEISS 
et al., 1972, 1973). fn the following review of the effect of L-dopa 
on cerebral protein synthesis the work of Weiss, Miinro, Wurtman and coworkers 
is discussed in relation to the pharmacology of the central dopaminergic 
system. In many instances one or two papers are cited as being illustra
tive of a number of publications supporting a statement, and no attempt 
is made to provide a comprehensive list of references. The failure to 
make reference to a particular study signifies nothing more than the 
difficulty in covering the vast literature that exists on some of the 
topics discussed. A brief review of recent work on the effect of 
phenylalanine and tryptophan on brain protein metabolism is included 
for comparative purposes.

1.1.1 THE EFFECT OF AROMATIC AMETO ACEDS ON CEREBRAL PROTEET METABOLISM
1.1.1.1 Phenylalanine
The developing brain is affected by a chronic excess of phenylalanine 
(WAISMAN et ^ . , 1960; CLARKE and LOWBEN, I969; CHASE and O ’BRIEN, I97O). 
Plasma phenylalanine levels are abnormally high in phenylketonuria, a 
genetic disorder invariably characterised by a reduction in the activity 
of hepatic phenylalanine hydroxylase, and untreated phenylketonuria is, 
in the majority of cases, accompanied by mental retardation. (For brief 
reviews on phenylketonuria see HSIA, 1976; GAULL ejk ad., 1975).

A deficiency in brain myelin has been associated with a long term excess 
of phenylalanine, both in phenylketonuria and in experimentally induced 
hyperphenylalaninaemia (see MORELL et al., 1976; WOOLF, I97O). Whether 
a defect in myelin protein synthesis is. involved, possibly resulting 
from an impairment of protein synthesis in general, remains a matter 
for debate. This problem is relevant to the present study not only 
because phenylalanine is structurally similar to dopa, but also because 
the painstaking work carried out by some researchers in this field has
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clearly demonstrated the problems involved in the study of the effect 
of drugs on brain protein metabolism. In particular, it has become 
clear that extreme caution must be exercised in the interpretation of 
data obtained from ezcperiments in which polysome disaggregation is used 
as an index of drug-induced inhibition of protein synthesis. In the 
following pages particular attention is paid to the work of those who 
have concerned themselves with such problems of methodology.

Following the acute administration of phenylalanine, polysomes isolated 
from immature rat brain are disaggregated and show a reduced capacity 
for in vitro protein synthesis. Polysomes isolated from.older animals 
are relatively unaffected by the treatment (AOKI and SISC-SL, 1970;
SIEGEL et , 1971; MACEÎNSS and SCEIESDIGEH, 1971; WONG ejb ed.,
1972; TATJ3 and JOHNSON, 1975).

Polysome disaggregation is accompanied by a decrease in brain tryptophan 
levels (AOKI and SIEGEL, 1970; SIE(2L et ad., 1971; HOBEPTS and HOPEI OS,
1976)» ’̂ ich is considered significant because it has been demonstrated 
that in the liver, tryptophan might be rate-limiting with respect to 
protein synthesis and therefore affect polysome aggregation (SALIGA et al., 
1963 and references therein; SUPANSKY ^  ad., I967). AOKI and SIECEL 
(197^) fGund that phenylalanine had no effect on either liver polysomes 
or liver trytophan levels, which is consistent with the hypothesis that 
a depletion of tryptophan may be the cause of polysome disaggregation in 
the brain. A depletion of brain tryptophan was also seen in 28-day-old 
phenylalanine-treated rats, but this was not accompanied by poll'some 
disaggregation (AOKI and SIEGEL, 197^). Free polysomes are reported to 
be more sensitive to disaggregation than bound polysomes (TAU3 and JOHNSON, 
1975), 2nd consequently, AOKI and SIEGEL (197O) suggested that the greater 
sensitivity to phenylalanine of 7-day rats compared with older animals 
might be explained on the basis of the observation that free polysomes 
predominate in immature rat brain, while bound polysomes predominate at 
4 weeks (their unpublished observation).

A number of investigators have reported that phenylalanine inhibits the 
in vivo incorporation of amino acids into cerebral protein (HACEKES and
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SCHLESEIGER, I97I; LETDROOS and OJA, 197I; SWAIMAN et , I968). On 
the other hand, ROBERTS and MORELOS (1976) found that phenylalanine had 
no effect on the relative incorporation (see Section 1 .2 for definition) 
of intracisternally administered [̂ H] lysine and [^^C] lysine. AGRAWAL 
et al. (1970) reported that although phenylalanine inhibited the incor
poration of [̂ Ŝ] methionine and leucine into total brain protein,
this was accounted for by a parallel reduction in the uptake of these 
amino acids into the acid-soluble pool. Consistent with this is the 
observation that phenylalanine had no effect on the entry of [^^c] 
glycine into brain tissue and its subsequent incorporation into protein. 
Although these results indicate that the synthesis of brain protein is, 
in general, insensitive to inhibition by phenylalanine, the incorpora
tion of [^^S] methionine into myelin protein was inhibited to a greater 
degree than its incorporation into a myelin-free protein fraction.
Agrawal and coworkers therefore suggested that hyperphenylalaninaemia 
may specifically affect the synthesis of myelin protein.

In a study of the effect of phenylalanine (l4mM) on protein synthesis 
in isolated brain cells, HUGHES and JOHNSON (1976) observed a drug- 
induced decrease in the incorporation of radioactive amino acids into 
protein. The magnitude of this decrease was dependent upon the labelled 
amino acid used. They also found that phenylalanine caused a reduction 
in the rate of uptake of several amino acids, and a decrease in their 
intracellular concentrations. A rapid phenylalanine-induced efflux of 
amino acids was also observed. They suggested that a drug-induced 
decrease in precursor specific activity accounted for the greater 
inhibition of incorporation observed with some amino acids compared with 
others. When a correction was made for differences in precursor specific 
activity, amino acid incorporation was inhibited by about 20 ô, which, 
they suggest, represents a real inhibition of protein synthesis. These 
results, and those of AGRAWAL and coworkers (197O) clearly demonstrate 
that drug-induced changes in precursor specific activity can make a very 
significant contribution to observed changes in protein specific activity.
The desirability of using several labelled amino acids in this type of study, 
preferably belonging to different transport classes is also demonstrated.
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ROBERTS and MORELOS (1976) have made a detailed study of the effect of 
phenylalanine on cerebral polysomes. They found that phenylalanine- 
induced disaggregation of immature rat brain polysomes was accompanied 
by a particularly large increase in the size of the disome peak, which 
they attributed to mild ribonuclease disaggregation. In agreement with 
this conclusion, they found little or no evidence of drug-induced poly
some disaggregation in postmitochondrial supernatants prepared in the 
presence of rat liver ribonuclease inhibitor. On the basis of these 
results it was concluded that phenylalanine-induced disaggregation of 
purified polysomes is an artifact, and occurs after their isolation. 
Consistent with their assertion is their observation that not only was 
the ribonuclease activity of postmitochondrial supernatant prepared 
from immature rat brain greater than that in adult preparations, but 
that phenylalanine treatment caused an activation of the enzyme in 
samples prepared from immature but not adult rats. They also pro
vided evidence indicating that polysomes isolated from phenylalanine- 
treated immature rats are sensitized to ribonuclease degradation. 
Activation of ribonuclease by phenylalanine was probably a secondary 
effect, since no change in enzyme activity was observed when the amino 
acid was added directly to postmitochondrial supernatants. The authors 
suggested that developmental changes in the stability or concentration 
of lysosomes (VERITY and BROWN, 1968; SELLEÎGER and NORBRUM, I969) 
might account for the decreasing sensitivity of rats to phenylalanine 
during the first few weeks after birth. WEINER has suggested (see 
ROBERTS, 1974) that since lysosomal membranes are stabilized by 
catecholamines, the ribosome fraction isolated from phenylalanine- 
treated rats may be more heavily contaminated with lysosomes, and that 
subsequent lysis of this organelle might account for the observed 
disaggregation of purified polysomes.

The results of Roberts and Morelos are at variance with those of JOHNSON 
et al. (1975) who observed no difference in the state of purified 
polysomes prepared from phenylalanine-treated and control 17-day-old rats, 
while phenylalanine-induced polysome disaggregation was observed in 
postmitochondrial supernatants. These authors point out that when
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postmitochondrial supernatants are analysed on sucrose gradients, small 
changes in the size of the monosome peak may he obscured as a result of 
its incomplete separation from other material in the sample. Conse
quently they proposed that changes in polysome aggregation be determined 
by measuring the quantity of active polysomes present in a given amount 
of postmitochondrial supernatant (expressed as ug of ribosomal protein 
per mg of postmitochondrial supernatant protein). Using this technique 
they observed a significant decrease in the quantity of active poly
somes present in samples prepared from phenylalanine-treated rats, as 
compared with their controls.

TAU3 and JOHNSON (1975) have argaed that ribonuclease degradation is not
the cause of phenylalanine-induced disaggregation, since they observed
no difference between profiles of freshly prepared and stored samples,
whether or not a ribonuclease inhibitor was present. Further, in their
study with mice, they observed a phenylalanine-induced increase in the
size of the monosome peak only, the quantity of material present as small
aggregates remaining relatively unchanged. To provide additional
evidence against the involvement of ribonuclease, polysome preparations
from control and phenylalanine-treated mice were subjected to KOI
dissociation. Monoribosomes present in samples prepared fromihenylalanine-
treated mice were dissociated into ribosomal subunits, indicating that
the phenylalanine treatment caused an increase in the proportion of
’vacant couples’ and not an increase in the concentration of ’active
monomers’. On the basis of their results TAUB and JOHNSON (1975)
postulated that disaggregation of polysomes results from a phenylalanine-
induced imbalance between rates of initiation and elongation, such that
initiation becomes rate limiting. It is interesting to note therefore,
that when HUGHES and JOHNSON (1977) studied the effect of phenylalanine
on various mouse brain aminoacyl-tRNAs, they found that phenylalanine
caused a significant decrease in the percentage of met-tHNA present in

Me tthe acylated form. Because met-tHNA^ plays an important role in 
initiation (WEISSBACH and OCHOA, 1976), they suggested that this may 
be the mechanism by which phenylalanine inhibits protein synthesis in 
nervous tissue. They separated met-tRNA into three different species 
and identified the initiator species. Acylation of all three species 
was inhibited by phenylalanine, the concentration of the acylated 
initiator species being reduced by about IQP/o, It is interesting to
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note that phenylalanine resulted in an increase in the concentrations 
of alanyl-tPlTA, lysyl-tPITA and leucyl-tEITA, all hy about 15%> (although 
only the first of these increases was statistically significant). The 
authors suggested that this effect may have been secondary to an 
inhibition of protein synthesis. Although tryptophan has often been 
implicated in phenylalanine-induced polysome disaggregation, cerebral 
tryptophan-tRITA was found to be fully acylated in extracts of both control 
and phenylalanine-treated mice.

In a later study, EUGHSS and JOHITSOH (l97S) found that brain polysomes 
recovered naturally 2-4h after phenylalanine administration, although 
the amino acid remained elevated in the brain, and met-tENA levels 
remained depressed. The incorporation of [^s]lysine into protein in 
brain postmitochondrial supernatants prepared 30 and 120min after 
phenylalanine administration was lower than in control supernatants, 
which, because re-initiation does not occur to a significant extent 
in this system, was attributed to a reduced rate of elongation. On the 
basis of these results, Hughes and-Johnson suggested that the apparent 
recovery of polysomes 2-4h after drug administration was not the result 
of a recovery of the protein synthetic machinery. They postulated that 
phenylalanine inhibits both initiation and elongation, but that with 
the passage of time, elongation becomes more limiting and thus polysomes 
reaggregate. According to this hypothesis, the degree of polysome 
aggregation does not reflect in vivo protein synthetic activity,
Hughes and Johnson also observed that the administration of a balanced 
mixture of valine, methionine, tryptophan, leucine, isoleucine and 
threonine to phenylalanine-treated mice restored the level of acylated 
met-tENA and caused polysomes to reaggregate, although brain phenylalanine 
levels remained high. They therefore suggested that an imbalance of 
these amino acids may be responsible for the disaggregation of polysomes,

1.1,1,2 L-Eopa and L-3-hydroxytryptophan
WEISS et al, (1971) carried out a series of experiments to determine 
whether L-dopa produces a disaggregation of cerebral polysomes and a 
concomitant decrease in brain tryptophan similar to that observed after
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the administration of phenylalanine. This might he expected because of 
the structural similarity of the two amino acids. Rat brain polysomes 
from 15-20g rats (7-9 day-old), were prepared by centrifugation through 
discontinuous sucrose gradients, analyzed on continuous sucrose gradients 
and the extent of polysome disruption estimated from the dopa-induced 
change in the percentage of the total absorbance attributable to trisomes 
and larger aggregates, L-dopa had no significant effect on the integrity 
of brain polysomes at a dose of 20 mg /kg (ip), but resulted in a signi
ficant disaggregation at 50» 100, 200 and 300 mg/kg. Similarly, brain 
tryptophan levels were not significantly affected by L-dopa at a dose 
of 20 mg/kg, but were elevated in rats given 50, 200 and 300 mg/kg.
When the amino acid was administered at a dose of 300 mg/kg a significant 
disaggregation of polysomes was observed 40 and 60min later but not at 
20 and 120min, while a significant elevation of brain tryptophan was 
observed at 20, 40 and 12Cmin, At doses ranging from 100 to 5OO mg/kg, 
L-dopa resulted in a significant increase in brain tryptophan when 
administered to 100-120g rats, while a substantial disaggregation of 
polysomes was observed only at 500 mg/kg (WEISS et al,, 1971)• It can 
be seen from Table 1,1 that a dose of 500mg/kg is of the same order as 
that reported to elicit behavioural responses.
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In a subsequent series of experiments, WEISS and co-workers (1972) set 
out to identify the substance responsible for polysome disaggregation. 
L-dopa gives rise to increased levels of brain dopamine, noradrenaline 
and 3-0-methyldopa (in addition to dopa itself), and depletes the brain 
of S-adenosylmethionine. Each one of these changes was considered in 
turn as the possible cause of polysome disaggregation. The involvement 
of 3"0pnethyldopa was eliminated by the observation that when this material 
was given intraperitoneally (500mg/kg to rats), its brain concen
tration rose to a level greater than that observed after the administra
tion of L-dopa itself, but brain polysomes were relatively unaffected.
To rule out the possibility that depletion of brain S-adenosylmethionine 
was the cause of polysome disruption, the effect of L-dopa (500mg/kg) 
was compared with that of L-dopa, L-dopa, which also undergoes 
0-methylation, caused a decrease in brain S-adenosylmethionine similar 
to that observed in L-dopa-treated rats, but the L-isomer had no 
significant effect on brain polysomes. When L-dopa was administered 
30min after the aromatic acid decarbozcylase inhibitor R04-4602, cerebral 
polysomes isolated 6Cmin after dopa administration were not disaggregated, 
although brain dopa, 3-0-methy 1 dopa and S-adenosylmethionine levels were 
similar to those observed in rats given L-dopa alone. This result 
confirmed that 3-0-methyldopa and depletion of S-adenosylmethionine were 
not directly responsible for polysome disruption in L-dopa-treated rats, 
and indicated that the active substance was probably a decarboxylation 
product. The I-IA.Q inhibitor pheniprazine potentiated the L-dopa-induced 
dissociation of polysomes suggesting that either dopamine or noradrena
line was involved. However, when dopamine or noradrenaline (lOOug) 
was given intracistemally, no polysome disruption was observed although 
brain amine levels were higher than in those animals given L-dopa 
(500mg/kg), WEISS and co-workers (1972) point out that the failure of 
intracis temally administered catecholamines to cause polysome disruption 
does not exclude the possible involvement of one of these materials as 
the active substance, since, when injected into the cistema magna, they 
may fail to penetrate the brain, leaving the majority of brain cells 
unaffected.
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WEISS et ad. (l973) report that L-5-HTP (200-500mg/kg in 50-75g rats) 
disrupts brain polysomes via a mechanism that parallels that observed 
in L-dopa treated rats. The effect was not observed in rats given 
R04-4602 (SOOmg/kg) 30min before 5-HTP, and pargyline (lOmg/kg) given 
120min before the amino acid potentiated disaggregation. It is clear 
that the mechanism by which L-dopa and 5-ÏÏTP cause cerebral polysomes to 
disaggregate is different from that involved in phenylalanine-induced 
disaggregation. In the later case, phenylalanine itself is probably 
the active material, while L-dopa and 5-HTP require decarboxylation. 
Further, phenylalanine is reported to act via a decrease in brain trypto
phan, while tryptophan levels were elevated in dopa-treated rats,

ROEL ejb al, (1974) studied the effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of 
L-[ïï-^^C]leucine and L-[lJ-^'^C]lysine into brain protein. Rats (40g) 
were injected intracistemally with radioactive amino acid 45niin. after 
the intraperitoneal administration of L-dopa (500mg/kg) or injection 
medium, and both total homogenate and TCA-^insoluble radioactivity 
measured after a 7, 15 or ^Omin incorporation period. From the data 
given in Table 2 of ROEL et (1974)» calculation shows that the
incorporation of [^^C]lysine into brain TCA-insoluble material of L-dopa- 
treated animals was reduced to 26% and 37/̂ of the control level at 7 

and 15min, respectively, Roel and cc^workers point out that a reduction 
in precursor specific activity probably contributed to this reduction 
in TCA-insoluble radioactivity in dopa-treated rats since, in these 
animals, the size of the soluble lysine pool was 34/̂ greater than in 
control rats (although the difference was not statistically significant), 
L-dopa resulted in a decrease in the incorporation of leucine to
63%, 4è% and 38% of the control level at 7» 15 and 30min, respectively.
An L-dopa-induced decrease of [U-^'^C]lysine incorporation into brain 
soluble protein and tubulin was also demonstrated, BONE (1975) has also 
studied the effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of radioactive leucine 
into rat brain protein. Weight-matched 20-day-old rats were injected 
with L-dopa (l50mg/kg ) or injection medium, followed 15min later by the 
injection of L-[U-^^C]leucine, The animals were killed after a 15, 30»
45 or 60min incorporation period and the radioactive content of TCA-
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precipitable material determined together with the specific activity of 
the soluble leucine pool. There was no significant difference beirween 
the [^^C]leucine incorporation levels into the cerebral protein of control 
and dopa-treated rats at 30, 45 snd 60min after dopa administration.
At 75niin, however, the difference was significant, the incorporation in 
dopa-treated rats being 36% of the control level. It should be noted 
that WEISS e_t al, (l97l) failed to obsezr/e polysome disaggregation in 
19-day-old rats given 20Cmg/kg of L-dopa,

In their later study, WEISS et al, (1975) set out to determine whether 
the disaggregation of brain polysomes seen after the administration of 
L-dopa and L-5-HTP is mediated via central dopamine and 3-HT receptors, 
respectively. Polysomes were prepared 6Cmin after injecting 50-75g rats 
with L-dopa (30Cmg/kg) or L-3-ETP (500mg/kg), Pretreatment with the dopa
mine antagonist pimozide (25mg/kg,ip) blocked the dopa-induced dissocia
tion of cerebral polysomes, but failed to abolish the 5-HTP effect, while 
haloperidol (2Cmg/kg,ip) caused a significant reduction in the disruption 
of polysomes in both L-dopa and L-5-HT?-treated rats, although the effect 
was less marked in the latter case, Vnile these observations may indicate 
that disaggregation is mediated via a receptor that has stmactoral 
requirements similar to that of the synaptic dopamine receptor, the doses 
of haloperidol and pimozide used in this study are at least an order of 
magnitude greater than those required to block the behavioural response 
to dopaminergic agents (see Section 1,1,2), The 5-HT antagonists 
methysergide (2mg/kg,ip) and cyproheptadine (lOmg/kg,ip) failed to affect 
the dopa response, but blocked the 5-HTP-induced disaggregation of polysones. 
These doses are of the same order as those required to attenuate the 
behavioural effects of 5-HTP, (see eg, VAN RIEZEIT, 1972; KARJA et al,,
1961), The peripheral aromatic amino acid decarboxylase inhibitor I'IE-436 

was used in experiments designed to determine whether the disruption of 
brain polysomes in dopa-treated rats is mediated centrally or via some 
peripheral mechanism. On the basis of the observation that brain 
polysomes were disaggregated in rats given NK-4S6 plus L-dopa, WEISS ejk al. 
(1975) concluded that the effect must be mediated centrally. Inspection 
of the data given in Table 2 of VEISS et (1975) indicates, however, 
that although brain polysomes isolated from animals given l'IK-436 plus
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L-dopa e:diibited a significant disaggregation when compared with polysomes 
isolated from rats receiving neither drag, no significant difference was 
ohser/ed between the groups receiving I-ÎK-436 plus L-dopa and those 
receiving NK-4S6 alone. Consequently, the conclusion that a central 
mechanism is involved must be viewed with caution.

Veiss and co-vorkers assume that the disaggregation of brain polysomes 
in L-dopa-treated rats reflects an altered rate of brain protein synthesis 
(roel ejb al. , 1974» ’̂ŒISS et al., 1975) and have suggested that this may 
involve either a synaptic dopamine receptor system or some dopamine 
receptor that is directly coupled with the protein synthesizing machinery. 
In order to distingaish between these ir-nro possibilities apomorphine was 
administered to rats in doses ranging from 25 to 500 mg/kg. The drag 
was without effect. They also administered L-dopa (lOCmg/kg) to 21-day- 
old rats that had previously received irwo intracistemal injections of 
6-hydroxydopamine (lOGug), once on the day of birth and again 2 days 
later. The 6-hydromydopamine pretreatment failed to abolish the dopa 
response. On the basis of these results the authors argue in favour of 
the soluble receptor mechanism. Further, they suggest that the insensi
tivity of cerebral polysomes to dissociation by intracistemally admini
stered dopamine is not consistent with the involvement of a synaptic dopa
mine receptor system. They also point out that the magnitude of the dopa 
response indicates that the total population of cerebral polysomes is 
affected, ie., that both neuronal and glial polysomes are disrupted, and 
that the effect is not limited to those neurons receiving catecholsminergic 
input. The problems associated with using polysome disaggregation as an 
index of impaired protein synthesis have been mentioned previously in . 
relation to studies on phenylalanine. Accepting the limitations of this 
method, the arguments put foir«ard by Weiss and ccMvorkers are now discussed 
in relation to the pharmacology of the central dopaminergic system.

l) Effect of 6-hydrox'/-doramine

WEISS £t al. (1975) have suggested that according to a scheme involving 
the synaptic dopamine receptor, "exogenous dopa (or 5-HTP) would be taken 
up within dopaminergic, noradrenergic or serotoninergic nerve terminals,
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and decarboxylated to form dopamine (or serotonin). This amine would 
then be released into the synaptic cleft, where it might combine with 
postsynaptic dopamine (or serotonin) receptors.,.." If this scheme is 
correct, "it would be expected that pre treatment with intracistemal 
6-hydroxydopamine would attenuate the dopa-induced polysome disaggre
gation." This reasoning is questionable for three reasons.
a) 6-Hydroxydopamine has been extensively used in the study of the 
behavioural pharmacology of dopaminergic drugs, and the results obtained 
by some researchers raise doubt concerning the effectiveness of the 
procedure adopted by Weiss and co-workers. Amphetamine-induced behavioural 
changes are mediated principally through the release of catecholamines 
from presynaptic terminals and, at high doses (5-lCmg/kg), by a blockade
of their reuptake (see for example FOXS and UNGERSTEIDT, I97O). EVETTS 
et al. (1970) found that 6-hydroxydopamine, when administered alone, 
failed to attenuate the behavioural effects of amphetamine despite a 
reduction in brain catecholamine levels of 75-80?̂ » On the other hand, 
FIBIGER (1973) found that when the oxidative deamination of 6-hydroxy
dopamine was inhibited by the prior administration of a MAO inhibitor, 
the behavioural response to amphetamine was drastically reduced, and 
endogenous catecholamine levels fell by as much as WEISS ^  al.
(1975) report that in their experiments dopamine levels fell from 
512ng/g in control rats to l68ng/g in 6-hydroxydopamine-treated rats, 
a decrease of only 67?̂. This indicates that a significant proportion 
of dopamine neurons had survived the treatment.
b) The capacity of the brain to accumulate dopamine following the admini
stration of L-dopa is not impaired after 6-hydroxydopamine (LYTLE et al., 
1972, although this work is subject to the above criticism since dopamine 
levels in 6-hydroxydopamine rats were reduced by only 62̂ 6, ), which is con
sistent with reports that the uptake of exogenous dopa and its conversion 
to dopamine is not restricted to those neurons that normally synthesize 
dopamine. Bopa and 5-HTP are probably decarboxylated by the same enzyme 
(KDNTZMAN et al., I96I; BERTLER and ROSENGREN, 1959; GOLDSTEIN et ^ . ,
1971) and it has been suggested that dopa is taken up and decarboxylated 
within 5-HT neurons, especially at high concentrations of the amino acid 
(butcher et al., I97O, 1972; NGet al., I97O, I971). In addition brain
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capillary wall endothelial cells and pericytes are important sites of 
decarboxylation (EEETIER et al., 1966; CCîîSTANTINIDIS et , 1968 and 
references therein). AHISII el al. (l972) have suggested that dopamine 
formed in the capillary wall in the brain may diffuse to its effector 
sites and that capillary wall decarboxylation may therefore be a source of 
active dopamine.
c) Behavioural responses to L-dopa, which are mediated principally 
via the synaptic dopamine receptor, are potentiated rather than attenuated 
by 6-hydroxydopamine pre treatment ( UNGERS TEBT, 1971 CREESE and ITERSEN, 
1975)» It is generally assumed that potentiation of the response to 
dopaminergic agents after denezr/ation results from a supersensitivity 
of the receptor (LANGER, 1975) although alternative explanations have 
been offered (see for example COOLS and VAN ROSSUT'I, 1976). BUTCHER 
et al. (1972) have suggested that because moncaminergic neurons have a 
large capacity for storing biogenic amines, it may be necessary to 
satuzrate these stores before a sufficient extracellular dopamine con
centration can be achieved to bring about receptor activation. This 
explains the high dose of L-dopa required to produce a behavioural 
response in the rat. At high dopa concentrations leakage of monoamines 
from neurons can be seen as an inczrease in extracellular fluorescence.
On the basis of these observations Butcher and co-workers postulated 
that a reduced uptake of catecholamines into dopamine neurons augments 
receptor sensitization and contributes to the supersensitivity to L-dopa 
observed in 6-hydroxydopamine-treated rats. This is contrary to the 
argument put forward by WEISS ejk al. (1975). Although the mechanism by 
which the behavioural response to L-dopa is potentiated by 6-hydroxy
dopamine may not be established, the observation itself suggests that if • 
the dopa-induced disruption of polysomes is mediated via the dopamine 
synapse, then one should not necessarily expect to observe an attenua
tion of the response as suggested by Weiss and co-workers.

2 ), Effect of intracistemal doramine
WEISS e;b al. (1972) reported that intracistemally administered dopamine 
(lOOug in 50g rats) had no effect on the state of cerebral polysomes 15 

and 45min after d m g  administration, although at 15min the concentration 
of dopamine in the brain was greater (6020ng/g) than in those rats given 
50Cmg/kg L-dopa (2230ng/g). Forty-five minutes after administration
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brain dopamine levels were not significantly different from the control 
level. WEISS and co-workers (1972) pointed out that the failure of intra
cistemal catecholamines to cause disaggregation does not exclude the 
possibility that these compounds are effector substances in dopa-treated 
rats since catecholamines injected into the cistema magna may be dis
tributed only within surface brain areas. In their later paper (WEISS 
et al., 1975), however, they argue that if the synaptic dopamine receptor 
is involved in the L-dopa-induced disruption of polysomes, then intracis
temal dopamine would be expected to mimic the response.

The distribution of intracranially administered catecholamines has been 
investigated by a number of researchers. CHALMERS and WURTMAN (1971) 
studied the fate of intracistemally administered [^E ] noradrenaline in 
the rabbit and found that the regional uptake of radioactivity did not 
parallel the endogenous distribution of noradrenaline. It was concluded 
that the regional distribution of [^h] noradrenaline was largely deter
mined by the location of different brain regions relative to the injec
tion site. This is in contrast to the observation that-following the 
injection of [^H ] dopamine or [ ]  noradrenaline into the lateral 
ventricle of the rat the greatest accumulation of radioactivity occurred 
in catecholamine rich brain regions (GLOWHTSKI and I7ERSEN, i960). 
Althou^ the difference between these results may be attributable to the 
different modes of administration adopted, Chalmers and Wurtman suggested 
that distance is an important factor in the rabbit because of its size. 
Distance may not therefore be a significant factor in the rat. Never
theless, the possibility remains that the failure of intracistemally 
administered dopamine to disaggregate rat brain polysomes may have 
arisen because a sufficient concentration of dopamine was not achieved 
at some distant site.

3) Effect of apomorphine

WEISS et al. (l975) have argued that if the synaptic dopamine receptor 
is involved in the disaggregation of brain polysomes by L-dopa, then 
apomorphine would be expected to mimic the response. Experimental data
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indicate , however, that the dopamine receptor associated with different 
brain regions may have different stmctural requirements for activation 
and that some receptors are insensitive to apomorphine. Consequently, 
the observed insensitivity of brain polysomes to disaggregation by 
apomorphine may not necessarily rale out the involvement of the synaptic 
dopamine receptor in dopa-induced polysome disruption.

There are ir.vo major telencephalic dopamine systems, the nigrostriatal 
and the mesolimbic systems (A2IDEIT e^ ai., i960; UIIGEIHSTEIDT, I97I2,;
LEIDYALL and BJOHXLITID, 1974). The nigrostriatal pathway originates 
from the A9 dopamine cell group (see BAHISTROM and FUXE, I964) situated 
in the substantia nigra (mainly within the zona compacta, but also in 
the zona reticulata and the pars lateralis) and the area ventralis tegmenti, 
and inner/at es the caudate nucleus, putamen and globus pallidus. Axons 
of the mesolimbic system originate from the AlO dopamine cell bodies in 
the ventral mesencephalic tegmentum (situated dorsal to the nucleus 
interpenduncularis ) and inner-ate the nucleus accumbens, the tuberculum 
olfactorium and the nucleus interstitialis striae teminalis. Pharm
acological stimulation of central dopaminergic mechanisms induces character
istic behavioural changes consisting of stereot;/ped behaviour (repetitive 
limb and head movements, sniffing, gnawing, biting and licking) and /or 
hyperactivity. Attempts have been made to dissociate the hyperactive 
and stereotyped behavioural responses, and to determine which dopaminergic 
mechanism mediates which effect. Cn the basis of an abundance of phar
macological data it has been suggested that the extrapyramidal (ie., 
nigrostriatal) system is principally involved in stereotypy while the 
nucleus accumbens is of major importance with respect to hyperactivity 
(see for example KELLY, 1975). The following observations support 
this view.

1 ) The locomotor response to peripherally administered amphetamine was 
abolished in rats with bilateral 6-hydroxydopamine lesions of the nucleus 
accumbens, but was not abolished after bilateral lesions of the caudate 
nucleus. In contrast, lesions of the caudate nucleus but not the nucleus 
accumbens attenuated the stereotyped behavioural response to amphetamine 
(KELLY et al., 1975b.)
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2) Bilateral injections of amphetamine into the nucleus accumbens caused 
locomotor stimulation (PIJNENBUPlG et. al• » 1976).

5) The bilateral administration of dopamine into the nucleus accumbens of 
nialimide pretreated rats caused mainly locomotor stimulation, while 
bilateral administration into the caudate nucleus resulted in a predominantly 
stereotypic response with less intense hyperactivity (PIJHENBURG and VAN 
ROSSTM, 1975; JACKSON et ai., 1975; PIJNENBURG et , 1975; COSTALL et , 
T977H). Similar responses were seen in non-pre treated rats (PIJNENBURG 
et al., 1976)

4 ) A long lasting locomotor stimulation was observed in rats after receiving 
bilateral injections of ergometrine into the nucleus accumbens. This
was antagonized by haloperidol and pimozide (PIJNENBURG et ai., 1973).

5 ) The dopamine analogue 2-amino-6,7-dihydroxy-l ,2,5,4-tetrahydronaphthalene 
(ADTN) produced a strong and long lasting motor stimulation when injected 
bilaterally into the nucleus accumbens but had no significant effect on motor 
activity when injected into the caudate nucleus (SLKHAWAB and VOOBRUPP,
1975). In contrast, however, COSTALL £t ai. (1977^) observed both 
stereotypic and hyperactive responses following the injection of ABTN
into both the nucleus accumbens and the neostriatum of nialimide-pretreated 
rats.

Although some of these results indicate that both the neostriatum and the 
nucleus accumbens have the potential to mediate both hyperactive and stereo
typed behavioural responses to dopamine agonists, they confirm that the 
hyperactive response is mediated predominantly via the mesolimbic system, 
and stereotypy principally via the extrapyramidal system. It is of 
interest to note therefore, that apomorphine (administered both peripherally 
and intracerebrally) and other aporphine derivatives have repeatedly been 
shown to lack the ability to induce hyperactivity in normal rats. Only 
after systemic 6-hydroxydopamine treatment or specific lesions of the 
nucleus accumbens is hyperactivity normally observed in response to these 
materials (IVERSEN et ^ . , 1975; KELLY ̂  ., 1975a, 1975b, 1976; COSTALL
et al., 1975b, I977H). This has been attributed to a denervation-induced
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change in the sensitivity and/or specificity of the limbic dopamine 
receptor ( COSTALL ^  ad., 1975'b). Consenrently, the observation that 
polysome integrity is not affected by peripherally administered apomor
phine is not inconsistent with the hypothesis that dopa inhibits cerebral 
protein synthesis through the activation of a synaptic dopamine receptor, 
possibly within the nucleus accumbens. However, it is not possible to 
rule out the involvement of a cytoplasmic dopamine receptor having 
structural requirements similar to that of the limbic receptor. It 
would be of interest to determine whether apomorphine disaggregates 
cerebral polysomes in rats with 6-hydro:r/-dopamine lesions of the nucleus 
accumbens.

Recent work indicates that the simple concept that stereotypy and 
hyperactivity are mediated by distinct, homogeneous dopaminergic mechanisms 
is probably an oversimplification. CCS TALL e^ aT. (19772.) have suggested 
that stereotypy should not be regarded as a single behavioural syndrome 
caused by the activation of a single mechanism, but that it consists of 
behavioural components probably involving separate dopamine systems.
Further, a few researchers have obsezr/ed motor stimulation following the 
peripheral and central administration of apomorphine to normal rats 
(MAJ, et ai., 1972; JACKS02T et ai., 1975; GRABOWSZA and AITlâ'T, 1976), 
while PIJIIEL'IBURG ejfc al. (l97°) report inconsistent effects consisting of 
depressed motor activity in seme animals and stimulation in others. 
Nevertheless, it is clear that when given peripherally, apomorphine may fail 
to activate those dopamine mechanisms responsible for hyperactivity, and 
consequently the possibility that the dopa effect on cerebral polysomes 
is mediated via this apomorphine insensitive mechanism should be considered, 
since it is not ruled out by the available e:cperimental data.

4 ) Maanitiude of the dora effect

While the concept that neurotransmitters are directly involved in the 
regulation of metabolic processes in nervous tissue is not new (see 
Section 1.1), physiologically this effect must, by definition, be 
restricted to those neurons receiving the synaptic input in question.
WEISS et, a^. (1975) pointed out, however, that in order to account for the
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gross polysome disaggregation observed in dopa-treated rats, it must be 
assumed that the total population of cerebral polysomes is affected by 
L-dopa. They therefore argued against the involvement of a synaptic 
dopamine receptor system. This argument is, in part, valid. The highest 
concentration of central dopamine receptors is found in the corpus striatum 
where it has been estimated that only about 15% of striatal synapses are 
dopaminergic (see SYNDER 1975)- Consequently, the extensive polysome 
disaggregation seen after dopa administration is not compatible with 
hypotheses implicating a direct coupling of synaptic dopamine receptors 
with the protein synthesizing machinery. ĴEISS and co-workers (1971) 
suggested that the entry of L-dopa into brain cells probably occurs via 
the neutral amino acid carrier. Accordingly, since there is a ubiquitous 
requirement for neutral amino acids as precursors of protein, L-dopa 
would be expected to accunrulate within the total population of brain 
cells. It was further suggested (WEISS et al., 1974&) that intracellular 
dopa is decarboxylated and that polysome disaggregation is mediated through 
the interaction of dopamine with an intracellular receptor. If this 
cellular receptor mechanism is to be implicated in the disruption of cerebral 
polysomes by L-dopa, one would have to postulate that the soluble dopamine 
receptor is not restricted to those neurons receiving dopaminergic input, 
but is common to the majority of neurons and glial cells. In this connec
tion it is interesting to note that SMYTHIES (197O and references therein) 
has suggested that biogenic amines (including dopamine and 5-HT) may 
intercalate between the base pairs of nucleic acids. The cellular 
receptor hypothesis is not, however, consistent with the observation that 
dopa decarboxylase is not generally distributed but is mainly localized 
within the capillary cell wall and moncaminergic neurons (BERTLER et al., 
1966; ANDEN et al., 1972). Consequently, while there appears to be little 
regional heterogeneity with respect to dopa uptake into the brain following 
its peripheral administration, the distribution of the resulting exogenous 
dopamine parallels that of the endogenous amine (BERTLER and ROSENGREN,
1959; PLETSCHER and GEY, 1962).

An alternative possibility that might be considered is that a synaptic 
dopamine receptor system is indirectly involved in the disruption of 
polysomes seen after dopa-administration. A number of researchers have
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demonstrated the presence of a wide-spread dopaminergic innervation of 
the telencephalon originating from the mesencephalic dopamine cell group 
(LUIDVALL and BJORKLUND, 1974; LDIDVALL ejk al., 1974; FOXS e_t ad., 1974; 
BERGER et al., 1974, 1976). Although the function of this me so cortical 
dopamine system remains a matter for speculation, it is interesting to 
note that dopaminergic transmission appears to play an important part 
in the regulation of cerebral activity. This is indicated by the 
following.

1) On the basis of a study of the effect of lesions of catecholaminergic 
systems on EEG and behavioural waking in the cat, JOÎIES et ad. (1973) 
concluded that two separate systems may be involved in the maintenance 
of waking. Firstly dopaminergic neurons of the ventral tegmentum, which 
may be essential for the maintenance of behavioural arousal, and secondly, 
noradrenergic neurons of the pons and possibly the medulla, which may 
mediate tonic cortical activity.

2) The neuroleptics chiorpromasine and haloperidol are reported to 
attenuate the EEG desynchronisation seen after apomorphine and amphetamine 
administration (VOTAYA and BYNTAROVA, 197O; BRADLEY and HANGS, I957;
CONSROE and WHITE, 1972).

5) FLORIO and LCNGO (l97f) found that mesencephalic stimulation caused 
EEG activation in the rabbit. This was inhibited by chlorpromazine, 
haloperidol and spiroperidol. Further, L-dopa restored the EEG response 
to mesencephalic stimulation in haloperidol or spiroperidol pretreated 
animals.

These results indicate that a dopamine synaptic system is an integral 
part of the diffuse mechanisms involved in the regulation of gross cerebral 
activity. The hypothesis might therefore be considered that the protein 
synthesizing machinery is linked in some way to neuronal impulse activity. 
Thus, in dopa-treated rats, dopamine may act at a well defined site of 
dopaminergic transmission, causing a change in gross cerebral electrical 
activity and a concomitant change in brain protein metabolism. MCILWAIN
(1970) has presented evidence consistent with the hypothesis that electrical 
activity and general cellular metabolism in central nervous tissue are 
linked. The coupling of protein metabolism with nerve impulse activity
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might represent just one aspect of this more general regulation.

Intracranial self-stimulation (ICSS) is a phenomenon that is relevant to 
the above hypothesis since ICSS sites have been shown to be associated with 
highly diffuse catecholamine systems which project to wide-spread brain 
regions. Through these diffuse systems a few brain cells have the 
capacity to control neuronal activity throughout the entire brain.
GERMAN and BOWDEN (1974) made a detailed study of the wealth of published 
data on ICSS and concluded that three of the four major cate cholaminergic 
systems (the mesolimbic and nigrostriatal dopamine systems and the dorsal 
noradrenaline system) are capable of supporting self-stimulation.
Additional evidence for the involvement of dopaminergic mechanisms in 
ICSS is provided by a number of other researchers (STTNUS ef al., 1976; 
PHILLIPS ^  al., 1976; ROLLS et al., 1974; BROEKXAMP et , 1975;
POURIESOS and WISE, 1976).WISE (1978) suggests that a critical dopamine 
link exists in the systems mediating all rewarding stimulation, but that 
this link need not be activated directly for stimulation to be rewarding.

In a study of the contrasting effects of hypothalamic and nucleus accumbens 
self-stimulation on brain stem unit activity and cortical arousal, ROLLS
(1971) found that a large population of brain stem units were excited 
through self-stimulation electrodes placed in the hypothalamus, and that 
trains of hypothalamic stimuli caused cortical desynchronization. Further, 
the firing rate of brain stem units driven (probably via polysynaptic 
pathways) by these trains of stimuli, correlated with the accompanying 
cortical activation. In contrast, very few brain stem units were excited 
through self-stimulation electrodes in the nucleus accumbens, and self- 
stimulation in this region did not cause cortical desynchronization. It 
is suggested above that the observed insensitivity of brain polysomes to 
disruption by apomorphine is consistent with the hypothesis that the nucleus 
accumbens is involved in the disaggregation of polysomes seen in L-dopa- 
treated rats. It is clear, however, that any hypothesis implicating the 
nucleus accumbens as a primary site of dopamine action in the disaggre
gation of brain polysomes by L-dopa is inconsistent with the results of 
ROLLS (1971) if, according to the hypothesis, inhibition of protein 
synthesis is the consequence of altered cerebral electrical activity- 
mediated indirectly via the activation of brain stem units.

It is not possible, on the basis of the available experimental data on the
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dissociation of cerebral polysomes by L-dopa, to rule out the involvement 
of either the intracellular mechanism proposed by Weiss and co-workers, or 
the indirect synaptic mechanism outlined above. According to the hypothesis 
that a synaptic dopamine system is involved, D-amphetamine is expected to 
mimic the response. Thus it might be possible to distinguish between 
the two hypotheses through a study of the effect of this drug.

1.1.2 THE EFFECT OP D-AI-TPHETAICTNE ON CEREBRAL PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
A number of researchers have studied the effect of amphetamine on cerebral 
protein synthesis but their results are conflicting. KAGOUR ejb ad. (1976) 
allowed rats free access to a solution of 0.02% B-amphetamine for up to 
23 days in order to study the effect of its chronic se If-administration 
on a number of parameters including motor activity and the rate of P"̂ c] 
leucine incorporation into protein. The daily amphetamine intake increased 
from 16 to 47^ig/kg/day during the 23-day experiment. Locomotor stimulation 
was observed throughout the experimental period, but at no time did the 
animals exhibit stereotyped behaviour. The incorporation of [^^c] 
leucine into cerebral slices prepared from amphetamine-treated rats was 
increased by 28%, 43% and 37% on the second, fifth and tenth days, 
respectively, but returned to the control level by the sixteenth day.
The acute administration of amphetamine (2-10 mg/kg ) had no effect on 
[^^C] leucine incorporation in brain slices. Further, the drug was without 
effect when added directly to the incubation mixture in the concentration 
range 10 ^ - 1.0 mM#

DEWAR and WINTERBURN (1973) failed to detect any change in a number of 
parameters following the acute or chronic administration of amphetamine 
(0.1 - 25 mg/kg) to 3-nionth-old rats. No change in ENA content or its 
rate of degradation, in the rate of ENA transfer from nucleus to cytoplasm, 
or the rate of [^^C]leucine incorporation into cerebral protein was 
observed. In contrast to these results a number of researchers have 
reported that the acute administration of amphetamine (8-l6mg/kg) causes 
a disruption of cerebral polysomes and a reduction in their capacity 
for protein synthesis in cell-free systems (m OSKOWITZ et al., 1975;
WIDELITZ et ad., 1975, 1976, 1977; BALIGA ^  al., 1976). MOSKOWITZ ^  al. 
(1975) reported that while 15mg/kg D-amphetamine caused a disaggregation 
of cerebral polysomes in rats aged 26 days or more, larger doses (50mg/kg) 
were required to cause a similar effect in 7-9-3.ay-old rats. This is not
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necessarily inconsistent with the report that the amount of L-dopa 
required to disrupt rat brain polysomes increases with increasing age 
(WEISS et al., I971). Firstly, on the basis of the preliminary obser
vation that, within a group of rats of various ages, polysome disaggre
gation correlated with brain dopa concentrations, WEISS et al. (1971) 
suggested that a lower central drug concentration might account for the 
reduced sensitivity of older rats to dopa-induced polysome disruption. 
Further, the apparent insensitivity of cerebral polysomes of 7-Hay-old rats 
to disaggregation by amphetamine may result from a comparative immaturity 
of the presynaptic component of the dopamine synapse at that stage in 
their development. Thus, LAL and SOURKES (1973) report that although 
both amphetamine and apomorphine--induced stereotyped behaviour in 2-day- 
old rats, the response was rudimentary. The behavioural response in 18- 
day-old rats resembled that of the adult, excepting for the prominence 
of locomotor activity, while the response in 53-day-old animals was 
indistinguishable from that of the adult rat. LOIZOU (1972) has shown 
histochemically that while axon proliferation of 5-HT and noradrenergic 
neurons is greatest during the first three postnatal weeks, terminal 
proliferation of dopamine neurons occurs gradually over the first fo-'or 
weeks. A lower brain drug level may also contribute to the insensitivity 
of young rats to peripherally administered amphetamine, since peak brain 
levels in young adult rats are reported to be twice the level found in 
immature rats given the same intraperitoneal dose (LAL and FELLMJLLER, 1975)* 
It is possible, therefore, that a lower drug level coupled with an incom
plete development of the dopamine s^mapse might be the cause of the relative 
insensitivity of immature rat brain polysomes to amphetamine-induced 
dissociation.

WLDELIIE et al. (1973) commented on their failure to see polysome 
disaggregation in rats given 3*5 mg/kg amphetamine, while doses as low 
as 1 .5 and 3.0 mg/kg are reported to induce stereotyped behavioural 
responses (EANDRUP et al., 1963). They attributed this discrepancy 
to differences in either the strains of rats used or the injection methods 
employed, since they failed to observe any significant behavioural changes 
following the administration of amphetamine in doses of up to 3.5 mg/kg.
It should be noted that EANDRUP and Mül'IKYAD (197O) used a dose of 10 mg/kg 
to induce a definite behavioural response.
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Amphetamine-induced polysome disaggregation is attenuated by the intra
peritoneal administration of the neuroleptic drrgs pimozide (25mg/kg), 
haloperidol (l5-20mg/kg), chlorpromazine (l0-12mg/kg) and thioridazine 
(25mg/kg) (MOSKOWITZ et , 1973; WIDELITZ et , 1977). WIDELITZ et 
(1977) have commented on the observation that, at their maximum effective 
doses, chlorpromazine is a more potent inhibitor of amphetamine-induced 
polysome disaggregation than haloperidol, while haloperidol is the more 
potent neuroleptic. They discussed this in relation to the observed 
discrepancy between the clinical potency of these materials, their ability 
to inhibit dopamine-sensitive adenyl cyclase (MILLER and IVIRSEIT, 1974) 
and their affinity for dopamine binding sites (CREESE et , 1975, 1976). 
CREESE et al. (1975) have ezcplained these inconsistencies in terms of a 
two-state model of the dopamine receptor. According to this model the 
potency of a neuroleptic drug is determined by its affinity for the 
antagonist state of the dopamine receptor, as determined by its ability 
to compete for [^E]haloperidol binding sites. On this basis, haloperidol 
is a more potent dopamine antagonist than chlorpromazine. This is consis
tent with reports that smaller doses of haloperidol are required to inhibit 
amphetamine-induced stereotyped behaviour as well as other in vivo res
ponses to dopaminergic agents (Table 7 of EGEN, 1975). Consequently, 
the observation that haloperidol is a less powerful inhibitor of 
amphetamine-induced polysome disruption may indicate that this effect 
is not mediated via a synaptic dopamine receptor system, further,
MOSKOWITZ e^ al. (1975) &ad WIDELITZ ejfc al. (1977) employed doses of 
neuroleptic drugs at least an order of magnitude greater than that required 
to inhibit behavioural responses to dopaminergic agents. For example, 
the ED^Q (30°6 inhibitory dose) for haloperidol in amphetamine-treated 
stereotypic rats is 0.02 mg/kg (EOEIT, 1975) compared with the 13-20mg/kg 
dose used by Moskowitz and coworkers. If large quantities were administered 
because smaller doses were without effect, then this may again indicate 
that a synaptic dopamine receptor is not involved in the response.
Finally, according to the indirect receptor mechanism outlined above, 
the dissociation of polysomes by dopaminergic drugs is expected to be 
brain specific, which is consistent with the report that liver polysomes 
are unaffected, by amphetamine (Smg/kg) (WIDELITZ et al., 1975). In contrast, 
however, BALIGA eĵ  al. (l97o)report that according to their unpublished 
results, liver polysomes are disrupted in amphetamine-treated rats.
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In an attempt to elucidate the mechanisms involved in the disruption of 
polysomes hy amphetamine a comparison has been made of its effect on 
initiation-dependent and initiâtion-independent cell-free protein 
synthesis. In one such study NOWAK and MJl'IRO (1977) nsed homologous 
initiating and non-initiating systems prepared from rabbit reticulocytes, 
BALIGA £t al. (1976) carried out a similar series of experiments using 
an initiation-dependent system comprising natural or synthetic mRNA 
plus wheat germ ribosomal material and soluble factors, and a non
initiating system consisting of a rat liver pH5 enzyme fraction and rat 
brain or liver polysomes. Elongation was unaffected by amphetamine (fmM 
in the case of the heterologous brain-1iver system and 10mI4 in the case 
of the homologous reticulocyte system). This is not necessarily 
inconsistent with reports that cerebral polysomes isolated from amphetamine- 
treated rats (5-l6mg/kg) exhibit a reduced capacity for cell-free protein 
synthesis (WIDELITZ ^  al., 1975» 1976) since polysome disaggregation 
with no reduction in elongation rates would result in a reduction in 
protein synthetic capacity. In contrast, however, no significant reduction 
was observed in the activity of a mouse brain microsomal protein synthe
sizing system as a result of amphetamine pre treatment in doses of up to 
^Cmg/kg (LOH et al., 1975). One possible explanation for the apparent 
discrepancy between these 1rwo sets of results is that polysomes exhibited 
a reduced activity because of their degradation during the purification 
process (see Section 1.1.l.l). Amphetamine (>4niM) inhibits 
initiation-dependent cell-free protein synthesis (BALIGA ejk al., 1976;
NOWAK and MONRO 1977). Assuming that in vivo elongation rates remain 
unchanged, an inhibition of initiation could also account for polysome 
disruption. If, however, this is the mechanism by which amphetamine 
causes disaggregation, then drug-pretreatment would be expected to cause 
a reduction in the activity of the microsomal system of LOH ejt al. (1973). 
NOWAK and }TUNRO (l977) found that amphetamine inhibited leucyl-tRNA 
aminoacylation, and, since their elongation system was not dependent upon 
added tRNA for maximum activity while the initiation-dependent system 
required added tRNA for maximum activity, they suggested that this might 
be the cause of the inhibition of initiation-dependent protein synthesis.

BALIGA and coworkers (1976) reported that [^h] amphetamine incubated in 
the presence of mRNA plus wheat germ extracts became bound to a component
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that sedimented near to the 80S ribosome peak on sucrose density gradients. 
In the absence of messenger no binding was observed. No binding was 
observed when poly(u) was substituted for the natural messenger, which is 
consistent with their observation that poly(u)-dependent phenylalanine 
polymerization was not affected by amphetamine. This is of particular 
interest since the binding of poly(u) to ribosomes in the presence of a 
high concentration of Î g"̂  is independent of initiation factors, and 
differs therefore from the binding of natural messenger (V/EISSBACH and 
OCHOA, 1976). These results are to some extent at variance with those 
of WIDELITZ and co-workers (1976) who reported that protein synthesis 
was inhibited in a system consisting of poly(U), rat brain ribosomes 
prepared from amphetamine-pretreated rats (Smg/kg), and a rat brain ribo
some-free enzyme fraction. They also found that, when added directly 
to the incubation medium amphetamine (final concentration range 2.5- 
12mM) inhibited polyphenylalanine synthesis. When [^H]poly(U) was added 
to the amphetamine containing mixture and the incubation products analysed 
on sucrose gradients radioactivity was localized in the mono some region.
In the absence of the drug radioactivity migrated into the polysome region 
after a 15min incubation. This indicated that, in this system, although 
ribosomes bound to poly(u) in the presence of amphetamine, they failed 
to form polysomes.

It should be noted that the concentrations of amphetamine used in these 
in vitro studies were orders of magnitude greater than that required to 
disrupt polysomes in vivo. Thus, a disaggregation of cerebral polysomes 
was observed 50min after the peripheral administration of 8mg/kg (MOSKOWITZ 
et ^., 1975; WIDELITZ et al., 1975). According to MAICKEL et al. (1969) 
the brain concentration of amphetamine 50min after the peripheral 
administration of 8mg/kg is about 25ug/g falling to about 15'U-g/g by one 
hour. BALIGA and coworkers (1976) argued that the concentration of 
amphetamine required to inhibit cell-free protein synthesis may not be 
unphysiological, since a similar concentration may be attained within 
selected neurons. WEISS and co-workers (l975) have pointed out, however, 
that if a drug brings about a gross disruption of brain polysomes, then 
it must affect the majority of brain cells. Consequently, the gross 
polysome disaggregation seen in amphetamine-treated rats cannot be explained
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on the basis of the accumulation of large quantities of the drug within 
a few selected neurons if it is also assumed that the drug acts directly 
on the protein synthesizing machinery.

To summarise, amphetamine causes a disaggregation of cerebral polysomes 
when administered at a dose level similar to that required to elicit 
behavioural responses. This is consistent with the hypothesis that a 
synaptic system is indirectly involved in the disruption of cerebral 
polysomes by dopaminergic agents. Large doses of various neuroleptic 
drugs inhibit the response. Amphetamine inhibits initiation-dependent 
cell-free protein synthesis, but the concentrations required are not 
physiological.

The original purpose of the present study was to gain some insight 
into the mechanism by which L-dopa disrupts brain polysomes. In 
particular, it was proposed that standard pharmacological procedures be 
used to test the hypothesis of WEISS ^  ad. (1975) implicating the
involvement of a soluble dopamine receptor and the alternative proposal
that the effect is mediated indirectly via a synaptic dopaminergic 
system. The majority of the conclusions of Weiss and coworkers were 
based on results obtained from a study of the effect of dopaminergic 
agents on cerebral polysomes, while the accompanying effects on amino 
acid incorporation have received relatively little attention. Con
sequently, a more detailed study of the effect of L-dopa and related 
materials on the incorporation of amino acids into brain and liver protein 
was planned. While this work was in progress it was reported that LSD 
(lO-lOOug/kg,iv) causes a disruption of rabbit brain polysomes
(HOLBROOK and BROWN, 1976, 1977%). The effect was not seen in rabbit
spleen and kidney, and rat brain polysomes were unaffected by LSD in doses 
of up to 1.3nig/kg (HOLBROOK and BROWN, 1976, 1977%). Evidence was 
presented indicating that the effect was caused by an inhibition of 
initiation rather than an activation of RNase or premature termination.
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These observations are particularly interesting since LSD is reported to 
stimulate central dopaminergic mechanisms (SPAITO et , 1975; PIERI 
et al., 1974; VON HOIIGEIT at al., 1974, 1975)« Consistent with the hypothesis 
that dopaminergic agents cause polysome disaggregation indirectly via the 
stimulation of a dopamine receptor system and a subsequent change in 
gross cerebral electrical activity is the report that doses of LSD that 
caused polysome disruption also resulted in cortical activation (HOLBROOK 
and BROWN, 1977%). A requirement for increased neuronal activity was 
also suggested by the observation that the response was inhibited by 
ethanol or pentobarbital pretreatment. Polysome disaggregation was 
attenuated by haloperidol (l00-500ug/kg) and chlorpromazine (500ug/kg).
The low doses of these materials required to inhibit the response and 
the observed greater sensitivity of haloperidol compared with chlor
promazine are compatible with the involvement of a synaptic dopamine 
system. The 5-HT antagonists methysergide (2mg/kg) and cyproheptadine 
(RmgAig) potentiated the response while pizotyline (500ug/kg) inhibited 
polysome disruption. The adrenergic antagonists phentolamine (2mg/kg) 
and propranolol (SOGag/kg) completely blocked polysome disaggregation 
in LSD-treated animals. Holbrook and Brown suggested that these materials 
blocked synaptic transmission along catecholamine pathways activated by 
the binding of LSD to some receptor system. The possible involvement of 
corticosteroids released through stress was also discussed (HOLBROOK and 
ERC'aOJ, 19772-; compare with Section 1.1.3). '

1.1 .3 THE EFFECT OP H-ATDLr^G AMD OTHER STRESSFUL STETTLI ON CEREBRAL

On the basis of the observation that so many different types of treatments 
affect the incorporation of radioactive amino acids into brain protein,
(for reviews see JAKOUBSK and SSMIGINOVSKY, I97O; JAKOUBEK, 1974;
PALLADDN et al., 1977) ENTINGH and DAI-ISTRA (1976) suggested that some common 
or non-specific mechanism might be involved. In order to determine whether 
trivial experimental manipulations might trigger these changes, they 
examined the effect of handling on the incorporation of [^H]lysine into 
mouse brain protein. Handling consisted of lifting an animal by its 
tail, immediately placing it in a beaker, and 20sec later gently returning 
it to its cage. They found that this handling experience caused increases 
of up to 58% in the incorporation of [^Hjlysine into brain protein.
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Similarly, REES ejb al. (1974) found that a number of environmental stimuli, 
including handling, caused an increase in the relative incorporation 
(see Section 1.2) of lysine in mouse brain. The importance of these 
results with respect to any study of brain protein metabolism is obvious. 
ENTEIGH and DAMSTRA (l97o) suggested that the effect of various stimuli 
on brain protein metabolism may combine in a non-linear manner, and that 
apparently trivial experimental manipulations may push metabolic changes 
to some ceiling and thus obscure the otherwise positive effect of the 
treatment being examined.

In the light of the above observations, the administration of radioactive 
precursors might be expected to have a significant effect on brain protein 
metabolism. This is substantiated by the report that intracranial puncture 
inhibits the incorporation into mouse brain protein of peripherally 
administered [^H]lysine (lUNIT, 1975). Furthermore, consistent with the 
hypothesis that the response to experimental manipulations may, in some 
cases, obscure the positive effects of the treatment under investigation, 
Dunn found that whereas electroconvulsive shock caused a profound 
inhibition of the incorporation into brain protein of peripherally 
administered radioactive amino acids, no such effect was seen when the 
amino acids were injected directly into the brain (for references see
DUIET, 1975).

A number of researchers have suggested that stress may be a factor that 
is common to the multitude of treatments reported to affect brain protein 
metabolism. In particular, stress-induced increases in ACTS output and 
plasma corticosteroid levels have been implicated in these changes 
(JAKOUBEK, 1974; JAKOUBEK and SEhllGINOVSKY, 1970; see also references 
cited by SCHOTMAN et al., 1977)* If this is so, then the observation 
that handling affects brain protein synthesis is not surprising, for 
although gentle handling may ordinarily be regarded as a mild stimulus, 
it represents a novel and probably stressful experience in the case of 
laboratory animals not previously subjected to the treatment. In the 
majority of experiments in the present study, labelled amino acids were 
administered by subcutaneous injection, mainly because this was regarded 
as being the least stressful mode of administration. Subcutaneous 
injections are reported, however, to elevate plasma corticosterone levels
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(SCHOTMAIT et al., 1977» HODGES and MITGHLEY, 1970). Clearly, the prohlem 
of stress-induced artifacts requires consideration in any ^  vivo study 
of brain protein metabolism.

1.2 MEASÏÏEEMT OE RAPES OE PROTEBT SyMEESIS
In this section a brief review is made of some of the procedures that 
have been adopted in the measurement of rates of amino acid incorpora
tion into protein. Precursors labelled with radioisotopes are extensively 
used in the de termination of protein turnover rates, but it has become 
evident that a meaningful interpretation of the data obtained is often 
difficult. OJA (1973) has defined very clearly the problems involved, 
and these are discussed in the following pages making particular reference 
to the measurement of rates of protein synthesis in central nervous 
tissue.

12 .
1 2

FIG. 1.1 A CLOSED, TM)-
COMPARTMENT EXCHANG
ING SYSTEM

Consider the closed two-compartment 
system shown in Fig. 1.1,Pool 1 
represents the precursor amino acid 
compartment and 2 represents the pro
tein-bound amino acid pool. Further,

assume that the steady-state approximation is applicable. If a trace 
quantity of radioactive amino acid is introduced into compartment 1 
(without perturbing the system) then the rate of appearance of radio
activity in compartment 2 (R^) Is given by 

dR.
dt (1-1)

where P.. is the amino acid flow rate from pool i to pool j, expressed,
/ /for example, in umole/min/g tissue, and is the specific activity of 

the ith pool. The steady state requirement together with the specifica
tion that the system is closed fixes

^12 2̂1' (1.2)
Rate constants can be defined by

(1 .3)
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where Q^is the size of the ith pool, expressed, for example, in n^iole/g 
tissue. Substitution of (I.3) into (l.l) yields

^ 2  = - ’̂ 2 i ¥ 2  (1.4a)

^ ^12^ " ^21^2* (l.4b)
The rate of change of the specific activity of pool 2 is given by

=̂ 2 = i “ 2 , ,
—  Qg 'it (1.5a)

= ̂ W l - ^ 2 1 ^ 2  (1.5,)

(compare with equation 1 of OJA, 1973)•

It is important to emphasize that because the system is in a steady . 
state with respect to the traces amino acid (ie., because the quantity 
of traces in each compartment and its flow rate between the compartments 
are both constant) these first-order rate equations are valid irrespective 
of the kinetic behaviour of the system with respect to the traces. That 
is, the order of the exchange 'reaction' is unimportant.

Integration of (1.5b) yields

SgCt̂ a) = ^  h2 - ̂ 21 1̂ 2̂ '̂ (1.6)
^2

1
second term can be neglected so that

= ’̂ h .2  . (1.7)

When the incorporation time (a) is sufficiently short that S.̂ the
jond term can be neglects
S2(t=a) = ^h2_[s^dt.

The mean-value theorem (see pages 51-53 of STEPHENSON, 1966) states thai

y"s^(t)dt = aŜ ( ̂ ) (1.8)

where 0^ ̂  £a. For convenience S^(f) is written S^, and is called the 
time-average specific activity. Thus (I.7) becomes

S (t=a) = n  k^2&S^(t=a). (1.9)
®2
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An examination of (l.9) and the assumptions made in its derivation gives 
a very clear indication of the problems involved in the measurement of 
rates of protein synthesis. Although, in the following discussion particular 
reference is made to the study of protein metabolism in the brain, many 
of the comments are applicable to kinetic tracer experiments in general.
The steady state assumntion
While the analysis of results obtained from nonsteady-state, multi
compartment systems is feasible, the equations defining these systems 
are relatively complicated, and a considerable simplification is achieved 
if a steady state can be assumed. Although a true steady state cannot 
be attained experimentally, it should be possible to approach this condi
tion with suitable experimental design. For example, the validity of 
the steady-state approximation is doubtful when applied to experiments 
of long duration, and it is therefore desirable to keep incorporation 
periods short.

It is well established that brain soluble amino acid pool sizes undergo 
significant changes during the development of the central nervous system 
(maker e^ al,, I976), In a study of brain protein metabolism during 
post-natal development, OJA (1967) found that the rate of entry of 
tyrosine into the brain soluble and protein-bound pools of young, growing 
rats was not matched by the corresponding efflux rates. This situation 
persisted until about I4 days after birth. Raring this period there was 
a significant deposition of new protein. These results indicate that the 
steady-state treatment should not be applied to the analysis of results 
obtained from in vivo experiments using growing animals unless the 
incorporation period is sufficiently short that these time-dependent changes 
can be neglected. The free amino acid composition of adult rat brain is 
reported to remain relatively constant under most conditions (MAEER et al,,
1976), Consequently, the assumption that amino acid pool sizes are 
invariant should be more reasonable when applied to the adult rat brain.

The need to assume constant pool sizes also represents a problem in the 
analysis of results obtained from brain slice experiments, since the 
rate at which protein is degraded exceeds that of protein synthesis. As 
a result of this imbalance there is a net release of amino acids from 
protein during incubation ( JONES and MCILWAIN, 1971» RNNLOP eb al,, 1974»
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EEHlEB at al., 1975). This problem may be effectively overcome by the 
addition of a sufficient quantity of tracee amino acid that the percen
tage change in the concentration of the free amino acid in the medium 
and tissue becomes insignificant.

Precursor specific activity
Absolute rates of protein synthesis can be calculated using equations 
(1.7) and (1.9) only if the amino acid precursor specific activity is 
known throughout the incorporation period. Precursor specific activity 
is expected to be a complex function of time, dependent upon rates of 
amino acid transport across numerous membranes in the brain and peripheral 
tissue, as well as the fate of the amino acid at various sites of 
metabolism. Amino acid metabolism can present an additional problem if 
the radioactive precursor amino acid is labelled in a position such that 
significant quantities of other amino acids become radioactive as the 
original amino acid is metabolised, since various parameters assumed to 
be time independent will change as significant amounts of radioactivity 
appear in new amino acids.

Further complication arises from cellular compartmentation, since it is 
established that structural heterogeneity in brain is accompanied by 
metabolic heterogeneity. A number of researchers have demonstrated that 
the incorporation of labelled amino acids into the protein of neuronal 
cell bodies is rapid compared with the labelling of neuropil protein 
(for references see ROSE, 1973; HA14BERGER and HEIRI, 1973). Sub cellular 
compartmentation may add yet another level of complexity since according 
to HAN and SINGER (1975) tRNA and aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases may be 
compartmentalized. This was demonstrated in a series of vivo 
experiments using newts in which they measured the specific activity of 
leucine in nascent polypeptide chains and found that following the 
administration of [̂ h ] leucine the specific activity of growing poly
peptide chains isolated from free polysomes was twice that of polypeptides 
isolated from membrane-bound polysomes. Clearly, apparent rates of amino 
acid incorporation into the protein of nervous tissue must be an average 
of different rates associated with different compartments, and must also 
be based on some average precursor speoific activity.
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Having accepted the problems of interpretation that inevitably accompany 
metabolic compartmentation, the direct measurement of even a tissue- 
average precursor specific activity is not usually feasible, since this 
must involve a separation and purification of aminoacyl-tRNA and the measure
ment of minute quantities of amino acids. Consequently, whilst a few 
researchers have calculated absolute rates of protein synthesis based on 
the specific activity of aminoacyl-tRITA, this work has usually been 
carried out by those whose primary interest is amino acid compartmen
tation in relation to protein synthesis (see Section 1.3). Various 
alternative procedures have been adopted, and these are now discussed.
Some of these procedures, together with their underlying assumptions, 
are summarised in Table 1.2.

Althou^ a number of researchers have demonstrated in a variety of tissues 
that the specific activity of the tRNA-bound amino acid pool may differ 
from that of the intracellular and extracellular compartments (see Section 
1.3)» it is common to assume that the specific activity of the total 
soluble pool is a good approximation to that of aminoacyl-tRNA. As 
stated above, absolute rates of synthesis can be calculated using equa
tions (1.7) and (1.9) only if the precursor specific activity is known 
as a function of time. Following the peripheral administration of a 
trace quantity of labelled amino acid, the specific activity of the 
brain soluble pool initially increases rapidly and reaches a maximum 
at a time dependent upon a number of variables, the site of administration 
being a particularly important factor. The precise measurement of precursor 
specific activity during this early part of the incorporation period 
is difficult and DUNLOP et (l975a) have therefore suggested that
measurements be made in an interval of time during which the specific 
activity of the soluble amino acid decreases monotonically. They showed 
that rates of protein synthesis determined in this manner are in good 
agreement with those obtained from flooding experiments (see below).
This indicates that it is probably reasonable to assume that the specific 
activity of the total soluble amino acid pool and the specific activity 
of aminoacyl-tRNA are the same in the case of a control group of rats.
It is important, however, to consider the possibility that various treatments 
may invalidate this equality.
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In the preceding discussion it is ass-umed that precursor specific activity 
is knovm as a function of time and that the radioactive content of protein 
is measiured only at one point in time. Rearrangement of equation (l.l) 
yields

F =(!i2)/(S - S ) (1.10)
dt -F

where F = F^^ = ^21 (closed steady-state system). Equation (l.lO) suggests 
an alternative approach. The radioactive content of protein may be measured 
at intervals during an incorporation period and this data used to evaluate 
(dR^/dt) at a given point in time. This may be done graphically. Rates 
of protein synthesis can then be determined on the basis of precursor 
specific activity measured at that point in time. The advantage of this 
approach is that the acquisition of the data required for substitution 
into (1,10) is less time consuming than the laborious task of accumulating 
sufficient data to accurately define precursor specific activity-time 
curves. It should be noted, however,*that the error associated with 
(dR^/dt) will, in general, be much larger than the error in R^ itself. 
Consequently, ZILVERSMIT et al. (l943) has recommended that the integral 
equation (ie., equation (I.7)) be used in preference to the differential 
form (is., equation (l.lO)) (also see Table 4.2).

In an early study of cerebral protein metabolism, LAJTHA. e^ al. (l957) 
adopted the approach based on equation (l.lO). They found that protein 
turnover rates apparently became slower as the duration of the incorpora
tion period increased. They interpreted this as resulting from heterogeneity 
of protein turnover rates. The theoretical basis for this interpretation 
is as follows. Consider a closed system of n amino acid compartments, 
one precursor pool (compartment l)and (n-l) protein pools (compartments 
2,3,.,n) of different turnover rates (Fig. 1.2). The rate of change of 
the total protein-bound radioactivity (^|prot) is given by

^ r o t  = Z  f  (^li^l'^il^i) (l.lla)dt '=2 dt '-2 ^ -
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FIG. 1.2 A CLOSED n-COI*IPMIIîENT SYSTEM COKSISTETG OP (n-l) PROIEŒ 
COrCPARTMEL-TTS AND A SETGLE SOLUBLE AMINO ACID POOL

Soluble
amino
acid
pool

n-3
n-2
n-l

01
u

i
I
S0
g0Tj

^ (n-l) protein compartments

In the mathematical treatment outlined in the main text protein fractions 
are categorized according to their turnover rates, ie., a given protein 
is allocated to a compartment in accordance with its turnover rate.

Providing the incorporation period is sufficiently short that Ŝ <̂  S^, i=2,3,.,n, 
the second term on the right-hand side of (l.llb) can be neglected (NB.

= -j;-j_)j ajid hence

gprot - (1.12a)

= PS. (1.121)
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where P — ̂  P%i (compare with equation (l.l) with S^^S^). As the incor-
1=2

poration time is increased, ^  ĵ il̂ i will become significant. In a
1=2situation in which a protein compartment representing only a small per

centage of total protein turns over Teiry rapidly compared with the average 
rate, this term may become significant at a time when the average protein 
specific activity (S^^^^) remains insignificant compared with that of 
the precursor compartment (S )̂. Thus equation (l.lOb), which may appear 
to be a reasonable approximation since S^, yields values of P which
decrease with increasing time. An alternative explanation for the observed 
time dependency of P is that it arises, at least in part, as a result of 
the problem of defining the precursor pool. LAJTHA e;b al. (l95?) calculated 
protein turnover rates on the basis of the specific activity of the total 
soluble lysine pool. If precursor lysine and total soluble lysine 
specific activities are different functions of time, then rates of 
synthesis based on the later will be time dependent (see Section 4*1)•
As mentioned above the possibility that different protein pools are linked 
to separate precursor compartments adds yet another level of complexity.
SETA at al. (1973) have pointed out that if a protein compartment 
exchanges with a very small precursor pool, then the specific activity 
of the precursor may be maintained at a level significantly lower than 
that of the large intracellular compartment as a result of its dilution 
by amino acid released from degraded protein. If the size of this protein 
compartment or its turnover rate are such that it makes a significant 
contribution to the total insoluble radioactivity, then turnover rates 
calculated on the basis of the specific activity of the total soluble amino 
acid pool will be in error. (Several of these points are examined in some 
detail in Section 4.1.) It is interesting to note, however, that rates 
of protein synthesis determined from both intravenous infusion experiments 
(seta et al., 1973» GAEL ICE and MAEiSHALL, 1972) and flooding experiments 
(DUNLOP et al., 1975a; GAITONDE and RICHTER, 195&) are not significantly 
time dependent. This indicates that the major cause of the time dependence 
observed by LAJTHA and co-workers (1957) was the problem of defining the 
precursor pool, and not protein heterogeneity.

The construction of amino acid specific activity-time curves is a laborious 
task that involves the use of relatively large numbers of animals. Conse
quently, many researchers choose to make specific activity measurements
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only at the end of the incorporation period. Calculation of absolute rates 
of protein synthesis is not then possible, but an "apparent" incorporation 

may be calculated usingapp
= %2(t=a)/S^(t=a) (1.13)

where Rg(t=a) and S (t=a) are the TCA-insoluble radioactivity and the 
specific activity of the total soluble amino acid pool, respectively, both 
measured at the end of the incorporation period (ie., when t=a). The use 
of equation (I.13) is meaningful only if the incorporation period is 
suffioiently short that loss of protein-bound radioactivity through degrada
tion can be neglected. Further, it is shcvai in Section 3.2.2.4 that Iapp
is an accurate index of the absolute incorporation rate only if the final
specific activity of the acid-soluble amino acid pool and the time-average
specific activity of this pool are linearly correlated within the group
of experimental animals. Thus, although the procedure based on the use of
equation (I.13) may be useful as a means of correcting for differences in
the amounts of labelled precursor administered to different animals, when

1comparing results obtained from groups of animals which have been subjected
to different treatments, the possibility should be considered that the
treatment may affect the relationship between the final specific activity and
the time-average specific activity of the acid-soluble amino acid pool.
It is shown in Section 4 .3 that, for example, a change in the size of the
soluble amino acid pool or an altered rate of precursor uptake into the
tissue in question can affect this relationship and thus give rise to
misleading results when I is used as an index of absolute rates ofapp
protein synthesis.

A number of researchers have used acid-soluble radioactivity as an index 
of precursor specific activity (REES et ad., 1974» TIPLADY 1972). When 
this procedure is adopted it is important that a radioactive precursor 
is chosen which does not produce significant amounts of labelled metabolites. 
BANKER and COTMAN (l97l) recommended that carboxyl-labelled amino acids 
be used since the radioactive carbon is lost as during their metabolism.
Alternatively, L-[4»5- hjlysine and L-[2,3- H]valine may be employed since 

is their only radioactive metabolite that accumulates in significant 
amounts, and this may be removed by evaporation (BANKER and COTMAN, 1971» 
TIPLADY, 1972; also see Section 3«1.)« A relative incorporation may be 
calculated using
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where H^(t=a) is the TCA-soluble radioactivity (after removal of volatile
radioactive metabolites). It is shown in Section 3.2.2.3 that I is arel
reliable index of protein synthetic rates only if the time-average precursor 
specific activity and acid-soluble radioactivity are linearly correlated 
within the group of experimental animals. The relationship between these 
two parameters is particularly sensitive to changes in amino acid pool 
sizes. Consequently, the reliability of I^^^ determinations made, for 
example, in the study of drug or environmental effects on protein metabolism 
is questionable, unless shown experimentally to be otherwise.

Recognition of the problems intrinsic to the measurement of precursor 
specific activity led to their circumvention through the design of new 
experimental methods. Continuous intravenous amino acid infusion has been 
adopted in order to maintain plasma and tissue pools at a constant specific 
activity (CARLICK and MARSHALL, 1972; SSTA e;b al., 1973). Protein turnover 
rates were calculated assuming that the specific activity of the total 
soluble amino acid pool was a good approximation to that of the precursor.
A number of other procedures have been suggested. LAJTHA e^ ad. (l97°) 
gave intraperitoneal injections of [̂ ‘̂C]tyrosine combined with subcutaneous 
implantations of [^^C] tyrosine pellets in order to maintain the specific 
activity of plasma and brain tyrosine at a constant level over a period of 
days. GAITGILDE and RICHTER (1936) measured rates of [^^S]methionine 
incorporation into cerebral protein following the intracistemal or sub- 
araohnoid administration of large doses (img/animal) of the amino acid. 
Turnover rates were calculated on the basis of the assumption that this dose 
was sufficient to completely swamp the endogenous brain soluble methionine 
pool (l2ug total) and that precursor specific activity was therefore the 
same as that of the administered amino acid. In a detailed study of this 
flooding technique, DUNLOP ejfc ed. (l975a) found that in the rat, although 
the brain valine concentration increased gradually during a 2h. period 
following the intraperitoneal administration of L- [l-^"^C]valine (IO-I5 

umole/g body wt ), its specific activity remained at a constant level of 
about 90/é that of the injected amino acid during the time interval 30 to 
120 min. Doth Dunlop and co-workers and Gaitonde and Richter found that 
rates of protein synthesis calculated on the basis of the specific activity 
of the administered amino aoid were time independent, which is consistent 
with the assumption that brain precursor specific activity is maintained
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at a constant level by the injection of flooding quantities of amino acids.

Relatively few researchers have concerned themselves with the measurement 
of rates of protein degradation in the brain although there is no reason 
for assuming that control of degradation is unimportant. Rates of 
degradation are usually determined from the rate of loss of radioactive 
amino acid from previously labelled protein although the calculation of 
accurate turnover rates is often not possible because an unknown percentage 
of labelled amino acid released from degraded protein is reutilized. A 
number of researchers have considered the possibility that a small 
percentage of cerebral protein is stable and after deposition remains 
throughout the lifetime of the brain. In one such study lAJTHA and TOTE 
(1966) administered a [^^Cjlysine containing diet to breeding pairs of mice 
and continued to give this diet to the mothers throughout pregnancy and 
lactation. Thus, since the offspring had had access to lysine of a constant 
specific activity throughout their development, the specific activity of 
brain protein-bound lysine was the same as that of the diet. At 60 days 
after birth, carrier amino acid was substituted for [^^Ujlysine and the 
decrease of radioactivity in protein-bound and soluble lysine determined 
during the following 150-day period. Lajtha and Toth calculated that SCP/o 
or more of cerebral protein had an average half-life of between 10 and 20 
days, but because the specific activity of the soluble lysine pool was 
significant for many days after the label was withdrawn recycling was 
inevitable. Consequently, the true average turnover rate must have been 
more rapid than the calculated rate. DAVISON (1961) found that radioactivity 
was retained in proteolipid protein for up to 250 days after the administra
tion of [l-^^C]glycine to neonatal rats, consistent with proteolipid protein 
being metabolically inert. The author argued that it is unlikely that the 
apparent stability of proteolipid protein arose artifactually from reutili
zation of labelled glycine, since this requires that recyclisation was 
restricted to this protein. Further, relatively little radioactivity was 
incorporated into proteolipid protein when [l-^^C]glycine was administered 
to adult rats. In contrast, other CNS proteins, with the possible exception 
of collagen, were shown to be metabolically active in both young and adult 
rats. This early work has been challenged, however, (see SABRI et al.,
1974 for references) and the problem was therefore re-examined (SABRI et al., 
1974). In this later study, in order to investigate the possible involvement
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of reutilization of label, developing rats were injected with either 
[^H]lysine or [^^C]glucose. Following the administration of [ glucose" 
radioactivity is incorporated into protein subsequent to the formation of 
TCA-cycle amino acids. In contrast to lysine, amino acids derived from the 
TCA cycle are rapidly metabolised and consequently the problem of recycliza- 
tion is circumvented. Total brain protein turnover rates calculated on 
the basis of the rate of loss of protein-bound radioactivity following the 
administration of ] glucose was more rapid (T^y^ = 4 days) than that 
calculated from lysine incorporation data (T^y^ = 2J days), indicating that 
a substantial percentage of [^H ] lysine was recycled. The results of 
this study did, however, confirm the earlier observation that proteolipid 
protein as well as some myelin basic proteins are relatively stable.

In an early but elegant study of hepatic protein metabolism, SVICK (l958) 
demonstrated that lysine recyclization also occurs in the liver. In this 
study, rats were continuously exposed to and protein turnover rates
were calculated from arginine incorporation data. The author emphasized 
the advantages of this method. The guanidinium group of free arginine 
turns over extremely rapidly, CO g being swiftly incorporated and then 
released as urea. According to the estimate that of the guanidinium 
carbon in free arginine was newly synthesized, the reincorporation of carbon- 
14 into protein after the release of [guanido-^'^C]arginine through proteo
lysis was expected to be minimal. When this work was carried out, the direct 
measurement of arginine specific activity was not practicable, but maximal 
and minimal estimates of the rate of labelling of the quanidinium carbon 
were obtained from the rate of labelling of intracellular CO^ and urea, 
respectively. Apparent rates of protein turnover were also calculated 
using data obtained from experiments in which rats were fed a diet contain
ing [l-^'^C]lysine. The apparent percentage rate of lysine replacement 
(ie., the apparent rate of lysine replacement relative to the size of the 
protein-bound lysine pool) was of the order of three times less than the 
percentage rate of replacement of the arginine quanidinium carbon.
Assuming that the absolute percentage replacement rate was the same for
all amino acids Swick estimated that the probability of lysine reutilization
was 46-58%. It should be noted, however, that in a situation in which
protein pools of a significant size and rich in a particular amino acid
turn over at a rate significantly different from the average rate, the
absolute percentage replacement rate would not be the same for all amino acids.
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In this brief review of some of the methods used in the measurement of 
rates of protein synthesis particular attention has been paid to problems 
of methodology and interpretation. Numerous publications continue to 
appear concerning the effects of a plethora of treatments on protein 
metabolism in the brain and other tissue. Although the problems 
associated with this kind of work are now well documented, a few 
researchers continue to ignor them and assume that rates of radioactive 
amino acid incorporation into protein are reliable indices of protein 
synthetic activity. Such an approach is clearly unacceptable unless this 
assumption is shown to be valid. OJA (1973) has made the following 
comment in relation to this kind of study. Analysing "rates of brain 
protein synthesis correctly is a formidable task, and hardly feasible
at the present  It is fairly easy with a very simple experimental
design to label cerebral proteins with radioactive amino acids. A 
meaningful interpretation of the results calls, however, for a laborious 
investigation which is planned with sober judgement."

1.3 AMINO ACID COMPARTMENTATION AND PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
Amino acid compartmentation is mentioned in Section 1.2 in relation to 
problems of interpretation of data obtained from tracer experiments.
Whilst the compartmentation of the amino acid neurotransmitters has been 
extensively studied (for reviews see BERL et al., 1975; BALAES and 
CREMER, 1973), other cerebral amino acids have received relatively little 
attention in this context. There has, however, been considerable 
interest in amino acid compartmentation in non-nervous tissue in relation 
to protein metabolism. Because some of the results obtained in the present 
study are explained in terms of models of compartmentation, several aspects 
of this subject are discussed in some detail in the following pages.

When animals are infused with carbon-14 labelled amino acids the specific 
activity of the plasma pool becomes constant but at a level lower than that 
of the infused material. Similarly, the specific activity of the intra
cellular amino acid pool of brain and other tissue also becomes constant, 
but at a level lower than that of the plasma (GAN and JEEPAY, I967;
GARLICK and MARSHALL, 1972; SETA et ^ . , 1973). This phenomenon is 
observed with essential amino acids, and consequently dilution of the
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intracellular pool cannot be attributed to ^  novo synthesis. Instead, 
it is generally assumed that ] amino acid derived from degraded protein
is responsible and that the intracellular pool: plasma specific activity 
ratio is an index of the contribution that amino acid released from degraded 
protein makes to the intracellular pool compared with that derived from 
the plasma. According to this hypothesis only about 40-45% of liver 
soluble lysine and 77-86% of the brain soluble lysine pool is supplied 
directly from the plasma (GAN and JEEPAY, 1967; SETA at ad., 1975). GARLICK 
and MARSHALL (1972) carried out a series of infusion experiments in mice 
using ] tyrosine and found that after a 30min infusion period the
specific activity of the brain soluble tyrosine pool was 60% that of the 
plasma pool. Luring the time interval 30 to 120 min, the brain: plasma 
specific activity ratio showed little change, although the absolute specific 
activity of each pool continued to increase exponentially. On the basis 
of these results the authors concluded that 40% of cerebral intracellular 
tyrosine was derived from degraded protein.

An alternative explanation for the observed dilution of intracellular 
amino acid pools is that this phenomenon arises wholly or partly as a 
result of the presence of non exchanging intracellular amino acid compart
ments. Experiments have been performed in order to investigate this 
possibility. MORTIMORE at al. (1972) reported that when rat liver was 
perfused with [1-^^^C]valine (ca. 0.6 mM) the specific activity of the
intracellular pool (S. ) became constant after about 6 to 8min at a level10
approximately 30% that of the extracellular pool (S ). As the concen-

1 À
tration of [ O]valine in the perfusate was increased the ratio S. :S10 ec
approached unity. Eurther, the intracellular valine concentration 
(Cic) was found to be a linear function of the extracellular concentration 
(Cec) defined by

Cic = êc + 0.4niM. (I.I5)
These results are compatible with the hypothesis that the intracellular 
valine pool is heterogeneous and contains at least one non expandable 
compartment. Apparent rates of valine incorporation were calculated assuming 
the precursor pool to have a specific activity equal to either that of the 
intracellular or extracellular pools. With a valine perfusate concentration 
greater than 5niM there was a good agreement between the two incorporation 
rates, but as the concentration was reduced apparent rates based on
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increased while those based on S decreased. On the basis of the assump-ec
tion that rates of protein synthesis were independent of the valine 
concentration, this indicated that at concentrations less than 5 nJT 
precursor specific activity was intermediate to that of the intracellular 
and extracellular pools. The premise that protein synthesis in perfused 
rat liver is unaffected by increases in free amino acid concentrations 
has been verified. Thus KHAIEALLAH and MORTIMOEE (1976) showed that a 
valine load had no significant effect on perfused liver protein turnover 
rates, while PEATY and HANSEN (1976) reported that the addition to the 
perfusate of amino acids other than valine at concentrations of up to ten 
times their plasma levels failed to affect the rate of valine incorporation. 
It is interesting to note that WOOLS H E  and M0RTIT40EE (1972) found that 
while the addition of high concentrations of amino acids to the perfusate 
failed to affect rates of protein synthesis in rat liver, some amino 
acids suppressed hepatic proteolysis.

MORTIMORE and co-workers (1972) discussed their results in terms of a model 
in which a nonexpandable intracellular pool receives valine released from 
degraded protein (Pig. 1.3). Theoretical rates of protein synthesis were 
calculated assuming the precursor specific activity to be equal to that of 
the expandable intracellular compartment, while the size of the non
exchanging compartment was varied empirically. With the size of the non
expanding pool set at 0.34^®ole per ml of intracellular water apparent ' 
rates were found to be independent of valine concentration. This result 
is in good agreement with that given by equation (I.15).

In a later study of valine compartmentation in rat liver, AIRHART ^t al. 
(1974) measured the specific activity of intracellular, extracellular and 
tRNA-bound valine at various times following the intraperitoneal adminis
tration of [^h]valine, and found that during the time interval 2 to 15min 
after injection, the specific activity of the intracellular pool did not 
exceed 16% that of the extracellular pool. Contrary to the model shown 
.in Pig. 1.3» they attributed this dilution to the continual supply of amino 
acid from degraded protein. They also suggested, however, that the 
intracellular pool was heterogeneous, since they found that the specific 
activity of valyl-tRNA rose more rapidly than that of the soluble intra
cellular pool. For example, at 2min the specific activity of valyl-tRNA
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FIG. 1.3 VALINE COMPARTMENTATION IN FEREGSEL EAT LIVER. 
MODEL 1 (ADAPTED PROM MORTIMORE al., 1972).

Protein

ExpandaLle solnLle 
intracellular compart
ment

Nonexpendable soluble 
intracellular compart
ment

Extrace llular
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P__ and P,. are the rates of valine incorporation into and release from 23 34
protein, respectively. P^^ ^21 the valine transport rates across
the cell membrane.
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was approximately twice that of the intracellular pool (and less than 
that of the extracellular pool). The authors postulated that valyl-tRNA. 
derives its amino acid from a small compartment that is associated with the 
cell membrane and which receives a supply of valine from both the intra
cellular and extracellular fluid. AIRHART and co-workers (1974) commented 
on the compartmental model of MORTIMORE £t al. (1972) and pointed out 
that according to the latter authors’ estimate of the size of the non
exchanging compartment a large percentage of intracellular valine is 
contained within this compartment. The presence of a rouexchanging com
partment equivalent to 0.3-0.4 umole per ml of intracellular water is not 
compatible with the data given in Pig. 1 of VTDRICH et al. (1977)> which 
indicates that the total soluble valine concentration of the liver intra
cellular pool fluctuates within the range 180 to 325 wM.

To further investigate the mechanism by which amino acids are segregated 
for protein synthesis KHAIRALLAH and MORTIMOEE (l97&) performed a series 
of additional rat liver perfusion experiments. They reported that while 
rates of valine incorporation calculated on the basis of both extracellular 
and intracellular specific activities were time dependent, rates based on 
the specific activity of tRNA were independent of perfusion time. This 
is consistent with the above hypothesis that neither the intracellular 
nor the extracellular pools exclusively supply tRNA with amino acid. The 
authors suggested that the earlier model of MORTIMORE at (1972)
(see Pig. 1.3) be modified in the light of the observation that the initial 
rate at which tRNA becomes labelled during perfusion is much faster than 
the rate of labelling of the intracellular pool (KEIAIRALLAH and MORTMORE, 
1976; AIRHART e_t al., 1974)» Their modified model, which combines the 
hypothesis of AIRHART at ad. (1974) with some features of the earlier 
model of MORTIMORE and coworkers (1972), is shown in Pig. 1.4» In. a 
study of the influence of diurnal changes in hepatic valine concentrations 
on the specific activity of valyl-tRNA in rats given intraperitoneal 
injections of [^H]valine, VIDRICH et al. (l977) obtained results which 
support this modified model. They found that, although the valine 
concentration of the intracellular and extracellular pools changed continua
lly during a 24h period, the specific activity of valyl-tRNA was
accurately predicted by
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î]IG. 1.4 VALIKE COMPARTMENTATION IN PERFUSED RAT LIVER. 
MODEL 2 (f r o m KEAIRALLAR AND MORTIMORE, 1976).

Sequestered
intracellular
pool

Large
intracellular
pool Protein

Precursor pool for 
protein synthesis

Extracellular pool

F^^ is the rate of valine incorporation into protein and F^^ the rate of 
valine release from degraded protein.
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_ + Z _ ± h l i = _ _ \ s  n
tEHA \[Tal]ĵ  ̂+ [™l]eo/ «= + [va-llg^A®

where S and S. are the specific activities of extracellular and intra- ec 1C
cellular valine, and fval] and [vail. are the concentrations ofec 10
valine in the extracellular and intracellular fluids, respectively.
It was therefore postulated that as amino acids are transported across the 
cell membrane they are fed into a small membrane compartment and that 
intracellular and extracellular amino acids enter this compartment in 
proportion to their concentrations at the membrane surface (hence equation 
(1.16)). VTDRICH ^  ad. (197Y) pointed out that although the transport 
of branched amino acids in mammalian systems is generally thought to occur 
by facilitated diffusion, the intracellular valine concentration was found 
to be greater than that of the extracellular pool for at least 14h- a day. 
This gradient could be maintained through protein degradation only if the 
rate of proteolysis exceeds the rate of protein synthesis during that 
period. They dismissed this as unlikely, pointing out that the liver 
has the additional burden of synthesizing large amounts of protein for 
secretion. This anomaly is, however, accounted for by their model, accord
ing to which the protein synthesizing machinery acts as a metabolic trap 
through which a concentration gradient may be achieved in the absence of 
an active transport system.

Amino acid compartmentation in tissue other than liver, and its relationship 
to the protein synthesizing machinery, has been studied using a variety 
of preparations (for early references see HIRER et al.,1969). In a series 
of experiments using the isolated rat extensor digitorum longus muscle 
(EDI muscle) EIDER et al. (1969, 1971) obtained results indicating that 
protein-bound amino acids are derived directly from the medium rather than 
from the intracellular fluid. Thus, they found that when this tissue 
was incubated in the presence of ] leucine or ] glycine the
incorporation of radioactivity into protein was linear with no apparent 
lag phase. When the same tissue was transfered to a medium containing 
[^E j amino acids, the incorporation of carbon-14 stopped abruptly and 
tritium immediately appeared in protein. The authors concluded that if 
an intracellular precursor pool does exist in the isolated EDI muscle, it 
undergoes very rapid exchange with the medium. VAN VENROOIJ e_t ad. (1972) 
obtained very similar results in a series of experiments using fragments
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of rat pancreas. They observed that although the specific activity of 
the intracellular pool did not reach equilibrium during a 2Qmin incubation 
in the presence of ]leucine or ] lysine, the incorporation of
radioactivity into protein was linear with no detectable lag phase. 
Incorporation stopped abruptly when the tissue was transfered to a medium 
containing carrier amino acid.

The study of the relationship between amino acid compartmentation and 
protein metabolism in the brain slice preparation has yielded results 
which are contrary to those just described. DUNLOP et ad. (1974) found 
that the rate of lysine incorporation into the protein of rat brain slices 
was not linear during a 20min incubation. Further, when slices were trans
fered to a medium containing carrier lysine, the incorporation of radio
activity did not stop immediately, indicating that in this tissue lysine 
enters protein via an amino acid pool that does not exchange rapidly 
with the medium. JONES and MCILWAIN (1971 ) carried out similar experiments 
using guinea-pig cerebral cortex slices and reported that precursor leucine 
specific activity correlated with that of the intracellular soluble leucine 
pool.

Absolute rates of protein synthesis can be calculated only if the precursor 
specific activity is known (see Section 1.2), and consequently it is impor
tant to define this precursor pool. EIDER and co-workers (197I) showed 
that in the isolated rat EDL muscle, there exist at least two free amino 
acid pools, the larger of which exchanges with amino acids in the medium 
at 37° but not at 2°Ĉ  while the smaller pool exchanges with medium amino 
acids at both temperatures. Using extracellular markers they demonstrated 
that the smaller pool was equivalent in size to the extracellular space 
and the larger equivalent to the intracellular space. Similarly, VAN 
VENROOIJ ejb al. (1972) reported that the extracellular and in trace llular 
amino acid pools in fragments of rat pancreas could be distinguished by 
washing the tissue at 0°C . Compatible with the hypothesis that in the rat 
EDL muscle amino acids incorporated into protein are derived directly 
from the medium, rates of protein synthesis calculated on the basis of 
the specific activity of the extracellular glycine were time independent, 
while those calculated on the basis of the specific activity of intra
cellular glycine were time dependent (EIDER e^ ad. I971)*
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In an attempt to define the precursor amino acid pool for protein synthesis 
in rat brain slices, DUNLOP et al. (1974) performed a similar series of 
experiments. They found that if it was assumed that the lysine concentra
tions of the extracellular space and medium were the same, then there was a 
discrepancy between the apparent size of the extracellular space calculated 
on the basis of the amount of lysine extracted at 0°C and that determined 
using inulin as an extracellular marker. Further, the specific activity of 
lysine extracted at 0°C was lower than that of the medium. They suggested 
that this ambiguity might be explained if the pools separated by the cold 
extraction procedure did not correspond to the extracellular and intracellu
lar pools. Interpretation of their results is further complicated by the 
observation that the inulin space is heterogeneous (COHEN ejb al., 1970» 
LUND-ANDEI^EN and M0LLER, 1977)» Clearly, it is not possible to define 
the precursor pool for protein synthesis in the brain slice preparation 
without a better understanding of the compartmentation of amino acids in 
this tissue. DUNLOP et al. (1974) demonstrated, however, that when brain 
slices were incubated in the presence of the labelled amino acid at a 
concentration sufficient to swamp the-endogenous amino acid (ie., ImM), the 
precursor specific activity could be assumed to equal that of the added 
amino acid. Thus rates of protein synthesis could be determined with 
relative ease.

NE IDLE et al. (1975) have provided evidence for an intracellular lysine 
compartment in brain that does not rapidly equilibrate with the main 
intracellular compartment. They found that when mouse brain slices were 
incubated in the presence of ] lysine, after Ih the specific activity
of tissue lysine became constant at a level of 58-59% that of lysine in 
the medium, while the specific activity ratios of other essential amino 
acids were in the range 73-92% at Ih and 83-94% at 2h. While the authors 
considered the possibility that this intracellular dilution may have arisen, 
in part, from the continuous release of ] amino acids from degraded
protein, they suggested that a nonexchanging sequestered pool was largely 
responsible. The question as to whether nonexchanging amino acid pools 
might be associated with different cell types or with subcellular components 
was also considered, but no definite answer could be given. PORTUGAL ejfc al. 
(1978) provided direct evidence for an intracellular lysine compartment in
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the liver that does not rapidly equilibrate with cytoplasmic lysine.
They infused rats with ] lysine for up to 180min and measured the
specific activities of soluble lysine associated with various subcellular 
fractions of liver. After a 60min infusion period, the specific activity 
of intramitochondrial free lysine was approximately 60% that of the 
cytoplasmic pool. It should be noted, however, that when released by 
homogenisation, this nonexchanging mitochondrial pool could not cause a 
large dilution of the total soluble lysine pool, since it accounted for 
less than 5% of total liver soluble lysine (see Table 1 of PORTUGAL et al., 
1970). Lysosomes are believed to be an important site of protein degrada
tion (SEGAL, 1976 ; LEAN and BARRETT, I976; BALLARD, 1977). Consequently, 
assuming that the lysosomal and cytoplasmic amino acid pools do not undergo 
rapid exchange, the specific activity of lysosomal lysine would be expected 
to be significantly less than that of the cytoplasmic pool. This is con
sistent with the observations of Portugal and co-workers, since their 
mitochondrial fraction is expected to have contained lysosomes.

To summarise, a number of researchers have provided evidence for the 
existence of nonexchanging amino acid compartments in a number of different 
tissues. These compartments may receive amino acids released from degraded 
protein. In connection with the present study it is interesting to note 
that the presence of a particularly large sequestered lysine pool has 
been demonstrated in the brain. Similarly, the existence of a subcellular 
lysine compartment that does not readily exchange with the cytoplasmic 
pool has been demonstrated in the liver. Further, the reutilization of 
lysine released from degraded liver proteins occurs to an extent greater 
than that observed with other amino acids. This raises the question as 
to whether these two phenomena might be related. It is tempting to 
speculate that lysine released from degraded protein enters a non exchanging 
compartment, a percentage of which is fed directly back into protein without 
mixing with the main intracellular pool.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 MA.TERIALS

Chemicals
Flircam (flucrescamine) was obtained from Roche Products Ltd., Welwyn 
Garden City, Herts, and radio chemicals from the Radiochemical Centre, 
Amersham, Bucks. When appropriate the radiochemical purity of labelled 
amino acids was determined as outlined in Section 2.4*4* Bio-Rad cation- 
exchange resin was purchased from BIO-RAD Laboratories Ltd., Watford, 
Herts, and L-dopa from the Sigma Chemical Company Ltd., Kingston-upon- 
Thames, Surrey. Other chemicals were generally of Analar grade. NOS 
Solubilizer was purchased from Amersham/Searle, High Wycombe, Bucks.

Animals
All rats used in this study were of the Wistar strain and were either 
bred in the departmental animal house or purchased from A, Tuck and 
Son Ltd., Battlesbridge, Essex. During the early part of the study 
(Section 5*l) rats were fed ad libitum on Dixon .86 and a strict lift
ing cycle was not in operation. However, because the rats failed to 
breed and grow well, the diet was changed to Dixon CDD(r) and controlled 
lighting conditions (dark period 9.00 p.m. - 9*00 a.m.) were introduced. 
All animals used in the experiments described in Section 5»2 were housed 
under the latter conditions. Dixon .86 and Dixon CDD(r) were supplied 
by E. Dixon and Sons Ltd., Ware, Herts. Rats of either sex were used 
in the experiments described in Section 5.1» while the experiments of 
Section 5.2 were carried out using only males. Rats were aged between 
27 and 42 days (where appropriate the exact ages and body weights are 
given).

2.2 ANIMAL PROCEDURES AND TISSUE INCHBATION TECHNIQUES
2.2.1 IN VIVO EXPERIMENTS
In vivo L-dopa experiments (Section 5*2)
Rats were weighed on the day previous to the experiment and ranked in 
order of ascending weight. Those animals with an even rank number 
were assigned to the control group and those with an odd number to the
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L-dopa-group. The animals were then returned to the animal house.
All experimental procedures involving live animals were carried 
out between 11.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. L-dopa-treated and control rats 
were usually housed in separate groups, except in the experiments 
carried out at a controlled ambient temperature, in which case they 
were housed individually. L-dopa and control rats were injected alter
nately in order of ascending rank number using the injection schedule 
given in Table 2.1 (details of the injection procedure are given below). 
This routine was adopted in order to facilitate the pairing of L-dopa- 
treated and control animals (see Section 5.2.2.5). Thus when the animals 
were allocated pair numbers in order of ascending rank number not only 
would the two animals of each pair be weight-matched, but they would 
also have received their injections within a few minutes of each other 
thus minimising the effect of diurnal rhythms that might o the revise 
invalidate the pairing procedure. At the end of the incorporation 
period each animal was stunned by a blow delivered to the back of the 
neck and killed, by cervical dislocation. Brain and liver tissue was 
removed, washed rapidly in ice-cold water, blotted and frozen in liquid 
nitrogen. The frozen tissue was stored at -JO^C until it was processed 
as described in Section 2.5.

Injection procedures

L-dopa (usually 500mg/kg) was administered intrape r i t one ally (21g x 1? 
needle) as a suspension (usually 58mg/ml) in 0.05M SCI (VEISS et al., 
1975» ROEL et al., 1974). (Details of dose levels etc. are given in 
the table legends.) Radioactive amino acids were administered in 
physiological saline by intraperitoneal or subcutaneous injection 
(25g X 15/16 needle) as indicated. A simple apparatus was constructed 
for holding rats during the subcutaneous administration of materials.
This consisted of a wooden box, open along the top and lined with rubber 
foam. Rats were placed in this box, leaving both hands free to make 
the injection. When held in this manner the rats usually lay still, 
although they were free to move, and showed no signs of stress.
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TABLE 2.1 INJECTION SCHEBULES EOR g  VIVO EXPERIMENTS 
A. Ys" min incorporation period

Time (min) Operation
0 inject rat 1 with L-Bopa

15 inject rat 2 with dil. HCl
30 inject rat 3 with L-Bopa
44 inject rat 4 with dil. HCl
45 inject rat 1 with *amino acid

52.5 kill rat 1 and remove tissue
59 inject rat 5 with L-Bopa
60 inject rat 2 with *amino acid

67.5 kill rat 2 and remove tissue
74 inject rat 6 with dil. HCl
75 inject rat 3 with *amino acid

82.5 kill rat 3 and remove tissue
89 inject rat 7 with L-Bopa
90 inject rat 4 with *amino acid

97.5 kill rat 4 and remove tissue etc.

B. 15 min incorporation period

Time (min) Operation
0 inject rat 1 with L-Bopa
10 inject rat 2 with dil. HCl
20 inject rat 3 with L-Bopa
30 inject rat 4 with dil. HCl
40 inject rat 5 with L-Bopa
45 inject rat 1 with *amino acid
50 inject rat 6 with dil. HCl
55 inject rat 2 with *amino acid
59 inject rat 7 with L-Bopa
60 kill rat 1 and remove tissue
65 inject rat 3 with *amino acid
69 inject rat 8 with dil. HCl
70 kill rat 2 and remove tissue etc.
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Table 2,1 Continued.
C. 35 min incorporation period

Time (min) Operation
0 inject rat 1 with L-Bopa

10 inject rat 2 with dil. HCl
20 inject rat 3 with L-Bopa
50 inject rat 4 with dil. HCl
40 inject rat 5 with L-Bopa
45 inject rat 1 with *amino acid
50 inject rat 6 with dil. HCl
55 inject rat 2 with *amino acid
60 inject rat 7 with L-Bopa
65 inject rat 3 with *aniino acid
70 inject rat 8 with dil. HCl
75 inject rat 4 with *ainino acid
79 inject rat 9 with L-Bopa
80 kill rat 1 and remove tissue
85 inject rat 5 with *amino acid
89 inject rat 10 with dil, HCl
90 kill rat 2 and remove tissue etc.
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Experiments on in vivo amino acid uptake and metabolism (Section 3»l)

The experiments of Section were carried out as described above 
except that no drugs were administered. After removal from the animal, 
tissue was washed in ice-cold buffer (lOmM sodium phosphate pH 7.O 
containing lOmM MgCl^) rather than water and stored at -70^0. The 
tissue was processed as described in Section 2.3.

2.2.2 IN YITHO EXHERIMEIMTS
Preparation and incubation of chopped brain tissue
Chopped rat brain was prepared essentially as described in detail by 
MCHWAIN and ROBNIGHT (1962). In order to overcome the problems asso
ciated with the structural heterogeneity of the brain, chopped tissue 
was mixed and sampled as described below.

Rats were killed and their brains removed and rinsed in ice-cold buffer 
(a pre-oxygenated medium containing NaCl (lOSmM), HCl (4.4mM), MgSO^ 
(l.3mM), CaClg (2.6mM), glucose (l2mM), HEPES (25mM), H,PO. (l.2mM) 
and NaOH (added to bring the final pH to 7*4j final conc. about 12mM) 
(from Table 1 of BUNLOP e^ al., 1975%). Two whole rat brains were 
simultaneously sliced (0.5mm slices) using a McHwain tissue chopper.
The table was then rotated through 90° and a second series of cuts made. 
The chopped tissue was placed in ice-cold buffer, mixed by gentle 
agitation and then separated from the buffer by filtration on to filter 
paper. The filter paper was cut into squares and one square plus its 
adhering tissue added to each incubation flask containing ice-cold buffer 
(iml or 0.8ml if cycloheximide was to be added). In this manner approx
imately 20mg of tissue was added to each flask. The incubation mixtures 
were kept on ice and cycloheximide (200-ul, lOul'Vml) added to the appro
priate flasks. Incubations were started at 1 min intervals by the addi
tion of B-[4,5-^s]lysine (usually 3uCi in 1ml buffer to give a final 
incubation volume of 2ml) and the transfer of the flasks to a shaking 
water bath (35°C).

Simple filtration devices were constructed from disposable syringes 
fitted with porus polyethylene and cut to a length of about 20mm.
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A circle of nylon bolting cloth was placed over the porus polyethylene. 
One filtration apparatus was set up for each incubation. At one minute 
intervals incubation flasks were removed from the water bath and its 
contents emptied into a filtration device attached to a water pump.
The piece of bolting cloth plus adhering tissue was removed, washed 
three times in a large volume of ice-cold water (2sec per wash) and 
dropped into liquid nitrogen. Not more than 15sec elapsed between the 
removal of each flask from the water bath and the freezing of the tissue. 
Tissue (plus bolting cloth) was stored at -70°C until' it was processed 
as described in Section 2.3.

In vitro L-dona experiments
L-dopa experiments were carried out using a modification of the above 
procedure. Tissue was added to flasks containing ice-cold buffer 
(0.3ml). L-dopa (various concentrations in 0.5ml of buffer) was added 
to each flask 'at 1 min intervals and the flask immediately transfered 
to a shaking water bath (35°C). Incorporation was started 30min 
later by the addition of L-[4,5-^3 ] lysine in buffer (iml).
Incorporation was stopped after a further 30 min as described 
above.

L-dopa pretreatment experiment
'This experiment was carried out according to the schedule given in Table 
2.2. Eats were housed at 25°C for one hour before the start of the 
experiment and were then injected with L-dopa (500mg/kg, 50mg/ml in 
0.05M HCl) or with O.O5M HCl (lOml/kg). Forty-one minutes after in
jection each rat was killed, its brain removed, rinsed in buffer and 
blotted. One cortical slice was cut from each hemisphere using a 
cutting guide as described in detail by MCILWAIN and EOHNIGHT (1962), 
Each slice was incubated separately in 2ml of buffer containing 
5uCi L-[4j5-^H]lysine. Incubations were stopped after 20 min and the 
tissue processed as described above.
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TABLE 2.2 TIME SGHEBULE FOR THE L-BOPA PRETEEATMENT EXPERIMENT

Time (min) Operation

0 inject rat 1 with dil. HCl
5 inject rat 2 with L-Bopa
10 inject rat J"with dil. HCl
15 inject rat 4 with L-Bopa
41 kill rat 1 and cut cortical slices
44 start incubation la
45 start incubation lb
46 kill rat 2 and cut cortical slices
49 start incubation 2a
50 start incubation 2b
51 .. kill rat 3 and cut cortical slices
54 start incubation 3a
55 start incubation 3%
56 kill rat 4 and cut cortical slices
59 start incubation 4a
60 start incubation 4%
64 stop incubation la
65 stop incubation lb
69 stop incubation 2a
70 stop incubation 2b
74 stop incubation 3a
75 stop incubation 3%
79 stop incubation 4a
80 stop incubation 4%

Experimental details are given in the main text. One cortical slice was 
cut from each cerebral hemisphere of each rat. The two slices were 
incubated separately (referred to as incubations a and b).
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2.3 PREPARATION OF TISSUE EXTRACTS
2.3.1 PREPARATION OF EXTRACTS FOR THE MEASNREMENT OF TCA-PRECIPITABLE 

AND TCA-SOLITBLE RABIOACTPVITY
In the majority of experiments TCA-insoluble radioactivity was deter
mined using the paper disc method of MANS and NOVELLI (1961) since, 
using this method, a large number of samples could be processed with 
ease. In the -two experiments in which the "flooding" technique of 
BUNLOP et al. (l975a) was employed (see Section 3* 2.2.9) the specific 
activity of brain protein was low, and in order to obtain an acceptable 
count rate it was necessary to process larger amounts of homogenate.
For this reason a centrifugation method was used since the size of the 
disc limited the amount of material that could be processed on paper.

In vivo experiments 
Paper disc method
Tissue extracts were kept cool on ice prior to the addition of TCA, 
after which all procedures were carried out at room temperature. In 
early experiments (Section 3*1 ) frozen tissue was added to ice-cold 
buffer (lOmM sodium phosphate pH 7.O containing lOmM MgCl2»4ml per 
brain or 10ml per liver), minced with scissors and sonicated (MSE 
ultrasonic disintegrator, high power and maximum amplitude, 3 z 1 
min pulses separated by 1 min cooling periods). In later experiments 
frozen tissue was added to water (4ml per brain or 10ml per liver), 
minced with scissors, disrupted by homogenization and sonicated (l x 1 
min pulse as above). Aliquots were taken and processed as shown in 
Fig. 2.1.

Centrifugation method

The following procedure is essentially that of BBNLOP eĵ  al. (1975&). 
Tissue was homogenized in sulphosalicylic acid (35°il, 3%, ^/v) and the 
precipitate separated by centrifugation (l,000ĝ _̂ , 6min), resuspended 
in TCA (33ml, 5%t ^/v) and re centrifuged. The precipitate was again 
resuspended in TCA (35ml, 5%, ^/v), heated on a water bath (90°C, 15min)
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and again separated by centrifugation. The material was then washed 
twice with 35ml of each of the following solvents. 1. Methanol 
2. Chloroform/methanol (l:l, ^/v) 3* Ether. After drying under vacuum 
to constant weight, aliquots (30-4-Omg) were weighed into scintillation 
vials and processed as described in Section 2.4.1.1.

In vitro experiments
Tissue (plus bolting cloth) was added to ice-cold water (2ml/sample) 
and sonicated (MSE ultrasonic disintegrator, maximum amplitude, high 
power, 2 x 1  min pulses). Aliquots were processed as indicated in 
Fig. 2.1.

2.3.2 GHROMATOGRAPHIC SEPARATION OF TISSUE ACIDIC M B  BASIC MATERIALS ,
In those experiments in which amino acid measurements were made, care 
was taken to ensure that hand contamination of samples was kept to a 
minimum (see HAMILTON, 1965). In general gloves were worn and all 
apparatus was acid washed.

A separation of tissue acidic and basic materials was performed using 
Bio-Rad cation-exchange resin AG 50^-M 100-200 mesh. Prior to use the 
resin was washed on a Buchner flask, firstly with HCl (4M) until the 
filtrate was colourless (800-l600ml required per lOOg resin) and then 
with distilled water. The resin was next converted to the sodium form 
by washing with NaOH (2M) until the filtrate became alkaline and was 
finally washed with water until the filtrate was approximately pH 8.0. 
Small columns made from disposable 5ml syringes fitted with porus 
polyethylene were packed with resin (4.5ml), washed with buffer 
(lOml, O.O5M sodium phosphate pH6.5 containing 0,1% (^/v) EDTA) and 
then with water (lOml). Tissue homogenates were prepared for applica
tion to the columns as follows. A solution of TCA (4C%, ^/v) was 
added to the tissue homogenates (0.25ml/ml homogenate) and the mixtures 
heated (80°C for 20min) on a water bath. After removing the precipi
tates by centrifugation (ca. lOOOg^, 15min) the supernatants were 
adjusted to pH 2.0 with NaOH (ca. 2M) and applied to the cation-exchange 
columns. After eluting acidic material with water (a total of 15ml of
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eluate collected per column), amino acids and other basic materials 
were eluted with NH^OH (O.88 ammonia/water 1:3, ^/v, 2 x 10ml fractions). 
In the experiments described in Section 3.1.5 aliquots of the acidic 
and basic eluates were counted as described in Section 2.4.1. In those 
experiments in which amino acid purification was carried out (either 
for the measurement of amino acid specific activity (Section 5.2.) or 
for the determination of the radiochemical purity of basic extracts 
(Section 3.1.5)) the basic eluates were evaporated to dryness under 
nitrogen while heating on a water bath, and the residue redissolved 
in water (0.5ml) and adjusted to about pH 2.0 with HCl (Ca. lOM).

2.3.3 POHIFICATION OF AMINO ACIDS
Tissue lysine, valine or leucine was purified as required using a Joel 
amino acid analyzer. The analyzer was operated in a manner that gave 
resolution of only that part of the amino acid spectrum required. The 
composition of buffers and the programmes used are given in Table 2.3. 
Samples were prepared as described above (Section 2.3.2). The analyzer 
was operated with the detector pump turned off and the appropriate part 
of the eluate fractionated and assayed for amino acid content and /or 
radioactivity as described in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4*1, respectively. 
Before each run the performance of the analyzer was checked using a 
standardised mixture of amino acids.

2.4  ASSAY FROCEBUEES
2.4 .1 LIQJH) SCINTILLATION COUNTING TECHNIQUES
Samples were prepared for liquid scintillation counting as described 
below and were then left overnight in the counter to equilibrate before 
counting. Instrument settings etc. are given in Section 2.4.1.2.

2.4.1.1 Preparation of samples for liquid scintillation counting
Preparation of samples for the measurement of TCA-ureciuitable 
and TCA-soluble radioactivity
Digestion of samples in NCS
NCS (500ul) was added to the scintillation vials containing the samples 
(lOOul) to be digested and the vials capped and incubated overnight at 
37°C. In order to reduce chemiluminescence the samples were cooled on 
ice and brought to a lower pH by the addition of glacial acetic acid
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TABLE 2.3 DETAILS OF THE OPERATION OF THE JOEL AMINO ACID ANALYZER 
A, Arrangement of buffer lines

Column Lines Solution

Column 1 
(Short column)

1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and "J 3rd buffer

4 and 8 Sodium hydroxide

Column 2 
(Long column)

1 and 5 1st buffer

2, 3, 6 and 7 . 2nd buffer

4 and 8 Sodium hydroxide

B. Programme for the purification of lysine

Time (min) Operation

0 —M pump 1 off
1 change to next sampler
2 pump 1 (3rd buffer) on
60 change to line 2 > Cycle 1
61 change to line 3
62 change to line 4
82 change to line 5
130 pump 1 off
131 change to next sampler
132 pump 1 on
190 change to line 6 Cycle 2
191 change to line 7
192 change to line 8
212 change to line 1
260 —  ■ pump 1 off -

Lysine was separated on Column 1. Starting conditions; Pump l/line 1 on, 
pumping through empty sampler. Pump 2 and detector pump off.
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Table 2,5 Continued

C. Programme for the purification of leucine

Time (min) Operation

0 ^  pump 2 off
1 change to next sampler
2 pump 2 on

85 change to line 3 > Cycle 1
86 change to line 4

106 change to line 5
107 change to line 6
160 pump 2 off <
I6l change to next sampler
162 pump 2 on
245 change to line 7 > Cycle 2
246 change to line 8
266 change to line 1
267 change to line 2
520 —  pump 2 off

Leucine was separated on Column 2. Starting conditions; 
Pump 2/line 2 on, pumping through empty sampler. Pump 1 
and detector pump off.
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Table 2.3 Continued
D. Programme for the purification of valine

Time (min) Operation

0 pump 2 off V
1 change to next sampler
2 pump 2 on “

152 change to line 2 > Cycle 1
153 change to line 3
154 change to line 4
174 change to line 5
220 pump 2 off <
221 change to next sampler
222 pump 2 on
372 , change to line 6 > Cycle 2
373 change to line 7
374 change to line 8
394 change to line 1
440 —  pump 2 off -

Valine was separated on Column 2. Starting conditions; 
Pump 2/line 1 on, pumping through empty sampler. Pump 1 
and detector pump off.
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(l7Til/sample) before the addition of toluene (lOml/vial) containing
PPO (5gA).

Preparation of samples for the measurement of radioactivity in TCA- 
precipitates prepared by the centrifugation method
Dried TCA-insoluble material was prepared as described in Section 2.3*1 
and aliquots (30-4Qmg) weired into scintillation vials. Sodium 
hydroxide (2ml, IM) was added to each vial which was capped and heated 
(lOO°C, 90min). (This period of heating was important since it brought 
about a partial hydrolysis of protein, without which the material 
reprecipitated on neutralisation. ) After neutralisation by the addition 
of glacial acetic acid (300ul), the samples were cooled on ice and taken 
up at 0°C in toluene/Triton X-100 (2:1, v/v) containing PPO (3*33g/l)
( 10ml/sample ). The resulting emulsions were stable at 0-5°C but not at 
room temperature .

Preparation of samples for the measurement of radioactivity in aqueous 
solution
Neutral and acidic samples

Aliquots (usually 1ml, although in some cases it was necessary to adjust 
this volume in order to obtain a stable emulsion) were added to scin
tillation vials, cooled on ice and taken up in toluene/Triton X-100 
(2:1, v/v) containing PPO (3*33g/l) (lOml/sample).

Basic samples (Ion-exchange eluates)
Samples (usually 1ml, or 2ml if the samples were to be oven dried before 
counting, see Tables 3*1.6 - 3*1.11) were pipetted into scintillation 
vials and the pH reduced by the addition of glacial acetic acid 
(lOOul/ml sample). (in early experiments basic samples were acidified 
with concentrated HCl (200ul/ml sample) but this procedure was found 
not to be satisfactory since when the samples were subsequently emul
sified with Triton X-100 the resulting acidic emulsions sometimes 
exhibited chemiluminescence (see Section 3.1.4 for further details).) 
Samples to be dried were evaporated under nitrogen while heating
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on a boiling water bath and then either oven dried (lOO°C, 3%) or vacuum 
dried, as indicated** The residues were redissolved in water (iml), 
cooled on ice and taken up in toluene/Triton X-100 (2:1, v/v ) containing 
PPO (3*33g/l) (iQml/sample). Emulsions containing ammonium acetate 
were unstable at room temperature but formed a stable emulsion at 
0-5°C (see Section 3.1*4).

2*4*1.2 Instrumentation
Samples'were counted at 4-5°C using a Packard Tri-Carb spectrometer 
(Model 3390). Counting efficiencies were determined using the external 
standard channels ratio (ESCR) method. ESCR calibration was performed 
using toluene/PPO (3g/l) containing various concentrations of chloroform. 
[^H]Toluene, n-[ 1,2(n)-^E]hexadecane, and n-[ 1-^^C]hexadecane were used 
as internal standards. It is shown in Section 3*1*4 that calibration 
curves obtained using neutral, colourless toluene/chloroform samples 
yielded reliable estimates of counting efficiencies in both coloured 
toluene/NCS samples and in acidic toluene/Triton X-lOO/water emulsions. 
The majority of samples were counted in preset channels. In some cases 
in which a high and variable chemilumine scent background was observed, 
samples were counted in a narrow energy channel selected as outlined 
below. Channels for the simultaneous counting of two isotopes were 
selected as follows.

Double isotope counting (^S/^^C)
Suitable instrument settings for ^H/^^C counting were determined using 
tritium and carbon-14 standards added to the same scintillation cocktail 
that was to be used experimentally (i.e., toluene/Triton X-lOO/water 
emulsions in the present study). The composition of the cocktail was 
adjusted to give a counting efficiency equal to the maximum efficiency

* Some liver extracts became so intensely coloured when heated at lOO^C 
that the subsequent measurement of radioactivity by liquid scintillation 
counting was not practicable. Peroxide decolourization of heated samples
was not adopted because this treatment can lead to chemiluminescence (see 
for example, W3NKELMAN and SLATER, I967)and a loss of radioactivity from 
labelled amino acids (lENEVENGA e^ al., I968). Instead final traces of 
volatile material were removed at room temperature under vacuum.
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that was to he attained experimentally. With the upper energy dis
criminator of channel II (d) set at 1000 divisions and the gain equal 
to 109̂ , the lower discriminator (C) was adjusted to effectively eliminate 
tritium events from this channel. A tritium counting efficiency of 0.017% 
(in a toluene/Triton X-lOO/water emulsion) was obtained with C set at 
100 divisions. With the lower energy discriminator of channel I (A) set 
at 50 divisions and a gain of 100%, the upper discriminator (b) was 
adjusted to eliminate as much carbon-14 as possible without reducing 
the tritium counting efficiency to a level that was unacceptably low.
A complete list of channel settings and the maximum counting efficiencies 
attained in these channels is given in Table 2.4. It should be noted, 
however, that the discriminator/efficiency relationships are not absolute 
since they depend upon both the level of quenching and the state of the 
scintillation counter itself. Tritium (d.p.m.(^H)) and carbon-14 
(d.p.m. (^^C)) disintegration rates in experimental samples were calculated 
using

d.p.m. ( H) = (c.p.m.^ — (B̂ . + (c.p.m.^^ — (2.l)

and

d.p.m. (^^C) = (c.p.m. 22 - (2.2)

where c.p.m. ̂ is the count rate in channel I, c.p.m.^j the count rate 
in channel II, B^ and B^^ the background count rates in channels 
I and II, respectively, and and the counting efficiency of 
tritium in channel I and of carbon-14 in channel II, respectively.

is .the fraction c.p.m.(^"^C)^/c.p.m. (^^C)^^. E^, E^^ and 
were all determined by the external standard channels ratio method.

Measurement of radioactivity in chemilumine scent samples
With some batches of Triton X-100, the background count rate was high 
and variable. This chemilumine scent background was effectively eliminated 
by counting in a channel in which the lower energy discriminator was 
raised. Suitable instrument settings were determined as follows. The 
upper discriminator was set at 1000 divisions and the gain at 10% for 
carbon-14 or 100% for tritium. A tritium or carbon-14 standard was
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TABLE 2.4 INSTRUMENT SETTINGS (PACKARD TRICARB SPECTROMETER) FOR THE 
SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT OF TRITIUM AND CARBON-14 
DISINTEGRATION RATES

Channel I 
(Tritium)

Channel II 
(Carbon-14)

Lower
discriminator - 50 100

Upper
discriminator 250 1000

Gain 100% 10%

Maximum 
counting , 
efficiency

& 20% 0.017%
14c r/o 52%

It should he noted that the above dis criminat or/efficiency relation
ships are not absolute since the channel settings were chosen for 
samples exhibiting a particular range of quenching levels. They 
also depend upon the state of the scintillation counter.
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prepared from standardized [̂ H] or [̂ ‘̂Cjhexadecane and the scintilla
tion cocktail that was to he used experimentally. Using this standard-- 
and a chemilumine scent background vial, a plot of counting efficiency 
and background count rate versus the lower discriminator setting was 
obtained. A lower discriminator setting was then selected that 
yielded a low background count rate without too great a reduction in 
counting efficiency. A typical set of results for tritium is given 
in Fig. 3*1*1, on the basis of which a lower discriminator setting 
of 200 divisions was chosen. Having set the lower discriminator, 
the upper discriminator was set at the lowest level giving a maximum 
counting efficiency for the scintillation cocktail in question (about 
650 divisions in the example shown.in Fig. 3*l*l)*

2.4 .2  AMINO ACID DETERMINATION

Amino acid estimations were carried out using a fluorometric assay. In 
order to minimise the hand contamination of samples (see HAMILTON, 1965) 
all apparatus was acid washed and gloves were worn. All aqueous solutions 
were made up in glass-distilled water.

Samples (50 or lOOul as appropriate, see below) were taken from fractionated 
amino acid analyzer eluates and were added to sodium borate buffer (pH 9*0, 
0.2M, 1.40 or 1.45 ml as required to obtain a final volume of 1.5ml) and 
thoroughly mixed on a vortex mixer. A solution of Fluram in acetone 
(0.5ml, ca. 250ug/ml) was rapidly added with mixing and the solution 
left to stand for at least Imin. It should be noted that because 
Fluram undergoes rapid hydrolysis when added to the borate buffer, it 
was essential that the two solutions were mixed quickly. Fluorescence 
was measured using a Locarte fluorimeter (primary filter, 390 nm inter
ference filter; secondary filter, 488nm interference filter). Calibra
tion in the concentration range O-lOnmole/assay mixture for lysine and 
O.O-l.Onmole/assay mixture for valine, was carried out using standard 
solutions of these amino acids, the concentrations of which had been 
determined by polarimetry. (Using these concentration ranges samples 
taken from the amino acid analyzer eluate could be assayed directly 
without an adjustment of their concentrations.) Quinine sulphate was 
used as a stable standard. A stock solution (50ug/ml in 0.2M H^SO^) .
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was stored in the dark at about 5°C and diluted as required with H^SO^ 
(0.2M).

2.4.3  PROTEIN DETERMINATION
Protein estimations were carried out using either the Lowry or the 
Biuret method essentially as described by LAINE (l957)«

Lowry protein determination
The following stock solutions were prepared.

Reagent A. 0uS0^.3E^0 (lOg/l)
Reagent B. Ibtassium sodium tartrate. 42^0 (20g/l)
Reagent C. NaOH (4g/l)/Ua^C0^ (20g/l)

Reagent D an(J E were prepared immediately before use as follows.

Reagent D. Reagent A/Reagent B (l:l, ^/v)
Reagent E. Reagent C/Reagent D (30:1, ^/v)

Suitably diluted samples of tissue homogenates (lOOul containing in the 
region 20-200ug protein) were dissolved in NaOH (2ml, O.IM). Protein was 
precipitated by the addition of TCA (0.5ml, 3^), the samples left to 
stand for 5-lOniin and then centrifuged (lOOOĝ .̂  20min). The supernatants 
were removed and water (iml/sample) added. Reagent E (5ml/sample) was 
then added and the solutions mixed and left to stand (ca lOmin) before 
the addition of Polin-Ciocalteu reagent (0.5ml/sample, 30% v/v aqueous 
solution). The solutions were immediately mixed and allowed to stand 
at room temperature for 30min before absorbance was read at 750nm.
Bovine serum albumin was used as the standard.

Biuret protein determination
Biuret reagent was prepared as follows. A solution of NaOH (300ml, 
lOOg/l) was added with stirring to a solution of CuSO^.SH^O (l.5g) 
and potassium sodium tartrate.422*̂ (6.0g) in water (500ml). The
solution was diluted to a final volume of 11 and potassium iodide 
(ca. Ig) added. The reagent was discarded if it showed signs of 
precipitate formation after storage.
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Samples of tissue homogenates (l00-200ol containing 1-lOmg protein) 
were added to a solution of NaOH (30g/l) to give a final volume of 
Iml. Biuret reagent (iml/sample) was added,the solutions mixed and allowed 
to stand for 30min. Lipid material was removed by ether extraction 
(l.5ml ether/sample) and the phases separated by centrifugation (iOOg^^,
20min). The lower phase was removed with a pipette and absorbance 
measured at 550nm. Bovine serum albumin was used as the standard.

2.4 .4  PAPER CHROmTOGBAPHIG IETEEMINA.TION OF THE RADIOCHEMICAL PURITY 
OF LABELLED AMINO ACIDS

The radiochemical purity of radioactive amino acids was determined if a 
batch of material was still in use 2-3 months after its purchase and 
within a few days of their use in the case of those L-[ C]amino
acids employed as internal standards. Radioactive amino acids were 
diluted with carrier material and spotted on to Whatman no. 1 paper 
strips (about lOug of amino acid applied in lOul). Papers were eluted 
using the following solvent systems.

Leucine
System 1.(Bush system). A t-amylalcohol/acetic acid/water (40:2:40, 
v/v/v) mixture was equilibrated overnight at 36-37°8. The two phases 
were separated and spotted papers equilibrated in an atmosphere saturated 
with the aqueous phase (at 36-37°C) for about 20h. The papers were then 
eluted with the organic phase.

System 2. n-butanol/acetic acid/water (l2:3:5, v/v/v)

Valine
n-butanol/acetic acid/water (12:3:5, v/v/v)

Lysine
n-butanol/pyridine/water (l:l:l, v/v/v)

Eluted papers were cut into 5mm strips in the region of the amino acid 
peak. Chromatograms of [^̂ C] amino acids were counted, without elution 
from the paper, in toluene/PPO (5g/l). In the case of tritiated amino 
acid chromatograms, the strips were added to scintillation vials
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containing water (lOOol) and incubated in NCS and processed as described 
in Section 2.4.1.1. Radiochemical purities were calculated from the 
radioactive content of the amino acid peaks and the total radioactivity 
of the chromatograms.

In order to determine which fractions should be included or excluded 
from an amino acid peak the following calculations were performed. 
Starting with a peak that clearly included some impurities at its 
extremities, the accumulative percentage c.p.m. (?) defined by

n N

P =  C.p.m. / Jc.p.m. (2.3)

was calculated for n=l,2,...,N, where n is the fraction number and 
N the total number of fractions in the peak. Probit(P) was then plotted 
against n (Probit tables are given in Table IX of FISHER and YATES,
1963). (Probit(P) is linear for a gaussian peak, while the presence of 
impurities at the extremities of the peak causes probit(P) to become 
sigmoid. ) Fractions were excluded one at a time from the tails of the 
peak and the calculation repeated. The true peak was taken as includ
ing the Tna-yinmm number of fractions that yielded a straight line when 
probit(P) was plotted against n. (NB. This procedure cannot be applied 
when the amino acid peak itself is not gaussian. In the present study 
gaussian shaped peaks were obtained using the above solvent systems.)

If the purity of any radiochemical was below 95% the material was either 
discarded or purified by paper chromatography. In the later case the 
radioactive amino acid was located autoradiographically, eluted with 
2M HCl/ethanol (l:l, v/v) and reduced to dryness under nitrogen at 
about 40°C. Its radiochemical purity was then re de termine d.

2.5 MTEEMTICAL METHODS 
Statistical methods
Where indicated levels of significance were determined using Student *s 
t test, t was calculated using
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t = K - ^ a l  (2.4)

N^+Nj-a

where X_ and X are the two sample means, J](2 ..-X.) the sum of the ̂ i«i J i J
squared deviations from the mean for the jth group and the number 
of animals in that group. A table of the distribution of t (2 tailed) 
is given in FISHER and YATES (1963). (EB. The number of degrees of 
freedom (S)) is given by = N^+N2"2. )

*
Estimated standard errors of the means (S^) were calculated using

Sj=s/v/H (2.5)

where s is the sample standard deviation based on the unbiased 
variance estimate, ie., s is given by

s = \/ Z(z. - X)V(H-I) . (2.6)
“ i«l -4-

Combination of (2.5) and (2.6) yields

Z  - I)^/a(a'-i). (2.7)

Details of other statistical methods are given in the relevant table 
legends.

Computer simni ation techniques
Details of the mathematical methods used in the computer simulation of 
tracer experiments are given in Appendix B.

*Elsewhere in this thesis the standard error of the mean and the sample 
standard deviation are denoted by S.E.M. and s.d., respectively. This 
notation was not retained above since it makes the equations unnecessarily 
cumbersome.
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3 EXPERIMENTAL RBSïïLTS
3.1 ASSESSMENT CE METHODS
A number of preliminary experiments were carried out in order to establish 
the details of methods to be adopted in in vivo experiments. Some of 
these experiments are described in this section. In particular, it was 
necessary to decide which amino acids should be used in the measurement 
of rates of protein synthesis and which route of administration should 
be adopted, in addition to this a number of practical problems were 
encountered during the present study. The major problems arose from 
the need to count low levels of radioactivity in aqueous solution. 
Measurement of the specific activity of amino acids was further compli
cated as a result of the altered ion-exchange properties of isotopically 
substituted amino acids. A brief assessment of some of the simple pro
cedures that were adopted to overcome these difficulties is also given 
in this section.

3.1.1 MODE OF PRECURSOR ADMINISTRATION
Precursor administration is mentioned in Section 1.1.3 iu relation to 
the problem of stress-induced changes in amino acid incorporation rates.
On the basis of a report (DUNN, 1975) that intracerebral puncture causes 
an inhibition of the incorporation into brain protein of sub cut ane ous ly 
administered amino acids only peripheral routes of administration were 
considered. During trial experiments in which radioactive amino acids 
were administered by intraperitoneal injection, no radioactivity was 
found in the brain or liver of a few rats. This was assumed to result 
from badly placed injections. It was therefore decided that labelled 
amino acids would be given sub cut ane eus ly. Further, subcutaneous in
jection was assumed to be a relatively stress free procedure. When 
the present work was nearing completion, however, SCHOTMAN et al. (1977) 
reported that the mild stress associated with subcutaneous injection is 
sufficient to elevate plasma corticosterone, which may, in turn, affect 
rates of protein synthesis. ENTINGH and DAMSTRA (1976) reported that 
even the handling of mice results in an elevation of lysine incorpora
tion into brain protein. This clearly represents a problem whatever 
route of administration is chosen.
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3.1.2 ASSESSMENT OF METHODS USED IN THE DETERMINATION OF COMPARATIVE
RATES OF AMINO ACID INCORPORATION INTO TCA-PRECIPITAELE MATERIAL

A number of researchers have suggested that TCA-soluble radioactivity 
may be used as an index of precursor specific activity and that incor
poration be expressed in terms of a relative incorporation 
defined by

Irel

where R^ is the TCA-soluble radioactivity and R^ the TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity, both measured at the end of the incorporation period 
(REES et al.. 1974î TIPLADY, 1972). Some of the problems associated 
with the use of this parameter are discussed in Sections 1.2 and 4*3.
Many of the results presented in Section 3.2 are expressed in terms of
^rel some of its properties are therefore examined in this section.

;

According to equation (3.2.6), if I^^^ is to be a meaningful index of 
absolute incorporation rates, then the time-average precursor specific 
activity and TCA-soluble radioactivity must be linearly correlated within 
the group of experimental animals. Further, if the inter-animal varia
tion in the rate of protein synthesis is significantly less than the 
variation in the final soluble radioactivity, then TGA-insoluble and 
TCA-soluble radioactivity should be linearly correlated within the group 
of animals. The relationship between TCA-insoluble and TCA-soluble 
radioactivity was investigated in one experiment in which these parameters 
were measured in rats killed 30min after the intraperitoneal administration 
of L-[4,5-^h] leucine. It can be seen from the data given in Table 3*1.1
that the coefficient of variation of I t is smaller than that of eitherrel
R^ or Rg. Further, R^ and R^ were correlated (rg=0.94, P<0.05» see 
Table Al). This is consistent with inter-animal variation in the uptake 
of labelled amino acid into the brain being the major cause of variability 
in TCA-insoluble radioactivity and indicates that the simple procedure 
based on equation (I.14) is useful and to some extent corrects for inter
animal variability in precursor specific activity.

The above experiment was carried out as part of a study in which L-[^h] leucine 
and L-[^H]valine incorporation into TCA-precipitable material of brain and
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TABLE 3.1.1 ASSESSî«T OP AS AN INDEX OP COMP.ARATIVE RATES OP AIGNO
ACID INCORPORATION INTO BRAIN PROTEBT

TCA- ins oluble 
radioactivity (Rg) 
(d.n.m./mg prot. )

*TCA-solul3le 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prpt., ). .

**Relative
incorporation
(^rel ^ ^ 2 ^ ^ ^

552 - 81(6) 

0(^2) = 0.147

199 - 30(6)
C(Rĵ ) = 0.151

2.78 - 0.18(6)

C(lrei) = 0-065

Six rats (aged between 4 and 6 weeks) were injected (ip) with L-[4,5-^S] 
leucine (lOaCi/animal in 1ml of normal saline) and killed 30min later. 
Brain tissue was processed as described in Section 2.3.1. The results 
are given as the mean - s.d. together with the coefficient of varia
tion (C(x)) which is defined by C(x) = s.d.(x)/x.

* TCA-soluble radioactivity was calculated using : soluble radioactivity 
total involatile tissue radioactivity - TCA-insoluble radioactivity.

** ^rel calculated using individual figures for R2 and R^ and not 
the group means.
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liver was measured at various times following intraperitoneal or sub
cutaneous administration. The results of these experiments (Tables
3.1.2 and 3.1.3) sooe included here because they illustrate some of the 
properties of During the time interval 15 to 45niin after the
administration of L-[^h ]valine, brain involatile TCA-soluble radio
activity decreased steadily indicating that the specific activity of 
the brain soluble valine pool had probably reached a maximum within 
15inin of precursor administration (Table 3.1.2). By 85% of brain
soluble radioactivity was in the form of volatile metabolites. In the 
case of valine, the relative rate of incorporation in brain (R^^^) 
defined by

where a is the incorporation time, exhibited a time-dependent increase 
between 15 and *45niin (Table 3.1.3). This probably arose mainly because 
after precursor specific activity has reached a maximum, the rate at 
which TCA-soluble radioactivity decreases with time is faster than the 
rate at which time-average precursor specific activity decreases (see 
the theoretical lysine data given in Table 4.8a). The relative rate of 
leucine incorporation did not show this time-dependent increase (Table 
3.1.3). It can be seen from Table 3.1.2 that the rate at which the 
involatile TCA-soluble radioactivity decreased following the subcutaneous 
injection of D-[4 , 5 - leucine was slower than that observed following 
the administration of L-[G-^H] valine. This may, in part, be explained 
by the observation that in contrast to L-[G-^h]valine, L-[4>5-^H]leucine 
gives rise to significant quantities of involatile labelled metabolites 
(Table 3.I.IO). It is presumably the presence of these labelled metaboli
tes that masked the time-dependent increase in the relative rate of incor
poration of [̂ H] leucine in brain. The relationship between I^^^ and 
absolute incorporation is further examined in Section 4.3. Because the 
numerical values of relative incorporation rates have no obvious 
physiological meaning, and bear no simple relationship to the absolute 
incorporation rates, the results of the L-dopa experiments described in 
Section 3.2 have not been converted to relative rates of incorporation 
but have been expressed simply in terms of I^^^.
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TABLE 5.1.3 THE RELATIVE IHCORPORATIOH RATE OE L-[4,5-^H] LEUCIHE AND 
L-[G-^H] VALINE IN BRAIN

Amino acid 
(and mode of 
administration )

Incorporation 
time (a)
(min)

Relative rate 
of incorporation
(^rel ^ ^rel/^ )

leucine 15 0.103
(i.p.) 30 0.093

45 0.085

leucine 15 0.093
(s.c.) 30 0.077

45 0.078

valine 15 0.059
(s.c.) 30 0.074

45 0.147

Relative incorporation rates were calculated from the data given
in Table 3.1.2 by dividing the mean relative incorporation by the 
incorporation time.
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Effect of controlled feeding on the incorporation of L-»!*4 3̂-^5]lysine 
into TCA-nrecipitable and TCA-soluble fractions of rat brain and liver
During their study of protein synthesis in rat liver, AIRHART et al. (1974) 
found that if for seven days previous to each experiment they allowed the 
experimental animals to have access to food for only a single 4h period 
each day, the animal variation in all parameters studied was significantly 
reduced. Having shown that variability in the uptake of [̂ H] leucine into 
the brain makes a major contribution to inter-animal variation in the 
rate at which the label is incorporated into cerebral TCALinsoluble 
material, one experiment was carried out in order to establish whether 
the procedure of Airhart and coworkers might be adopted in the present 
study as a means of reducing the scatter associated with incorporation 
data. Two groups of 4 rats were housed under a 12h light - 12h dark 
regime. One group was allowed free access to food at all times, while 
the other group was given food at the start of each dark cycle. All 
uneaten food w%s removed 4h later. This routine was maintained for six 
days before the start of the experiment which was carried out on the 
seventh day between 7 and 9h after the end of the dark cycle. Eats 
were injected with D-[4,3-^H]lysine and killed after a 15min incorpora
tion period. L-[4,5-^]lysine was used in this experiment rather than 
L-[4,5-^h]leucine because the former radiochemical gave rise to a lower 
level of radioactive cerebral metabolites (see Section 5.1*3)* Although 
the incorporation of radioactivity into the brain TCA-insoluble and 
TCA-soluble fractions was significantly greater in the 4d-fed group of 
animals, no marked difference between the two groups was observed with 
respect to the coefficient of variation associated with the various 
parameters (Table 3.1.4). The procedure of controlled feeding was not 
therefore adopted in subsequent experiments.

3.1.3  A STUDY OF THE METABOLISM OF RADIOACTIVE MING ACIDS USED IN 
THE MEASUREMENT OF COMPARATIVE RATES OF PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

If experiments are carried out in which TCA-soluble radioactivity is 
used as an index of time-average specific activity and incorporation 
is expressed in terms of I^^^ it is important that a labelled amino 
acid is chosen which does not produce significant quantities of radio
active metabolites. BANTER and COTKAN (1971) have suggested that
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TABLE 3.1.4 EFFECT OF CONTROLLED FEEDING ON BODY WEIGHT AND ON THE 
INCORPORATION OF L-[4,5-^H] LYSINE INTO TCA-INSOLUBLE 
AND TCA-SOLUBLE FRACTIONS OF RAT BRAIN AND LIVER

A. Brain incorporation data and body weights

T CA-ins oluble 
radi-oaotivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
(Lei = V h )

Body
weight
(s)

Ad libitum 
fed

65 - 15 

CfRg) = 0-23
387 i 79
C(IL ) = 0.20

0.170 - 0.022 

"(Lei) = 0-13
106 - 14

4 h fed 107 Î 25 

CCEg) = 0.23
549 - 69 
C(E^) = 0.13

0.193 - 0.021 

O(Lel) = 0-11
78 - 11

Percentage changes

TCA-insoluble TCA-soluble Relative Body
radioactivity radioactivity incorporation weight

+65 +42 +14 -26
P<0.05 •P<0.05 NS P=0.02
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Tatle 3.1.4 Continued
B. Liver incorporation data

TCA-ins oluble 
radioactivity (P^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (P. ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Pelative
incorporation
(Lei = W

Ad lib. 800 i  240 1006 t 181 0.79 i  0,15
fed CfRg) = 0,30 C(P^) = 0.18 C(l^ei) = 0-19

4 h 882 -  218 1002 t 231 0.89 - 0.13
fed CfEg) = 0.25 c(p^) = 0.23 C(lrsi) = 0.15

Percentages changes

TCA-ins oluble TCA-soluble Pelative
radioactivity radioactivity incorporation

+10 0 +13
NS NS NS

Two groups of 4 rats were housed under a 12h light - 12h dark regime.
For six days one group was allowed free access to food at all times while 
the other group was given food at the start of each dark cycle. All 
uneaten food was removed later. On day seven the rats were injected 
with L-[ 4 > 5 - lysine (20CtiCi/k:g,40uQykl in normal saline, s.c.) and were 
killed after a 15 min incorporation period. Tissue was processed as 
described in Section 2.3. The results are expressed as the mean - s.d. 
(n=4). C(z) is the coefficient of variation defined by C(x) = s.d. (x)/x ,
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carboxyl-labelled amino acids be used since the radioactive carbon is
• 2.4.lost as COg. Alternatively, tritiated-amino acids may be employed 

providing the positions of isotopic substitution are such that the only 
labelled metabolite formed in a significant quantity is tritiated water 
(banker and C Q W M ,  I97I; TIPLAhY, 1972; REES et , 1974). This should 
also ensure that radioactivity is not incorporated into TCA-insoluble 
material in the form of radioactive metabolites, L-[2,3- valine and 
L-[ 4 , 5 - lysine satisfy this requirement (BANKER and COTMAN, 1971» 
TIPLAPY, 1972). In contrast, L-[4,5-^H]leucine produces large quantities 
of involatile radioactive metabolites including other amino acids (BANKER 
and COTMAN, I97I; SGEOTmN et ai., 1974).

On the basis of the results shown in Table 3.1.2 it was decided that an 
incorporation time of 15min represented an acceptable compromise between 
the stipulation that short incorporation periods should be used (see 
Section 1.2) and the need to obtain a measurable level of incorporation 
without having to use prohibitively large quantities of labelled amino 
acids. Having established that labelled precursors would be given by 
subcutaneous injection (see Section 3.1.1 ) and that an incorporation 
period of not longer than 15niin would be used, experiments were carried 
out in which the distribution of radioactivity between acidic and basic 
metabolites was measured 15min after the subcutaneous injection of 
L-[G-^h]valine and L-[4,5-^S]lysine. For comparison the same experi
ments were performed with L- [4,5-^sJleucine. Estimates of the radio
chemical purity (RCP) of heated TCA-soluble extracts of brain and liver 
were made in order to test the validity of the assumption that all TCA- 
soluble involatile radioactivity is present as the administered amino 
acid. TCA-soluble extracts were applied to micro-cation-exchange columns 
at pH 2, which were eluted first with water and then with NH^OH (4.5^) 
(see Section 2,3.2). For convenience, all materials which appeared in 
the water eluate, which included ^H^O, are referred to as acidic meta
bolites and materials eluted with dil NH^OH, which included all the amino 
acids, are referred to as basics. TJsing this simple ion-exchange procedure 
a reproducible separation of acidic and basic materials was achieved 
(Table 3.1.5). The radiochemical purity of vacuum dried basic eluates 
was measured after the separation of the parent amino acid from other 
material using a Joel amino acid analyzer.
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TABLE 3.1.5 ASSESSMENT OP THE RELIABILITY OP THE CATION-EXCHANGE 
CHROMATOGRAPHIC PROCELHRE USED IN THE SEPARATION OP 
RADIOACTIVE AMINO ACIDS PROM THEIR ACIDIC METABOLITES

a) Recovery of amino acid

Fraction Eluting medium % of applied radioactivity

1 Water (l5ml) 3.7 - 0.6

2 NH^OH (lOml) 95.2 t 0.6

3 - NH^OH (lOml) 2.0 t 0.3

4 NH^OH (lOml) 0.23 - 0.03

Authentic L-[4,5-^h]leucine (95% RCP 3-4 months previously) was applied 
to Bio-Rad cation-exchange columns (AG 5OW-X4, 5ml) which were then eluted 
as described in Section 2.3.2. The percentage recovery of radioactivity 
in the fractionated eluate was determined. The results, which are given 
as the mean - S.E.M. (n=3) indicate that a quantitative recovery of [̂ H] 
lysine was achieved.

b) Separation of acidic metabolites

Fraction % of recovered acidic metabolites
Animal Animal
1 2

1 (lOml) 97.2 93.3

2 (5ml) 1.2 4 .0

3 (5ml) 1.7 2.7
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Table 3.1.5 Continued

Two rats were killed 15min after the subcutaneous administration of 
L-[4,5-^H]lysine (iQuCi). A brain TCA-soluble extract was prepared for — 
cation-exchange chromatography as described in Section 2,3.2. The extracts 
were applied to Bio-Rad cation-exchange columns and eluted with water.
The radioactive content of the fractionated eluates was determined. More 
than 97% of the acidic radioactivity was eluted in the first 15nil. On 
the basis of this result, cation-exchange columns were routinely washed 
with 15ml of water prior to the elution of basic materials with NH^OH,
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Fifteen minutes after the subcutaneous administration of L-[4,5-^H]lysine, 
28% of brain soluble radioactivity was in the form of acidic metabolites. 
About 12% of this 28% was involatile (Table 3*1*6). The radiochemical 
purity of the vacuum dried basic fraction was 95%* On the basis of this 
data the radiochemical purity of heated TCA-soluble samples was estimated 
to be 92% (Table 3.1*12). The radiochemical purity of the basic fraction 
obtained from TCA-soluble extracts of liver was 78% (Table 3*1*7)» and 
the estimated radiochemical purity of heated TCA-soluble extracts was 
76% (Table 3*1*12). Fifteen minutes after the subcutaneous injection of 
L-[G-^H]valine, 45% of the total brain soluble radioactivity was present 
as acidic metabolites. About 22% of the radioactivity in this acidic 
fraction was involatile (Table 3*1*8). The radiochemical purity of vacuum 
dried basic samples was about 97% azid the radiochemical purity of heated 
TCA-soluble samples was estimated to be 85% (Table 3*1*12). A similar 
distribution of radioactivity was found in the liver (Table 3.1*9). The 
radiochemical purity of vacuum dried basic samples was 95%» but a large 
portion of the basic radiochemical impurities were lost on heating at 
lOO^C (note that 100D/E = 92.9). The radiochemical purity of heated 
TCA-soluble liver samples was estimated to be 84% (Table 3*1*12).
L-[4, 5 - leucine gave rise to large quantities of both acidic and basic 
involatile radioactive metabolites in the brain and liver (Tables 3*1*10 
and 3.1.11).

These results are consistent with the known catabolic pathways of the 
amino acids in question. Lysine is degraded at a relatively slow rate 
in the brain (CHANG, 197^) aJid the majority of the radioactive metabolites 
found in this tissue at 15niin were presumably formed at some peripheral 
site of degradation and transported via the blood to the brain. Lysine 
is one of the few amino acids which does not undergo initial deamination, 
which explains the presence of a significant level of labelled basic 
materials in the liver. In contrast, valine undergoes initial trans
amination to produce acidic metabolites. Tritium substituted at C2 and 
C3, and the majority of that at C4 is expected to rapidly appear as water. 
Not more than 30% of the tritium substituted at C4 is expected to enter 
the TCA cycle, but much of this will also be lost as water. L-[4,5-^S] 
leucine differs from L- [G-^S]valine in that a smaller percentage loss of 
radioactivity occurs during the initial stages of metabolism and a signifi
cant percentage is therefore expected to enter the TCA cycle as acetyl-CoA
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TABLE 3.1.6 THE DISTRIBUTION OP RADIOACTIVITY BETWEEN THE ACIDIC AND 
BASIC SOLUBLE FRACTIONS OF BRAIN FIFTEEN MINUTES AFTER 
THE SUBCUTANEOUS ADMINISTRATION OF L-[4,5-3h ]LYSBE

a Fraction % of applied radioactivity

Acidic (a ) 27.7 t 1.5

Basic (b ) 71.1 - 0.6

Recovery 98.7 - 0.8

Fraction % of radioactivity remaining 
after drying

Acidic fraction 
heated at 100°C(C)

11.8 - 0.2

Basic fraction 
heated at IOO^C(d ) S  2)*92:l Î 2:1 = 93.1

Vacuum dried 
basic fraction (E)

*94.7 - 0.6

RCP of vac dried 
basic fraction (f ) 94.8 i 0.7%

% of vac dried basic
fraction remaining
after heating at 100°C ^lOODj 98.3
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Table 3.1.6 Continued

a) Eats were killed 15min after the subcutaneous administration of L-[4,5-^s] 
lysine (lOuCi/animal). TCA-soluble extracts were prepared and separated 
into acidic and basic fractions by cation-exchange chromatography as 
described in Section 2,3.2, The radioactivity recovered in each fraction 
is expressed as a percentage of the total radioactivity applied to the 
column. Extracts from three rats were used in each determination.

b) Samples of the acidic and basic fractions were dried either by heating
at 100°C or by vacuum drying, and the percentage of radioactivity remaining 
was determined. The radioactive content of each fraction is expressed 
as a percentage of that present in each fraction prior to drying.
(*This data v/as obtained from separate experiments in which L- ] lysine
had been added to the extract as an internal standard. The percentage 
of radioactivity remaining after drying was calculated from the change in 
the ratio.)

c) The radiochemical purity of samples of the vacuum dried basic fraction was 
determined after the separation of lysine from other basic materials 
using a Joel amino acid analyzer as described in Section 2.3.3. L-[TJ-̂ ĉJ 
lysine was added as an internal standard. (100D/e ) was calculated from 
the data given in (b). The radiochemical purity of the internal standard 
was determined at the time of the experiment using paper chromatography 
(see Section 2.4.4) and a correction made for the presence of radiochemical 
impurities.
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TABLE 3.1.7 THE DISTRIBUTION OE RADIOAGTIVTTY BETWEEN THE ACIDIC AND 
BASIC SOLUBLE FRACTIONS OF LIVER FIFTEEN MINUTES AFTER 
THE SUBCUTANEOUS ADMINISTRATION OF L-[4,5-5h]LYSINE

a)
Fraction % of total radioactivity

Acidic (a ) 18.2 i 0.4

Basic (b ) 82.0 i 1.5

Recovery 100.2 i 1.4

Fraction % of radioactivity remaining 
after drying

Yacmm dried 
acidic
fraction (c )

37.7 -  5.6

Basic fraction heated at.
100°C (D)

89.2 i 1.1

Vacuum dried 
basic fraction (e )
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Table 3.1.7 Continued

o)
RCP of vac dried 
basic fraction (P) 77.7 Î 2.8

% of vac dried basic 
fraction remaining 
after heating at 
IGQOC
:

93.3

Experimental and other details are given in Table 3.1.6. KB. Samples 
of the acidic fraction of liver extracts were dried under vacuum instead 
of drying at 100°C because when oven dried some of these samples became 
so intensely coloured that the measurement of radioactivity by scin
tillation counting was not practicable.
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TABLE 3.1.8 THE DISTRIBUTION OF RADIOACTIVITY BETWEEN THE ACIDIC AND
BASIC SOLUBLE FRACTIONS OF BRAIN FIFTEEN MINUTES AFTER
THE SUBCUTANEOUS ADMINISTRATION OF L-[G-3h] VALINÊ -̂

a)
Fraction % of total radioactivity

Acidic (a ) 45.0 i 3.0

Basic (b ) 61.4 - 2.3

Recovery 106.4 - 3.1

Fraction % of radioactivity remaining 
after drying

Acidic fraction 
heated at
100°C (c)

22.3 - 2.1

Basic fraction 
heated at 
100°C (D)

*90.7 - 0.8

Vacuum dried 
basic
fraction (e )

*93.8 i  1.5
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Table 3.1.8 Continued 

c)
RCP of vac dried 
basic fraction (p) 96.7 i 0.4%

% of vac dried basic 
fraction remaining 
after heating at 
lOQOC 96.7

Experimental and other details are given in Table 3.1.6. *This radio
chemical was marketed as L-[2,3-^hJvaline, but analysis of some batches 
of this material has indicated the presence of significant levels of 
substitution at C4 (see main text).
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TABLE 3.1.9 THE DISTRIBUTION OP RADIOACTIVITY BETWEEN THE ACIDIC AND
BASIC SOLUBLE FRACTIONS OF LIVER FIFTEEN MINUTES AFTER
THE SUBCUTANEOUS ADMINISTRATION OF L-[G-^H] VALINE*

a)
Fraction % of total radioactivity

Acidic (a ) 36.3 -  1.4

Basic (b ) 64.7 -  1.1

Recovery 101,1 i  1.6

Fraction % of radioactivity remaining 
after drying

Vacuum dried 
acidic
fraction (c )

Basic fraction 
heated at 
100°C (D)

91.7 - 2.0

Vacuum dried 
basic • 
fraction (E)

98.7 - 0.2
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Table 3.1.9 Continued 

c )

RCP of vac dried 
basic fraction (P.) 93.2 Î 0.5"%
% of vac dried basic 
fraction remaining 
after heating at 
100° C

m  ■

92.9

Experimental and other details are given in Tables 3.1.6 and 3.1.?. *This 
radio chemical was marketed as L- [ 2,3-^s] valine, but analysis of some batches 
of this material has indicated the presence of significant levels of sub
stitution at C4.
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TABLE 3.1.10 THE DISTRIBUTION OE RADIOACTIVITY BETWEEN THE ACIDIC AND
BASIC SOLUBLE EEiACTIONS OE BRAIN FIETEEN MINUTES AFTER
THE SUBCUTANEOUS ADMINISTRATION OE L-[4,5-3h ] LEUCINE

a)
Fraction % of total radioactivity

Acidic (a ) - 59.3 - 2.0 (4)

Basic (b ) 44.6 - 2.9 (4)

Recovery 103.9 - 1.3 (4)

Fraction % of radioactivity remaining 
after drying

Acidic fraction 
heated at 
1000C (c) 16.9 - 5.7 (3)

RCP of vac dried 
basic fraction (e ) 62.5 i 3.6%

Experimental and other details are given in Table 3.1.6.
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TABIE 5.1.11 THE DISTRIBUTION OE RADIOACTIVITY BETWEEN THE ACIDIC AND
BASIC SOLUBLE TRACTIONS OE LIVER EIETEEN MINUTES AETER
THE SUBCUTANEOUS ADMINISTRATION OE L-[4,5-3h] LEUCINE

Traction % of total radioactivity

Acidic (a ) 42.1 - 0.8

Basic (b ) 65.0 i 1.1

Recovery 105.1 - 1.8

Traction % of radioactivity remaining 
after drying

Vac dried acidic 
fraction (c ) 42.3 - 5.7

RCP of vac dried 
basic fraction (e ) 68.0 i 1.6%

Experimental and other details are given in Tables 5.1.6 and 5.1.7»
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TABLE 3.1.12 ESTHYEATEB RADIOCHEMICAL HJRITY OF HEATED TCA-SOLHBLE
EXTRACTS OP THE BRAIN AND LIVER OF RATS KILLED 15 MINUTES 
AFTER THE SUBCUTANEOUS ADMINISTRATION OF L-[4,5-3h ] LYSINE 
OR L-[G-3h ]VALINE

Amino acid Tissue Estimated RCP .

L- [ 4 > 5- ̂H] lys ine Brain 92%
L- [ 4 > 5- ̂H] lys ine Liver 76%
L-[ G-^H ] val ine Brain 85%
L- [ G- ̂H] val ine Liver 84%

Estimates of the radiochemical purity (RCP) of heated TCA-soluble extracts 
were obtained by substituting the data given in Tables 3.1.6 to 3.1.9 
into the equation

%RCF = B E F
(A C) + (B d )

<3.1.2.)

where (BEF/10^) is the percentage of the total radioactivity present as 
the parent amino acid,(AC/lOO) is the percentage of the total radio
activity present as involatile acidic metabolites and (BD/100) the per
centage of total radioactivity present as involatile basic metabolites.
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and become incorporated into TCA cycle derived amino acids and other 
materials.

To summarise, these results confirm that in experiments of short duration 
(l5min or less), the majority (>85%) of involatile brain soluble radio
activity remains as the parent amino acid following the peripheral 
administration of L-[G-^E] valine or L-[4>5- Ĥ] lysine. L-[%]lysine did, 
however, give rise to a larger (about 25%) quantity of involatile radio
active metabolites in the liver. In contrast, large quantities of 
involatile radioactive metabolites accumulated in both the brain and liver 
following the administration of L-[4, 5 - leucine. These metabolites are 
expected to include other amino acids.

It is important to emphasise that the metabolic fate of the administered 
radioactivity depends as much upon the position of substitution as it does 
on the amino acid itself. The batch of tritiated valine used in the above 
experiments was marketed as being labelled at C2 and C3, but subsequent 
tritium n.m.r. spectroscopy showed that there was a significant level of 
substitution at C4 (hence the designation L-[G-^h]valine). This radio
chemical is prepared by the catalytic reduction of an unsaturated inter
mediate with tritium gas. The presence of tritium at 04 indicates that 
proton migration occurs during this process. ADRIAENS et al. (l975) 
reported differences in the distribution of tritium between 02, 03 and 04 

in L-[2,3-^] val ine supplied by different manufacturers and between 
different batches from the same manufacturer. At the Radiochemical Oentre 
it was found that there was a greater percentage of 04 substitution in 
batches of higher specific activity (personal communication). An exam
ination of one such batch of high specific activity [^H]valine indicated 
that 64% of the label was substituted at position 4* Non-specificity of 
substitution clearly represents a problem if TOA-soluble radioactivity is 
used as an index of precursor specific activity. The radiochemical 
purities (ROP) of dried TCA-soluble extracts given in Table 3.1.12 were 
calculated on the basis of results obtained using single batches of [̂ H] 
valine and [^H]lysine. Subsequent drug studies were carried out using a 
number of different batches of these radiochemicals, but no experiments 
were performed to determine whether the RCP of dried tissue extracts 
varied significantly between experiments in which different batches of
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labelled amino acids were used. A recent n.m.r. spectroscopic examina
tion of a batch of high specific activity L-[4,5-^H]lysine showed, however 
that 95% of the label was equally distributed between positions 4 and 5 
(Radiochemical Centre data sheet) suggesting that proton migration is not 
a problem in the preparation of this material.

5.1.4 MEASUREMENT OF LOW LEYELS OF RADIOACTIVITY IN AQOEOUS SOLUTION
Financial limitations did not permit the routine use of large amounts of 
radio chemicals and consequently, on many occasions, the problem of count
ing very low levels of radioactivity was encountered. Triton X-100 was 
routinely used for the émulsification of aqueous solutions in the pre
paration of samples for scintillation counting. The Triton scintillant 
suffers from the disadvantage that chemiluminescence often causes the 
background count rate to be high and variable. Large differences were 
observed between the background count rate obtained using different 
batches of Triton X-100.

A series of experiments is described in Section 5.1.5 in which TCA-soluble 
extracts were separated into acidic and basic fractions by cation-exchange 
chromatography. The results obtained from five such replicate experiments 
are shown in Table 5.1.15 and it can be seen that in two of these the 
apparent recovery of radioactivity was significantly greater than 1009 .̂
The variability of the apparent recovery of radioactivity in the basic 
fractions suggested that the problem was associated with the measurement 
of radioactivity in basic samples. Only in those experiments (5,4 and 5) 
in which basic samples were acidified prior to the addition of scintillant 
were sensible recoveries of radioactivity obtained. In subsequent 
experiments basic samples were therefore acidified with concentrated ECl. 
Although this greatly reduced the chemiluminescence problem, high recoveries 
of radioactivity were still obtained in some experiments. This is consis
tent with the report that chemiluminescence can also present a problem 
when counting strongly acidic solutions in the presence of emulsifying 
agents (FOX, 1976).

Two solutions to the problem were considered, firstly, titration of each 
basic sample to pH7.0 before the addition of scintillant, and secondly.
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the addition of a quantity of some weak acid sufficient to bring the final 
pH of the solution within acceptable limits. The second procedure 
was adopted because it was less time consuming and acetic acid was 
chosen as a suitable weak acid. However, while aqueous NH^C 1 /1olusne/ 
Triton X-100 emulsions'were stable over a relatively wide range of 
temperature and NH^Cl concentration, the stability of aqueous M^OAc/ 
toluene/Triton X-100 emulsions was more sensitive to concentration and 
temperature changes. It was estimated that the concentration of KE^OH 
in basic eluates from catiOn-exchange columns would be in the range 2.5 
to 4*5 M and consequently the stability of ammonmm acetate containing 
emulsions was determined at these two concentrations. As shown in Table 
5.1.14 it was not possible to prepare samples of differing composition 
that were stable at both 4-̂ C and room temperature and so ■ the composition 
of the emulsion had to be selected on the basis of the temperature of the 
counting chamber. Radioactive measurements were routinely made at 4^C 
and samples were therefore prepared by adding acetic acid (lOOul) plus 
Triton scintillant to the column eluates (iml) with no additional water. 
Although the resulting mixtures did not form a single phase emulsion at 
room temperature, stable emulsions formed on shaking mixtures precooled 
to 4°C.

Measurement of counting efficiency
The external standard channels ratio (ESOR) method for the measurement 
of counting efficiency was extensively used in the present study. When 
using this method, if samples of different composition are to be counted, 
it may be necessary to construct a separate quench correction curve for 
each type of sample. The use of chemical quench calibration curves to 
correct for colour quenching can lead to considerable error, particularly 
when counting tritium (NOUJAIM eĵ  al., 1971 )• In a, situation in which 
counting efficiency is reduced through both colour and chemical quenching 
the measurement of counting efficiency by the ESCR method is complicated 
(see for example, LMG, 1971) and it may be easier to use the internal 
standard method of calibration. Alternatively, samples may be decolourized 
but peroxide treatment can lead to chemiluminescence (see for example 
WIMEIMANand SIATEI^ 196?) and loss of radioactivity (BENEVENGA et al., I968). 
The procedure outlined in Pig. 2*1 involved heating aliquots of tissue
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TABLE 3.1.14 THE EEFECT CE TEMPERATTJHE AKD WATER CONTENT ON THE STABILITY 
OE AQUEOUS AMMONIUM ACETATE/TOLUENE/TRITON X-100 EMULSIONS

Stability

Amount of 
water 

added (ml)
Room t emp 4°0

A B A B

0.0 U S S s

0.1 S S s s

0.2 U S s s

0.3 S s s s

0.4 ■ U s s s

0.5 s s s s

0.6 s s u u

0.7 s s u u

0.8 s u u u

0.9 s u u u

1.0 s s u u

The stahility of aqueous ammonium acetate/toluene/Triton X-100 emulsions was 
determined at room temperature and at 4°C. The compositions of the emulsions 
were A. NH^OH (4*5^, 1ml), acetic acid (lOOul), toluene/Triton X-100 (2:1,^/y) 
containing EEC (3»33g /l)  (lOml). B. NH^OH (2.3M, 1ml), all other components 
as in A. Water was added as indicated. S = Stable, U = Unstable.
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homogenate at lOO^C in order to remove volatile radioactive amino acid __
metabolites. Some samples, particularly those prepared from liver, 
became very coloured on heating and a significant level of colour quench
ing was therefore expected in the scintillation mixtures in which these 
samples were subsequently dissolved. During one early experiment five 
of the most highly coloured samples were selected and counting effi
ciencies determined "using both the ES OR and internal standard methods.
The results showed that acceptable estimates of counting efficiencies 
were obtained using the ES OR method (Table 3* 1*15) and this was there
fore adopted in subsequent experiments.

The spectroscopic properties of heterocyclic aromatics are usually highly 
pH dependent and consequently it was not possible to predict whether a 
chemical quench curve obtained using neutral samples would adequately 
correct for quenching in strongly acidic samples. As described in 
Section 2.4.4.1 some samples were acidified with excess concentrated HCl prior 
to the addition of scintillation fluid and consequently the final pH was low. 
The results in Table 3.1.16 indicate, howe"ver, that this was not a problem 
since quenching in samples of different pH was adequately corrected for 
using the same quench correction curve.

Counting low levels of tritium in a narrow energy channel
With some batches of Triton X-100 the background count rate of neutral 
emulsions in a pre-set tritium channel was too high and variable to be 
acceptable. PATTERSON and GREENE (1965) reported that Triton X-100 
contains phosphorescent impurities which can be removed by treatment with 
silica gel. In contrast, SCALES (1972) found that luminescence in 
Triton X-100 emplsions was not reduced by a silica gel pretreatment but 
that it could be eliminated by counting in a narrow energy channel. The 
latter approach was adopted in the present study because, as shown in 
Pig. 3.1.1A, the chemiluminescent background could be completely eliminated 
with only a moderate loss of tritium counting efficiency by counting in a 
channel in which the lower energy discriminator was raised. The upper 
discriminator was set at a level equivalent to the for tritium at the
highest counting efficiency that would be attained in the samples to be 
counted (see Fig. 3.1.IB)*
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TABLE 3.1.15 COWARISON OE THE EXTERNAL STANDARD CHANNELS RATIO (ESCR) 
AND INTERNAL STANDARD (iS) METHODS EOR THE DETERMINATION 
OE COUNTING EEEICTENCY IN COLOURED SAMPLES

A. Colourless samples B. Coloured samples

Counting efficiency (%) Difference Counting efficiency {%) Difference

IS
method

ESCR
method (IS-ESCR) IS

method
ESCR

method (IS-ESCR)

55.7 54.4 -0.7 25.5 25*9 +1.6

55.8 54.4 -0.6 25.5 22.0 +1*5

55*5 ' 55*5 -0.2 24.7 23.5 +1.2

36.1 54.2 +1*9 23.2 21.7 +1*5

55*4 55*7 +1*7 21.9 20.4 +1.5

Eive of the most highly coloured samples obtained from one of the experi
ments described in Section 3.1*2 were selected and a comparison was made of 
the counting efficiencies determined using the ESCR and IS methods. The 
same comparison was made using colourless samples. n-[l,2(n) - ĥ J 
hexadecane was used as an internal standard. ESCR counting efficiencies 
were calculated using the equation E(%) = 69.22 (ESCR) - 18.6, which was 
a best fit (correlation coefficient 0.998) to data obtained using toluene 
samples containing PPO (^/l), standardized n-[l,2(n) - ^H] hexadecane 
and chloroform (0.0-0.3nil).Measurements were made using a Packard Tri-Carb 
Spectrometer (Model 3590).
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Table 3«l.l6 Continued

The samples listed above were added to 10ml of toluene/Triton X-100 
(2:1, *̂ /v) containing PPO (3.55gA ) and standardized [̂ïï] toluene.
The mixtures were chosen as simulating the composition of samples 
applied to cation-exchange columns as well as the composition of acidi
fied column eluates (see Sections 2.3.2 and 2.4.1.1 )• ESCR counting 
efficiencies were determined as outlined in Table 3.1*15 using 
standardized [̂ h ] toluene. Measurements were made using a Packard 
Tri-Carb Spectrometer (MEodel 3590).
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FIG. 3.1.1 Continued (2)

The background vial contained a mixture of toluene/Triton X-100 
(2:1,^/v) (lOml), PP0(3.33g/l) and water (iml). The emulsion had 
been prepared several weeks previously and left at room temperature 
in darkness. Counting efficiencies were determined using an emul
sion consisting of toluene/Triton X-100 (2:1,^/v) (lOml), PPO 
(3.33g/i), standardized n-[l,2(n)-^H] hexadecane and sufficient water 
to cause a level of quenching equivalent to the lowest quenching 
(ie. highest counting efficiency) expected in samples to be counted, 
A, Upper discriminator, 65O divisions; gain, 100%. B. Lower dis
criminator, 200 divisions; gain, 100%. Measurements were made using 
a Packard Tri-Carb Spectrometer (Model 5390).
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Using figures taken from a typical experiment and assuming a reproducible 
background count rate calculation showed that no significant difference - —  
was expected between the error associated with the net count rate obtained 
in the pre-set tritium and narrow energy channels (Table 5*1.17)' 1%
practice, however, when counting Triton X-100 emulsions in which chemi
lumine scence resulted in a variable background count rate in the pre-set 
tritium channel, the error associated with the net count rate was 
significantly reduced by counting in the narrow energy channel since the 
background count rate became low and reproducible. This procedure was 
therefore routinely adopted for the measurement of radioactivity in 
aqueous samples when Triton X-100 was used as an emulsifier,

5,1,5 ALTERED lOU-EXCHAUGE EROEBRTIES OF ISOTOPICALLY SUBSTITUTED m m O  ACIDS

A series of experiments is described in Section 5*1*5 in which the radio-,
chemical purity of TCA-soluble extracts was determined after the separation
of administered tritiated amino acids from their metabolites using an
automatic amino acid analyzer, [U-̂ '̂ C] amino acids were added to the extracts
as internal standards and the radiochemical purity calculated from the 

5 14difference in the H : 0 ratio before and after purification. During the
course of this work it was noted that L-[4,5-^H]leucine, L-[4>5-^]lysine 
and [L- G-%] valine do not co-elute with the corresponding L-[U-^^C] 
amino acids (Table 5*1*18) and consequently the ratio could not be
determined from the ratio in individual fractions of the peak. Instead, 
the ratios were calculated from the total area under the and peaks,
A similar problem was encountered in experiments in which the specific 
activities of tritiated amino acids in TCA-soluble extracts were determined 
(Section 5*2), Again it was found that isotopic substitution altered the 
ion-exchange properties of amino acids and that [^H]amino acids did not 
co-elute with their tritiated analogues. Consequently, it was not possible 
to estimate the true specific activity of tritiated amino acids from the 
specific activity of any single fraction of the amino acid analyzer eluate.
In this case, however, it was not feasible to determine accurately the 
total radioactivity and total amino acid eluted. Both the radioactive and 
amino acid contents of the samples were low and their accurate measurement 
at the tails of the peaks was not therefore possible. To overcome this 
problem the amino acid specific activity (S) was calculated using the 
equation
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TABLE 3.1.18 THE PARTIAL SEPARATION OE TRITIATED AMINO ACIDS PROM 
THEIR 14C-ANAL0GUES ON CATION-EXCHANGE COLUMNS

a) Separation of L-[4,5-^H]leucine from L-[U-^'^C]leucine

Fraction ^H c.p.m. "̂̂ C c.p.m. ĥ/^^c

1 200 5 40.0

2 1289 111 11.6

3 2487 358 6.9

4 4139 760 5.4

 ̂ 5 6158 1668 3.7

6 7244 2633 2.8

7 7239 3555 2.0

8 6261 4030 1.6

9 4416 5814 0.8

10 2745 2739 1.0

11 1548 2300 0.7

12 808 1237 0.7

13 169 227 0.7
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Table 3*1.18 Continued

b) Separation of L-[G- ĥ ]valine from L-[U-^^c] valine

Fraction d.p.m. '̂̂ C d.p.m. &/i4c

1 90 7 12.9

2 2420 337 7.2

3 11503 4248 2.7

4 4658 4597 1.0

5 122 163 0.7

6 42 12 3.5

c) Separation of L-[ 4 lysine from L-[TJ-^^C]lysine

Fraction d.p.m. '̂̂ C d.p.m. &/^^C

1 80 6 13.3

2 260 44 5.9

3 704 122 5.8

4 1104 281 3.9

5 1351 433 3.1

6 755 276 2.7

7 574 246 2.3

8 282 149 1.9

9 95 48 2.0
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Table 3.1.18 Continued

The data were obtained from experiments in which the radiochemical 
purities of tissue extracts were determined after the separation of parent 
[^s]amino acids from their radioactive metabolites using a Joel amino 
acid analyzer (see Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3 for experimental details). 
[̂ '̂ Cjamino acids were added as internal standards and the tritium and 
carbon-14 content of the fracticcated eluates determined as described in 
Section 2.4*1. a) 0.3min fractions, flow rate = 0.8ml/min. b) l.Omin 
fractions, flow rate = 0.8 ml/min. c) 0.3min fractions, flow rate =
1.2ml/min.
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S = 0.5
x=+1Z —  S"x=+l ^

x=+1
— s:
X=+l ^

(3.1.3)*
x=-l

X=-1
x=-l Zb,

X— 1

where a ^ is the radioactive content of the fraction prior to the radioactive 
peak, the radioactive content of the peak radioactive fraction and a_̂  ̂
the radioactive content of the fraction following the radioactive peak. S" 
is the specific activity of the amino acid in each fraction. Similarly, 
b ^ is the amino acid content of the fraction prior to the amino acid peak, 
bg the amino content of the peak amino acid fraction, b the amino acid 
content of the fraction following the amino acid peak and Ŝ  the corres
ponding specific activities. The data given in Table 3.1.19 shows that in 
a situation in which the area under the radioactive and amino acid peaks 
could be accurately determined there is a good agreement between the 
specific activity calculated using equation (3.1.3) and that calculated 
from the total peak areas. In Table 3.1.20 it is shown that, as expected, 
equation (3.1*3) also yields a good estimate of ratios.

Although it is not shown here, the separation between unsubstituted amino acids
and their tritiated analogues was less pronounced than the separation between

1 4 .tritiated amino acids and their C-substituted analogues. EELLOBONO (1968)
has reported the partial chromatographic separation of [̂ Ĉ] amino acids from 
their analogues and has discussed some of the factors that may be involved.

*It is assumed that an estimate of the true amino acid specific activity (S) 
may be obtained using the equation

= 0.5 ( s" + S"' )\ max max / (3.1.4 )

where is the amino acid specific activity at the radioactive peak and
^max is the specific activity at the [^E]amino acid peak. Because fractions 
of the column eluate were not symmetrically distributed about the radioactive 
peak (ie., ^+2. ^ ̂ -l) ü  vas not possible to determine Sĵ ax directly. Instead 
it was calculated from specific activity measurements made on the three frac
tions distributed about the radioactive peak (see above) each weighted accord
ing to the radioactive content of the fraction. The total radioactive content 
of the three fractions is and hence the weighting coefficient is

X=-1

1 p y X +1 \
and, Lâ /_Xa~ j s” . Similarly the second term in (3*1*3)

Ais an estimate of Smax
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TABLE 3.1.19 A COMPARISON OE METHODS FOR CALCULATING AMINO ACID 
SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES

Fraction
Radioactivity 
(d.p.m./aliquot)

Amino acid 
content 

(nmol/aliquot )
Specific 
activity 

(d.p.m./nmol)

1 5155 - -

2 28088 3.7 7591

3 215588 50.2 . 4295

4 314969 119.8 2629

5 106484 56.6 1881

6 14454 9.7 1490

7 - 1.5 -

Total
peak 684758 d,p.m. 241.5 nmol

2835
d.p.m./nmol

A mixture of L-[ 4 lysine and [̂ Ĉ] lysine was applied to the short 
column of a Joel amino acid analyzer and eluted with sodium citrate 
buffer (ph5.25) (see Section 2.3.3 for details). The lysine peak was 
fractionated (45sec fractions, flow rate = 1.2 ml/min) and the radio
active and amino acid content of each fraction determined as described 
in Sections 2.4.1.1 and 2.4.2. The specific activity calculated using 
equation (3.1.3) is 2939 d.p.m./nmol compared with 2835 d.p.m./nmol, 
the figure calculated from the total radioactive and total lysine content 
of the peak.
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TABLE 3.1.20 A COMPARISON OE METHODS FOR CALCULATING Ĥt̂ '̂ C RATIOS

Fraction . . d.p.m.. ^^C d.p.m. . , , &/^^C

1 80 6 . 13.33

2 260 44 5.91

3 704 122 5.77

. 4 . ,  1104 281 3.93

5 1351 433 3.12

6 755 276 2.74

7 574 246 2.33

8 282 149 1.89

9 95 48 1.98

10 35 22 1.59

Total 
peak ■ 5240 16,27 . . 3.22-

This data is taken from an experiment in which L- [4,5- S] lysine was separated 
from its metabolites using a Joel amino acid analyzer as described in 
Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. [U- ^C]lysine had been added as an internal
standard. Radioactivity determinations were carried out as outlined in 
Section 2.4.1. The ^C ratio calculated using equation (3.1.3) is 
3.28:1.00 compared with 3.22:1.00, the figure calculated from the total 
radioactivity under the tritium and carbon-14 peaks.
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3.2 THE EFFECT OF L-DOPA ON M I M L  BEHA.YIOTJR AND BT VTVO PROTEIN 
STNTHESIS

Preliminary experiments were carried out to substantiate the results
of ROEL et ad. (1974) vho reported that L-dopa inhibits rat brain
protein synthesis. Because large numbers of animals are required for
experiments in which time-average soluble amino acid specific activities
are determined it was decided not to attempt to determine absolute
incorporation rates but to make measurements only at the end of the
incorporation period and to express amino acid incorporation in terms
of either I or I (see Section 1.2). Male rats were injected with re1 app '
L-dopa (usually 500mg/kg,ip) followed 45niin later by the administration 
of either L-[3,4(n)-^H]valine or L-[4,5-^H]lysine (sc.). They were 
killed after a 7& or 15min incorporation period and brain and liver 
tissue processed as described in Section 2.3*

3.2.1 BEHAVIOURAL RESPONSES TO L-DOPA
The majority (say 5 out of a group of 6) of rats given L-dopa (500mg/kg,ip.) 
showed characteristic behavioural changes. Within a few minutes of drug 
administration the animals exhibited pilo-erection and exophthalmus. This 
was usually followed by a period of hyperactivity or stereotypy.
Hyperactive animals moved rapidly around the cage, occasionally showing 
signs of aggression towards other animals. A few animals vocalized, 
even in the absence of any obvious stimulus. In response to tactile 
or acoustic stimuli many rats became intensely hyperactive. Stereotype 
behaviour was characterized by head-movements (up and down or side to 
side), bizarre 'dancing’ movements of the front legs and prolonged 
periods of sniffing, particularly while the animal stood on its hind 
legs in the cage comer. The majority of rats were predominantly 
hyperactive. In these animals hyperactivity was interspersed by only 
brief periods of stereotypy. In contrast, a few rats were predominantly 
stereotypic and showed no signs of hyperactivity. Hyperactivity was 
often followed by a period of catatonia, particularly of the hind legs. 
Catatonic rats lay flat on the cage floor. Their breathing was exage rated 
and when these rats attempted to move they did so by hauling themselves 
along with their front legs. Occasionally apparently catatonic rats 
unexpectedly became hyperactive for a very brief period and then lapsed 
back into a catatonic state.
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A few dopa-treated rats showed none of the behavioural responses outlined 
in the previous paragraph. Tissue from these animals was processed and 
a figure for obtained but the results were not included in the
group means. Although no measurements of tissue dopa levels were made 
it was assumed that in these non-re spending animals the drug had failed 
to reach a sufficient concentration in the brain to elicit a response. 
This may have resulted from faulty administration. A similar problem 
had been encountered during a previous series of experiments in which 
radioactive amino acids were administered by intraperitoneal injection.
No radioactivity was found in the brain and liver of a few of these 
animals. Levels of TCA-insoluble radioactivity extracted from the 
brain and liver of non-responding, dopa-treated rats injected with 
L-[^S]lysine lay in the control range, confirming that these animals 
should be excluded from the experiment. In those experiments in which 
[̂ h]valine was used as the precursor, the difference between the in
corporation level in dopa-treated and control rats was not always 
statistically significant (Tables 3.2.2-3.2.4) and so it was not 
possible to judge whether the level of incorporation observed in non- 
re spending dopa-treated rats was clearly different from that seen in 
responding animals. However, any dopa-treated rat that failed to show 
at least one of the behavioural responses outlined above was disregarded,

3.2.2 THE EFFECT OF L-LOPA ON THE UPTAKE OF RADIOACTIVE AMINO ACIDS 
INTO BRAIN AND LIVER AND THEIR SUBSEQUENT INCORPORATION INTO 
TCA-PRE CIPITABLE MATERIAL

3.2.2.1 Effect of L-dopa on the relative incorporation of L-f3<4(n)-^H] 
valine

Four separate experiments were carried out in which the effect of L-dopa 
on the incorporation of L-[3,4(n)-^H]valine into TCA-insoluble and 
soluble material of rat brain and liver was studied. In the first 
instance the incorporation for each animal was expressed in terms of 
a relative incorporation (ï^el) vhich is a dimensionless parameter 
defined by

^rei^^^^^ ~ (1*14)
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where E^(t=a) is the TCA-soluble radioactivity and E2(t=a) is the 
radioactive content of protein, both measured at the end of the incor
poration period (i.e., when t=a). A fifteen minute incorporation 
period was chosen for initial experiments (see Section 5.1.3) and so 
equation ( I . I4 ) becomes

I^g^(l5min) = Eg(l5min)/I^(l5min). (3.2.1)

In one experiment 200mg L-dopa/kg had no significant effect on 
L-[3>4(ii)-^H]valine incorporation in brain (Table 3*2.1) and the dose 
was therefore increased to 500mg/kg for subsequent experiments. At 
this increased dose level the results obtained in three replicate 
experiments using [^Hjvaline were variable (Tables 3.2.2-3.2.4 ). In 
one experiment, no statistically significant change was observed in 
any of the parameters measured (Table 3.2.2), while in the other two 
experiments t^e incorporation of [^h]valine into cerebral TCA- 
precipitable material was reduced by 5CÇ̂  and 459̂ »respectively, in L-dopa- 
treated rats (Tables 3.2.3 and 3*2.4). In the first of these two 
experiments there was an accompanying 3T/̂  decrease in brain TCA- 
soluble radioactivity and consequently the L-dopa-induced decrease in 
the mean relative incorporation was only 22%, which was not statistically 
significant (Table 3*2.3)* In the second of these two experiments 
there was no change in TCA-soluble radioactivity and the mean relative 
incorporation was therefore reduced by 47% in L-dopa-treated rats 
although, again, the effect was not statistically significant (ihble
3.2.4 ).

Measurements were also made in liver, While it was recognized that 
inter-animal variation in hepatic amino acid levels would render the 
simple procedure adopted in this study somewhat inadequate for the 
study of protein synthesis in liver (see Section 4*3), these measure
ments were made simply to gain some indication as to whether the 
L-dopa-induced changes observed in brain also occurred in liver.
In general, the same effects were seen in liver as were observed in 
brain. A significant reduction in TCA-insoluble radioactivity and I^^^ 
was observed in only one of the three experiments (Tables 3*2.2-3.2.4)*
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TABLE 3.2.1 THE EFFECT OF L-BOPA (200mg/kg) ON THE UPTAKE OF L-[3,4(n)-%J
VALINE INTO THE BRAIN AND ITS SUBSEQUENT INCORPORATION INTO
TCA-PRECIPITABLE MATERIAL (EXPERIMENT l)

n
TCA-ins oluble 

radioactivity (Rg) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

^TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (Rp) 
(d.p.mi./mg prot. )

**Relative
incorporation
Crel =

Control
group 6 202 -  21 537 - 18 0.599 -  0.054

L—Dopa- 
treated 
group

6 228 1 9 341 - 25 0.683 -  0.040

Percentage L-dopa-induced changes

TCA-insoluble TCA-soluble Relative
radioactivity radioactivity incorporation

+13 +1 +14
Vcontrol 7 NS NS NS

Rats were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (20Qmg/kg in 0.05M Hd, 
20mg/inl) or with O.O5M HCl (lOml/kg), followed 45min later by the sub
cutaneous adTni-n.ist-pfl.tion of L-[3>4(h)-^H] valine (20CuCi/icg, 50uCi/ml in 
normal saline) (see Section 2.2,1 for details) and were killed after a 
15 min incorporation period. Tissue was processed as described in Section 
2.3. The animals were 33 days old. Body weights: Control group, 87-1 (6)g; 
Dopa group, 90^l(6)g.
*TCA-soluble radioactivity was calculated using: soluble radioactivity = 
(total involatile tissue radioactivity) - (TCA-insoluble radioactivity).
**I^^ was calculated using individual figures for R^ and R^ and not the 
group means.
The results are given as the mean - S.E.M. n is the number of animals used. 
P values were determined by Student’s t test (two tailed). NS, not signifi
cant at the 5% level.
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TABLE 3.2.2 THE EFFECT OF L-LOPA (500mg/kg) ON THE UPTAKE OF L-[3,4(n)-^H]
VALINE INTO BRAIN AND LIVER AND ITS SUBSEQUENT INCORPORATION
INTO TCA-PRECIPITABLE MATERIAL (EXPERIMENT 2)

A.I. Effect of L-dopa in brain

n
TCA-ins oluble 

radioactivity (Rg) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R, ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
Crel =

Control
group 4 242 t 29 385 i  43 0.643 - 0.076

L-Lopa-
treated
group

3 201 i  59 322 i  105 0.641 -  0.070

A,2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in brain

TCA-insoluble
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-17NS
-16
NS

0

B.l. Effect of L-dopa in liver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
drel =

Control
group 3 1221 i 147 316 - 51 4 .0 0 i 0 .4 3

L-dopa-
treated
group 3 884 293 229 -  43 3 .7 7 - 0 .7 2
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Table 3*2.2 Continued
B,2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in liver

TCA.-ins oluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-28
NS

-28
NS

-6
NS

Eats were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (500mg/kg in 0.05MHC1, 
30mg/nil) or with O.O5M HCl (lOml/kg) followed 45 min later by the 
subcutaneous administration of L-[3»4(n)-^H] valine (200uCi/kg, 
40uCi/ml in normal saline) and were killed after a 13min incorporation 
period.

The animals ifere between 28 and 35 days old. Body weights; Control 
group, 73-l(4)g; Bopa-group 68^1(3)g. See Table 3*2.1 for further 
details.
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TABLE 3.2.3 THE EFFECT OE L-DOPA (500mg/kg) ON THE UPTAKE OE L-[3,4(n)-&]
VALINE INTO BRAIN AND LIVER AND ITS SUBSEQUENT INCORPORATION
INTO TCA-PRECIPITABLE MATERIAL (EXPERIMENT 3)

A.I. Effect of L-dopa in brain

n
TCA-ins oluble 

radioactivity (i^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
(Lei = V L )

Control
group 5 155 -  8 254 - 52 0,55 i  0.04

L-dopa-
treated
group

5 67 - 14 161 t 9 0.43 - 0.11

A. 2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in brain

TCA-insoluble TCA-soluble Relative
radioactivity radioactivity incorporation

100 (É22& _i\ -50 -37 -22
\control / P<0.01 KG. 05 NS

B.l. Effect of L-dopa in liver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (Rg) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation

C rel =

Control
group 5 881 i  62 400 t 29 2.21 i 0.09

L-dopa-
treated
group

6 407 -  95 328 Î  13 1.26 i  0.29
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Table 3.2.3. continued
B.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in liver

TCA-insoluble TCA-soluble Relative
radioactivity radioactivity incorporation

lOo/'âSEi; -54 -18 -43
 ̂ (control / P<0.01 P<0.05 P<0.02

Hats were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (500mg/kg in O.O5M HCl, 
30mg/ml) or with O.O5M HCl (lOml/kg), followed 45niin. later by the sub
cutaneous administration of L-[3>4(n)-^H] valine (200uCi/kg, 40 uCi/ml 
in normal saline) and were killed after a 13min incorporation period.
The animals were 35 days old. Body weights; Control group, 148-5(5 
Bopa group, 148-6(6)^. See Table 3.2.1 for further details.
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TABLE 3.2.4 the EFFECT OF L-LOPA (500mg/kg) ON THE UPTAKE OF L-[3,4(n)-%]
VALINE ETTO BMIN AND LIVER AND ITS SUBSEQUENT INCORPORATION
INTO TCA-PRECIPITABLE MATERIAL (EXPERIMENT 4)

A.I. Effect of L-dopa in brain

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (Rg) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
Crel =

Control
group 4 172 - 13 186 i 31 1.01 i 0.19

L—Lopa— 
treated 
group

4 94 - 1 4 186 i 23 0.54 - 0.11

A.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in brain

TCA-insoluble
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-45P<0.01
0 -47NS

B.l. Effect of L-dopa in liver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
Crel =

Control
group 4 1055 - 74 422 i 24 2.50 i 0.07

L-dopa-
treated
group

4 751 - 126 379 - 48 2.16 Î 0.53
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Table 3.2.4. continued

B, 2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in liver

TCA-insoluble TCA-soluble Relative
radioactivity radioactivity incorporation

100^222: -29 -10 -14
(control 7 NS NS NS

Eats were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (300nig/kg in 0.05M HCl, 
50mg/ml) or with 0.05M HCl (lOml/kg), followed 45niin later by the sub
cutaneous administration of L-[ 3»4(n)-^H] valine (200uCi/kg, 48uCi/ml 
in normal saline) and were killed after a 15min incorporation period.
The animals were 36 or 37 days old. Body weights : Control group, 
12sil(4)g; Lopa group, 126-4(4)g. See Table 3.2.1 for further details.
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3.2.2.2 The effect of L-dopa on the relative incorporation of 

lysine
The results of two experiments in which L-[ 4 , 5 - lysine was used as 
the labelled precursor differed markedly from those in which L-[3,4(n.)-^S] 
valine was employed. In both lysine experiments the radioactive content 
of the TCA-insoluble material extracted from the brains of rats given 
50Qmg/kg L-dopa was-reduced by 73-75% of the control level (Tables 3,2,5 - 
and 3*2,6), L-dopa had no significant effect on TCA-soluble radio
activity and consequently the mean relative incorporation of [̂ s] lysine 
in brain was decreased by 7^% and 70% in the two experiments, respectively. 
The results obtained for liver were more variable. In one experiment 
TCA-insoluble radioactivity was reduced by 40% and the relative incor
poration by 44% (Table 3*2,5)* In the second experiment L-dopa caused 
an 80-83% decrease in both the TCA-insoluble radioactivity and the 
relative incorporation of [^S]lysine (Table 3*2,6),

3.2.2.3 Comparison of the effect of L-dopa on the relative incor
poration of L- 3h valine and L- %  lysine

Two questions needed to be answered regarding the above observations,

(1) In no experiment was the mean inhibitory effect observed with [̂ H] 
valine as large as that seen with [^Hjlysine, but the results of the 
three separate valine experiments were very variable. This raised the 
question as to whether the apparent difference between the effect of 
L-dopa on [^H]valine and [^s]lysine incorporation was statistically 
significant,

(2) Lid L-dopa cause a significant inhibition of [^H]valine incor
poration according to the combined results of the three valine experi
ments?

As a first step to providing answers to these questions an analysis 
of variance was performed on the lysine relative incorporation data 
obtained from experiments 5 and 6 in order to determine whether the 
two sets of data could be combined. The.result (Table A2) indicated 
that althou^ L-dopa produced a significant reduction in I^^^ in 
both experiments, there was a significant difference between the 
duplicate experiments. The results of these two experiments could 
not therefore legitimately be combined and used in the t-test in the 
same way as the data obtained from single experiments. For this reason.
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TABLE 3.2.5 THE EFFECT OF L-DOPA (500mg/kg) OH THE UPTAKE OF L-[4,5-^H]
LYSINE INTO BEAIN AND LIVEE AND ITS SUBSEQUENT INCOEPOEATION
INTO TCA-PEECIPITABLE MATERIAL (EXPERIMENT 5)

A.I. Effect of L-dopa in brain

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
(Lei = V L )

Control
group 5 92 i 10 510 i 40 0.180 - 0.013

L-dopa-
treated
group

5 25 - 11 584 - 45 ■ 0.043 - 0.018

A.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes- in brain

TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-75
P<0.01

+15
NS

-76
P<0.001

B.l. Effect of L-dopa in liver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (îL ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
(Lei = W

Control
group 5 573 - 23 885 i 63 0.66 i 0.04

L-dopa-
treated
group

5 343 - 132 925 - 66 0.37 - 0.14
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Table 3.2.5 continued
B.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in liver

T CA-ins oluble TCA-soluble Relative
radioac t ivity radioactivity incorporation

-40 +5 -44
Voontrol V NS NS NS

Eats were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (3OO mg/kg in O.O5M HCl, 
30mg/ml) or with 0.05M HCl (lOml/kg), followed 45min later by the sub
cutaneous administration of L-[4,5-^H] lysine (200uCi/kg, 30nCi/ml in 
normal saline ) and were killed after a 13min incorporation period. The 
animals were 30 days old. Body weights : Control group, 105-3(5 )gj Dopa 
group 108-2(5)g. See Table 3.2.1. for further details.
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TABLE 3.2.6 TEE EFFECT OF L-DOPA (500mg/kg) ON THE UPTAKE OF L-[4,5-%]
LYSINE INTO BRAIN AND LIVER AND ITS SUBSE'̂ EENT INCORPORATION
INTO TCA-PRECIPITABLE MATERIAL (EXPERIMENT 6)

A.I. Effect of L-dopa in brain

n
TCA-ins oluble 

radioactivity (R^^ 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R. ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
(Lei = VL.)

Control
group 5 65.3 - 6.3 . 470 - 41 0.138 i 0.003

L-dopa-
treated
group

5 16.3 - 2.8 398 i 29 0.042 - 0.008

A.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in brain

TCA-ins oluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-75P<0.001 -15NS
-70

P<0.001

B.l. Effect of L-dopa in liver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
drel = V L )

Control
group 5 401 i 19 789 i 59 0.513 i 0,025

L—dopa— 
treated 
group

5 70 i 18 677 i 108 0.105 i 0.026
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Table 3*2.6 continued

B.2, Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in liver

TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-83
P<0.001

-14NS
-80

P<0.001

Eats were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (500mg/kg in O.O5M HCl, 
30nig/ml) or with 0,05M HCl (lOml/kg) followed 45niin later by the sub
cutaneous administration of L-[4,5-^H]lysine (200uCi/kg,40uCi/ml in 
normal saline) and were killed after a 15min incorporation period.
The' animals were between 33 and 35 days old. Body wei^ts: Control 
group, 100^3(5)g; Dopa group, 101^4(5)g. See Table 3*2.1 for further 
details.
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in no instance was the relative incorporation data obtained in separate 
experiments combined and treated as a single set of results. Instead, ■ 
a different approach was adopted, the theoretical basis of which is 
outlined below. Before describing this modified approach, it is first 
necessary to examine ' the conditions that must be satisfied if Irel
is to be an accurate index of protein synthetic activity. Providing 
the incorporation time is sufficiently short that the specific 
activity of the protein-bound amino acid pool is much less than that 
of the precursor, the radioactive content of protein at the end of 
the incorporation period (^^(tsa)) is given by

EjCa) = Sg(a)Qg (3.2.2)*
= . j[ï' Sp(t)dt (3.2.3)
= F S^TiJa (3.2.4)

where Sg/a) is the specific activity of protein-bound amino acid at 
the end of the incorporation period (i.e. when t=a), quantity
of that amino acid present in protein, P the rate of amino acid 
incorporation, S^(t) the function defining the precursor specific 
activity-time curve and S^(a) the time-average precursor specific 
activity. All of these parameters are expected to differ for different 
amino acids. Rearrangement of (3.2.4) yields

F = RgCa) /Sp(a) a. (3.2.5)

It is easily shown that 1^^^ can only be a reliable index of F if within 
the group of m experimental animals

£p]̂ (a) = c(a) Rih(^)» ̂ ~ l,2,..«,in (3.2.6)

where 8^^(a) and R-jĵ (a) are the time-average precursor specific activity 
and the final radioactive content of the soluble amino acid pool for 
the kth animal of the group, respectively, and C is constant for a 
given amino acid (and incorporation time). Thus from equations (3.2.5)

* For brevity, R(t=a) and S(t=a) are written R(a) and S(a).
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and (3.2.6)

F = E2^(a)/c(a)E^(a)a (3.2,7)
= /c(a)a (3.2,8 )

and hence I _ will be a reliable index of rates of amino acid incor- rel
poration. (NB. Equation (3.2.6) requires that C is unaffected by L-dopa.)

The modified treatment of the data takes advantage of the fact that 
experiments were carried out using matched-paired dopa-treated and 
control rats (see Section 2.2.1). Thus, while it is still necessary 
to assume that L-dopa can only affect F and E^(and hence S^), the 
proportionality factor C need only be constant within each matched 
pair. That is,

' C^(a) = C^(a) = Cj,(a) (3.2.9)

where the postscripts D and C indicate dopa and control parameters, 
respectively, and the subscript i indicates the ith matched pair 
of animals. Thus

i  (3.2.10a)
pj C^(a)E^j_(a)a E^^(a)

_ BljCa) _ . (3.2.1Gb)
Ê j_(a) Egi(a)

By definition the relative incorporation is

Lei = B2(a)/E^(a) (1.14)

and therefore

i  4 i , .
7  (3.2.lia)
" 4 l .
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= 9rel. (3.2.11b)
1 J

which is referred to as the relative incorporation quotient. Thus 
while is a meaningful index of rates of amino acid incor
poration only if C(a) is constant for all animals, when the data is 
expressed in terms of the relative incorporation quotient, it is only 
necessary to assume that C(a) is constant within each matched pair, 
that being the-assumption made in the derivation of (3.2.11).
Although analysis of variance indicated that the relative incorpora
tion data obtained in duplicate lysine experiments was significantly 
different and should not therefore be combined and treated as a single 
set of results y there was no significant difference between the 
relative incorporation quotients obtained in the two experiments 
(q^g^ = 0.257 a»nd O.3OI in experiment 5 and 6, respectively, see 
Table A5) as is to be expected if the pairing of animals is a 
meaningful procedure. Thus the q^^^ data obtained from the two 
experiments may be combined. Further, if it is assumed that L-dopa 
does not specifically affect the turnover of a protein fraction very 
rich or deficient in a particular amino acid, then the relative 
incorporation quotient is expected to be independent of the labelled 
amino acid used in its determination. Thus a comparison of the results 
obtained with [%]valine and [%]lysine is possible.

The quotient of two normally distributed variables is not normally 
distributed and consequently any analysis that assumes this distribution 
cannot be applied to the analysis of quotients without modification. 
Althou^ methods have been devised so that parametric statistics may 
be applied to this type of problem (see, for example. Section 13.5 of 
COLQUHOUN, 1971)» non-parametrie methods were adopted because of their 
relative simplicity. The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was used to deter
mine whether, on the basis of the combined data, L-dopa resulted in 
a significant reduction in the relative incorporation of [^h]valine 
(that is, whether the mean quotient (q̂ -ĵ ) is significantly less than 
q ^ ^  = 1). The result (Tables A3 and A4 ) shows that the L-dopa- 
induced decrease in the relative incorporation of [̂ h] valine in both 
brain (q^^ = O.76) and liver (q^^^ = O.74) was significant. The 
Wilcoxon two-sample test was employed to determine whether the L-dopa-
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induced inhibition observed with [̂ h] lysine was significantly greater 
than that seen with [^h]valine. The results (Tables A5 and A6) 
indicate that, on the basis of combined experimental data, the decrease 
in the relative incorporation of [̂ S] lysine was significantly greater 
than that of [^h]valine in both brain (q^^ for lysine = 0.28) and 
liver (q^g^ for lysine = 0.39).

The difference in the results obtained with the two different amino 
acids suggests that one or more of the assumptions made in the 
derivation of (3*2.11) is invalid with respect to one or both amino acids. 
If the assumption given by (3*2.6) is valid, providing the inter-animal 
variation in the rate of amino acid incorporation into protein is 
significantly less than the variability of the uptake of the radio
active amino acid into the tissue in question, TCA-insoluble radio
activity and TCA-soluble radioactivity will be linearly correlated.
This was found to be the case in one experiment in ■which L-[4,5-^H]leucine 
was used as the labelled precursor (see Section 3*1*2).

Spearman rank correlation analysis was performed on the data obtained 
from the control groups of rats of two valine experiments (experiments 
3 and 4)* The analysis was carried out on the basis of both separate 
and combined data. In no case was a significant correlation observed 
(Table Ay), indicating that the assumption given by (3*2.6) may not 
be valid with respect to these valine experiments. If equation (3*2.6) 
is invalid then I^^ and cannot be reliable indices of rates of
protein synthesis. In contrast, in the case of the -two [^E]lysine 
experiments (experiments 5 and 6) a correlation was observed between 
the TCA-insoluble and acid-soluble radioactivi-by within the control 
group of rats (Table AS), indicating that I^^^ and q^^^ may, in 
this case, be reliable indices of protein synthetic activity, assuming 
of course that the equality in (3*2.9) is valid. Finally, an analysis 
of the combined lysine data demons-trated that the rank of Q^g^^
and that of in the same matched pair of rats were correlated
(Table A9). The same result was obtained from an analysis of the 
results obtained with [^H]valine (Table AlO). This suggests that 
some common factor determined the level of inhibition observed in the 
"two tissues.
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To sunnnarize, L-dopa caused a statistically significant 24% reduction
in the relative incorporation of [̂ h ]valine in brain but an examination
of the experimental data indicated that in these experiments was
not a reliable index of the absolute rate of brain protein synthesis.
In contrast, L-dopa resulted in a significant 72% decrease in the
relative incorporation of [ ̂ s]lysine in brain and the result of an
analysis of the data was consistent with I , being a reliable indexrel
of the absolute rate of lysine incorporation into brain protein in 
the control group of rats. It was not possible to test the validity 
of equation (3.2.9). Consequently the question as to whether the 
observed L-dopa-induced reduction in the relative incorporation of 
[^njlysine was caused by an inhibition of brain protein synthesis 
remained unanswered.

3.2.2.4 The effect of L-dopa on the apnarent incorporation of 
L- 3,4(n)-3S valine in brain

In order to obtain a more reliable estimate of comparative rates of
brain protein synthesis in control and L-dopa-treated rats, valine
specific activity measurements were made in two of the four experiments
described previously (experiments 3 and 4) and the incorporation of
radioactivity into TCA-insoluble material expressed in terms of the
^apparent incorporation (l ) which is defined byapp

âppC"̂ ^̂ ) — D2(t=a)/S^(t=a). (I.13)

Specific activity measurements were made using the same tissue
homogenates that were used in the determination of thus a
direct comparison of the effect of L-dopa on I^^^ and Dĝ pp can be
made. The results are shown in Tables 3*2.7 and 3*2.8. It can be
seen that while there was a considerable discrepancy between the
two control groups with respect to the mean value of I^^^ the
difference in I was not so marked. This is consistent with Iapp app
being the more reliable index of protein synthetic activity. L-dopa 
had no significant effect on this parameter in either experiment.

*The term apparent incorporation is appropriate because I has theapp
same dimensions as an absolute incorporation.
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Using a procedure similar to that adopted in Section 3.2.2.3 it is
possible to determine whether the apparent incorporation of an amino
acid is indicative of its absolute incorporation rate. It follows
from (3.2.5) that I can only be an accurate index of the absoluteapp
rate of amino acid incorporation into protein if

S^^^a) — b(a)S^^(a), k—l,2,...^m (3.2.12)

within the group of m experimental animals, where S (a) is the finalpk
specific activity of the soluble amino acid pool for the kth animal of 
the group and b is constant for a given amino acid (and incorporation 
time). Thus when this condition is fulfilled

F = E2jj.(a)/-b(a)Ŝ 7a)a (3.2.13)

' = L ™  A(a)a. (3.2.14)apP]̂

If variability in precursor specific activity is the major cause of 
inter-animal variation in the rate of incorporation of radioactivity 
into protein then, according to (3.2.13), TCA-insoluble radioactivity 
and the final specific activity of the soluble amino acid pool should 
be linearly correlated within the group of experimental animals. 
Statistical analysis of the combined data obtained from the two 
experiments in which valine specific activity measurements were made 
indicated that such a correlation existed within the control animals 
(Table All). Further, this correlation was still observed when data 
obtained from L-dopa-treated rats were combined with the control data 
(Table AL2). While this is consistent with the hypothesis that L-dopa 
had no effect on rates of protein synthesis and no effect on the pro
portionality factor b of (3.2.12), the possibility that both parameters 
were affected by L-dopa, but in such a way that

but

and

P^b^(a) = A L & ) (3.2.15a)

F° + F^ (3.2.15b)

t°(a) ^ b“(a) (3.2.15c)
ruled out.
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3.2,2,5 The effect of L-dopa on the apparent incorporation of
4,5-^Hllysine in brain

The specific activity of the brain soluble lysine pool was measured 
in experiments 5 and 6 and the data used in the calculation of Iapp.
The results are shown in Tables 3*2.9 and 3*2.10, together with the
relative incorporation data which is included for comparison. The
L-dopa-treatment caused a 55 - 59% decrease in the apparent incorporation
of [^Sjlysine, compared with the JO - 76% decrease in The
observed 42 - 44% L-dopa-induced decrease in the specific activity of
the soluble lysine pool was not reflected by a parallel decrease in
TCA-soluble radioactivity. This probably contributed to the discrepancy
between the effect of L-dopa on I , and I This matter is dis-rel app.
cussed further in Section 3.2.2,7.

Statistical analysis showed that within the control group of rats,
TCA-insoluble radioactivity and the specific activity of free lysine
were correlated (Table AI3), which is in agreement with equation
(3.2.13) and indicates that the control I data obtained in experi-app
ments 5 and 6 were reliable indices of brain protein synthetic activity.
It was not possible, however, to determine whether the proportionality
factor b of (3.2.12) was affected by the L-dopa-treatment. Consequently,
the question as to whether the drug-induced reduction in I reflectedapp
a reduction in rates of brain protein synthesis could not be answered.

3.2.2.6 Comparison of the effect of L-dopa on the apparent incorporation 
of L- 3*4(n)-5Hlvaline and L- '4.5-3E' lysine in brain

As mentioned in Section 3.2.2.3, experiments were carried out using 
matched-paired animals and therefore an apparent incorporation quotient 
may be defined

= (3.2.16)

where 1^ and I^ are the apparent incorporation for the dopa- app^ app^
treated and control rats of the ith pair, respectively. Providing 
the proportionality factor of (3.2.12) is constant within each matched 
pair of rats, that is.
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C. . B\(a) = bi(a) = -b̂ (a) (3-2.17)

then the apparent incorporation quotient should he an accurate index 
of the effect of L—dopa on rates of amino acid incorporation. Thus 
from (3.2.13) and (3.2.1?)

(3.2.18)
h^(a)S^^(a)a, E^(a)

Since

Lpp = E2(a)/S^(a), (I.I3)

5  = ^  (3.2.19a)
p'r 1°1 app^

= lapp." (3.2.19b)

If, as before, the additional assumption is made that L-dopa does not
specifically affect the turnover rate of a protein fraction particularly
rich or deficient in a given amino acid, then q___ should be independent■n,pp
of the radioactive amino acid used in its determination.

The mean apparent incorporation quotient for valine (q^^)> based on 
the combined results of experiments 3 and 4 vas I.07, which is not 
significantly different from = 1, that is, no drug effect
(Table AI4) (compare with Section 3.2.2.4). The mean quotient for 
lysine (q^pp) based on the combined results of experiments 5 and 6 
was 0.45» which is significantly less than qj^^ = I.07 (Table A15).*1 -nrg PPThis discrepancy between g^^^ and g^^^ means that one or more of the 
assumptions made in the derivation of (3.2.19) is invalid with respect 
to lysine and/or valine.
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Some indication as to which of the above assiimptions is incorrect may 
be obtained through an examination of the time dependence of the 
effect of L-dopa on and As mentioned in Section 3.2.2.4
the observed correlation between TCA-insoluble radioactivity and the 
specific activity of the soluble valine pool within a group of animals 
consisting of both control and dopa-treated rats is compatible with 
the hypothesis that the proportionality factor of (3.2.12) was 
unaffected by L-dopa in those experiments in which [^sjvaline was 
used as the radioactive precursor. No evidence has been presented, 
however, to show this to be true with respect to the [^s]lysine 
experiments. The proportionality factor b is time dependent, but 
if the assumption that it is unaffected by L-dopa is correct (see 
equation (3.2.1?)) then

If, however, (3.2.1?) is incorrect, then it is likely that b^(t) and 
b^(t) will be different functions of time and that

(3.2.21)

The effect of L-dopa on I ^ will then depend upon the length of theapp
incorporation period. If b is affected by L-dopa, then C(t) of equations 
(3.2.6)-(3.2.8) will also be affected and the magnitude of the L-dopa.- 
induced decrease in 1^^^ will also depend upon the length of the 
labelling period. For this reason, additional experiments were carried 
out using [^n]lysine but with a ?Jmin incorporation period. The 
results of two such experiments are shown in Tables 3.2.11 and 3.2.12.
In the first experiment, L-dopa resulted in a 15% increase in the 
relative incorporation of lysine in brain, whilst in the second a 22% 
decrease was observed. Neither of these changes was statistically 
significant. The apparent lysine incorporation in brain was reduced 
by 1% and 15% in the two experiments, respectively. Again, neither 
of these changes was statistically significant. These observations 
differ markedly from those of the 15min lysine experiments (experiments
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TABLE 5.2.11 continued
B.l. Effect of L-Dopa on the relative incorporation of [^H]lysine in 1-iver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (Rg) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R̂ ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
(Lei = W

Control
group 5 231 - 19 ' 1229 i 65 0.188 i 0.008

L—Dopa— 
treated 
group

4 206 i 50 647 - 120 0.313 - 0.020

B.2. Percentage L-Bopa-induced changes in liver

TCA-ins oluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative • 
incorporation

-11
HS -47P<0.01

+66
P<0.001

Rats were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (500nig/kg in 0.05M-HC1, 
50mg/ml) or with O.O5M HCl ( 10ml/kg ) followed 45min later by the sub
cutaneous administration of [L- 4,5*“̂ SJlysine (400uCi/kg, 80uCi/ml 
in normal saline) and were killed after a ?.5min incorporation period. 
Tissue was processed as described in Section 2.5j.- The animals were 
between 35 and 35 days old. Body weights : Control group, 142-4(5 )g; 
Dopa group, 148-3(4)g.- See Table 3.2.1 for further details.
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TABLE 3.2.12 continued
B.l. Effect of L-Dopa on the relative incorporation of [^H]lysine in liver

n
. TCA-ins oluble 

radioactivity (E^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (Ê ) 
' (d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
Crel "

Control
group 6 244 -  20 966 i  41 0.254 -.0.024

L—Dopa— 
treated 
group

6 123 i  29 710 i  96 0.179 - 0.042

B.2. Percentage L-Dopa-induced changes in liver

TCA-insoluble TCA-soluble Relative
radioactivity radioactivity incorporation

-50 -27 -30
\control "Y P<0.01 P<0.05 HS

Eats were injected intraperitoneally with L-Dopa (500mg/kg in O.O5 

M HCl, 30mg/ml) or with O.O5M HCl (lOml/kg), followed 45min later by 
the subcutaneous administration of L-[4,5-^H]lysine (400uCi/kg, 80uCi/ml 
in normal saline) and were killed after a 7.3min incorporation period... 
Tissue was processed as described in Section 2.3. The animals were 38 
days old. Body weights; Control group, 149-4(6)g; Lopa group, 151-3(6)g. 
See Table 3.2.1 for further details.
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5 and 6, see Tables 3*2.9 and 3*2.10) in which a significant decrease 
in both the relative and apparent incorporation of lysine was observed..
The effect of L-dopa on the relative incorporation of lysine in liver, 
as measured after a J^min incorporation period, was variable. In the 
first experiment a 66% increase was observed, which contrasts with the 
30% decrease seen in the second experiment. It is shown in Section 
4*3, however, that I^^^ is sensitive to changes in amino acid pool 
sizes. Hepatic amino acid levels fluctuate over a considerable 
range (see for example VTDRICH e^ ̂ . , 1977) and consequently 1^^^ 
is not expected to be an accurate index of rates of hepatic protein 
synthesis. This may account for the discrepancy between the two 
results.

The difference between the effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of
[^E]lysine and [̂ h ]valine into brain protein may be explained by a
variety of hypotheses. It could be postulated, for example, that L-
dopa specifically inhibits the turnover of a protein fraction particularly
rich in lysine or deficient in valine. A more plausible explanation
is that I and I , are not reliable indices of rates of lysine and/ app rel
or valine incorporation into brain protein. The observation that the 
apparent incorporation of [^E]lysine in brain was unaffected by L-dopa 
when measured after a 7&min incorporation period but was grossly 
in h ib ite d  after 13min suggests that the relationship between the time- 
average precursor lysine specific activity and the final specific 
activity of the soluble lysine pool was affected in some way by the 
drug (i.e., the proportionality factor b of equations 3*2.12 - 3*2.14 
and therefore 'Ĉ  of equations 3.2.6 - 3.2.8 are L-dopa dependent).

Computer simulation was used to test a number of models of lysine 
compartmentation that might account for the above experimental results.
A detailed description of two models that yield incorporation data 
that is in agreement with the experimental observations is given in 
Section 4.1. A summary of these models is outlined in Pigs. 3*2.1 
and 3.2.2. The two schemes yield virtually identical theoretical 
incorporation curves and these are shown in Pig. 4*6 together with the 
incorporation data obtained from the 7^min and 15min lysine experi
ments .
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PIG. 3.2.1 MODEL 1. SUBCELLIJLAE MODEL OP BEAIN PEECÜESOE LYSmS 
COICPAEIMENTATION

In the presence of 
L-dopa

Brain
protein

Plasma

Brain
large
intracell

ular
pool

Outlined above are the important features of the model shown in Pig. 4*4* 
pi and p2 represent two precursor lysine compartments, pi equilibrates 
rapidly with plasma lysine while P2 exchanges rapidly with the large brain 
intracellular lysine pool. Lysine released from degraded protein 
enters the large intracellular pool via a nonexchanging compartment..
In the presence of L-dopa p2 ceases to be a source of lysine for 
protein synthesis, the deficit being derived from the nonexchanging 
compartment.
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FIG. 3.2.2 MODEL 2. CELLTJLAH MODEL OF BRA.IN PRECURSOR LYSINE 
COMPARTMENTATIOR

Plasma

r4

Brain 
large 

intracellu
lar pool

Brain pro
tein (comp
artment b)

Non
exchanging
compart
ment

Brain pro
tein (comp
artment a)

;----- In thepresence of L-ùopa

In the absence, of. L-dopa

Outlined above are the important features of the model shown in Fig. 4-5• 
The model assumes the presence of two protein compartments, possibly 
associated with different cell types. One protein compartment (a) derives 
its lysine from a small precursor compartment (p) that exchanges rapidly 
with the plasma pool. In the absence of L-dopa the other protein com
partment (b) derives its lysine from the large intracellular pool, while 
in the presence of L-dopa this pathway is blocked and, in order that 
protein synthesis may continue, lysine released into the nonexchanging 
compartment is recycled directly back into protein.
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In both models precursor lysine is compartmented* One model assumes 
the presence of two distinct protein compartments and associated 
precursor compartments (Fig. 3.2.2), while in the other model a single 
protein compartment derives its lysine from more than one precursor 
pool (Fig. 3.2.1, compare with the models of AJBEÀBT et ^ . , 1974; 
KiïâlRALLAH and MOETIMOEE, 19?6; YIMICH et 1977). Both models 
assume that (l) rates of protein synthesis are unaffected by L-dopa, 
which is consistent with the valine data given in Tables 3.2.7 and 
3.2.8, and (2) that L-dopa specifically inhibits the incorporation 
into protein of lysine present in one of the precursor compartments. 
According to these models apparent and relative lysine incorporation 
data cannot be used as indices of absolute protein synthetic rates 
since changes in precursor specific activity are not necessarily 
reflected by a proportional change in the specific activity of the 
total soluble lysine pool. This matter is examined in detail in 
Chapter 4.

An important feature of the above models is that they account for the 
7jmin and 15min lysine incorporation data (Fig. 4.6 and Table 4*6).
It should be emphasised, however, that extreme caution is required when 
comparing the data with the 15min results since these were
obtained from separate experiments. Clearly, it would have been 
preferable to carry out experiments in which incorporation was measured 
as a function of time. This was not done because it was not considered 
feasible to maintain the pace demanded by the Injection schedule employed 
in these experiments (see Table 2.1) for the time required to process 
the large numbers of animals that such an experiment demands. Further, 
brain protein synthetic activity is reported to undergo diurnal changes 
(RICBAZDSQN and ROSE, 1971 ) and it was therefore considered desirable 
to keep the duration of experiments to a minimum.

\
3,2.2.7 The effect of L-dopa on lysine metabolism
The data given in Tables 3.2.9 and 3.2.10 indicate that although L-dopa 
caused a decrease in both the relative and apparent incorporation of 
lysine in brain, the decrease in 1^^^ was larger than the corresponding 
decrease in I It is shown in this section that an L-dopa-induced
change in the metabolism of L-[4,5-^h ]lysine probably contributed to 
this discrepancy.
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The relationship between the time-average precursor specific activity 
(Sp(a)) and the final radioactive content of the TCA-soluble pool (E^(a)) 
(see equation (3.2.6)) will, in part, depend upon whether or not the 
administered amino acid gives rise to radioactive metabolites. In 
order to examine the consequence of an accumulation of radioactive 
metabolites it is convenient to define a new variable I , as^slcorr

/Bl(t=a)coTT (3.2.22)

where is the TCA-insoluble radioactivity and R_ is the TCA--Lcorr
soluble radioactivity present in the form of the administered amino 
acid, both measured at the end of the incorporation period. Since

'R^(a)corr ~ (3*2.23)

where P is the radio chemical purity of the TCA-soluble fraction, it 
follows that

corr

^  corr
lÇ(a)p“ Egfa)

(3.2.24)

=
^  • (3.2.25)

rel

Since

R^(a) P = Q^S^(a) (3.2.26)

(3.2.24) can be rewritten
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1%rel ^^(a) S (a)
=   (3.2.27)

4 l  ’ «2(a)corr

-§££ _1 (3.2.28)
i-^app

Equating the-E.E.S. of (3.2.25) and (3.2.28) yields 

I?.-,rel
c ^  ~ %c^ 75-i,
"rel "Ipp %

that is

rel = "app ^  " . (3.2.29)
rel app

Thus the observation that after a 15min incorporation period the L-dopa-
induced reduction in was larger than the corresponding decrease
in I may be explained in terms of an increased accumulation of in- app
volatile radioactive metabolites in the brains of L-dopa-treated rats 
(i.e., A p  ) and/or an increase in the size of the brain soluble lysine 
pool (i.e., Q^>Q^). Althou^ not all of the parameters of equation 
(3.2.29) were measured directly, some indication of the cause of the 
disparity between the relative and apparent incorporation data may be 
obtained from the available data and an examination of the outcome of 
assuming that L-dopa has no effect on lysine metabolism. To this end 
amino acid pool sizes were estimated using (3*2.26). The radiochemical 
purity of the brain TCA-soluble lysine pool 15min after the administration 
of L-[4,5-^H]lysine was taken to be 92% (Table 3.1.12). Substitution 
into (3.2.26) of *data obtained from the 15min lysine experiments

*E^ was equated to the TCA-soluble radioactivity remaining after extracts 
had been heated at lOO^C to rem< 
metabolite (see Section 3.1.3).
had been heated at 100°C to remove tritiated water, the major radioactive
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(experiments 5 aJid 6) yielded results indicating that L-dopa caused an 
apparent 54 - 105% increase in the size of the brain soluble lysine - 
pool 6 Cm in after the administration of the drug, while according to the 
results of the 7%min experiments (experiments 7 and 8), L-dopa had no 
significant effect on lysine pool sizes 52^min after its administration 
(Tables 5*2.15 and 5*2.14). In contrast, the magnitude of the L-dopa- 
induced decrease in the specific activity of the soluble lysine pool 
was similar in all four experiments and lay in the range 34-47%*. It 
is considered unlikely that endogenous brain lysine levels could have 
risen abruptly between the 52nd and 60th minute after L-dopa administra
tion while the specific activity of the soluble lysine pool remained 
unchanged. A more plausible explanation is that the assumption that 
L-dopa had no effect on [^h]lysine metabolism is incorrect and that in 
the presence of L-dopa L-[4>5-^H]lysine produced a larger percentage of 
involatile radioactive metabolites in peripheral tissue, and that these 
metabolites were subsequently transported to the brain. As shown by 
equation (3*2.29), such an increase in the concentration of labelled 
metabolites would explain the discrepancy between the relative and 
apparent incorporation data obtained from the 15min experiments. In 
order to account for the fact that no significant L-dopa-induced change 
is observed in the apparent lysine pool sizes calculated on the basis of 
the 7^min experimental data (Table 3*2.14) it is necessary to postulate 
that in dopa-treated rats the concentration of radioactive cerebral 
metabolites increased with time in such a way that these metabolites 
accounted for only a small percentage of brain soluble radioactivity 
7jmin after the administration of the label, but that by 15min the 
concentration of radioactive impurities had risen to a significant level. 
It is recognised that these arguments are based on speculation and that 
the discrepancy between the 15min relative and apparent incorporation 
data may have arisen fortuitously through random error in the experimental 
data. This matter can only be resolved by further experimentation. The 
present interpretation of the data is, however, consistent with reports 
that L-dopa has no significant effect on brain lysine levels (ROEL et , 
1974; WEISS et al., 1971» ^  et , 1972).
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TABLE 3.2.13 APPARENT SOLUBLE LYSINE POOL SIZES IN THE BRAIN OP 
CONTROL ANB L-DOPA-TEEATEB RATS

Apparent soluble lysine pool sizes in brain

15min incorporation period 7-g-min incorporation period

Experiment
5

Experiment
6

Experiment
7 Experiment 

8 •

Control
group

3.9 i  0 .2 (5 ) 4.39 -  0 .24 (5 ) 5 . IS -  0 ,09 (5 ) 5.05 -  0 ,24 (s )

L-Bopa-
treated
group

8.0 t  1 ,2 (5 ) 6.75 -  0 ,24(5 ) 4.51 -  0 ,37 (4 ) 5 ,50  Î  0 ,22(S)

Apparent brain soluble lysine pool sizes were calculated using equation 
(3.2.26) assuming that L-dopa had no effect on the metabolism of L-[4,5-^h] 
lysine and that the radiochemical purity (P) of brain TCA-soluble extracts 
of control and L-dopa-treated rats was therefore not significantly 
different. The radiochemical purity of TCA-soluble extracts 15min 
after precursor administration was taken to be 92% (Table 3.1.12). 
Radiochemical purity measurements were not made Y^min after precursor 
administration and calculations were therefore performed using P(t = 7%)
= 100%. It should be noted that the resulting error in the calculated 
7-gmin apparent pool sizes is expected to be less than 8% (ie., P(t = 7̂ ) 
is expected to be greater than P(t = 15)). Further, according to the 
assumption that the radiochemical purity of extracts of control and 
dopa-treated animals were not significantly different, the percentage 
changes in lysine pool sizes given in Table 3.2.14 are independent of P.
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Ihrameter
13min incorporation 

period
7&min incorporation 

period

Experiment
5

Experiment
6

Experiment
7

Experiment
8

Specific activity of -42 -44 -34 -47soluble lysine P<0.01 P<0.001 P<Q.05 P<0.001

Soluble +15 -15 -44 -42
radioactivity NS NS P<0.02 P<0.001

Apparent lysine +105 +54 -13 +9
pool size P<0.01 P<Q.QG1 NS NS

T -76 -70 +15 -22
rel P<0.001 P<0.001 NS NS

j -59 -55 -1 -15
app P<0.01 PKO.OOl NS NS

The effect of L-dopa on the specific activity of the brain soluble lysine 
pool (S^) and the radioactive content of this pool (Ĥ ), both measured 
7jmin and 15min after precursor administration are given together with 
the magnitude of the L-dopa-induced changes in parameters calculated on 
the basis of and Ŝ . Bata for experiment 5 are taken from Table 3.2.9, 
experiment 6 from Table 3.2.10, experiment 7 from Table 3.2.11 and 
experiment 8 from Table 3.2.12. Percentage changes in apparent pool 
sizes were calculated from the data given in Table 3.2.13.
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In their study, ROEL et (1974) found no evidence for an L-dopa^
induced change in lysine metabolism, but their chromatographic procedure 
was probably not adequate for the separation of lysine from some of its 
basic metabolites. Also, since only 32-40% of radioactivity applied to 
cation-exchange columns was recovered (see Table 2 of ROEL et al.,
1974) it is not possible to comment on the chemical form of the remain
ing 60-68% of radioactivity. Further, the experimental procedure 
adopted by Roel and co-workers differed from the procedure used in the 
present study with respect to the mode of precursor administration.
Roel et al. administered their radioactive amino acids by intracistemal 
injection, and since brain has relatively little capacity for lysine 
metabolism (CHAEG, 197&), not until the radioactive lysine had been 
transported to some peripheral site of metabolism (e.g. the liver), and 
metabolites transported back into the brain could appreciable levels of 
radioactive impurities accumulate in the brain. This would, in part, 
account for their failure to detect radioactive lysine metabolites in 
the brain of 'L-dopa-treated rats 30min after the intracistemal admin
istration of the label, assuming, of course, that L-dopa does bring about 
an increased rate of lysine degradation in the periphery, as suggested 
above.

3.2.2.8 The effect of ambient temperature on L-dopa-induced behavioural 
changes

When the experiments described in the previous sections were nearing 
completion MOSKOWITZ et al. (1977) published their work on the role of 
hypertheimia in the L-dopa and B-amphetamine-induced disaggregation of 
cerebral polysomes. This study was prompted by the previous observation 
that on some occasions these drugs failed to have a significant effect 
on the integrity of brain polysomes. Moskowitz and coworkers found 
that both L-dopa and B-amphetamine disaggregated brain polysomes in 
animals maintained at 26°C, while polysomes isolated from drug-treated 
animals maintained at 18°C or 10°C were not significantly affected.
It was also reported that L-dopa and B-amphetamine produced hyperthermia 
when administered to rats kept at 26°C, had little effect on the body 
temperature of rats kept at 18°C and produced a hypothermic response in 
rats maintained at 10°C. Hyperthermia itself was not as effective as 
drug-induced hyperthermia in disaggregating brain polysomes. On the basis 
of these results it was suggested that hyperthermia plays a 'permissive 
role' in drug-induced polysome disaggregation. It was also suggested
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that differences in the temperature at which animals were maintained 
after drug administration may have been the cause of the previously 
observed variability in drug responses.

Experiments 1-8 of the present study were carried out under conditions 
in which ambient temperature was not controlled. As mentioned previously, 
in these experiments a few rats failed to show a behavioural response 
to L-dopa, Although these animals were excluded from the experiment, 
tissue taken from them was processed, and it was found that in those 
experiments in which lysine had been used as the labelled precursor, 
the level of incorporation in non-responding dopa-treated rats lay in 
the control range (see Section 5.2.1). This observation, together with 
those of Moskowitz and co-workers led to the notion that there exists 
a critical temperature range, above 18°C but below 26^0, within which 
some rats become hyperthermic, exhibit behavioural changes and a 
decreased apparent rate of lysine incorporation, while other rats fail 
to become hyperthermic, fail to show behavioural responses and incorporate 
lysine at a normal apparent rate. A preliminary experiment was there
fore carried out to test the hypothesis that L-dopa^-induced behavioural 
changes are dependent upon the temperature at which the animals are 
maintained after drug administration. Six rats were injected with 
L-dopa (500mg/kg), three of which were kept at 10-15°C and three at 26°C. 
While it is important to emphasise that no specialised equipment (e.g. 
activity recording cages) was used in this experiment, there were definite 
behavioural differences between the two groups of rats. The major 
behavioural responses are summarised in Pig. 5.2.5. Within 10 min of 
receiving L-dopa, rats maintained at 26°C exhibited pilo-erection and 
exophthalmus. By 25 min two of the three rats showed very intense 
hyperactivity which was later interrupted by periods of stereotyped 
behaviour. Stereotypy consisted mainly of head movements and sniffing 
usually while the animals stood on their hind legs in the cage comer.
This was followed by a period of ataxia during which the rats lay flat 
on the floor of the cage. Their hind quarters appeared to be particularly 
affected and when they moved they did so by hauling themselves along 
with their front legs. Very occasionally, an apparently ataxic rat 
exhibited hyperactivity for a few seconds and then lapsed back into an 
ataxic state. All three rats died within 5&h. Control rats kept at 
26°c exhibited no behavioural changes.
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PIG. 3.2.3 the BEHAVIOURAL EPPECTS OP L-BOPA (500ing/kg) IN RATS 
MAINTABTEB AT 10-15^0 ANB 26°C

Time
(min)

10-15"C

Rat 1 Rat 2 Rat 3

26°C

Rat 1 Rat 2 Rat 3

30

60

90

120

150

180

210

T
S+H

S

SS

HE

HEJL
SS+HE

N

N

P+E

E

A

P+E
HE4»
SS

SS

P+E

BIEB

T
A 1

BIEB

BIEB

Three rats were maintained at 10-15° and three at 26°C for Ih before 
and throughout the experiment. They were injected with L-dopa (500mg/kg in 
O.O5M ECl, 50mg/ml) and their behaviour observed. HE, intense hyper
activity; E, hyperactivity; SS, intense stereotypy; S, slight stereotypy;
P, pilo-erection; E, exophthalmus; A, ataxia; N, normal. The animals 
were between 32 and 34 days old.

Body weights; 10-15°C group, 111 - 8 (3)g; 26°C group, II7 i 8 (3)g.
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Eats kept at 10—15 0 showed pilo-erection# Slight to moderate stereo— 
typy was the predominant behavioural response. This was interrupted 
by brief periods of hyperactivity in two of the three rats, but this 
was much less intense than that seen at 26°C« Stereotypy was similar 
to that seen at 26 C except that it included bizarre dancing movements 
of the front legs in addition to head movements etc. Within three 
hours of dopa—administration the 10—15°C rats appeared normal. They 
were kept at room temperature for a number of weeks after the experi
ment and during this time they showed no ill effects. Control rats 
maintained at 10—15 C showed pilo-erection but no behavioural response: 
They lay curled in a tight ball with their eyes closed.

To summarise, L-dopa-treated rats maintained at 10-15°C showed behavioural 
changes that were generally less intense than that exhibited by rats kept 
at 26°C. Eats maintained at 26°C died within 5^h of drug administration 
while those kept at 10-15°C showed no permanent ill effects.

Luring the course of previous experiments carried out at room tempera
ture it had been noted that L-dopa-treated rats sometimes became quiet 
for a period of time, but that any stimulus (acoustic or tactile) 
would precipitate an episode of intense hyperactivity, often accompanied 
by vocalisation. Luring one experiment carried out at 10°C (experiment 
9) dopa-treated rats showed no behavioural responses until, some time 
after the start of the experiment, they were unintentionally subjected 
to high intensity machine noise. Coincident with the onset of this 
acoustic stimulus, L-dopa-treated rats became intensely hyperactive and 
exhibited little stereotype behaviour. This was in contrast to the L-dopa 
response seen at 10°C in the experiment described above. In a third 
experiment carried out at 10°C (experiment 10) rats showed no hyperactivity 
and little or no stereotype behaviour. In general they stood still in 
the cage corner showing slight signs of exophthalmus and pilo-erection.
On the basis of these observations it is tentatively suggested that 
some stimulus is required to initiate an episode of hyperactivity. It 
is also suggested that at room temperature and above a mild stimulus 
is sufficient, while at lower temperatures a stronger stimulus is 
required to elicit a response. However, no systematic study of the 
effect of ambient temperature on the behavioural response to L-dopa 
was carried out and consequently this suggestion remains highly specu
lative.
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3.2.2.9 The effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of radioactive amino 
acids into protein in rats maintained at different ambient 
temperatures

Having demonstrated that the behavioural response to L-dopa is temperature 
dependent, experiments were carried out to investigate the effect of 
ambient temperature on the L-dopa-induced decrease in the rate of [̂ h] 
lysine incorporation into protein. Although the work described in 
Sections 3.2.2.1 - 3.2.2.3 had shown that is not a reliable index
of absolute rates of protein synthesis, specific activity measurements 
were not made in these experiments and the results are expressed only 
in terms of the relative incorporation of [^h]lysine, recognising that 
this gives no measure of the true rate of lysine incorporation. In two 
experiments in which L-dopa was administered to rats maintained at 10 ■€, 
the drug caused a 24-32% decrease in brain TCA-insoluble radioactivity 
measured after a 15min incorporation period (Tables 3.2.15 3,nd 3*2.16), 
although in neither experiment was the effect statistically significant.
' A parallel 21^36% decrease in brain TCA-soluble radioactivity was observed 
and consequently there was no difference between the dopa and control 
groups with respect to the relative incorporation of [̂ h ]lysine in brain. 
These results contrast with the 70-76% decrease in the relative incorpora
tion of brain lysine seen at room temperature (Tables 3*2.5 and 3*2.6).
In one 10°C experiment there was a statistically significant 33/"̂ decrease 
in the relative incorporation of [&]lysine in the liver of L-dopa- 
treated rats while in the other experiment a non-significant 23% decrease
was observed.

The finding that L-dopa caused a gross reduction in the relative incor- 
poration of in the trains of rats kept at room temperature
tilt not in rats maintained at 10°C appears to be in agreement with the 
observation made by MOSKOWITZ et si. (1977) that L-dopa disaggregates 
cerebral polysomes at 26°C but not at 10°C and may indicate that both 
phenomena result from a dopa-induced inhibition of cerebral protein 
synthesis. This interpretation is not consistent, however, with the 
observation that, at room temperature, L-dopa had no significant effect 
on the apparent incorporation of saline in brain (Tables 3.2.7-3.2.8) 
and no signifioant effect on the apparent incorporation of [ H]lysine 
after a ji min labelling period (Tables 3.2.11 and 3.2.12). Although 
these experimental observations have been explained in terms of lysine 
compartmentation (see Section 4.1). It '̂ .̂s recognised that the apparent
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TABLE 3.2.15 THE EEEECT OF L-BOPA (500nig/kg) ON THE UPTAKE OP L-[4,5- H] 
LYSINE INTO BRAIN ANB LIVER ANB ITS SUBSEQUENT INCORPORATION 
INTO TGA-PEECIPITABLE MATERIAL IN RATS MAINTAINEB AT 10°C
(experiment 9)

A.I. Effect of L-dopa in brain

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (R^) 
•(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R̂ ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
Crel =

Control
group 6 82.7 - 8.8 600 Î 11 0.137 - 0.013

L-Bopa- 
■ treated 
group

5 63.2 i 8.9 474 - 61 0.136 - 0.012

A.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in brain

TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-24NS
-21
NS

-1
NS

B.l. Effect of L-dopa in liver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (Rg) 
(d.p.mi/mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
Crel =

Control
group 6 1278 i 106 2538 - 116 0.511 i 0.052

L-Bopa-
treated
group

5 769 i 101 2262 - 280 0.341 Î 0.030
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Table 3*2.15 continued
B.2. Percentage L-Bopa-induced changes in.liver

TCA-insoluble TCA-soluble Relative
radioactivity radioactivity incorporation

-40 -11 -33\oon-trol 7 P<0.01 NS P<0.05

Eats were maintained at 10 Cfor l-2h before and throughout the experiment. 
They were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (500mg/kg in O.O5M ECl, 
50mg/ml) or with O.O5 M SCI (lOml/kg) followed 45niin later by the sub
cutaneous administration of L-[4,5-^H]lysine (200uCi/kg, 40uCi/ml in 
normal saline) and were killed after a 15niiu incorporation period.
The animals were 28 days old. Body weights; Control group, 95-1 (8)g; 
Bopa-group, 93-2(5)g* See Table 3*2.1 for further details.
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TABLE 3.2.16 THE EFFECT OF L-BOPA (500mg/kg) ON THE UPTAKE OF L-[4,5-^h] 
LISINE INTO BRAIN ANB LIVER ANB ITS SUBSEQUENT INCORPORATION 
INTO TCA-PEECIPITABLE MATERIAL IN RATS MAINTAINEB AT 10°C
(experiment 10)

A.I. Effect of L-dopa in brain

n
TCA-ins oluble 

radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R̂ ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
("rel = V ^ )

Control
group 5 47-4 - 2.8 490 i 15 0.0966 i 0.0037

L—Bopa— 
treated 
group

6 32.1 i 6.5 316 i 40 0.0967 - 0.0085

A.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in brain

TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

"°°(i^rol-")
-32
NS

-36
P<0.01

0
NS

B.2. Effect of L-dopa in liver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (R̂ ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R̂ ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
("rel = W

Control
group 5 531 - 48 1769 - 169 0.313 -  O.O42

L—Bopa— 
treated 
group

6 246 -  37 1046 i 101 0.240 i 0.031
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.Table 3*2.16 continued
B.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in liver

TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-54P<0.001 -41
P<0.01

-23NS

See Table 3*2.15 for experimental details. Eats were between 34 azid 38 
days old. Body weights: Control group, 99-4(5)g; Bopa group, 100-4(6)g.
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discrepancy "between the data obtained using different labelled amino 
acids and different incorporation times could have arisen from the failure 
to control ambient temperature. Thus, although it was considered an 
unlikely occurrence, additional experiments were carried out at 23-26°C 
to rule out the possibility that a low ambient temperature was the cause 
of the failure to observe a dopa-induced decrease in the apparent incor
poration of amino acids in some experiments.

Both of the models of lysine compartmentation outlined in Section 4*1 
assume that L-dopa has no effect on rates of cerebral protein synthesis.
This assumption is based on the observed insensitivity of valine incor
poration to inhibition by L-dopa and it was therefore imperative that 
this be demonstrated unequivocally. Measurement of absolute rates of 
protein synthesis is greatly simplified if precursor specific activity 
is maintained at a constant level throughout the incorporation period 
(see Section 1.2). DDNLOP et al. (1975&) have demonstrated that this 
may be achieved by injecting [^^C]amino acids together with a large 
quantity of carrier amino acid. Althou^ it had been decided that, 
because of the relatively high cost of [^^c]amino acids, this flooding 
technique could not be used routinely, this method was adopted in two 
experiments in order to obtain additional evidence for the insensitivity 
of valine incorporation to inhibition by L-dopa.

Eats were maintained at *23-26°C for one to two hours before the start 
of each experiment. L-dopa (500mg/kg,ip) or carrier medium was administered, 
followed 45min later by L-[ïï-̂ '̂ c]valine , (9.6 mmole./kg, ip), (it should 
be noted that in their study, DUNLOP et (1973a) used uniformly 
labelled[^^C] amino acids with the exception of L- [ 1-^^C]valine. L-[U-^^C]
valine was used in the present study because the specifically substituted 
radiochemical was prohibitively expensive. ) The labelling period was 
increased from 15 to 35min in order to obtain a higher and more measureable 
incorporation of radioactivity into protein.

*Por convenience, experiments carried out at a controlled temperature in 
the range 23-26°C are referred to as 26°C experiments. The actual temp
erature recorded during each experiment is given with each table of results.
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In one "flooding" experiment (experiment 11 ) L-dopa had no effect* 
on the rate at which valine was incorporated into cerebral protein 
(Table 3*2.17), which is in agreement with the apparent incorpora
tion data obtained in the two experiments carried out at room tempera
ture and using trace quantities of [̂ h ]valine (Tables 3.2.7 and 3.2.8). 
In the second flooding experiment (experiment 12) L-dopa caused a 30% 
decrease in the valine incorporation rate in brain, but this was 
not significant at the 5% level. Although the possibility that 
L-dopa causes a small inhibition of cerebral protein synthesis cannot 
be ruled out, the results indicate that the large L-dopa-induced 
reduction in I^^^ ^app iu brain fifteen minutes after
the administration of [̂ h] lysine cannot be attributed to a gross 
inhibition of protein synthesis. Tbis interpretation assumes that 
L-dopa does not specifically reduce the turnover rate of a protein 
fraction particularly rich in lysine and devoid of valine.

* During a trial experiment using the flooding technique, virtually
no radioactivity was found in the brain of one animal injected with
10 mmole of [T4c]valine/kg body weight. Similar observations were 
made when trace quantities of radioactivity were given intraperi
toneally. This was attributed to badly placed injections. In
experiment 11 this problem was observed in one dopa^treated and one
control rat. The levels of radioactivity recovered from the two 
animals were 4 to 13 times less than that recovered from other animals. 
These two results were not included in the calculation of the means 
given in Table 3.2.17. When the data obtained from these animals 
are included, the mean - S.E.M. for the rate of valine incorporation 
into cerebral protein in the L-dopa-treated and control groups is 
1.75 i 0.57 (4) 1.96 t 0.29 (6) nmole/mg prot./h, respectively,
so the conclusion remains unchanged.
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TABLE 3.2.17 THE EFFECT OF L-BOPA (500mg/kg) ON THE RATE OF INCORPORATION
OF L-[U-14C] VALINE INTO BRAIN ANB LIVER TCA-PEECIPITABLE _
MATERIAL IN RATS MAINTAINEB AT 24-26°C

A. Effect of L-dopa in brain

Rate of valine incorporation 
(nmole/mg prot./h)

Experiment
11

Experiment
12

Control
group 2.23 - 0.08(5) 2.30 i 0.08(4)

L-Bopa-treated 
group 2.26 i 0.35(3) 1.61 i 0.30(4 )

B. Effect of L-dopa in liver

Rate of incorporation of L-[ïï-̂ Ĉ] 
valine (d.p.m./mg prot./h)

Experiment
11

Experiment
12

Control
group 161 - 7(5) 293 - 10(4)

L-Bopa-treated 
group 130 - 35(3) 99 - 17(4)
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Table 3*2.17 continued 
C. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes

Brain Liver

Experiment Experiment Experiment Experiment
11 12 11 12

+1 -30 -19 —66
NS NS NS P<0.001

Eats were maintained at 24-26 C before and throughout the experiment.
They were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (500mg/kg in 0.05M 
ECl, 30mg/ml) or with 0.05M ECl (lOml/kg) followed 43min later by the 
intraperLtoneal injection of L-[ïï-^^C]valine (9*6 mmole/kg, 0.48umole/ml,
6.7 uCi/mmole in exp. 11 and 12.7"aG^/mmole in exp. 12) and were killed 
after a 35mka incorporation period. Rates of cerebral valine incor
poration were calculated assuming the precursor specific activity to be 
the same as that of the injected amino acid. The liver incorporation 
data has not been converted to a rate of valine incorporation but is 
given in terms of the incorporation of radioactivity. Rats were 37- 
42 days old in experiment 11 and 27 days old in experiment 12. Body 
weights : Control group of exp. 11, 121-6(3)g; Bopa group of exp. 11, 
128-ll(3)g; Control group of exp. 12, 89-3(4)g; Hopa group of exp. 12, 
87-3(4)g.
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A discrepancy was observed between the results of the two flooding 
experiments with respect to the L-dopa effect in liver. The rate of - 
[^^C]valine incorporation into hepatic TCA-insoluble material was 
reduced by 66% in one experiment, while a non-significant 19% decrease 
was observed in the other. No experiments were carried out to estab
lish whether the administration of 10 mmole of valine /kg body weight 
is sufficient to swamp the endogenous soluble valine pool in liver, 
and whether or not the rate at which radioactivity is incorporated into 
TCA-insoluble material is a reliable index of rates of protein synthesis 
in that tissue. It is not possible, therefore, to assess whether L-dopa 
had an effect on hepatic protein synthesis. In order to answer this 
question it may be necessary to adopt a different experimental approach. 
Liver perfusion experiments would probably yield more reproducible data, 
but were not carried out in the present study.

To confirm that L-dopa causes a gross inhibition of [^s]lysine incor
poration under the same temperature controlled conditions that valine 
incorporation in brain was comparatively unaffected, two experiments 
were carried out at 23-26°C using trace quantities of L-[4, 5 - lysine. 
L-Bopa resulted in an 80% decrease in TCA-insoluble radioactivity in 
one experiment (Table 3*2.18) and a 67% decrease in the other (Table 
3.2.19). Although these results are similar to those obtained at room 
temperature (Tables 3*2.5 and 3*2.6), at 23-26°C the final TCA-soluble 
radioactivity in the brain of dopa-treated rats was reduced by 47% 
and 35% in the two experiments, respectively, and consequently the relative 
incorporation of brain lysine was decreased by 50-59%* These results 
contrast with those previously obtained at room temperature. At that 
temperature L-dopa had no significant effect on brain TCA-soluble 
radioactivity and caused a 70-76% decrease in the relative incorporation 
of cerebral lysine. The difference between the effect of L-dopa on the 
relative incorporation of brain lysine at room temperature (q̂ g]_ =
0.279) and 23-26°C (q^^ = 0.450) was not statistically significant 
(Table A16). It should be noted, however, that even if this difference 
had been significant, according to the models of lysine compartmentation 
outlined in Section 4.I, this would not necessarily indicate that the 
effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of lysine into protein is temp
erature dependent, since the effect could equally well have arisen from
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TABLE 3.2.18 THE EFFECT OF L-DOPA (500ing/kg) ON THE UPTAKE OF L-[4,5-^H] 
LYSINE INTO BRAIN AND LIVER AND ITS SUBSEQUENT INCORPORATION 
INTO TCA-PRECIPITABLE MATERIAL IN RATS MAINTAINED AT 
23 - 25°C (EXEERDWT 13)

A.I. Effect of L-dopa in brain

n
TCA-ins oluble 

radioactivity (R ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R̂ ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
Crel =

Control
group 5 98.2 - 5.2 695 - 20 0.141 i 0.005

L-Dopa-
treated
group

5 19.2 i 2.5 367 - 56 0.058 - 0.010

A.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in brain

TCA-ins oluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative 
inc orporation

-80
P<0.001 -47P<0.001 -59P<0.001

B.l. Effect of L-dopa in liver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (Rg) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R̂ ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
(^rel = V ^ l )

Control
group 5 417 - 32 914 - 42 0.455 - 0.016

L—Dopa— 
treated 
group

5 41 - 1 1 742 i 95 0.061 i 0.017
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Table 3.2,18 continued

B.2, Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in liver

TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-90
P<0.001 -19NS

-87
P<0.001

Eats were maintained at 23 - 25 C for l-2h before and throughout the 
experiment. They were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (500mg/kg 
in 0.05M SCI, 50mg/ml) or with 0.05M HCl(lOml/kg) followed 45min later 
by the subcutaneous administration of L-[ 4 , 5 - lysine (200uCi/kg, lOOuCi/ 
ml in normal saline) and were killed after a 15min incorporation period. 
The animals were 31 days old. Body weights : Control group, lll-l(5)g; 
Bopa-group, 110-l(5)g. See Table 3.2.1 for further details.
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TABLE 3.2.19 THE EFFECT OP L-DOPA (500mg/kg) ON THE UPTAKE OF L-[4,5-^H] 
LYSINE INTO BEAIN AND LIVER AND ITS SUBSEQUENT INCOEPORATION 
INTO TCA-PRECIPITABLE MATERIAL IN RATS MAINTAINED AT 
24 - 250c (EXPERIMENT I4)

A.I. Effect of L-dopa in brain

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (R̂ ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
Crel =

Control
group 5 150 - 10 1339 - 62 0.112 - 0.004

L-dopa-
treated
group

5 49 - 11 872 - 84 0.056 - 0.013

A.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in brain

TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity

TCA-soluble
radioactivity

Relative
incorporation

-67
P<0.001

-35P<0.01
-50

P<0.01

B.l. Effect of L-dopa in liver

n
TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity (R̂ ) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R^) 
(d.p.m./mg prot. )

Relative
incorporation
Crel =

Control
group 5 861 - 67 1980 - 142 0.436 - 0.018

L-dopa-
treated
group

5 518 - 108 1515 - 157 0.232 i 0.082
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Table 3*2.19 continued
B.2. Percentage L-dopa-induced changes in liver

TCA-insoluble TCA-soluble Relative
radioactivity radioactivity incorporation

100 -A -63 -23 -47\control 7 P<0.01 NS P<0.05

Eats were maintained at 24-25 C for l-2h before and throughout the 
experiment. They were injected intraperitoneally with L-dopa (500 mg/kg 
in O.O5M ECl, 50 mg/ml) or with O.O5M SCI (lOml/kg) followed 45niin 
later by the subcutaneous administration of L-[4,5-^H]lysine (400uCi/kg, 
80uCi/ml in normal saline)-and were killed after a 15min incorporation 
period. The animals were between 29 and 37 days old. Body weights; 
Control group, 130-5(5)g; Dopa group, 127-5(5)g* See Table 3*2.1 for 
further details.
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a difference in the rate at which radioactive lysine accumulates in the 
brain following its subcutaneous administration to animals maintained 
at different temperatures. There was a discrepancy between the two 
26°C lysine experiments with respect to the effect seen in liver.
L-dopa resulted in an 87% reduction in the relative incorporation of 
lysine in one experiment (Table 3.2.18) while a reduction of only 
47% was observed in the other (Table 3.2.19).

To conclude, the series of 26°C experiments for the most part confirmed 
the room temperature experimental data and supports the proposition 
that the difference between the effect of L-dopa on lysine and valine 
incorporation did not arise art if actually as a result of a failure 
to control ambient temperature.

3.3 THE EFFECT OF L-LOPA ON IN VITRO PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
"WEISS et (1975) proposed that L-dopa inhibits protein synthesis via 
a cellular mechanism involving a soluble dopamine receptor. In support 
of this hypothesis they pointed out that the magnitude of the dopa- 
induced disruption of cerebral polysomes indicates that the total 
population of brain cells is affected by L-dopa, i.e., polysomes of 
both neuronal and glial origin are disaggregated. An alternative 
hypothesis is outlined in Section 1.1.1.2 according to which the 
effect is mediated indirectly via a synaptic dopaminergic system. If 
a cytoplasmic receptor were involved in the L-dopa-induced inhibition 
of lysine incorporation into protein, then one mi^t expect to observe 
the effect in brain slices. On the other hand, if the drug acts via 
an indirect synaptic mechanism, it would be expected to be without 
effect in vitro. Experiments were therefore performed in order to 
determine whether L-dopa has any effect on amino acid incorporation 
into protein in chopped brain tissue. Chopped brain was used in these 
experiments in preference to brain slices to overcome the problem of 
structural heterogeneity and variability in the sensitivity of different 
brain regions to L-dopa. •

2,2.1 THE INCORPORATION OF L - [ 4 * 5 - ^ H )LYSINE INTO TCA-FRECIPITABIE MATERIAL 
IN CHOPFED RAT BRAIN

Effect of oxygenation
PRANCK(1972) has presented a detailed account of the changes that occur
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in "brain slices incubated under different conditions and he recommends 
that in order to prevent swelling, the tissue be incubated in a 
permanently oxygenated medium. For oxygenation to be effective the gas 
should be passed through the incubation mixture at a rate sufficient 
to attain a continuous agitation of the slices. Initial incubations 
were carried out in accordance with these recommendations, but during 
preliminary experiments two problems were encountered. Firstly, when 
oxygen was. passed through L-dopa-containing solutions the rate at which 
the material underwent oxidative polymerization was greatly accelerated. 
Subsequent experiments showed, however, that this did not cause the 
concentration of L-dopa to fall significantly. For example, after a 
l65niin incubation (at 35°G with continuous oxygenation) the final 
L-dopa concentration was greater than 95% of the starting concentration, 
indicating that in this respect oxidation did not represent a serious 
problem. Oxidation products of L-dopa could, however, themselves affect 
protein synthesis. In this connection it is interesting to note that 
SOUEEES (1971) has suggested that some of the pharmacological effects 
of L-dopa may be mediated via hydroxylated derivatives of noraporphine 
formed by the phenolic oxidation of the condensation product of dopa
mine and its metabolite 3,4-dihydrozyphenylacetaldehyde. One isomer of 
teirahydrcxynoraporphine is structurally very similar to the dopaminergic 
agonist apomorphine.

The second problem encountered was that of protein dénaturation caused 
by the rapid agitation of incubation mixtures. To overcome this, it 
was decided to abandon the idea of passing oxygen throu^ the medium, 
although this presumably meant accepting a submaximal rate of protein 
synthesis. Two alternative procedures were considered. Either incuba
tions could be carried out using pre-oxygenated buffer without further 
oxygenation, or oxygenation could be continued by passing the gas over 
the surface of the medium. One experiment was carried out to establish 
whether incubations could be carried .out in the absence of a continuous 
supply of oxygen without causing a further impairment of protein synthe
sis. The results showed that although the rate of [&]lysine incorpora
tion into protein may have been slightly increased by continuous oxygena
tion, the effect was not marked (Table 3.5.1)- Consequently, subsequent 
dopa experimenis were carried out in the absence of a continuous oxygen 
supply since under these conditions the rate at which L-dopa underwent
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oxidation was reduced. It is important to stress that the rate of 
replacement of protein-bound amino acid under these conditions is expected 
to be somewhat less than 0,08—0,09% per hour, the rate observed in 
brain slices of optimum thickness incubated under oxygen (UTMLOP et 
1975b).

The incorporation of L-r4»5-^Hllvsitie into TCA-insoluble and TCA- 
soluble fractions of chopped rat brain
One experiment was performed in which chopped rat brain was prepared 
and incubated as described in Section 2,2.2 and TCA-insoluble radio
activity (Eg) measured as a function of time. The incorporation of 
radioactivity into TCA-precipitable material continued at a near linear 
rate for 2h (Fig. 5*5.1). TCA-soluble radioactivity (Ê ) was also deter
mined and lysine relative incorporation calculated together
with the coefficients of variation of E^ and I^^ (Table 5.5.2).
It can be seen that the coefficient of variation of I^^ was not, in 
general, less than that of E^ and E^, which indicated that variability 
in [^H]lysine uptake did not make a major contribution to the varia
bility in its rate of incorporation into TCA-precipitable material.
This is in contrast to the observation made in vivo (see Section 5.1.2). 
The results of the following experiments are therefore expressed only 
in terms of TCA-precipitable radioactivity.

3.5.2 THE EFFECT OF L-EOPA GIT THE INCOEPOEATION OF I-[4,5-^E]LYSniE IMO 
TCA-PBECIPITAELE MATERIAL IN CSOPPEP RAT BRAIDT

The incorporation of L-[4>5-^H]lysine into TCA-precipitable material was 
measured in chopped rat brain tissue preincubated for 5CWn in the 
presence of various concentrations of L-dopa. The drug had no signifi
cant effect in the concentration range 20-640ug/ml (Tables 5.5.5 and 
5.5.4). In two experiments L-[^h]lysine incorporation was measured in 
cortical slices taken from L-dopa-pretreated and control rats. The 
animals were maintained at 26^C for about one hour before the start of 
each experiment (see Sections 5.2.2.8 and 5*2.2.9) and were then injected 
with L-dopa (5OO mg/kg body weight) or with carrier medium. Forty-one 
minutes after drug administration the animals were killed and cortical 
slices cut and incubated for 2Qmin in the presence of L-[4,5-^H]lysine.
The two experiments were carried out one immediately after the other and 
the data combined and treated as a single set of results. The L-dopa
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PIG. 3.3.1 TEE HTCOEPORATION OF L-[4,3-^s]lYSIEE INTO TCA-INS0LTJ3LE 
MATERIAL IN CHOPPED RAT BRAIN

80 
Q.
g  70

I 60
;d

I 40(0
I 30
k.03
Z  20

I 10r 9030 60 120
Time(min)

Rat brain prisms were prepared as described in Section 2.2.2 and 
incubated as described in Table 3*3*1 (except that each 2ml incubation 
mixture contained 3uCi ] lysine). Each circle and bar represents 
the mean of the results obtained from three incubations and the stan
dard error, respectively.
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TABLE 3.3.2 THE INCORPORATION OP L-[4,5-^H]LYSINE INTO TCA-PRECIPITABLE
AND TCA-SOLÏÏBLE PRA.CTIONS OP CHOPPED RAT BRAIN

Incorporation
time
(min)

TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity (Rg) 
(d.p.m./ug prot. )

TCA-soluble 
radioactivity (R, ̂ 
(d.p.m./ug prot. ;

Relative
incorporation
Crel = V ^ l )

30 17.4 i  4.0 
CfBg) = 0.230

300 Î  44
C(H )̂ = 0,147

0.0577 i  0.0085 
C(lrei) = 0.147

60 38 i  12 
CfBg) = 0.316

250 i  21 
c(a, ) = 0.084

0.156 - 0.059 
C(lrei) = 0.378

90 47.2 i  5.4 
CfEg) = 114

220 i  53 
c(E^) = 0.241

0.220 i  0.043

C(lrel) = 0-195

120 66 i  17
CCHj) = 0.258

300 i  27 
c (iL  ) = 0.090

0.217 -  0.035
C(l^gl) = 0.161

This data was obtained from the same experiment as that given in 
Pig. 3.3.1» The data is expressed as the mean of the results obtained 
from three incubations t s.d. Also given is the coefficient of varia
tion ( c ( x ) )  which is defined by C(x) = s.d.(x)/x.
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TABLE 3.5.3 TSE ETYECT OP L-BOPA ON THE INCOEPORATION OP L-[4,5- H]
LYSINE INTO TCA-PEE CIPITABLE MATERIAL IN CHOPPED EAT
BRAIN (EXPERIMENT l)

Pinal cone of L-dopa 
(ug/ml)

TCA- ins oluble 
radioactivity 

(d.p.m./ug prot.)

0 + CH 2,9 i  0.2

0 29.7 -  4 .2

20 36.9 -  4 .5

40 31.3 -  3.5

80 38.2 i  3 .7

160 36.6 i  2.5

320 28.1 i  1 .3

Eat Brain prisms (equivalent to about 2.3ing protein) were incubated 
for 30min in buffer (iml) containing various concentrations of 
L-dopa or cycloheximide (CH) (imM), L-[4 ,5-^2]lysine (5uCi) was then 
added in buffer (iml) and incubation continued for a further 30min 
(NB. the dopa concentration is given as the final concentration which 
is Q̂P/o of the pre incubation concentration). Porther experimental 
details are given in Table 5.5.1 and Section 2. 2. 2. The data is 
given as the mean of the results obtained from three incubations 
i S.E.M. The difference between the level of incorporation at 
different concentrations of L-dopa was not significant. (The result of 
an analysis of variance is given in Table AI7.)
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TABLE 3.5.4 the EEFECT OF L-BOPA ON THE INCOEPORATION OP L-[4,5- H]
LYSINE INTO TCA-PEECIPITABLE MATERIAL IN CHOPPED RAT
BRAIN (EXPERIMENT 2)

Pinal cone of L-dopa 
(ug/ml)

TCA-ins olubl e 
radioactivity 

(d.p.m./ug prot.)

0 + CH 0.8 Î 0.2

0 23.6 i  1.8

40 21.9 - 3.1

80 20.5(18.5,22.4 )
160 23.2 Î 1,8

320 27.2(23.4 ,31.0)
640 18.5 t 0.7

See Table 3.5.5 for details. The data is expressed as the mean of 
the results obtained from three incubations - S.E.M,, except where 
n=2, in which case the two individual results are given in parenthesis, 
The difference between the level of incorporation at 64O ug/ml L-dopa 
and the control level is not significant (student’s t test).
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TABLE 3.3.5 the INCOEPORA.TION OP L-[4,5- H]LYSINE INTO TCA-PRECIPITABLE 
MATERIAL DT RAT BPAIN CORTICAL SLICES TAKEIf PROM L-DOPA- 
TREATED AND CONTROL ANIÎ4ALS

n
TCA-ins oluble 
radioactivity 
(d.p.m./ug prot.)

L-Dopa-induce d 
change (%)

Control
group 4 11.3 - 2.5

L—dopa— 
treated 
group

4 10.3 - 2.3 —8.8
NS

The above data were calculated from the results of two separate 
experiments which were carried out one Immediately after the other.
The animals were maintained at 26^C for one hour before the start 
of each experiment and were then injected with Ir-dopa'(50Qmg/kg in 
O.O5M HCl, 50mg/kg) or with 0.05̂ *1 ZCl (iCml/kg) and returned to the 
26^0 environment. (The injection schedule is given in Thble 2.2.) 
After 41niin the rats were stunned, killed by cervical fracture and one 
cortical slice cut from each cerebral hemisphere. Each slice was 
incubated separately in the presence of L-[4,5-^H]lysine (5uCi/2ml 
incubation, see Table 3-3*1 for details). Incorporation was termin
ated after 20min and the tissue processed as described in Section 
2.3.1. The animals were 35 days old. Body weights : Control group, 
92-3(4 )2; Dopa-group, 98-5(4)2.
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pretreatment had no significant effect on the incorporation of L-[4,5-^H] 
lysine into TCA-insoluble material (Table 3*3*5). This was in contrast 
to the gross inhibition of lysine incorporation previously observed in 
vivo (see Section 3.2). In order to eliminate the possibility that the 
difference between the in vitro and in vivo results arose art ifac tually 
throu^, for example, a seasonal variability in the sensitivity of rats 
to L-dopa, a repeat in vivo experiment was carried out within a few days 
of the in vitro experiment. A significant L-dopa-induced inhibition of 
L-[^E]lysine incorporation was observed (Table 3.2.19).

On the basis of these results it was decided to discontinue the planned 
programme of in vitro experiments. Althou^ a meaningful interpretation, 
of the above results is not possible without further experimentation, 
they are consistent with the hypothesis that neither L-dopa nor its 
in vitro metabolites has a direct effect on the protein synthesizing 
machinery of. the general population of brain cells.
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4 A COMPUTER SIMULATION STUDY OF LYSINE COMPARTMENTATION IN THE BRAIN

A computer simulation study of lysine compartment at ion in the brain was 
carried out as an aid to the interpretation of the data obtained from 
tracer experiments. An account of the mathematical methods applicable 
to the compartmental analysis of kinetic data is not included in this 
thesis, but it is appropriate to mention that two distinct approaches 
may be adopted (see, for example, BERMAN at al., 1962a). It is shown 
in Appendix B that an n-compartment system is defined by n linear 
differential equations, the general solution of which are linear 
combinations of n exponential functions. Consequently, one of the 
analytical procedures that may be adopted involves fitting the experi
mental data to sums of exponentials. Once a fit of the experimental 
data has been achieved, the rate constants for the exchange processes 
may be evaluated as outlined in Appendix B (see Section B.3)*
An alternative approach to the mathematical modelling of compartmental 
systems involves an initial compilation of feasible models of compart- 
mentation together with the rate equations defining these models.
These equations are solved and the solutions used to generate theoreti
cal data. The models are then assessed on the basis of the compati
bility of the theoretical and experimental results.

The first of the two procedures outlined above was not adopted in the 
present study of lysine compartmentation partly because, in many 
instances, insufficient data vere available to permit such an approach. 
Instead, models of lysine compartmentation were compiled and tested 
for their capacity to account for the experimental observations. As 
a starting point models were constructed in which each compartment 
corresponded to a well-defined morphological or biochemical structure.
If a model failed to yield theoretical data that were compatible with 
the experimental results, the model was either discarded or was 
modified, usually by the introduction of a fine compartmental structure. 
Where possible rate constants were calculated using literature data.
The remainder were determined empirically. Rather than derive a set 
of rate equations for each model to be tested, it was more convenient 
to use a set of equations which describes a general multi-compartmental
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system to which any particular model may be fitted (Fig. 4.1 ). This 
approach has been adopted by a number of researchers (see for example 
COBELLI et al., 1977» BERMAN et al., 1962a) and routines are available 
for fitting mathematical models to kinetic data. BERMAN et al.
(1962b) for example, have made available a program which, given a 
set of experimental data, the equations describing the model, the 
initial conditions and initial estimates of the variable parameters, 
uses a least-squares method to obtain by iterative adjustment of the 
variable parameters a best fit of the experimental results. A lack 
of suitable input data precluded the use of this type of routine in 
many of the applications described below. The experiments examined 
in this chapter were not designed with computer simulation in mind, 
and consequently in, most cases the results were not of sufficient 
detail or accuracy to warrent or permit a sophisticated analysis.
Instead, a preliminary study was carried out using the available data 
and the simple computer program (Program COMP) given in Appendix B.
While it is recognised that in some instances the treatment adopted 
in this study is extremely unrefined, simple simulation was neverthe
less found to be a useful aid to the interpretation of experimental 
data and for that reason the results are included in this thesis.

In this section extensive use is made of literature data. In particular, 
some of the work of Lajtha and co-workers has been re-examined and 
in places a new interpretation of their results is suggested. It 
must be emphasised that this re-examination of their data is not in
tended to be in any way detrimental to the original work. On the 
contrary, it must be acknowledged that only because of the painstaking 
nature of the original experiments is a detailed examination of the 
results feasible and that it is not difficult to find fault with early 
interpretations in the light of knowledge that has been gained in the 
meantime.

4 .1  SIMCTLATIGN OF W  VIVO EXPERIMENTS
The examination of the effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of radio
active amino acids into cerebral protein yielded the following results 
(see Section 3.2). The drug caused a 73-75% inhibition of [^H]lysine
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F12

F21

F32
F41

F31 F42F13 F24

F14

F23

F34

F43

FIG. 4*1 A general n-compartment system consists of n matually 
exchanging compartments as shown above for a foiir-component system. 
Any particular model may he fitted hy setting the appropriate flow 
rates equal to zero. The system of rate equations defining the 
general multi-compartment model is given in Appendix B together with 
a method hy which a solution of the system may he obtained.
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incorporation into TCA-precipitable material during a 15min incor
poration period (Tables3.2.5 and 3-2.6) and a 32-54% inhibition during ' 
a Y^in incorporation period (Tables 3.2.11 and 3.2.12). The incor
poration of [^^c]valine was inhibited by 30% in. one flooding experiment 
(although the effect was not statistically significant) but was not 
affected in another (Table 3-2.17). The effect of L-dopa on the 
incorporation of [^s]valine into TCA-insoluble material was variable, 
but the drug had no significant effect on the apparent incorporation 
of this amino acid in brain (Tables 3-2.7 and 3-2.8). A computer 
simulation study was carried out to establish whether these experi
mental observations could be accounted for by a single model. All 
of the models tested assumed that L-dopa had no effect on the rate 
of cerebral protein synthesis.

It is important to re-emphasise that the simulation procedure out
lined below is unrefined. In spite of this, these studies were found 
to be useful in two respects. Firstly, the very simple procedure 
adopted here was adequate for the purpose of eliminating models that 
could not account for the experimental observations. Secondly, it 
was possible to assess the reliability of the procedures used in the 
measurement of various parameters (see, for example. Tables 4-2 and 4-5).

4.1 .1  A BASIC MOLEL FOR THE SIMULATION OF gT VIVO TRACER EXPERIMENTS
Computer simulation of in vivo tracer experiments was performed by 
first setting up a simple model for generating a set of specific 
activity-time curves for the plasma, brain soluble and brain protein- 
bound lysine pools. This basic model was then expanded by the 
introduction of additional oompartments so as to incorporate various 
models of brain lysine compartmentation. Finally, the expanded models 
were tested for their capacity to generate theoretical data that were 
in agreement with that obtained experimentally.
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The basic in vivo model is shown in Fig. 4-2. Pool sizes and flow rates 
F^^ and F^^ were ^calculated using the data given in Table 4-1- In 
order to obtain physiologically meaningful estimates of the unknown 
parameters they were adjusted empirically until a fit of the plasma 
and brain soluble lysine specific activity data given in Table 3 of 
LAJTHA e;t al. (l957) was achieved. These specific activity data, which 
were obtained as part of a study of a m i n o acid and protein metabolism 
in the mouse, were used because no similar data could be found for the 
rat.** An optimization routine was not employed. ■ Instead, the flow 
rates given in Fig. 4*2 were selected on the basis of a visual comparison 
of the theoretical and experimental data. The simulated plasma and 
brain soluble lysine specific activity curves are shown in Fig, 4*3 
together with the experimental data.

4.1.2 LMCTATIOTTS OF THE BT VTTO MOLEL
l) As stated-above a direct simulation of lysine compartmentation in 
the rat was precluded because insufficient data were available for ob
taining reliable estimates of the rates of lysine exchange between the 
compartments. The acquisition of "these data would have been time con
suming and was not attempted. Instead the figures given in the scheme 
outlined in Fig, 4*2 were derived from measurements made in the mouse.
In order to account for the effects of L-dopa on the incorporation of 
radioactive lysine into rat brain protein, this model is expanded in 
the following pages by the introduction of a "fine compartmental 
structure". Clearly, an extrapolation to the rat of a model based on 
measurements made in the mouse is a questionable procedure.

* Uie computer program requires that all input data are expressed 
relative to some common factor. Simulation was therefore performed 
using input data calculated on the basis of a body weight of lOOg.
All the data given in Section 4-1 are expressed in this manner unless 
otherwise indicated.
** After this work had been completed rat tissue lysine specific 
activity-time curves were published by FORD et al. (1977)- data were 
given, however, for the time interval 0-15niin. In order to obtain 
reliable estimates of the unknown flow rates, specific activity data are 
required for the time interval during which the radioactive content of 
the compar-tments changes rapidly with time, i.e., the first few minutes 
after the administration of the radioactive amino acid.
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TABLE 4.1 LATA ÏÏSEL IN THE SIMULATION OF IN VIVO ISOTOPIC LYSINE 
TRACER EXPERIMENTS IN THE MOUSE

Parameter Data Reference

Brain weight 0.29g/l00g body wt. LONG (1961) p. 639

Plasma volume 48.8ml/kg body wt. ALTMAN & DITTMER (I964)
p. 264

Lysine content ) 
of plasma 1

63ug/g LAJTHA et ad. (1957) 
Table 3*i 0.42 umole/g 

(used a figure 
of 0.339 umole/ml)

TOTH & LAJTHA (1977) 
Table 1.

Soluble lysine ) 
content of brain) 
tissue ' )

O.193umole/g tissue

37^/g tissue 
(used intermediate 
figure of 0.2025 
umole/g)

LEVI e i ^ .  (1967) 
Table 1.
LAJTHA et ^  (l957) 
Table 3*

Lysine content 
of brain protein

58umole/g tissue NELDLE et al. (1975) 
Table III.

Rate of lysine 
inc orporat i on 
into brain pro
tein

0.685%/h DUNLOP et al. (1975a) 
Table 4-

A direct sinnilation. of in vivo isotopic lysine tracer experiments in 
the rat was precluded since insufficient data were available for opti
mizing the unknown flow rates. The necessary information was, however, 
available for the mouse (Table 3 of LAJTHA ejb al., 1957) and this was 
therefore used in the present study. For the sake of self-consistency 
all other parameters were based on measurements made in the mouse.
The computer program requires that all parameters are expressed rela
tive to some common factor. All data given in Section 4.1 are there
fore expressed in terms of a body wei^t of lOOg, unless otherwise 
specified.
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PIG. 4.2 A SCHEI®^ FOR TEE SHCTLATIOI'I OF HT YVTO ISOTOPIC LYSBIE 
TRACER EXPERHTENTS HI THE MOUSE

Io
ooo

Xooo
CM

-H 0.300

0.260

CM

CM CM

Brain
protein
16.82

Peripheral
tissue
26.00

Peripheral
metabolism
1.000

Plasma
1.634

Subcutaneous 
inject^ site 
1.000x10-3

Simulation was carried out using flow rates and pool sizes calculated 
(per lOOg body weight) from the data given in Table 4.1. F]_2, î’21
F23, ^14, ^41 ( ^ 6  “ ^61 - Q2 vere adjusted to obtain an empirical
fit of the experimental specific activity data given in Table 3 of 
LAJTHA et aT. (1957). (^. Fij is the lysine flow rate from the ith to
the jth compartaent and Qi is the size of the ith compartment.) The 
steady-state approximation fixes F21 = F]_2 - F23 and Pqi = F]_2 - ^21. 
Compartments 2,3 and 6 are included in the model merely as a means of 
simulating the experimentally determined plasma lysine specific activity
time curve. Ptroviding this is achieved it is of no consequence if the 
plasma lysine pool size and the numerical values of the empirically 
determined parameters are unphysiological. Similarly, because the brain 
soluble lysine specific activity-time curve was fitted empirically, the 
precise figure used for the size of the brain soluble lysine compartment 
is also relatively unimportant. Intravenous injection was simulated by 
setting the zero-time radioactivity vector R(0) = (l,0,0,0,0,0) (see 
equation B.I4 ). To simulate subcutaneous administration R(o) was set 
equal to (0,0,0,0,0,1) and F]_̂  = F^^ ^̂ .s adjusted empirically to give 
a plasma specific activity maximum at about 5 min, (ENTHTGH and LAMSTRA 
(1976) found that the level of radioactivity in the plasma reached a 
maximum within 5 min of the s.c. injection of [3h ] lysine, )

*In the main text this scheme is referred to as the homogeneous precursor 
lysine model.
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Pig, 4.2 Continued.

An optimization routine was not used to obtain values for the unknown 
parameters. Instead, flow rates yielding an acceptable agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental data were selected by visual 
inspection. These are given (expressed in terms of umole/min/lCCg 
body weight‘d )  together with the remaining flow rates and pool sizes. 
(Pool sizes are expressed as umole/lOOg body weight.) The simulated 
lysine specific activity-time curves are shown in Fig. 4.3 together 
with the experimental data.

**The programs given in Appendix B read the input data as arrays of 
four digit numbers. For this reason where flow rates and pool sizes 
were calculated from literature data, the calculation was performed to 
four figures, recognising that all four digits cannot be significant 
since this exceeds the accuracy of the original data. Zh the above 
scheme (and subsequent figures and tables) all parameters are given as 
the four figure number supplied to the computer since no attempt was 
made to determine the variances of the parameters.
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FIG. 4 .3 TEEOEETICAL AKD EXPERH«TAL SPECIFIC ACTIVITIES OF THE 
PLASMA AND BRAIN SOLTJBLE LYSDIE POOLS
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# , Specific activity of plasma lysine (from Table 3 of LAJTHA e;t al., 
1957)» o 7 Specific activity of the brain soluble lysine pool (ibid. );
 , simulated specific activity of plasma lysine; —  — ---, simulated
specific activity of the brain soluble lysine pool. With the zero
time radioactivity vector R(t=o) equal to (1,0,0,0,0,0) (see equation
B.14) the sum of the components of the radioactivity vector is unity 
for all time. In order to compare the theoretical and experimental 
data, this vector must be multiplied by a constant. This scaler 
multiplyer was set at a value which, on the basis of a visual inspec
tion of the theoretical and experimental data, yielded an acceptable 
fit of the experimental plasma lysine specific activity data. This 
multiplyer then fixes the specific activity curves of all the other 
compartments, (The simulated specific activity data (in radioactive 
units/ujnole ) were multiplied by 6IOI.6 to obtain the above specific 
activity data (in c.p.m./ug).)
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2) Owing to the simplicity of the model in which both peripheral and 
cerebral soluble lysine are represented as single compartments it was 
not possible to obtain an agreement between the experimental and 
theoretical data over a 60min incorporation period. In particular, 
the cerebrospinal fluid and extracellular space are not represented 
and the model does not take into account the structural heterogeneity 
of the brain. It is acknowledged, however, that a better correlation 
between the experimental and theoretical data might be achieved through 
the use of an optimization routine. In spite of these limitations 
the agreement between the theoretical and experimental data over the 
first 30min was adequate for the present purpose.

4.1 .3  MODELS OF LYSINE COMPARTMENTATION DT TEE BRAIN
The basic scheme outlined in Fig. 4*2 was expanded in order to accommodate 
various models of lysine compartmentation. Theoretical TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity curves were plotted for each model and these compared 
with the experimental incorporation data (Tables 3*2.3, 3*2.6, 3*2.11 
and 3*2.12). Two models yielded results that were consistent with the 
experimental observations, both models assuming that the precursor 
lysine pool for brain protein synthesis is heterogeneous.

MOLEL 1. Subcellular model of brain precursor lysine compartmentation
(Fig-4.4)
This model assumes that there are normally two brain precursor lysine 
pools, one of which equilibrates rapidly with the main intracellular 
lysine compartment, the other undergoing rapid exchange with plasma 
lysine. Protein-bound lysine is derived from the two precursor pools 
at the rates shown in Fig. 4*4, the combined rates being equal to the 
rate of protein synthesis given in Table 4 of LTMLOP e_t al. (l975a).
It is also assumed that in the absence of L-dopa there is no direct 
recycling of lysine released from degraded protein. Instead, newly 
released lysine flows through a 'nonexchanging compartment and into 
the main intracellulax pool. In order to account for the observation 
that L-dopa had little effect on valine incorporation, but caused a 
gross inhibition of lysine incorporation after a 15inin labelling period, 
it is assumed that protein synthesis is unaffected by L-dopa, but that 
the flow of radioactive lysine from the main intracellular compartment
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FIG. 4 .4 MODEL 1. SUBCELLUIAH MODEL OF BRADT PRECURSOR LYSBTE 
COMPARBENTATION
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Fig. 4*4 Continued....

The subcellular model of brain precursor lysine compartmentation 
(Scheme A) assumes that in the absence of L-dopa lysine enters brain 
protein via two precursor pools, one of which (pi) undergoes rapid exchange 
with plasma lysine, the other (p2) equilibrating rapidly with the large 
intracellular pool. Lysine released from degraded protein is fed into 
the large intracellular soluble pool via a nonexchanging compartment 
(7). L-Dopa is assumed to inhibit the flow of lysine from the large 
intracellular pool into protein. In order that protein synthesis may 
continue in the presence of L-dopa, lysine released into the non
exchanging compartment is recycled directly back into protein.
The proportion of lysine entering protein via each route was determined 
empirically keeping the total flow rate at 1.921 x 10"3 umole/min.
(All data are expressed relative to a body weight of lOOg, ) Pool sizes 
are as in Fig. 4.2.
For the purpose of performing the computer simulation, the simplified 
scheme outlined in B was used. This scheme was derived from Scheme A 
by making the following approximations. It is assumed that pi equili
brates so rapidly with plasma lysine that this precursor compartment 
may be neglected. Thus lysine entering protein via this route is 
considered to be derived directly from the plasma pool. Similarly, 
it is assumed that the rate at which p2 equilibrates with the large 
intracellular lysine pool is sufficiently rapid that p2 can be neglected. 
For incorporation periods of up to several hours the specific activity 
of protein-bound lysine remains low compared with that of the plasma 
and brain soluble pools. For example, by 3h the specific activity of 
the protein pool has increased to only 2.1% that of the plasma and 3*6% 
that of the large intracellular compartment. Consequently, the specific 
activity of compartment 7 remains low irrespective of its size and may 
also be neglected during this time period. See Fig. 4.2 for further 
details.
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into protein is inhibited and that the deficit is made up from the 
nonexchanging pool. Theoretical incorporation data generated using 
this model is shown in Fig,4.6.

MOTEL 2. Cellular model of brain precursor lysine compartmentation
(Fie. 4.5).
This model is similar to Model 1 and yields essentially the same 
specific activity-time curves for short incorporation times (see 
below). It differs from Model 1 in that the two different precursor 
compartments are associated with different protein compartments.
These compartments could be associated with different cell types.

Assessment of the models
In order to assess the plausibility of the above models a number of 
their salient features are examined below. In particular a compari
son is made of some of the empirically determined parameters with 
literature data.

1) On the question of lysine reutilization
Both of the models outlined above assume that in the absence of 
L-dopa, no mechanism exists for the direct reutilization of lysine 
released from degraded protein. In a study of hepatic protein 
metabolism, SVICK (1958) obtained results contrary to this assumption. 
He found that the liver protein turnover rate calculated using lysine 
incorporation data was slow compared with the rate calculated on the 
basis of the incorporation of other amino acids. He suggested that 
the discrepancy would be accounted for if, in this tissue, about 5C% 
of lysine released from degraded protein is recycled directly back 
into the protein-bound lysine pool. However, inspection of the data 
given in Tables 5 and 4 of DUITLOP e^ al. (l975&) indicates that rates 
of brain protein synthesis calculated using lysine incorporation data 
obtained from trace experiments agree reasonably well with rates 
calculated on the basis of results obtained with other amino acids 
in both trace and flooding experiments. (The rates derived from the
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FIG. 4.5 MOLEL 2. CELLULAil MOLEL OF BRAIN PRECURSOR LYSINE 
COMPARTMELITATION
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Pig. 4.5 Continued,

The cellular model of compartmentation assumes that there are two 
distinct protein compartments in brain, each supplied by a separate 
precursor lysine pool. One protein compartment (7) is assumed to 
derive its lysine from a compartment (9) that equilibrates rapidly with 
the plasma pool. In the absence of L-dopa, the other protein compart
ment (5) derives its lysine from the large intracellular compartment 
(4 ). Lysine released from compartment 5 through proteolysis enters 
the large intracellular pool via a nonexchanging' compartment (s).
It is assumed that in L-dopa-treated rats the flow of lysine from the 
large intracellular compartment into protein is inhibited. In order that 
protein synthesis may continue in the presence of L-dopa, lysine released 
by proteolysis is recycled via the nonexchanging compartment directly 
back into protein.
For the purpose of performing the computer simulation the simplified 
scheme outlined in B was used. This scheme was derived from Scheme A 
by making the following approximations. It is assumed that precursor 
compartment 9 equilibrates with plasma lysine with sufficient rapidity 
that this precursor compartment may be neglected. It is also assumed 
that the two protein compartments are of equal size. However, the 
relative size's of the two protein compartments can be varied over a 
considerable range without significant effect, providing the incor
poration period is sufficiently short that the specific activity of 
protein-bound lysine remains low relative to that of the two precursor 
compartments. For example, if the duration of the incorporation period 
is 15 min, then even in a situation in which compartment 5 represents 
only 3% of total protein the specific activity of this compartment is 
still less than 2̂ 4 that of compartment 4* If, on the other hand, 
compartment J represents 3% of total protein, the specific activity of 
compartment 7 at 15 min is less than 1% that of compartment 1. Pro
viding the specific activity of compartment 5 is low the specific 
activity of compartment 8 will also be low, irrespective of its size, 
and may therefore be neglected. Pool sizes are as in Fig. 4.2 and flow 
rates are expressed in terms of umole/min/lOOg body weight. See 
Fig. 4 .2 for further details.
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FIG. 4.6 THE BTCOEPOEATION OF RADIOACTIF LYSIHE DTTO TCA-IiTSOLIJELE
MATERIAL. A COMPARISON OF EXPERIMEDTTAL AND THEORETICAL DATA-
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# , Brain TCA-insoluble radioactivity in control rats; o» Brain TGA- 
insoluble radioactivity in L-dopa-treated rats (from Tables 3«2.5> 
3.2.6, 3.2.11 and 3.2.12. NB. The amount of radioactive lysine 
administered per kg body weight in the Yi^iu experiments was twice 
that used in the 15min experiments. The Yimin experimental data have 
therefore been halved.). Simulated incorporation curves generated 
using the models of lysine compartmentation* outlined in Figs 4.4
and 4 .5 are also shown.— , simulated control ; ---  , simulated
L-dopa-induced inhibition. *The two models yield theoretical incor
poration data that differ by less than 0.8% during a 15min incorpora
tion period.
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lysine incorporation data are 83% or more of the average of the rates 
determined using valine, tyrosine, lysine and histidine.) Assuming 
that any nonexchanging lysine compartments represent only a small 
fraction of total intracellular lysine (this assumption is examined 
in Section 4*2) this is consistent with there being a low percentage 
of direct lysine reutilization in the brain.

2) Does the empirically determined rate of lysine exchan^ between the 
plasma and brain soluble pools agree with experimentally determined 
exchange rates?

The computer simulation was performed using an empirically determined 
rate of lysine uptake from plasma into brain of 1.21 ug/min/g tissue, 
which is equivalent to a half-life for the brain soluble pool of lYmin. 
(KB. This figure for t^y^ neglects the uptake of lysine into brain 
protein, see equation (4.2), Table 4-2.) In order to determine 
whether this .uptake rate is physiologically meaningful, a comparison 
was made with literature data. In some instances this led to an 
examination of the reliability of the method adopted in the measure
ment of this parameter.

OLDENDOEP (l9?l) measured rates of amino acid exchange between the 
plasma and brain soluble pools during a 15sec period and found that 
the rate of equilibration was very much faster than that previously 
reported by LAJTHA e;fc al. (1957)* examination of the procedure 
adopted by Lajtha and co-workers indicates, however, that their 
estimates are likely to be in error (see Table 4.2 for details). 
According to the results obtained by OLDEKDCE? (1971 ) the half-life 
of the cerebral soluble lysine pool is considerably less than Imin, 
which does not agree with the half-life of 17min calculated on the 
basis of the simulated data. In contrast, the turnover rates obtained 
by TOTH and LAJTHA (l977) are in good agreement with the empirically 
determined rate (Table 4.5). Further, it is shown in Table 4*5 that 
the procedure adopted by the latter researchers should yield reasonable 
estimates of the true turnover rate. They pointed out that the discre
pancy between their results and those of OLDEKDOEF (1971) l̂ay be
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TA3LE 4.2 A COMPARISON OF TBEOEETICAL RATES OF LYSINE UPTAKE INTO 
MORSE BRAIN WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA OBTAINED BY 
LAJTHA et al. (l957).

Time after 
precursor 
administra
tion (min)

Apparent rates of lysine 
uptake (ug/min/g tissue)

Apparent half-life of 
brain soluble lysine (min)

Theoretical Experimental Theoretical Experimental

2 1.11 (92%) 2.3 I8 .4 (108%) 11
3 1.05 (87%) 0.7 19.6 (115%) 43
5 0.86 (71%) 1 .3 23.9 (141%) 24

10 -0.59

■ 20 5.93 (490%) 5.2 3.5 (21%) 5
30 9.91 (819%) 1.5 2.1 (12%) 17

LAJTHA et al. (1957) calculated rates of lysine uptake from plasma 
into brain using the equation

(4.1a)

(4.1b)

(M. Die notation has been changed to be consistent with Pig. 4.2.) 
where S . and are the specific activity and size of the brain 
soluble lysine^pool, respectively, S is the specific activity of 
plasma lysine and R. is the brain TGA-soluble radioactivity. Half- 
lives (tj) were calculated using

(4.2)

Equation (4.I) may yield erroneous results for two reasons. Firstly, 
as mentioned in Section 1.2, the error in dS /dt is expected to be 
greater than the error in S^ itself, and secondly this equation, 
which applies to a two-compartment system, does not take into account 
the loss of radioactivity from the brain soluble lysine pool as a 
result of its incorporation into protein.
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Table 4*2 continued.

The consequences of error in either the numerator or denominator of 
equations of the form of (4*1) may be exemplified by considering 
the two-compartment model shown in Fig. 1.1. Assume that radio
activity is introduced into compartment 1 at zero time. As t increases 
both dS2/dt and (Sq-So) tend to zero, and at the time when S2 is at a 
maximum, dS2/dt = Sq-Sg = 0. (dS2/dt)/(Sq-S2) is therefore undefined. 
Experimental error in dS2/dt in the region of time during which 
(Sq-S2) is very small may, however, cause Fq2 = F2q to become very 
large (positive or negative).
Regarding the second problem, an examination of either the experi
mental results given in Fig. 1 of LAJTHA et al. (1957) or the 
simulated data given in Fig. 4*3 shows that equation (4.l) cannot yield 
sensible results when applied to the present multi-compartment system. 
Thus it can be seen that after the specific activity of the brain 
soluble lysine pool reaches a maximum, flow rates calculated using 
(4.1 ) become negative, and that at the point in time when Sq = 

is infinite and negative. Afterwards Fq^ becomes finite and 
positive. In order to make a quantitative examination of this 
second problem, equation ( B . 1 3 c )  was substituted into (4.1b) to 
obtain

= ( 2 j  ’ (4.3)
i=1

The eigenvalues and eigenvector components defining the lysine 
specific activity curves shown in Fig. 4.3 were substituted into
(4.3) in order to calculate theoretical apparent rates* of lysine 
uptake. The results show that only for very short incorporation 
periods (up to 3min) does (4.I) yield reasonable approximations to 
the true rate of uptake (ie., 1.21 ug/min/g, which is equivalent to 
t^ = 17min). The figures given in parenthesis in the above table are 
the theoretical apparent data expressed as a percentage of the 
theoretical true data. The experimental data are from LAJTHA e;t al. 
(1957). *See footnote on page 213.
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TABLE 4.3 A COMPARISON OP THEORETICAL RATES OP LYSINE UPTAKE INTO 
MOUSE BRAIN WITH THE EXPERIMENTAL BATA OBTAINEB BY TOTH 
AND LAJTHA (l977)

Time
period
(min)

Apparent rate of uptake 
(umole/min/lOOg)

Apparent half-life 
(min)

Theoretical Experimental Theoretical Experimental

1 - 2 0.79 (95%) 0.98 i 0.06 12,8 (105%) 14.8

2 - 4 0.74 (89%) 0.70 ~ 0.04 13.6 (111%) 20.7

4 - 7 0.63 (76%) 0.92 i 0.04 16.0 (131%) 15.8

In order to determine rates of amino acid exchange between the plasma 
and brain soluble pools, TOTH and LAJTHA (1977) gave mice intraperi- 
toneal injections of radioactive amino acids and measured the increase 
in brain soluble radioactivity during various intervals of time. 
Apparent rates of uptake were calculated from the increase in brain 
soluble radioactivity during a given period of time assuming that the 
specific activity of amino acid entering the brain was equal to the 
average plasma specific activity for that time period. The authors 
emphasise that this procedure does not yield absolute rates of uptake. 
The apparent half-lives of the soluble amino acid pools in the brain 
were also calculated. Half-life was defined as the time required 
for the entry of labelled amino acid amounting to 50% of the endogenous 
brain content (see Table 1 of LAJTHA and TOTH, 1977). In order to 
determine what order of discrepancy mi^t be expected between the true 
and apparent rates of uptake, theoretical apparent uptake rates were 
calculated as described above using simulated data. Simulated data 
were obtained using the * subcutaneous ' model outlined in Pig. 4*2 
although experimentally the radioactive lysine was administered intra- 
peritoneally. (Simulation of intraper i t one al administration was 
precluded for lack of the data required to determine the rate of 
lysine exchange between the peritoneal cavity and the plasma pool.)
The figures given in parenthesis in the above table are the theoretical 
apparent rates of uptake and half-lives expressed as a percentage of the 
theoretical true uptake rate and half-life. The theoretical true 
rate of lysine uptake is 0.85 umole/min/lOOg which is equivalent to 
a half-life (as defined above) of 12.2 min. It should be noted that 
some discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical true rates 
of uptake is expected since the brain lysine content found experi
mentally was 0.29 umole/g compared with 0.20 umole/g used in the 
simulation (Table 4.1 ). The experimental and theoretical true half- 
life should, however, be directly comparable.
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Table 4*3 continued,
The following conclusions are made, (l) The observation that the 
theoretical apparent and true half-lives differ by 31% or less over 
the first Ymin indicates that the procedure used by Toth and Lajtha 
is capable of yielding reasonable estimates of the true half-life.
(2) The observed similarity between the theoretical figures for ti 
and those calculated from experimental data indicates that the  ̂
experimentally determined half-life of 14-21 min reflects the average 
turnover rate of the total brain soluble lysine pool. (NB. This 
follows because the model outlined in Pig. 4.2 assumes the brain 
soluble lysine pool to be homogeneous’.) This suggests that the rapidly 
exchanging pool detected by OLBENDOEP (1971) represents a small rapidly 
equilibrating pool that does not significantly affect the average turn
over rate.
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explained on the basis of amino acid compartmentation. Thus, measure
ments made 15sec after the administration of the tracer will yield the 
turnover rates of the most rapidly exchanging compartments, while 
turnover rates based on measurements made after a longer time period 
will be slower due to the decreased contribution from those rapidly 
exchanging compartments that will have reached equilibrium. The 
rapidly equilibrating compartment detected by Oldendorf may repre
sent the rapidly exchanging compartment that is a feature of the two 
models outlined in Pigs.4*4 and 4«5*

3) The incorporation of radioactive lysine into protein
The two models outlined in Pigs. 4*4 and 4*5 yield protein specific 
activity curves that would be experimentally indistinguishable during 
a 2h incorporation period. Por example, the total brain protein- 
bound radioactivity at 2h, as predicted by the two models, differ 
by less than '2.5%. Consequently, the following calculations were 
carried out using only the sub cellular model (Model l).

LAJTHA and co-workers (1957) reported that rates of brain protein 
turnover calculated on the basis of their lysine incorporation data 
decreased as the duration of the incorporation period was increased. 
They suggested that heterogeneity of brain protein turnover rates 
might be the cause of this phenomenon. They pointed out that after 
a short incorporation period, the majority of radioactivity will be 
present in those proteins turning over at the fastest ràtes. As the 
incorporation period is increased, the radioactivity present in 
rapidly synthesized protein will not increase proportionately 
because a percentage will be lost through protein degradation (see 
Section 1.2). Consequently, ^apparent turnover rates are expected to

* Throughout this thesis the term "apparent” is used to indicate that 
the parameter in question is an index of, and has the same dimensions as 
some quantity that cannot be measured directly. The term "theoretical 
apparent" is assigned to the results obtained when a given calculation 
is performed using simulated data. These theoretical apparent data may 
be compared with the corresponding theoretical true value in order to 
determine whether a given procedure can, in principle, yield data that 
are reliable indices of the parameter in question.
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decrease with increasing incorporation time. During their later studies 
on protein metabolism in the mouse, Lajtha and co-workers found that the 
specific activity of free tyrosine could be maintained at a constant 
level over a period of days by implanting [^^c]tyrosine pellets. They 
measured the rate of incorporation of radioactivity into brain protein 
following [ tyrosine pellet implantation and found that a best theoret
ical fit of tteir incorporation data was obtained if it was assumed that 
two brain-pro te in compartments were present, one compartment account
ing for 5*7% of total protein and having a half-life of 15h, the other 
compartment representing 94.3% of total protein and having a half-life 
of lOdays (LAJTHA et al., 197^)» The model shown in Fig. 4*2 was modi
fied in accordance with these results, making the assumption that 
lysine entering the two protein compartments was of the same specific 
activity (Fig. 4*7) * Using theoretical data derived from this modified 
model, apparent turnover rates were calculated. The results (Table 4-4) 
show that heterogeneity of protein turnover rates of the magnitude 
indicated by LAJTHA et al. (l97^) does not account for the earlier 
observation that the apparent rate of lysine incorporation decreased 
by over 80Ç̂  as the duration of the incorporation period was increased 
from 2 to 60min (see Table 6 of LAJTHA et al.. 1957).

GAjRLICK and MARSHALL (1972) have given this matter their attention and 
they also argued that it is unlikely that the apparent difference in 
rates of protein synthesis calculated on the basis of data obtained 
using different incorporation times (between Imin and Ih) is caused by 
a rapidly turning over component in a mixed population of proteins.
They pointed out that if this were the case, then this component would 
have to be present in a sufficient quantity to make a substantial 
contribution to the incorporation of radioactivity and have a half-life 
of less than Ih. They suggested that the problem of defining the . 
precursor pool for protein synthesis mi^t be the true cause of the 
phenomenon. This is consistent with the report that the rate of 
incorporation of valine into rat brain protein remained constant 
during at least the first 4h period following the administration of 
[^^c]valine at a dose level sufficient to maintain the specific activity
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PIG. 4 .7 A SCHEME FOR THE SIMULATION OF BRAIN PROTEIN HETEROGENEITY
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The homogeneous precursor lysine model outlined in Fig. 4.2 was 
modified in accordance with the data obtained by LAJTHA ejb al. (1976). 
They measured the incorporation of radioactivity into brain protein in 
mice in which the specific activity of free tyrosine was maintained at 
a constant level, and found that a best theoretical fit of their experi
mental data was obtained if it was assumed that there are two brain 
protein compartments. One protein compartment (3 ) accounts for 3.7% 
of total protein and has a half-life of 13h, and the other (6) accounts 
for 94.3% of total protein and has a half-life of 10 days. It is 
assumed that the distribution of lysine between the two protein com
partments is the same as that of tyrosine. All other parameters are 
as in Fig. 4.2. Flow rates are expressed in terms of umole/min/lOOg 
body weight and the lysine content of the compartments in umole/lOOg 
body weight.
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TABLE 4,4 A SIMULATION STUDY OP THE EPPSCT OP BRAIN PROTEIN KETERO- 
GENEITY ON APPARENT TURNOVER RATES

Incorporation 
time (min)

Apparent rate of incorporation 
(umole /min)

Apparent half-life 
(days)

2 1.50 X  10'5 (100%) 5.40 (100%)
20 1.49 z 10”^ ( 93%) 5.43 (101%)
200 1.36 X 10"^ ( 91%) 5.95 (110%)

LAJTHA et al, (1957) found that apparent rates of lysine incorpora
tion into mouse brain protein calculated using

F =
Q^(dSydt)

(4.4)

where the subscripts a and b denote the precursor and protein-bound 
lysine pools, respectively, became progressively slower as the dura
tion of the incorporation period was increased. They attributed 
this to heterogeneity of brain protein turnover rates. In order to 
obtain estimates of the error that might be expected to arise when 
equation (4-4) is applied to a heterogeneous protein system, theore
tical apparent incorporation rates were calculated using theoretical 
data derived from the model outlined in Fig. 4* 7* fke following 
substitutions were made.

(4.5a)

n

■ sr=i
(4.5t)

(see ecuiation (B.ljc) and

^protein =
Half-life (ti) was calculated using

(4.6)
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Table 4*4 continued,

t, = (% + ^6) (4.7)
2 F

The theoretical true rate of lysine incorporation is 1,503 x 10~^ 
umole/min (Fig, 4-7) which is equivalent to a half-life of 5*39 days. 
The figures given in parenthesis are the apparent rates and half- 
lives expressed as a percentage of the true rate and half-life.
The results indicate that heterogeneity of brain protein turnover 
rates of the magnitude reported by LAJTHA. ejb al. (1976) does not 
account for the earlier observation that the apparent rate of 
lysine incorporation decreased by more than 80% as the duration 
of the incorporation period was increased from 2 to 60min (see 
Table 6 of LAJTHA ejfc , 1957)*
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of the soluble valine pool at a relatively constant level during the 
incorporation period (see Pig. 2 of DUNLOP et al.. 1975a).

Theoretical data for the incorporation of radioactivity into cerebral
protein was obtained using the sub cellular model of precursor lysine
compartmentation (Model 1, Pig. 4.4 ) and this in turn was used to
calculate a theoretical apparent half-life of brain protein for
different incorporation times (Table 4*5)• Similar calculations were
performed using data obtained from the homogeneous precursor lysine
model shown in Pig. 4*2. As expected, the simple model fails to account
for the apparent time dependence of the turnover rate, while Model 1
yields values of t^ which agree reasonably well with the experimental2
data for the first lOmin. The failure of Model 1 to account for the 
apparent time dependence of the turnover rate in the time interval 
10 to 60min probably indicates that the assumed presence of only two 
precursor compartments is not a good approximation to the iu vivo 
multi-compartmental situation and that additional compartments must 
be added if a good agreement between experimental and theoretical data 
is to be expected over an extended period of time. Nevertheless, 
the results are consistent with the supposition that the problem of 
defining the precursor lysine pool and measuring its specific activity 
is the cause of the apparent time dependence of protein turnover rates.

4.1 ,4  THE EFFECT OP L-DOPA ON THE INCORPORATION OP RADIOACTIVE LYSINE 
INTO DRAIN PROTEIN

4 .1 .4 .1  Tie effect of an expansion of the brain soluble lysine pool
ROEL e;b al. (1974) found that L-dopa caused a 34% increase in brain 
soluble lysine, althou^ this increase was not statistically signifi
cant. They therefore suggested that "about half" of their observed 
64-éT̂ 'o* reduction in protein-bound radioactivity in L-dopa-treated 
rats was due to a reduction in the rate of lysine incorporation, the

*These figures are based on data in which TCA-insoluble radioactivity 
is expressed as a percentage of total homogenate radioactivity.
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TABLE 4.5 THE INCORPORATION OP RADIOACTIVE LYSINE INTO MOUSE BRAIN 
PROTEIN. A COMPARISON OP THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL 
DATA.

Time
(min)

Experimental
data

Theoretical data
Heterogeneous precur
sor lysine model 
(Pig. 4.4 )

Homogeneous precur
sor lysine model 
(Pig. 4.2)

Protein 
specific 

activity (S5) 
(c.p.m./ug)

Half-
life

hi)
Protein 
specific 

activity (Ŝ ) 
(c.p.m./ug)

Half-
life

W )
Protein 
specific 

activity (Ŝ ) 
(c.p.m./ug)

Half-
lifeW )

2 0.08 2.8 0.08 2.4 0.03 Î
5 0.23 3.5 0.24 3.5 0.14

J
))4.21

10 0.51 5.5 0.52 4 .0 0.40 Î
20 0.75 6.2 0.98 4.3 0.85

J
)

Experimental data are from Tables 5 and 6 of LAJTHA et al. (1957)- 
Theoretical specific activity data were obtained by computer simulation 
using the subcellular model of precursor lysine c ompar tment at ion 
outlined in Fig. 4«4 and the homogeneous precursor lysine model out
lined in Fig. 4.2. (N.B. Simulation was performed for intravenous
administration. See Fig. 4.3 for further details.) Half-lives (tl) 
were calculated using the equation

t, = Qj In 2/(P X 1440) (4.8)

where Qç is the size of the brain protein-bound lysine pool and the 
factor 1440 converts units of time from minutes to days. Theoretical 
apparent rates of incorporation (P) were calculated using the equation

(4 .9 )
i=1

(see equation (B.15c) where the subscripts 4 and 5 denote the brain 
soluble and brain protein-bound lysine pools, respectively.
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other half being the consequence of a dilution of the injected 
lysine. This would, however, be true only if there was an accompany- 
ing 34% increase in total body soluble lysine. Computer simulation 
experiments were performed to investigate a) the effect of a brain- 
specific 34% expansion of the soluble lysine pool, assuming no precursor 
lysine compartmentation and b) the effect of a 34% expansion of the 
main intracellular pool in brain as predicted by the models of lysine 
compartmentation.

a) The effect predicted by the homogeneous precursor lysine model
The model outlined in Fig. 4*2 was used to study the effect of a brain- 
specific increase in soluble lysine levels and the dependence of this 
effect on the route of tracer administration. The results indicate 
that the magnitude of the perturbation caused by an expansion of the 
brain soluble lysine pool is relatively independent of the mode of 
administration. Fig.4*8 shows the simulated effect of a 34% increase 
in brain soluble lysine (peripheral pool siÉes remaining unchanged) 
in a hypothetical situation in which the administered radioactive 
lysine equilibrates instantaneously with the cerebral intracellular 
pool. The percentage decrease in protein-bound radioactivity is time 
dependent, but is always considerably less than 34%. A simulation of 
subcutaneous tracer administration yielded a 22.8%, 19.5% and 13.4% 
reduction in the radioactive content of the brain protein compartment 
at 7» 15 and 30min, respectively. Reel and co-workers administered 
their radioactive amino acids via the cistema magna. It was not 
possible to simulate intracistemal administration because the cere
brospinal fluid is not represented in the model. Nevertheless, the 
above results indicate that if the 34% expansion of the soluble lysine 
pool was brain specific, the resulting decrease in TCA-insoluble radio
activity would have been considerably less than 34%.

b) The effect predicted by the models of precursor lysine compartmenta
tion

Both models 1 and 2 predict that an L-dopa-induced decrease in the speci
fic activity of the main intracellular lysine compartment in brain will 
have no measureable effect on the rate of incorporation of radioactive 
lysine into cerebral protein, since, in the presence of L-dopa, lysyl- 
tRNA is not charged from the main intracellular pool. Consequently,
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FIG. 4.3 THE SIMJLA.TEI) EFFECT OF M  L-DGPA-XNTUCEI} EXFAITSIOH OF 
THE BRAIN SOLUBLE LYSINE POOL
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ROEL et al. (1974) have suggested that an L-dopa-induced expansion
of the brain soluble lysine pool is responsible for "about half" of 
their observed 64-67%* decrease in the uptake of radioactive lysine 
into brain protein in L-dopa-treated rats. This assumes that the dopa 
effect is not brain specific, but that there is a corresponding 34% 
increase in peripheral lysine levels. The effect of a 34% expansion 
of the brain soluble lysine pool in the hypothetical situation in 
which the administered radioactivity equilibrates instantaneously 
with the brain intracellular pool was tested, assuming that peripheral 
lysine pool sizes remain unchanged. Simulation was carried out using 
the model shown in Fig. 4*2. (The zero-time radioactivity vector R(0) 
was (0,0,0,1,0,0).)
A. Specific activity of brain soluble lysine. B. 
of brain protein-bound lysine. —  — —  — , control; - 
system (34% increase in 04). *See Footnote on page 218 .

Specific activity 
— , perturbated.
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an expansion of the main intracellular lysine compartment in brain 
will have no significant effect on the rate at which radioactivity is 
incorporated into brain protein.

4.1.4.2 The effect of L-dopa on the apparent incorporation of lysine
Simulated data generated by the sub cellular model of lysine compart
mentation were used to calculate theoretical values for the apparent
incorporation of lysine (l ) in control and L-dopa-treated rats.app
The results are shown in Table 4 .6 together with the experimental 
apparent incorporation data. The observation that the theoretical 
results agree at least qualitatively with those obtained experimen
tally lends support for the model from which the theoretical data 
were derived. The cellular model of lysine compartmentation yields 
the same theoretical results.

4.1.5  A SmkklCf OF THE RESULTS OF TEE SIMULATION OF IN VIVO TRACER
EXPERIMENTS '

An explanation was sought for the observation that in L-dopa-treated 
rats the apparent incorporation of brain [^E]lysine was not significant- 
ly lower than the control level Yi in in after tracer administration but 
was reduced by 55-59/^ after a 15 min incorporation period. Two models 
of brain lysine compartmentation are outlined both of which yield 
theoretical data that are consistent with these results. The main 
feature of these models is that the brain intracellular soluble 
lysine pool is heterogeneous and that brain protein-bound lysine is 
not derived from a single precursor compartment. According to these 
models, brain protein turnover rates calculated from lysine incor
poration data will decrease significantly as the duration of the 
incorporation period is increased in the time interval 0 to 20min.
This apparent time dependence in brain protein turnover rates was 
observed by LAJTHA et al. (l957) but they attributed the phenomenon 
to a heterogeneity of brain protein turnover rates. Computer simu
lation was used to show that this explanation may not be correct since 
heterogeneity of turnover rates of the magnitude reported by LAJTHA 
et al. (1976) will not cause a significant decrease in the turnover
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TABLE 4.6 A COMPARISON OP THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL APPARENT LYSINE 
INCORPORATION DATA

Time
(min)

Apparent incorporation 
(nmole/mg prot.*)

Control L-dopa-treated (L-dona-treated)100 (%)
Control

Theo Experi Theo Experi Theo Ehcperl-
retical mental retical mental retical mental

7i 0.321 1 ) 0.364 0.241 1 ) 0.311 75% 1 ) 85%
2) 0.327 2) 0.324 2) 99%

15 0.681 1 ) 0.75 0.323 1 ) 0.31 47% 1) 41%
2) 0.662 2) 0.301 2) 45%

According to the models of lysine compartmentation outlined in Pigs. 4.4 
and 4.5 a- change in the specific activity of the large brain intracellular 
lysine pool, resulting from either an expansion of its size oar a reduc
tion in the rate of uptake of radioactivity into the brain, will have no 
significant effect on the rate at which radioactivity is incorporated 
into brain protein in L-dopa-treated rats, since, in the presence of 
L-dopa, lysine does not enter brain protein via the main intracellular 
pool. A change in the specific activity of the large intracellular 
pool will, however, affect the apparent incorporation (lapp) as defined 
by equation (I.I3). Thus protein synthesis may appear to be affected 
by L-dopa. This has been demonstrated using simulated data obtained 
from the model outlined in Pig. 4.4. Theoretical values of lapp were 
calculated using (I.I3), assuming that the specific activity of the 
brain soluble lysine pool in L-dopa-treated rats was 58% that of the 
control specific activity throughout the incorporation period (from 
Table 3.2.14). The experimental data are from Tables 3.2.9 - 3.2.12. 
*Calculations were performed using a figure of 113mg/g tissue for the 
protein content of mouse brain (LONG, 1961 page 641).
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rates calculated from incorporation data as the duration of the labell
ing period is increased up to 200 min.'

An important feature of the models of lysine compartmentation is the 
presence of a sequestered intracellular lysine pool in brain tissue. 
The experimental evidence for the existence of such a compartment is 
examined in the following section.

4.2 EVIDENCE FOR AN DTTRA.CELLTJLAR NONEXCEANGING LYSINE COMPARTMENT 
IN THE BRA.IN

The two models of precursor lysine compartmentation outlined in the 
previous section assume the presence of an intracellular lysine com
partment that does not exchange readily with the main intracellular 
pool. Some of the experimental evidence for the existence of seques
tered intracellular amino acid compartments is reviewed in Section 
1.3. Of particular interest is the observation that when rats or mice 
are infused with radioactive amino acids, the specific activity of 
the brain soluble amino acid pool remains significantly lower than 
that of the plasma throughout the infusion period (SETA at ad., 1973 7 
GARLICK and MARSHALL, 1972). Similarly, when brain slices are incuba
ted in a medium containing radioactive amino acids, the specific 
activity of the tissue pool remains lower than that of the medium 
(DUNLOP e^ al., 1974» NEIDLE et al., 1973). It is not known to what 
extent the presence of nonexchanging intracellular compartments is 
the cause of this intracellular dilution, since the continual release 
of cold amino acids from degraded protein is expected to make some 
contribution. A computer simulation study was carried out in an 
attempt to answer this question.

4.2.1  COMPUTER SIMULATION OF INFUSION EXPERIMENTS
SETA et al. (1973) performed a series of experiments in which they 
infused rats with L-[U-^^C]lysine in order to maintain plasma lysine 
at a constant specific activity for a period of hours. They found- 
that under these conditions the brain soluble lysine pool did not 
equilibrate with the plasma pool. For example, the specific activity
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of cerebral lysine was 77% a,nd 86% of the plasma specific activity 
at 5h and 6h, respectively. In order to determine whether this level 
of intracellular dilution might be accounted for by the release of 
[^^c]lysine from degraded protein, theoretical brain : plasma lysine 
specific activity ratios were determined using a model which assumes 
that the intracellular soluble pool is not compartmented. Simula
tion was performed according to the scheme outlined in Pig. 4.9 using 
a series of uptake rates that was expected to encompass the physiolo
gical range. A series of uptake rates was used because of the 
uncertainty of the published data on the rate at which lysine exchanges 
between the plasma and brain soluble pools (see Section 4.1.3). The 
simulated plasma and brain soluble lysine specific activity-time 
curves are shown in Pig. 4.10.

Before attempting to answer the question as to whether a sequestered 
lysine compartment is the cause of the observed intracellular dilution 
some points relating to the general behaviour of the system deserve 
attention. An examination of the simulated data indicates that the 
specific activity of the intracellular lysine pool increases relatively 
rapidly until it reaches a quasi-steady level which is less than that 
of the plasma (Pig. 4.IO). Once the system has attained this tracer 
quasi-steady state, the brain ; plasma specific activity ratio increases 
only very slowly as the specific activity of the protein-bound lysine 
pool increases. It is shown in Table 4.7 that the ratio given by

is a good approximation to this quasi-equilibrium brain : plasma 
specific activity ratio. This indicates that if the intracellular 
soluble pool is homogeneous, the specific activity ratio is directly 
determined by the rate at which the intracellular pool is supplied 
with amino acid from the plasma relative to the rate at which the 
amino acid is released from protein. In the absence of intracellular 
compartmentation, equation (4.IO) is expected to apply to any essential 
amino acid providing the incorporation period is not of a sufficient
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FIG. 4 .9 A SCHEME FOR THE SH41JLATI0H OF L-[U-^'^0]LYSD1E IHFIJSION 
EXPERH'IEHTS

Brain
soluble
lysine
pool

0.256

Brain
protein

61.00

Constant
specific
activity
pool
100.0

In order to simulate a constant plasma specific activity, compartment 
(1 ) is large compared with (2), Flow rates and pool sizes, which are 
expressed in terms of umole/min/lOOg body weight and umole/lOOg body 
weight, respectively, were calculated from the following data. Rat 
brain soluble lysine content, 21 umole/lOOg tissue (Table 14-1 of 
MAKER e;k al., .197^); rat brain weight, 1.22g/l00g body weight (page 
639 of LONG, 1961); lysine content of rat brain protein, 50 umole/g 
tissue (Table 17 of LAJTHA and TOTH, 1974)4 rate of lysine incorpora
tion into adult rat brain protein, 0,62P/o/h (BUNLOP et al., 19753').
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PIG. 4.10 SIMIJLAIED SPECIPIC ACTP/ITY-TIME CURVES FOR THE BRABT BID 
PLASTY SOLUBLE LYSINE POOLS-BT THE BUUSEB RAT

F^ 2 ®/’̂i^ )

a 0.200 0.7813
b 0.100 0.3906
c 0.050 0.1953
d 0.020 0.0781
e 0.010 0.0391

J
10 20 30 40 50 60

Time(nnin)

Sinnilation was performed according to the model outlined in Fig. 4-9• 
The rate of lysine uptake into the train (P^^) varied in the 
range 0.01 to 0.20 umole/min/lOOg tody wt as indicated. The frac
tional rate of uptake (U^^) defined hy equation (4*11 ) in the main 
text. The specific activity of the plasma lysine pool is indicated 
hy the broken line.
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TABLE 4 .7 THEORETICAL BRABT : PLASMA LYSBIE SPECIPIC ACTBMCTY RATIOS

Rate of uptake
( ^ 2)(umole/min )

^Fractional rate 
of uptake (ÏÏ12) 
(min“  ̂)

Brain : plasma 
specific activity 
ratio at 3b.

***
^12
P12 + P32

0.01 3.91 z 10’^ 0.62 0.61

0.02 7.81 X 10“^ 0.76 0.76

0.05 0.195 0.89 0.89
0.10 0.391 0.94 0.94
0.20 0.781 0.97 0.97

Computer simulation of L-[^^C] lysine infusion experiments was carried 
cut according to the model outlined in Pig. 4.9 using a range of uptake 
rates.

* The fractional rate of uptake iŝ  defined by

(4.11a)

** SETA _et _al. (1973) observed a lysine specific activity ratio of 
0.77 at 3h.

***P^2 = 6.303 X 10“  ̂umole/min; = 0.256 umole (from Pig. 4.9).
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duration for the specific activity of the amino acid released from 
degraded protein to become significant.* In the case of nonessential 
amino acids the intracellular pool will be further diluted as a result 
of ^  novo amino acid synthesis.

To return to the question concerning the contribution that [^^c]lysine 
released from degraded protein might be expected to make towards the 
dilution of the intracellular soluble pool in brain, simulation of 
infusion experiments was performed using lysine uptake rates in the 
range 0.01 to 0.20 umole/min (NB. All data are expressed relative to 
lOOg body wt, which is equivalent to 1.22g of brain tissue, see 
Fig. 4-9) in order to find a rate of uptake that yields theoretical 
data consistent with the experimental observation that the specific 
activity of the brain soluble pool was "close to the 6h value at 
30min" (SETA et al., 1973). According to this criterion an uptake 
rate of about 0.02 umole/min mi^t be selected as being physiological 
(Fig. 4-10)) in which case the release of lysine throu^ protein 
degradation accounts for the observed intracellular dilution (Fig.
4.10 and Table 4.7).

TOTH and LAJTHA (1977 ) measured rates of lysine uptake into mouse brain, 
and it is shown in Table 4.3 that their uptake rates are expected to 
be reasonable estimates of the true rate. In order to make use of 
their data it is convenient to define a new variable, the fractional 
rate of uptake (Û ^̂  ),

IT,. = E./Q. . (4.11)

According to the data given in Table 1 of TOTH and LAJTHA (1977) > 
the fractional rate of lysine uptake from plasma into brain is in the

*If the protein compartment is heterogeneous, the specific activity of 
the amino acid released into the soluble pool through proteolysis could 
become significant while the average specific activity of the protein- 
bound amino acid compartment remains insignificant (see Section 1.2). 
Heterogeneity of brain protein turnover rates of the magnitude reported 
by LAJTHA ejk al. (1976) increases the lysine specific activity ratios 
given in Table 4.7 to 0.66 with F^^ = 0.01 aJid O.98 with F^^ = 0.20.
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range 2«4zlO to 3*4zlO min  ̂which is in reasonable agreement
•■2 -«Iwith the figure of 4.1x10" min" obtained from the computer simula

tion of the experiments of LAJTHA et (1957) (see Fig.4.2), but 
somewhat less than the empirically determined figure of 7.8x10" 
min ^ (equivalent to F = 2x10  ̂umole/min) obtained on the basis of 
the above criterion. It can be seen from Table 4.7» Fig. 4.10 or 
equation (4.10) that with a fractional rate of uptake of about 
4x10 min , the theoretical lysine specific activity ratio is 
about 60^, which again is somewhat lower than the experimentally 
observed A specific activity ratio of 80% is expected with
a fractional uptake rate of about O.lmin" (equivalent to P = 2.52x10" 
umole/min). Clearly, without precise data for the rate of lysine 
exchange between plasma and brain it is not possible to obtain an 
accurate figure for the specific activity ratio. Although the results 
indicate that the release of [^^C]lysine from degraded protein makes 
a major contribution to the dilution of the intracellular lysine pool, 
it is neither possible to confirm nor rule out the existence of a 
sequestered intracellular lysine compartment in the m  vivo brain.

4.2.2 COMPUTER SIMULATION OF BRABT SLICE EXPERIMENTS
BUNLOP et al. (1974) measured rates of L-[U-^^C]lysine uptake into rat 
brain slices and its subsequent incorporation into protein. They also 
measured absolute rates of incorporation using flooding concentrations 
(imM) of L-[^^c]lysine. The results of their trace experiments are 
shown in Fig, 4.11» together with the computer simulated data obtained 
using the model shown in Fig. 4.12. Also included in Fig. 4.11 is the 
protein specific activity curve that is generated by a model in which 
protein-bound lysine is derived directly from the incubation medium.* 
The similarity between the experimental protein specific activity data 
and the theoretical data generated by the model in which protein-bound

*It has been reported that protein-bound amino acids in the isolated 
rat extensor digitorum longus muscle and in fragments of rat pancreas 
are derived directly from the medium rather than from the intracellular 
pool (HTDER ^  al., 1969» 1971» VAN VENROOIJ et al., 1972; see Section
1 .3  for further details). .
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FIG. 4,11 THEORETICAL AEL EXPERIMENTAL LATA FOR TEE UPTAKE OF
L_[n-14c]LYSmE INTO RAT BRACT SLICES ANL ITS SUBSEQUEITT 
CICORPORATION CITO PROTECT
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Fig. 4.11 Continued (2)

The experimental data are from Figs. 2 and 3 of DUNLOP et al. (1974). 
Computer simulation was carried out using the models outlined in 
Figs. 4.12 and 4.15. The unknown flow rates and the scaler multi- 
plyer (see Appendix B) were adjusted to obtain a least-squares fit
of the experimental data. # , experimental data; ----, theoretical
data. The upper theoretical protein specific activity curve is 
that given by Model A (Fig. 4.12) and the lower protein specific
activity curve that generated by Model B (Fig. 4.13);-------> the
protein specific activity curve generated by a model in which lysine 
present in the medium is incorporated directly into protein at a 
rate of 1.441 x lO”  ̂umole/min.
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PIG. 4.12 MODELA. A BASIC MODEL FOR THE SMLATION OF EAT BEADT 
SLICE EXPERIMENTS

Protein

1.000

Intra
cellular
pool

1.149%1CT0.200

HTNLOP al. (l974) measured rates of lysine incorporation into 
protein in rat "brain slices. ^Jhe slices were incu"bated in 2ml of 
medium containing O.lmM L-[U- “̂ C]lysine. Simulation was performed 
assuming a tissue concentration of lOmg per ml of incu"bation medium.
Flow rates (umole/min) and pool sizes (umole) were calculated using 
the following literature data on the rat. Tissue-medium concentration 
gradient, 7.18 (Table IX of EANDEEA et al., 1968, taking an average 
of the data given for the right and left hemispheres and mid"brain); .. 
pro te in-hound lysine content of rat brain, $0 umole/g tissue (Table 
17 of LAJTHA and TCTH, 1974); water content of rat brain slices, BCP/o 
(Table 7 of LE7I ejfc ad., 1967); protein content of rat brain, 110 mg/g 
tissue (page 64I of LONG, I96I); rate of lysine incorporation into rat 
brain slice protein, 0.393 nmole/mg prot./h (Table 5 of DUNLOP et al., 
1974, measured at a ImM lysine concentration. ). Flow rates F%2 = ^21 
were adjusted to obtain a least-sq[uares fit of the intracellular 
soluble lysine specific activity data given in Fig. 3 of DUNLOP e_t al. 
(1974). Steady state approximation. The above model assumes that the 
rate of lysine incorporation into protein is equal to the rate of release 
through proteolysis. NE IDLE et (1975) report that the rate of amino
acid release from protein in mouse brain slices is about 0.3-0.7%/h 
which is approximately 3-7 times faster than the rate of incorporation. 
This imbalance would not result in a significant expansion of the 
soluble lysine pools in the present case. (0.7%/h is equivalent to 
a release of 7nmole/h compared with a total soluble lysine pool size 
at zero-time of 211 nmole •) Thus the failure to take the imbalance 
into account does not significantly affect the results. (An 'open* 
model in which the rate of protein degradation is about times the 
rate of synthesis, ie., about 0.3%/h, yields tissue: medium specific 
activity ratios that differ from those given by the above model by 
less than 2%. )
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lysine is derived from the intracellular pool indicates that in the 
time interval during which there is a rapid increase in tissue radio
activity, (ie., 0 to 15min) the specific activity of the precursor 
lysine compartment closely follows that of the total intracellular 
pool. However, according to the model, the medium and intracellular 
pools should rapidly equilibrate to attain a tracer quasi-steady 
state in which the tissue : medium specific activity ratio is greater 
than 99%9 whereas a ratio of about 63% was observed experimentally 
(Fig. 4 of DUNLOP et al., 1974)* This discrepancy may be explained if 
the presence of a nonexchanging intracellular compartment amounting 
to about 35% of intracellular lysine is assumed. In order to account 
for the experimental incorporation data it is then necessary to post
ulate that at a low medium lysine concentration (O.lmM), 60% of lysine 
incorporated into protein is derived from the exchanging intracellular 
compartment and the remainder from the nonexchanging pool (this modi
fied model is outlined in Fig. 4.15). The modified model also assumes 
that when the medium lysine concentration (and therefore the intra
cellular concentration) is high, either lysine enters protein only 
from the exchanging intracellular compartment, or radioactive lysine 
is forced into the nonexchanging pool so that the specific activity of 
all compartments is the same. The theoretical protein specific activity 
curve predicted by the modified model (Fig. 4.15)> given a O.lmM lysine 
concentration in the medium, is included in Fig. 4.11.

NEIDLE ejb al. (1975) pointed out that if brain slices are incubated 
in a medium containing elevated levels of amino acids, there will be 
a net uptake of these amino acids into the tissue and that this will 
tend to obscure the presence of nonexchanging pools. For this reason 
they carried out a series of experiments in which medium and tissue 
amino acid specific activities were measured after incubating mouse 
brain slices in the presence of trace quantities of radioactive amino 
acids. At two hours the tissue ; medium specific activity ratios 
for threonine, valine, leucine and tyrosine were in the range 80?̂  
to 94%, while the ratio for lysine was only 59%. The authors suggested 
that sequestered amino acid compartments were the cause of the observed
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FIG. 4.13 MODEL 3. A SUBCELLULAR MODEL OF LYSINE COMPAETMSNTATION 
IN THE SLICED RAT BRAIN
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The model shown in Fig. 4.12 was modified to account for the experi
mental observation that the quasi-equilibrium tissue; medium lysine 
specific activity ratio was about 0.65 (Fig. 4 of DUNLOP et al., 
1974). Flow rates F^^ = ^21 ^23 ” ^42 ^^43 “ 4.441 x 10  ̂- F^^)
were adjusted to obtain a least-squares fit of the protein and intra
cellular soluble lysine specific activity data given in Figs. 2 and 
3 of DUNLOP e^ al. (l974) (see the example program given in Appendix 
B). Other parameters are as in Fig. 4.12. The flow rates' are given 
in terms of umole/min and the pool sizes in umole.
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intracellular dilution. They calculated that the lysine sequestered 
pool accounted for O.O78 umole/g tissue at 120min (see Table VII of 
NEIDLE ejb al., 1975) compared with a total tissue content of 0.19 
umole/g, but this calculation assumes that the release of [^^cjlysine 
from degraded protein did not contribute to the intracellular dilution. 
This assumption may not be valid when applied to experiments in which 
incubations are carried out using only trace quantities of amino acids. 
In order to test the validity of this assumption, a computer simulation 
of the trace experiments of NEIDLE e;t (l975) was performed using 
the model outlined in Pig. 4*14* The results indicate that the release 
of cold lysine from degraded protein probably causes a measurable 
but small dilution of the intracellular pool since, according to the 
model, a tissue ; medium specific activity ratio of about 95% is 
expected in the absence of a nonexchanging intracellular lysine com
partment. Consequently, although the sequestered lysine pool size 
given in Table VTI of NEIDLE e^ al. (1975) is probably an overestimate 
of the true size, the discrepancy is not expected to be large. However, 
in order to obtain a figure for the size of the sequestered lysine pool 
which is not based upon a neglect of the effect of proteolysis, the 
simple model outlined in Pig^4*14 was modified by the addition of a 
nonexchanging compartment (Pig. 4*15) the size of which was adjusted 
in order to obtain a quasi-equilibrium specific activity ratio of 58 - 
59%. This requirement was met when the size of the nonexchanging 
compartment was about 56% of total intracellular lysine, that is 
about 0.069 umole/g tissue at 2h. This is somewhat smaller than the 
figure of 0.2 umole/g obtained from the previous simulation (see Pig. 
4.15). In both cases, however, the sequestered pool accounts for 
35-56% of total intracellular lysine, which suggests that the size of 
the sequestered pool may be determined by the lysine concentration of 
the exchanging compartment. This is consistent with the data given 
in Tables I and VII of NEIDLE ejk al. (1975) according to which the 19% 
increase in tissue soluble lysine levels that occurred during the second 
hour of incubation was accompanied by a 26% increase in the apparent 
sequestered lysine pool size. Other essential amino acids did not 
exhibit this behaviour.
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FIG. 4.14 A BASIC MODEL FOR THE SIMULATION OF MOUSE BRAIN SLICE
EXPERIMENTS

1
Medium

1 ) 4 .6 o1x 10"2 
2 )3 .925x10 -2 2

Intracellu 9 . 667x10 -4  ^ 3
Protein

1)0 ,750
2)0 .590

lar pool 58.00

'1)4.854x10-2  
2 )4.113x10-2

1 )0.190
2)0.160

\
2.900x10-3

1 .933x10-3

1.933x10-3

1) Input data Based on the 120 min 
pool sizes

2) Input data Based on the 60 min 
pool sizes

NEIDLE e^ al. (1975) oBsenved that when mouse Brain slices were incu- 
Bated for 2h in a medium containing trace quantities of amino acids, 
the total soluble amino acid content of the system increased, with 
time. This was attributed to an imbalance Between the rate at which 
amino acids were incorporated into protein and their rate, of release 
through proteolysis. They also found that the rate of amino acid 
release from protein was not constant, But'was greater during the 
first hour of incubation than during the second hour. A computer 
simulation study of lysine compartmentation in mouse Brain slices 
was performed using an open steady-state model to approximate to 
the nonsteady-state closed experimental system. The rate of lysine 
flow through the system (Fq3 = F^o) was set equal to the difference 
Between the rate of lysine incorporation into protein and its rate 
of release through proteolysis. Simulation was performed only for the 
second hour of incubation, since the net release of lysine from pro
tein and the consequent rate of expansion of the soluble 'lysine pool 
was slower during the second hour. Thus it was assumed that radio
activity was introduced at 60min and not at zero time. For a given 
rate of proteolysis, the quasi-equilibrium tissue : medium specific 
activity ratio is expected to Be the same regardless of the time at 
which the tracer is introduced. Simulation for the second hour of 
incubation was performed using Both the 60min and 120min pool sizes.
Input data were calculated per gramme of tissue on the Basis of the 
following. Lysine content of mouse Brain protein, 58 umole/g tissue 
(Table III of NEIDLE et , 1975)» soluble lysine content of the
medium, 0.59 umole/g tissue at Ih and 0.75 umole/g tissue at 2h 
(Table I, ibid.); soluble lysine content of the tissue, 0.16 umole/g 
tissue at Ih and 0.19 umole/g tissue at 2h (Table I, ibid.); rate of 
lysine incorporation into protein, 0,1%/h (9*667xlO“4 umole/min/g 
tissue) (ibid.); rate of lysine release from protein, 0.3/Vh (2.9x10 
umole/min/g tissue) (ibid.). The steady state fixes =F^q=F^^-F^^.
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Pig, 4*14 Continued.
The rate of lysine uptake into the tissue was calculated assuming that 
the fractional rate of lysine uptake was the same as in rat brain 
slices (Ui2 = 0.2453 min"^, see Fig. 4.12).
The theoretical quasi-equilibrium tissue: medium specific activity 
ratios obtained using the two sets of pool size data were l) 95.3% 
for the 120min data and 2) 94.5% for the 60min data.
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PIG. 4.15 A SUBCELLULAR MODEL OF LYSI2IS COI^IPABTTOTTATION IN TSS 
SLICED MOUSE BRAIN

1
Msdium
1 )0.750
2)0.590

1)2.980x10-2
2)2.522x10-2 ^

1)3.173x10-2
2 ) 2 . 715x 10-2

Exchanging 
intracellu
lar pool
1 )0.1215
2)0.1028

1.933x10-5
2.900x10-3

4
Non- 

exchanging 
intracellu
lar pool

1)6.85x10-2
2)5.72x10-2

1 ) Input data based on the 
120min pool sizes

2) Input data based on the 
60min pool sizes

9 .667x10-4

Protein
2.900x10-3 58.00

The model shown in Pig. 4.14 was modified by the introduction of a 
nonexchanging intracellular lysine pool, the size of which was adjusted 
empirically to obtain a quasi-equilibrium tissue: medium lysine specific 
activity ratio of 58-59/̂ . Plow rates F^^ ^nd Fp̂  = F^^ + 1.933x10  ̂
were calculated on the basis of a fractional uptake rate of 0.2453 min ^ 
(from Fig. 4.12). Other parameters are as in Fig. 4.14.
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It is important to emphasise that "because the simulation of mouse 
brain slice experiments was performed using a steady—state approxima
tion to the nonsteady-state experimental system (see Figs. 4.14 and 
4.15) the results must be regarded as approximate. The specific 
activity ratios obtained from the computer simulated data are, however, 
in agreement with those calculated using an equation of the form of 
(4.10) (data not given here). This indicates that, in the absence 
of nonexchanging compartments, the tissue : medium specific activity 
ratio is determined primarily by the relative rates at which lysine is 
supplied from the medium and from degraded protein, respectively.
(This matter has been discussed in Section 4.2.1 in relation to the 
results of the in vivo infusion experiments, see Table 4 . 7 ) .  If this 
is the case, then other parameters used in the simulation will be of 
secondary importance, and so, the slow time-dependent expansion of the 
soluble pools will not significantly affect the results. It follows, 
however, that the computed specific activity ratios will be sensitive 
to error in the amino acid uptake rates. The present computations 
were performed using uptake rates based on measurements made in separate 
experiments and using rat brain slices. Clearly, a simulation based 
on specific activity ratios and uptake rates determined in the same 
experiment would be more reliable.

4.2 .5 CONCLTTDING REMARKS ON TEE SIMULATION STUDY OF BRAIN SLICE AND 
ISOTOPIC LYSINE INFUSION EXPERIMENTS

In this section an attempt has been made to answer some questions 
concerning the compartmentation of lysine for protein synthesis in the 
brain. Some of these questions have been debated in the literature 
but^ despite speculation, no reliable answers have been provided. These 
answers may be obtained only through some kind of kinetic analysis, 
and the work presented here represents a preliminary attempt at such 
an analysis. It has been emphasised that in some instances the 
mathematical treatment is far from refined, and the limitations of 
each model have been discussed. Although a more sophisticated treat
ment could have been employed it was felt that this was not justified.
To take an example, in the simulation of the brain slice experiments
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of Neidle and co-workers, a steady-state model is applied to a 
nonsteady-state system. If a more refined approach was sought two 
alternatives might he considered. Firstly, some nonsteady-state model 
might be employed, but this would necessitate making further approxi
mations, since insufficient data are available to accurately define 
the time-dependent variables. Alternatively, the experiment could be 
repeated using conditions such that the steady-state model is applic
able. Similarly, the simulation of the infusion experiments could be 
improved if additional experimental data were available. Accepting 
this to be the case, the work presented in this section represents 
an attempt to obtain preliminary answers using the available experi
mental data. It has been shown that the results obtained from brain 
slice experiments support the hypothesis that a nonexchanging intra
cellular lysine compartment is present in brain tissue. In contrast, 
the magnitude of the intracellular dilution observed by SETA e^ al. 
(1973) in the .brain of the infused rat can be accounted for by a 
model that assumes the presence of only a single, exchanging intra
cellular lysine compartment. It should be noted that while the experi
mental confirmation of the presence of a nonexchanging intracellular 
lysine compartment in the intact brain would support the models of 
precursor lysine compartmentation outlined in Section 4.1, the 
models were formulated without specifying the size of the nonexchanging 
pool. The failure to obtain unequivocal evidence for its existence 
in vivo may merely indicate that the sequestered pool accounts for a 
small percentage of total intracellular lysine. One explanation for 
the apparent discrepancy between the results of the in vivo infusion 
experiments and the data obtained using brain slices is that the non
exchanging compartment does account for only a small percentage of 
total intracellular lysine ^  vivo, but that this compartment becomes 
grossly distorted in size when the tissue is sliced and incubated. 
Compatible with this hypothesis is the observation that mechanisms 
involved in the regulation of amino acid transport in the intact 
central nervous system are impaired in sliced tissue (NEIDLE et al.,
1973).
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4.3 AN ASSBSSmiT OF TSS METHODS USED FOR ES TESTING COMPARATIVE 
RATES OF PROTEIN SYNTHESIS

In Section 1.2 a brief review is made of some of the methods most 
frequently used in the measurement of rates of in vivo protein synthesis. 
Although techniques have been devised for obtaining reliable estimates 
of absolute rates of amino acid incorporât ion into protein the proce
dures are relatively time consuming and in many studies absolute rates 
are not determined. Instead some parameter that may be used as an 
index of the absolute incorporation rate is measured. In the present 
study two parameters have been used, the relative incorporation and 
the apparent incorporation. Various properties of these two para
meters are examined in this section making use of simulated lysine 
incorporation data generated using the homogeneous precursor lysine 
model outlined in Fig. 4.2. Although specific reference is made 
to the incorporation of lysine into brain protein, many of the 
following comments apply to any amino acid and any tissue.

The relative inc oruorat ion
The relative incorporation of an amino acid is defined by

IreiCl^^^) = Rj (t=a)/Rj^(t=a) (1.14)

where R^ and R^ are the TCA-insoluble radioactivity and the TCA- 
soluble radioactivity, respectively, both measured at the end of the 
incorporation period (i.e., when t=a). The following examination of 
the properties of I^^^ indicates why misleading results may be obtained 
when this parameter is used as an index of absolute rates of amino acid 
incorporation.

It is shown in Section 3.2.2.3 that I^^ is a reliable index of the 
absolute rate of amino acid incorporation only if within the group 
of m experimental animals

S^^(t=a) = C(t=a) R ..|̂(t—a) k —1,2,...,m (3.2.6)
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where is the time-average precursor specific activity for a
given incorporation period and k denotes the kth animal of the group. 
(For the sake of clarity the subscript k is dropped from the equations 
which follow.) In the model outlined in Fig. 4.2 the precursor pool 
for brain protein synthesis is the main intracellular pool, ie., 
compartment 4 . Now since

^4 ^^^) ~ (l/^^s,)J E^dt (4.12)

(compare with equation 1.8) and
n

= ^  (3.130)
j

it follows that

=1

n a
(l/Q ^a) ( g  I 

C(t=a) = -----      (4.13)

Èi-=1
Substitution of (4.1 3 )  into (3.2.8.) yields

n -a( E  L.=1 (4.14)

i=l

where F^^ is the rate at which the amino acid is incorporated into 
brain protein.

Two points emerge from an examination of equation (4 .1 4 ) .  Firstly,
it is evident that regardless of whether or not the absolute rate of
incorporation is time independent, no simple relationship can be expected
between the numerical value of I , obtained at different times afterrei
the administration of the tracer and that the relative incorporation 
rate defined by
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®rel = Eel/^

will be time dependent.* For this reason, although 1^^^ (or 
may be a useful index of comparative rates of protein synthesis in a 
given tissue within well matched groups of animals, if measurements 
are made at intervals of time it is not meaningful to present the 
data as 1^^^ versus time plots. The same argument applies to incor
poration data expressed as a percentage of total tissue radioactivity, 
although plots of 100(TCA-insoluble radioactivity/total homogenate 
radioactivity) versus time are not infrequently seen in the literature.

*In one experiment in which TCA-insoluble and TCA-soluble radioactivity 
measurements were made 15» 30 and 4-5oiiu. after the subcutaneous admin
istration of L-[G-3n]valine the relative incorporation rate was found 
to increase throughout the 45niin incorporation period (Table 5.1.3).
The same time-dependent increase is observed in the relative incor
poration rate calculated from the theoretical data generated by the 
model outlined in Fig. 4.2. This phenomenon may be explained as' 
follows. From equations (3. 1 . 1  ), (4.14), (4.12) and ( B . 1 3 c ) it can 
be shown that

F.c-S
• (4.15)

(This equation can also be derived from (l.9), (l.l4) &ud ( 3 . 1 . 1 ) . )
An examination of the theoretical data £iven in Table 4.8 reveals that 
in the time interval duri^ which both and R^ increase with time, 
the rate of increase of_S^ is greater thii that of R4 and hence R^gp 
increases. After both 84 and E4 have reached their maxima and start 
to decline, R4 decreases with the greater rapidity and hence R-rel 
continues to increase. It is clear that although TCA-soluble radio
activity may be a reliable index of the time-average precursor specific 
activity in a situation in which the duration of the inco^oration 
period is kept constant R4 cannot be used as an index of S4 if TCA- 
insoluble radioactivity measurements are made at intervals of time.
This assertion does, of course, follow directly from equations (3.2.6)
and (4.13).
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The second point which must he made concerning equation (4.14) is that 
the eigenvalues % j, j = l,2,...,n and_the eigenvector components

, j = l,2,...,n are sensitive to changes in any part of the system. 
Consequently, 1^^^ will he affected hy altered amino acid transport 
rates and pool sizes, even at some remote site, and must not therefore 
he treated as a linear function of the amino acid incorporation rate 
(F^^) unless it is known that other parameters do not change signi
ficantly. In fact, a change in F^^ will itself he accompanied hy a 
change in the above eigenvalues and eigenvector components although 
the effect is not expected to be significant. I^^^ will be particularly 
sensitive to changes in the size of the soluble amino acid pool in the 
tissue in question and the rate of tracer uptake into that pool.
This may be demonstrated by computer simulation. To this end the 
model outlined in Fig. 4.2 was used to simulate the effect of (a) a 5C/6 
decrease in the rate of lysine uptake into the brain and (b) a 100% 
expansion of the brain soluble lysine pool. In both cases the rate of 
lysine incorporation into brain protein was kept constant. Theoretical 
lysine relative incorporation data calculated from the simulated TCA.- 
insoluble and TCA-soluble radioactivity data are given in Table 4.3.
The 100̂  ̂expansion in the size of the brain soluble lysine pool is 
accompanied by a decrease in the time-average specific activity of 
this pool but, because this is not reflected by a corresponding decrease 
in R.^(t=a), the expansion causes a decrease in I^^ (relative to the 
control level), the magnitude of which increases as the incorporation 
time increases. A considerable error would therefore result from the 
use of this parameter as an index of the absolute lysine incorporation 
rate, the error becoming greater as the duration of the incorporation 
period increases. A 5CÇ6 decrease in the rate of lysine uptake into 
the brain is accompanied by a decrease in the time-average specific 
activity of the brain soluble lysine pool that is of a similar magnitude 
to that resulting from a 100% expansion in its size. In this case, 
however, the reduced time-average specific activity is partially reflec
ted by a reduction in E^(t=a) and consequently ^ better index
of the absolute incorporation rate.
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Table 4.8 Continued..... (4 )

The following parameters were calculated using the theoretical data 
given by the homogeneous precursor lysine model outlined in Fig. 4.2 
(intravenous injection). 1) The relative incorporation as defined by 
equation (I.I4 )» 2) the apparent incorporation as defined by (I.13),
3) the time-average precursor specific activity (S^) which was calcula
ted using

S = (l/Q^a) I E^(t)dt (4.19a)

= (l/Q^a) (4.19b)
!='

and 4 ) the absolute incorporation (E-/S^). A) Control data. 3) The 
perturbation caused by a 5Cy6 reduction in the rate of lysine uptake into 
the brain soluble pool. C) The perturbation caused by a 100% increase 
in brain soluble lysine. The figures given in parenthesis in (B) and 
(c) are the relative and apparent incorporation data expressed as a 
percentage of the corresponding control data.
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RICHARDSON and ROSE (1971) have stated that a partial correction for 
variations in the precursor pool size is expected if the incorporation 
of radioactivity is expressed in terms of the relative specific 
activity (RSA) defined as the TCA-insoluble radioactivity divided by 
the total homogenate radioactivity. An inspection of the figures given 
in Table 4«8 reveals that this assertion may be unfounded since, accord
ing to thffie simulated data, RSA is no better than TCA-insoluble radio
activity as an index of protein synthetic activity in a situation in 
which the size of the soluble amino acid pool in the tissue in question 
is the only variable. Inter-animal variation in tracer uptake rates is, 
however, partially accounted for by expressing the incorporation data in 
terms of RSA.

The apparent incorporation

The apparent ' incorporation is defined by

^ a p p ^ ^  ~ Rj (t=a)/S^(t=a) (I.I3)

where Rj and S^ are the TCA-insoluble radioactivity and the specific
activity of the TCA-soluble pool in the tissue in question, both
measured at the end of the incorporation period. Theoretical brain
lysine incorporation data generated by the model given in Fig. 4«2 are
used below to demonstrate some of the properties of I and so it isapp
again convenient to make the substitution i=4 and j=5. It follows 
from equations (B.13c) and (I.8) that the proportionality factor of 
(3.2.12) is given by

n

( E  lo ) (4.16)
i=1

b(t=a) = (Va)

1 =  1
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Since from (3.2.14)

âpp = ̂ 45’'̂ (4.17)
it follows that

n r3

% ( y  J I ^ 4j ® " ^ 2h t )  (4.18a)
1='

app

1=1

= ^rel'^^4’ (4.18b)

Equation (4.18h) may, of course, he derived directly from (I.1 3)
and (1.14). Equation (4.18a) serves to remind us, however, that,
as with I - I (t=a) can only he treated as a linear function of rel, app'
the absolute incorporation rate if all other parameters are constant,
and that regardless of whether or not F.r. is time independent, I45 app
is not a linear function of time. Secondly, it follows from (4.18b)
(or from (4.14) and (4.18a)) that only if the size of the soluble amino
acid pool in the tissue in question is variable is I better than  ̂ ^ app

as an index of the absolute incorporation rate, assuming, of course,
that the soluble pool is not contaminated with radioactive amino acid
metabolites. This point may again be demonstrated using computer
simulated data. Thus it can be seen from the theoretical results given
in Table 4 .8 that althou^ an expansion in the size of the soluble
amino acid pool causes a time-dependent decrease in I this parameter3-PP ,
is better than I , as an index of the absolute rate of amino acid rel
incorporation. In contrast, the percentage decrease in caused
by a decrease in the rate at which the tracer enters the soluble pool 
is the same as the resulting percentage decrease in

To summarise, I and I are reliable indices of the absolute ' rel app
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incorporation rate only if all parameters excepting the incorporation 
rate itself, are constant. The use of these parameters in situations 
in which this requirement is not met may lead to considerable error.



NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

COUDS ON and HART (1977) have outlined a procedure by which amino acid 
turnover and incorporation rates may be evaluated through a graphical 
analysis of the data obtained from tracer experiments. The method, 
which requires that the appearance of radioactivity in protein and the 
loss of radioactive amino acid from the tissue soluble pool is moni
tored following tracer administration, was applied to the analysis 
of the data obtained from a series of experiments in which rats were 
injected intraventricularly with a number of radioactive amino acids, 
including lysine. A half-life for the brain soluble lysine pool of 
I6-I9 min was obtained.

A direct comparison of the above result with the t±_ data given in
2

Section 4.1.3 is not meaningful because the half-lives calculated using
equations of the form of (4.2) depend upon which routes of outflow
are considered in the calculation. (The uptake of amino acid into the
protein-bound pool is often neglected.) In contrast, the graphical
method is expected to yield an "absolute" value for ti. A comparison2
of the results obtained in different studies may, however, be made by 
calculating the fractional uptake rates (see equation (4.II)).

It is easily shown from equation (l) of COULSON and HART (1977) that

ti = In 2 /k (4.20) ,

where

K = (^+1 + (4.21)

and E  ̂ K and K are the rate constants for amino acid flow out +1, +x +p
of the brain, metabolism and incorporation into protein, respectively. 
Lysine is degraded at a relatively slow rate in the brain (CHANG, 197&) 
and hence K may be neglected. Equation (4.2l) may then be rewritten 
in accordance with the scheme outlined in Pig.4.2 and equation (B.2).



Thus

K = (^41 + ^45)/®4 • (4.22)

It therefore follows that

Vl = ̂ 4̂ - ' (4.23)

According to equation (4.23) and the data given in Table 1 of COULSON 
and HART (l977)> lysine is transported out of the brain at a rate of 
5.4 - 6.8 nmole/min/g tissue. Given a steady state this must equal 
the rate of lysine uptake and compares with the simulated uptake rate 
of 8.3 nmole/min/g tissue. Substitution into equation (4.II) yields 
the following fractional uptake rates; 4.1 x 10 min , based on
the simulated uptake rate; 2.6 x lO”  ̂- 3.3 z 10"^ min"^, based on the 
data of COULSON and HART (l977); 2.4 % 10“  ̂- 3.4 x 10"^ min“^, from 
the data given in Table 1 of TOTH and LAJTHA (1977 ).

Substitution into (4.22) of the lysine data given in Fig. 4.2 yields 
a theoretical value for K of 7.36 x 10 min" which, on substitution 
into (4.20), gives a theoretical half-life of 9.4niin. The experimen
tally determined values of and are 3.6 x 10"^ -

—2 —1 ^4 .3  X 10" min" and 16-19 min, respectively. The discrepancy between
the theoretical and experimental data arises from the difference between 
the lysine incorporation rate used in the simulation and that observed 
by Coulson and Hart. The simulation was performed using an incor
poration rate of 6.6 nmole/min/g tissue (equivalent to a replacement 
rate of 0.685 %/h, which is taken from Table 4 of DUNLOP ̂  , 1975a)
while according to the above researchers lysine is incorporated into 
protein at a rate of 2.2 nmole/min/g tissue (equivalent to a replace
ment rate of 0.26 %/h, assuming the lysine content of rat brain protein 
to be 50 umole/g tissue (Table IV of LAJTHA .and—TOTH, 1974)).
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5 DISCUSSION

5.1 THE MEASUREMENT OF RATES OF CEREBRAL PROTEIN SYNTHESIS
The purpose of the present study was to determine whether L-dopa has 
an effect on the protein synthetic activity of the brain, as indicated 
by the tissue’s capacity for incorporating radioactive amino acids into 
TCA-insoluble material. Despite the apparent simplicity of the problem, 
the measurement of rates of brain protein synthesis with amino acid 
tracers is fraught with difficulties some of which are discussed in 
Section 1.2. Absolute rates may be calculated only if the precursor 
amino acid specific activity is known throughout the incorporation 
period, and since little is known concerning the compartmentation of 
amino acids for protein synthesis in brain, rates calculated from 
radioactive incorporation data must always be intrinsically uncertain. 
This problem is accentuated as a result of the structural heterogeneity 
of the brain. Thus amino acids may be compartmented at the subcellular 
level, the cellular level and the regional level. In order to simplify 
matters, methods have been devised for maintaining the specific 
activity of soluble amino' acid pools at a constant level over prolonged 
periods of time. This may be achieved either by the continuous infusion 
of radioactive amino acids (GARLICK and MARSHALL, 1972; SETA et al., 
1973) or through the injection of a quantity of the labelled precursor 
sufficient to swamp the endogenous pools (GAITONDE and RICHTER, 1956; 
DUNLOP et al., 1975&). It is still necessary to assume, however, that 
all amino acid pools equilibrate with sufficient rapidity that the 
specific activity of the precursor amino acid pool and the average 
soluble amino acid specific activity are the same. This may not always 
be the case. For example, it is shown in Section 4.2 that during the 
continuous infusion of radioactive lysine, the release of cold lysine 
from degraded protein probably causes a significant dilution of the 
intracellular pool. Consequently, if the rate at which protein is 
degraded is not the same in different cell types, then the magnitude 
of the intracellular dilution will vary, which might in turn, cause the 
precursor specific activity to vary between different cell types.
Even assuming that using the above techniques reliable rates of amino
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acid incorporation may be obtained, it nnist be remembered that these 
rates represent averages of a spectrum of incorporation rates into —  
different protein fractions in a heterogeneous population of cells.

Measurement of time-average amino acid specific activity (S) following 
the pulse administration of tracers is a very time consuming business 
which must involve the use of large numbers of animals. Consequently 
it is seldom attempted. Instead, the final specific activity of the 
soluble amino acid pool is often used as an index of the time-average 
specific activity. Alternatively, TCA-soluble radioactivity is sometimes 
used as an index of this parameter. Thus two variables were defined in 
Section 1.2, firstly the relative incorporation (l^^^) which is the final 
TCA-insoluble radioactivity divided by the final TCA-soluble radio
activity and secondly, the apparent incorporation (l ) which is theapp
final TCA-insoluble radioactivity divided by the final specific 
activity of the soluble amino acid pool. Providing the requirements 
outlined below are met, these two parameters provide a means by which 
inter-animal variability in precursor specific activity may be partially 
corrected for, and it has been shown experimentally that this correc
tion procedure is useful as a means of reducing scatter in the incor
poration data (see Section 3.1.2). On the other hand, if absolute 
incorporation rates are calculated on the basis of the time-average 
specific activity determined from measurements made in a group of ani
mals, no correction is made for inter-animal variation.

According to equations (3.2.6) — (3.2.8) I^^ can be a reliable index 
of the absolute incorporation rate only if the time-average precursor 
specific activity (S^) and the final TCA-soluble radioactivity are 
linearly correlated within the group of experimental animals. Assuming 
that inter-animal variability in S^ is greater than the variability in 
the rate at which amino acids are incorporated into protein, TCA- 
insoluble and TCA-soluble radioactivity should be correlated within a 
group of matched animals. It is therefore suggested that the experi
mental data be subjected to some kind of analysis to ensure that such
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a correlation does exist. If no such correlation is observed I ,rel
should not be used as an index of the absolute rate of amino acid —
incorporation. Similarly, I should be used as an index of incor-app
poration rates only if a correlation between TCA-insoluble radio
activity and the specific activity of the soluble amino acid pool 
is demonstrable. Although it is possible to test the validity of 
using I^^^ and 1^^^ as indices of incorporation rates within a group 
of animals (eg., the control group), the assumption that differences 
in the mean relative and apparent incorporation data obtained for 
different groups is indicative of altered rates of protein synthesis 
is only verifiable through further experimentation.

Some of the pitfalls that may accompany the use of I and I _app rel
have been demonstrated both theoretically (Section 4*3) and experi
mentally (Section 3-2.2). It is shown using simulated data that in 
a situation in which amino acid uptake rates are altered by the 
experimental procedure (eg. drug administration) but amino acid pool
sizes remain constant I is no better than I  ̂ as an index of ratesapp rel
of protein synthesis. It is also shown that I , and I bear norel app
simple relationship to any single physiological parameter. For that
reason they can only be used as indices of rates of protein synthesis
in closely matched groups of animals. They cannot, for example, be
used to make comparison between rates of amino acid incorporation in
different tissues, between the same tissue of animals of different
ages, etc. Further, no simple relationship can be expected between
the numerical value of I  ̂ determined at different times after therel
administration of the tracer. The same applies to apparent incorpora^ 
tion data.

RICHARDSON and ROSE (1971 ) and ROEL et al. (1974, see Fig. 2) use total 
homogenate radioactivity as an index of S^. Clearly all the above 
arguments apply in this situation- Roel and co-workers have commented 
on their observation that when brain incorporation data is expressed 
as a percentage of total homogenate radioactivity, linear incorporation
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time cuirves were obtained if radioactive lysine was used as a tracer 
but not when radioactive leucine was employed. They attributed this to' 
leucine being rapidly metabolised in brain while lysine is not.
Although this is clearly in part true, many other factors determine 
the shape of these curves not least of which is the mode of precursor 
administration. Thus the observation that brain lysine incorporation 
is a linear function of time when it is expressed as a percentage 
of total homogenate radioactivity is of no obvious physiological 
significance. This matter is discussed further in Section 5.2 in 
relation to the interpretation of the data obtained by Roel and co
workers .

When designing experiments in which I or I are to be employedapp re J.
as indices of protein synthetic activity, it should be remembered that 
it is particularly desirable to keep incorporation periods short, 
since not only is the steady-state approximation more likely to be 
valid and the release of protein-bound radioactivity negligible, but 
the more likely it is that the final specific activity of the soluble - 
amino acid pool and the final radioactive content of this pool are 
reliable indices of the time-average specific activity within the group 
of experimental animals (see Table 4.8). Often, however, some com
promise must be accepted between the desirability of using short 
incorporation periods and other considerations. For example, follow
ing a short labelling period the level of radioactivity present in 
all but the most metabolically active of proteins may not be measure- 
able.

Amino acid metabolism
It is important that the labelled amino acids used in the measurement 
of protein synthetic rates be chosen with care, since it is essential 
that radioactivity does not become incorporated into TCA-insoluble 
material in the form of amino acid metabolites. Further, if soluble 
radioactivity is used as an index of precursor specific activity a 
tracer amino acid should be chosen which does not give rise to soluble
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radioactive metabolites. The position of labelling is as important as 
the amino acid itself. In the present study tritiated amino acids 
were used in the majority of experiments because they are relatively 
inexpensive. L-[g-^h ]valine and L-[4>5-^H]lysine were selected on the 
basis of reports that their only major radioactive metabolite is water* 
(see Section Having also decided upon the subcutaneous mode
of administration and a maximum incorporation time of 15min, the brain 
and liver content of radiochemical impurities 15iain after the sub
cutaneous administration of these two labelled amino acids was deter
mined, The estimated radiochemical purity of dried TCA-soluble extracts 
of brain and liver was S2P/o and ^6%, respectively, for 4,5-^3]lysine,
and 85% and 64% for L- [ G-^s]valine,

5.2 THE EFFECT OF L-TOPA ON THE INCORPORATION OF RADIOACTIVE AMINO 
ACIDS INTO HRAm ART) LIVER TCA-INSOLUBLE MATERIAL

Preliminary experiments were performed to substantiate the report that 
L-dopa inhibits the incorporation of radioactive amino acids into 
brain protein in vivo (ROEL et al., 1974). L-dopa (50Qmg/kg, ip.) 
was administered 45niin before the subcutaneous injection of L- [^s]lysine 
or L-[^n]valine and the animals killed after a 15min incorporation 
period. In the first instance the incorporation of radioactivity was 
expressed in terms of I^^^. In order to obtain some indication as to 
whether the response was brain specific the effect of L-dopa on the 
incorporation of radioactive amino acids into liver TCA-insoluble 
material was also determined. It was recognised, however, that while 
brain amino acid levels are relatively constant, this is certainly 
not true of liver, and that I^^ cannot therefore be regarded as a

*The appearance of after the administration of tritiated amino
acids is often attributed to tritium exchange (see, for example,
ROSE and SIMA, 1974) but this is probably not so, since the rate of 
chemical exchange between nonacidic aliphatic protons and water under 
physiological conditions is not expected to be significant ( <1% over 
a period of months). The formation of is presumably the result
of amino acid metabolism. If, however, during the course of this 
metabolism a given tritium atom becomes acidic (eg. adjacent to a carbonyl 
group) then a percentage will be lost through exchange.
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reliable index of absolute rates of amino acid incorporation into 
liver protein (see Section 4*3)« In. two experiments L-dopa caused 
a 70-76% decrease in the relative incorporation of brain lysine.
The observation that the drug also caused a 44-80% decrease in the rela
tive incorporation of lysine in the liver indicates that the effect 
was not brain specific.

In those experiments in which L-[^E]valine was used as the tracer, 
variable responses in the brain were observed when the incorporation 
was expressed in terms of I^^^* 3n one experiment L-dopa had no 
effect, while in two other experiments the drug caused decreases of 
22 and 47/̂ > respectively, although neither decrease was statistically 
significant. In the liver L-dopa caused decreases in I^^^ of 6, 43 
and 14% in the three experiments, respectively, the second of which 
was statistically significant.

It is suggested above (Section 5«l) that if no correlation exists
between TCA-insoluble and TCA-soluble radioactivity within a group
of matched animals then I , cannot be a reliable index of therel
absolute rate of amino acid incorporation. No correlation was observed
between brain TCA-insoluble and soluble radioactivity within the
control groups of rats administered [^ïïjvaline, indicating that the
valine relative incorporation rates cannot be relied upon as reflecting
the absolute rates of incorporation into protein. This would explain
the variability between the three replicate experiments. In order to
obtain a more reliable indication of the effect of L-dopa on the
protein synthetic activity of the brain, amino acid specific activity
measurements were made and the incorporation data expressed in terms
of I . N o  significant discrepancy was observed between the brain app
apparent incorporation data obtained from two separate valine experi
ments, which is consistent with 1̂ ^̂  ̂being more reliable than I^^ 
as an index of absolute amino acid incorporation rates. The observed 
correlation between TCA-insoluble radioactivity and the final specific 
activity of the brain soluble valine pool within the control groups of
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rats substantiates this conclusion and suggests that inter-animal 
variability in the size of the soluble valine pool contributed to the 
variability in the relative incorporation data. L-dopa had no signi
ficant effect on the apparent incorporation of cerebral valine.

L-dopa caused a 55- 59% decrease in the apparent incorporation of brain 
lysine compared with the YO-76% decrease in Inspection of the
data given in Tables 5»2.9 and 3*2.10 indicates that the drug-induced 
decrease in the final specific activity of the brain soluble lysine pool 
was not reflected by a similar decrease in soluble radioactivity, 
hence the discrepancy between the relative and apparent incorporation 
data. It is argued in Section 3*2.2.7 that this may have resulted 
from an accumulation of involatile radioactive lysine metabolites in 
the brains of L-dopa-treated rats. However, no experiments were per
formed to substantiate this proposal.

The discrepancy between the results obtained with valine and lysine is
not eradicated when the incorporation data is expressed in terms of
I , indicating that the apparent incorporation of one or both amino app
acids does not give a true indication of the absolute rate of protein 
synthesis. As explained in Section 3*2.2.6 the use of incorporation 
periods of different durations was expected to through some light on 
the problem and additional lysine experiments were therefore performed 
using a 7i®t^ incorporation period. In these experiments L-dopa had 
no significant effect on the apparent incorporation of brain lysine.
On the basis of this observation and the results of the valine experi
ments it is proposed that L-dopa has little or no effect on the rate of 
brain protein synthesis. The 55- 59% L-dopa-induced decrease in the 
apparent incorporation of lysine observed after a 15min incorporation 
period is explained in terms of precursor lysine compartmentation.
Two models of lysine compartmentation are outlined in detail in Section 
4.1. Essentially these models assume that lysine enters cerebral pro
tein via two precursor pools which equilibrate with plasma lysine at 
different rates. It is assumed that in the absence of L-dopa, one 
precursor compartment is the main intracellular pool, or exchanges
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rapidly with that pool, but that L-dopa blocks this route of lysine entry 
into protein. It is postulated that in order that protein synthesis may 
continue unimpaired the deficit is derived from some sequestered 
intracellular lysine pool.

After the initial series of in vivo experiments had been completed 
MOSÎCOWITZ e_t al. (1977 ) published their work indicating that the effect 
of L-dopa on rat cerebral polysomes is dependent upon the temperature 
at which the animals are maintained after drug administration. Thus 
an L-dopa-induced disaggregation of cerebral polysomes was observed 
in animals kept at 26°C but not in those maintained at 10° or 18°C.
L-dopa caused hyperthermia in rats kept at 26°C, had little effect on 
body temperature at 18°C and caused hypothermia at 10°C, indicating that 
body temperature might be important with respect to the drug effect on 
polysomes. Hyperthermia caused through an elevation of ambient tempera
ture was not .as effective as drug-induced hyperthermia in causing 
polysome disruption, and it was therefore suggested that drug-induced 
hyperthermia plays a "permissive role" in polysome disaggregation.

During the present series of in vivo experiments it was noticed that 
some rats failed to exhibit any definite behavioural response to 
L-dopa. Further, non-re spending L-dopa-treated rats injected with 
L-[^H]lysine failed to exhibit the same gross reduction in I^^^ 15min 
after tracer administration that was observed in responding rats.
Although it was originally assumed that L-dopa failed to have an effect 
as a result of its faulty intraperitoneal administration, an alterna
tive explanation was later considered, namely, that there exists a 
critical temperature range, above 19°C but below 24°C, within which 
some L-dopa-treated rats become hyperthermic, exhibit behavioural changes 
and, providing the incorporation period is not too short, a reduced 
relative lysine incorporation rate, while other rats fail to become 
hyperthermic, fail to exhibit a behavioural response and incorporate 
radioactive lysine at the control rate. Support for the latter 
hypothesis was afforded by two observations. Firstly, subsequent 
experimentation confirmed that the L-dopa-induced behavioural response
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is temperature dependent. Thus rats maintained at 10°C normally 
exhibited only moderate stereotypy with occasional slight hyperactivity, 
while animals kept at 26°C were intensely hyperactive for prolonged 
periods of time. Further, the '10°C rats* showed no permanent ill 
effects, while those maintained at 26°C died within of L-dopa 
administration. The latter hypothesis is also supported by the obser
vation that L-dopa had no significant effect on the relative incorpora
tion of lysine in rats kept at 10°C. It remains to be established, 
however, whether the apparent insensitivity of some rats to L-dopa 
was simply the result of faulty administration or whether the alter
native hypothesis outlined above is correct. Clearly, information 
on body temperature and tissue L-dopa levels in responding and non- . 
responding rats is required before this matter can be resolved.

The observation that L-dopa had no significant effect on the relative 
incorporation of brain lysine in rats maintained at 10°C appears to be 
consistent with the results obtained by MOSKOWITZ e^ al. (l977) and 
could be interpreted as indicating that both the polysome disaggrega
tion and the reduced relative lysine incorporation seen in L-dopa- 
treated rats maintained at temperatures above say 23°C is due to an 
inhibition of protein synthesis. Although this interpretation is at 
variance with the observation that the apparent incorporation of [̂ h] 
valine was not significantly affected by the drug, ambient temperature 
was not controlled during these experiments, and it could therefore be 
argued that L-dopa had no effect on valine incorporation because, by 
chance, the temperature at which these valine experiments were carried 
out was low. To explain.the gross L-dopa-induced inhibition of lysine 
incorporation observed after a 15min incorporation period compared with 
the relatively smaller effect seen at 7iiiiin it must be postulated that 
the temperature at which the 7s^tn lysine experiments were performed 
was also low. This was considered very unlikely because repeat experi
ments were carried out at different times of the year, and since con
sistent effects were observed in duplicate experiments this would imply 
a considerable coincidence. Nevertheless, additional experiments 
were performed to investigate the effect of L-dopa on valine incorpora
tion in rats maintained at 24-26°C, the temperature at which the drug
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is reported to consistently disaggregate cerebral polysomes. In 
order to obtain reliable estimates of absolute rates of cerebral 
protein synthesis the flooding technique of DUNLOP et ( 1975a) 
was adopted# In one experiment L-dopa had no effect on valine 
incorporation into brain protein while in a second experiment the 
drug caused a non-significant 30% inhibition. Experiments were 
also carried out to test the effect of L-dopa on the incorporation 
of radioactivity into protein 15min after the administration of 
trace quantities of L-[4,5-^h]lysine to rats maintained at 23-25°C. 
Although the L-dopsi-induced decrease in the relative incorporation 
of brain lysine at 23-25°C (50-59%) was not as great as that observed 
at room temperature (70-76%) the difference between the 25°C and 
the room temperature I^^ data was not statistically significant.
Had the difference been significant this would not necessarily have 
indicated that the rate at which lysine was incorporated into brain 
protein was altered by a change in ambient temperature or that the 
compartmentation of brain precursor lysine was affected, since 
changes in a number of other variables, even at some remote site, 
may lead to altered relative incorporation rates in the brain (see 
Section 4*3).

The results of the 23-26°C experiments were qualitatively the same 
as those obtained at room temperature, and while the possibility 
that L-dopa causes a small inhibition of brain protein synthesis 
can neither be confirmed nor ruled out, the results do indicate 
that the gross L-dopa-induced decrease in the incorporation of 
radioactive lysine into rat brain protein must, at least in part, 
be caused by some other mechanism. This interpretation assumes, 
of course, that L-dopa does not specifically inhibit the turnover of 
a protein fraction that has a particularly large capacity for incor
porating radioactive lysine and/or a low capacity for incorporating 
radioactive valine. Although this assumption may appear reasonable, 
it should be noted that in a study of the incorporation of tritiated 
amino acids into protein in neurons of the dorsal column nuclei, 
EEREIiEY et (l977) found that while small cells incorporated 
[^Ejproline more efficiently than [^zjleucine, larger cells incor-
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porated [^H]leucine more efficiently than [^H]proline, Berkley 
and co-workers suggested a number of explanations for their data 
including 1 ) a difference in the amino acid composition of protein 
in different cell types, 2) cell type differences in free amino 
acid pools and their relation to the protein synthesizing machinery,
3) differences between cell types with respect to the turnover rate 
of protein rich (or deficient) in the amino acids in question and
4 ) differences between the permeability to amino acids of different 
cell types. On the basis of the observations of Berkley and co
workers the possibility that L-dopa inhibits protein synthesis in a 
population of cells which incorporate radioactive lysine efficiently 
but have little capacity for incorporating radioactive valine should 
be considered. It should be noted that if the first of the above 
mechanisms is to be implicated as a possible cause of the difference 
between the effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of radioactive 
valine and lysine, it is only necessary to postulate that the amino 
acid composition of rapidly synthesized protein varies between 
different cell types. This follows because a substantial percentage 
of a tissue's capacity for amino acid incorporation is expected to be 
accounted for by a small percentage of total protein that has a shorter 
than average half-life (see Fig. 4«7)* The difference between the 
7jmin and 15min lysine experiments would be explained if the precursor 
lysine pool in those cells sensitive to L-dopa equilibrates with plasma 
lysine slowly compared with the rate of equilibration between plasma 
lysine and the precursor pool in L-dopa-insensitive cells.* No experi
ments were performed to investigate any of these possibilities, although

*The cellular model of lysine compartmentation outlined in Fig. 4*5 
may be modified in accordance with these ideas. Thus it may be assumed 
that the interrupted flow of lysine from the main intracellular pool 
(4 ) into protein compartment 5 is not compensated for by the reutili
zation of lysine released from degraded protein and that the protein 
synthetic capacity of compartment 5 is therefore abolished. It may 
also be assumed that protein compartment 7 has a much larger capacity 
than compartment 5 for incorporating radioactive valine, hence the 
unaltered rate at which isotopic valine is incorporated into brain 
protein in the presence of L-dopa. The theoretical data generated by 
such a model is essentially the same as that given in Fig. 4.6 and 
Table 4*6.
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autoradiographic methods could presumably be used to this end. Con
sequently the above explanation remains a feasible alternative to the 
models of lysine compartmentation outlined in Section 4*1 *

At first sight the data obtained by ROEL et (l974) do not appear 
to be consistent with the present results since they observed a 
significant L-dopa-induced decrease in TCA-insoluble radioactivity 
7min after the administration of [̂ "̂ C ] lysine. Roel and co-workers 
expressed their incorporation data as a percentage of total homogenate 
radioactivity. It is shown in Section 4*3, however, that TCA-insoluble 
and TCA-soluble radioactivity are complicated functions of time, and 
it therefore follows that no simple relationship can be expected 
between the numerical values obtained for the quotient

TCA-insoluble radioactivity 
Total tissue radioactivity

at different times after tracer administration. Consequently, in 
order to carry out a more detailed examination of the results given 
in Table 2 of ROEL et al. (l974) it was convenient to express the 
data in terms of TCA-insoluble and TCA-soluble radioactivity (Table 
5.1 ). There is a discrepancy between the 30min control lysine data 
given in Table 2 and Fig. 2A of their paper and this result was there
fore ignored. According to the figures given in Table 5.1, Roel and 
co-workers observed a 74% L-dopa-induced inhibition of lysine incor
poration into TCA-insoluble material at compared with the 32-54%
inhibition seen after a 72min incorporation period in the present study. 
While experimental error may have contributed to this discrepancy, it 
is probable that it arises at least in part, from the difference in 
the mode of tracer administration adopted in the two sets of experi
ments. Roel and co-workers administered their radioactive amino 
acids by intracistemal injection, while in the present study sub-
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Table 5.1 Continued,

B

^"^C-Labelled Time after Percentage decrease
ammo
acid

injection
(min) TCA-insoluble 

radioactivity
Relative

incorporation

7 35 22

Leucine 15 54 49
50 62 43

Lysine-
7 74 77
15 63 64

The experimental data is taken from Table 2 of ROEL e;fc al. (1974)*
The 5Cmtn lysine data given in Table 2 is not consistent with that 
given in Fig. 2 of ROEL e^ (1974) and has not been included here.
A. The data were calculated as follows, l) TCA-insoluble radioactivity 
(total)-(soluble radioactivity). 2) Corrected soluble radioactivity = 
(soluble radioactivity) x (the fraction of radioactivity present in the 
form of the injected amino acid). 3) Relative incorporation = (TCA- 
insoluble radioactivity)/(corrected soluble radioactivity). B. The 
L-dopa-induced decrease in TCA-insoluble radioactivity and relative 
incorporation is expressed as a percentage of the control levels.
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cutaneous injection was adopted. The effect of using different 
routes of administration was studied by computer simulation* using 
the subcellular model of lysine compartmentation outlined in Fig. 4•4» 
According to this model the magnitude of the reduction in TCA-insoluble 
radioactivity observed in L-dopa-treated rats after a short incorpora
tion period (ie., before the tracer has reached a quasi-steady state) 
depends upon the relative rates at which the radioactive lysine equili
brates with the two precursor pools following its administration.
Only if, in the control animals, a considerable percentage of protein- 
bound radioactivity has entered via the main intracellular compartment 
will a substantial level of inhibition be detected. This clearly 
depends upon which route of tracer administration is adopted. If, 
when the intracistemal mode of administration is employed the 
tracer equilibrates with the two precursor pools with comparable 
rapidity then, according to the model, a reduced level of incorpora
tion will be.observed after a short incorporation period. In contrast, 
when the tracer is introduced subcutaneously, the rate at which 
radioactivity enters the main intracellular pool is slower than the 
rate at which it enters precursor compartment 1 (see Fig. 4.4) and 
hence the onset of the effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of radio
activity into TCA-insoluble material is slower.

Roel and co-workers found that L-dopa inhibited the incorporation 
of L-[U-^'^c]lysine more than that of L-[ïï— '̂̂ c]leucine, which is con
sistent with the results obtained with L-[^E]lysine and isotopic 
valine in the present study. Roel e;t al. attributed the difference 
in the magnitude of the effect seen with [^^c]lysine and [^"^c]leucine 
to an expansion of the brain soluble lysine pool in L-dopa-treated 
rats. This assumes, however, that the effect is not brain specific 
and that the drug causes a parallel increase in total body lysine.
The effect of an expansion of the brain soluble lysine pool in the 
absence of an effect in peripheral tissue was studied by computer 
simulation. According to the models of lysine compartmentation, a 
brain specific increase in intracellular lysine levels has no signi
ficant effect on the rate of incorporation of radioactivity into

*The simulated data obtained from this study are not included in this 
thesis.
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brain protein since, in the presence of L-dopa, radioactive lysine 
does not enter the pro te in-bound pool via the main intracellular —  
compartment# It is, of course, recognised that these models may be 
incorrect. Even so, an isolated increase in the size of the brain 
soluble lysine pool is not necessarily expected to cause a corres
ponding decrease in the incorporation of radioactive lysine into 
protein. For example, according to the homogeneous precursor lysine 
model outlined in Fig. 4*2, if the administered radioactive lysine 
equilibrates rapidly with the main intracellular brain soluble lysine 
pool, a 34% increase in the size of this compartment (of. Table 1 of 
ROEL et al., 1974) will cause a reduction in protein-bound radioactivity 
of the order of 21, 16 and 9% at 7, 15 and 30niin after tracer admin
istration, respectively. Finally, the hypothesis that a significant 
percentage of the reduction in TCA-insoluble radioactivity is caused 
by an increase in brain soluble lysine levels is not substantiated by 
other researchers who failed to observe an increase in cerebral lysine 
in response to L-dopa (WEISS et al.,1971; LIU e_t al., 1972). It should 
be noted that the 34% increase obsezrved by Roel and co-workers was not 
statistically significant.

The effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of L-f^Ellysine into protein

WEISS et al. (1975) postulated that L-dopa disrupts cerebral polysomes 
via the formation of dopamine and its subsequent binding to some 
cellular receptor. They also postulated that this cellular dopamine 
receptor is common to the majority of brain cells. The data obtained 
in the present study do not rule out the possibility that L-dopa 
causes a small inhibition of protein synthesis in the brain. Further
more, as mentioned above, the possibility that the gross L-dopa- 
induced decrease in protein-bound radioactivity observed 15min after 
the administration of [^e]lysine is caused by an inhibition of protein 
synthesis in a population of cells that incorporate radioactive lysine 
particularly efficiently is not ruled out by the in vivo experimental 
data. If the L-dopa-induced decrease in the rate of incorporation of 
radioactive lysine was mediated via a cellular mechanism then one might
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expect to observe the effect in brain slices, Preliminary experiments
were therefore carried out in which the vitro effect of L-dopa was---
investigated. In a study using brain slices it would have been 
necessary to consider the interpretational problems that accompany 
the structural heterogeneity of the brain. The experiments were 
therefore performed using chopped brain tissue. The present author 
recognises that the experiments were extremely unrefined, mainly 
because of the extensive cell damage that must have occurred during 
the preparation of the chopped tissue. Nevertheless, the effect of 
L-dopa on the incorporation of radioactive lysine in vivo was marked, 
and consequently such an effect should be observable in vitro, even in 
a crude experimental system providing the mechanism operating in vivo 
remains intact. L-dopa (20-640-ug/ml) had no significant effect on 
the incorporation of [^Hjlysine into protein in chopped rat brain. 
Further, in one experiment, no difference was observed in the rate at 
which [̂ h ]lysine was incorporated into protein in cerebral slices 
prepared from control and L-dopa-treated rats maintained* at 26°C.

Although the above results are consistent with the hypothesis that 
neither L-dopa nor its in vitro metabolites inhibit the incorporation 
of radioactive lysine into brain protein via a direct cellular mechanism, 
it should be noted that the rate of protein synthesis in adult rat 
brain slices under optimum conditions is only 10-2C% of the in vivo rate 
(DUNLOP et al., 1974, 1975t). Furthermore, in the present study, in 
order to reduce the rate at which L-dopa underwent oxidation, chopped 
rat brain tissue was incubated in an atmosphere of air instead of 
oxygen. Consequently protein synthesis was probably even more severely 
impaired. It is therefore possible that the L-dopa-induced decrease 
in TCA-insoluble radioactivity seen in vivo is due to a reduced turnover 
rate of some protein fraction, the synthesis of which is so severely 
inhibited in vitro in the control preparations that no further inhibi
tion is observed in the presence of L-dopa. In vitro experiments were 
carried out using tissue taken from 35-day-old rats to match the age 
of the animals used in the in vivo experiments (27-42 days of age).
Rates of protein synthesis in brain slices prepared from 3-day-old rats
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are, under optimum conditions, 70-80% of the in vivo rate (DUNLOP 
at ad., 19753). The above hypothesis could therefore be tested using "  
immature brain tissue. No such experiments were carried out, however, 
and any conclusions made on the basis of the preliminary work reported 
here must therefore remain tentative.

5.5 MODELS OF LYSPIE COMPARTMENTATION
According to the models of lysine compartmentation outlined in Section 
4*1 a. nonexchanging intracellular lysine compartment is present in 
central nervous tissue. This compartment may be separated physically 
from the main intracellular pool or it could represent a chemical 
derivative of lysine. Lysine released from degraded protein is fed 
into this sequestered pool and, in the presence of L-dopa, its 
contents re-enter protein without passing through the main intracellu
lar compartment. No indication of the size of this sequestered pool 
is given by the present experiments. The presence of two precursor 
lysine pools, one of which equilibrates rapidly with plasma lysine, 
is also suggested and it is assumed that L-dopa has no effect on brain 
protein synthetic activity, although a small percentage inhibition of 
protein synthesis could easily be incorporated into the models.

Few of the features of these models are new. The concept that the main 
intracellular amino acid compartment is not the exclusive source of 
amino acids for protein synthesis has been suggested by a number of 
researchers and so has the presence of sequestered intracellular amino 
acid pools (see Section 1.3).

The models of compartmentation assume that lysine released from 
degraded brain protein is not normally recyled directly back into the 
protein-bound pool. In contrast, it has been suggested that in the 
liver a considerable percentage (about 50%) of lysine released from 
degraded protein is directly recycled since the rate at which liver 
protein-bound lysine is replaced is slow compared with the rate of 
replacement of other amino acids (SWICK, 1958). The percentage replace
ment rate of protein-bound lysine in rat brain is 1.85%/h compared with
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2*37%/h. for valine, 2.15%/h for tyrosine and 2.33%/h for histidine 
(Table 3 of DUNLOP et al., 1975a<)* Without conmenting on whether the 
lysine replacement rate is significantly less than that of the other 
amino acids, these results indicate that lysine reutilization normally 
occurs to a lesser extent in brain than in the liver, recognising, of 
course, that a comparison of percentage replacement rates is valid only 
if protein fractions turning over at different rates have a similar 
amino acid composition.

Evidence for a sequestered intracellular lysine compartment in the brain
A number of researchers have reported that when the specific activity 
of a plasma amino acid is maintained at a constant level by the con
tinuous infusion of a radioactive tracer, tissue amino acid pools attain 
a constant specific activity, but at a level lower than that of the 
plasma (GAN and JEPFAY, 1967; GARLICK and MARSHALL, 1972; SETA et ^ . , 
1973). This has been attributed to the presence of nonexchanging 
tissue amino acid compartments and/or the continual release of cold 
amino acids from degraded protein. A computer simulation study was 
carried out in order to determine whether the release of lysine from 
degraded protein could account for the observed equilibrium brain; 
plasma lysine specific activity ratio of 77% to 86% (SETA ejk al.,
1973), since if this is not the case the presence of a nonexchanging 
lysine compartment is implied. A reliable answer to this question may 
be obtained only if an accurate figure for the rate of lysine uptake 
from plasma into brain is available. Since there is a discrepancy 
between the uptake rates determined by different researchers the 
results of the simulation must be regarded with caution. Bearing this 
in mind, the simulated data indicate that not only does the release 
of cold lysine from degraded protein make a substantial contribution, 
but that it might entirely account for the brain-plasma specific 
activity gradient observed in the continuous infusion experiment.
This observation is not, however, incompatible with the hypothesis 
that a nonexchanging lysine compartment does exist in brain, but it 
does indicate that sequestered lysine may only represent a small 
percentage of the total intracellular pool.
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NEZDLE ejk al. (1975) have suggested that the presence of nonexchanging 
intracellular compartments accounts for their observation that when 
mouse brain slices were incubated in media containing radioactive amino 
acids the specific activities of tissue amino acid pools were signi
ficantly less than that of the media. A simulation study of their 
experiments indicated that the release of cold lysine from degraded 
protein probably does not account for the magnitude of the tissue- 
medium lysine specific activity gradient. The apparent discrepancy 
between the in vivo and in vitro situations may indicate that a non
exchanging compartment present in vivo becomes grossly distorted in 
size when brain tissue is sliced and incubated, possibly as a result 
of an impairment of some lysine transport system. La this connection 
it is interesting to note that NELDLE et (1973) have suggested that 
a derangement of the mechanisms involved in the regulation of amino 
acid transport occurs when central nervous tissue is sliced.

If a sequestered lysine pool is present in nervous tissue the question 
concerning the nature of this compartment is automatically raised.
Providing the tracer experiments are not of a long duration, degraded 
protein is expected to be a source of cold amino acid, and since 
lysosomes are probably an important site of protein degradation 
(SEGAL, 1976 ; LEAN and BARRETT, 1976; EALLARL, 1977), the nonexchanging 
pool could be of lysosomal origin. This hypothesis, which assumes that 
the rate of exchange between the lysosomal and main intracellular pools 
is slow, is consistent with the report that the specific activity of a 
crude mitochondrial fraction prepared from the liver of rats perfused 
with radioactive lysine was lower than that of any other subcellular 
fraction (PORTUGAL et al., 1970). Further lysosomal lysine represents only 
a small fraction of the total tissue pool, which is in agreement with 
the suggestion that in vivo the nonexchanging lysine compartment is 
not sufficiently large to cause a significant dilution of the intra
cellular pool. As mentioned above in order to account for the results 
obtained from brain slice experiments it is necessary to postulate that 
when brain tissue is sliced and incubated the nonexchanging pool 
expands. This might be explained in terms of an impairment of the
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transport system by which lysine leaves the nonexchanging compartment. 
According to the models of lysine compartmentation outlined in Section — 
4.1 » a mechanism must exist through which lysine present in the non
exchanging pool may be re-incorporated into protein without mixing with 
the main intracellular lysine pool. This implies a considerable 
degree of spacial organisation.

An alternative hypothesis that might be considered is that the non
exchanging lysine compartment is not of a morphological nature but 
exists in the form of a chemical derivative of lysine. A number of 
researchers have suggested that free amino acids are not the direct 
product of protein degradation, but that some intermediate(s) is(are) 
involved (STEINBERG and VAUGHAN, 1956; WALTER, I960; LAJTHA, 1964). If 
these intermediates were the same as, or were precursors of those 
involved in protein synthesis, not only would this be economical in 
terms of energy conservation, but it would provide a mechanism by which 
amino acids released from degraded protein could be re-incorporated 
without mixing with the main intracellular amino acid pool. (See Fig.
2 of LAJTHA, 1964 and Fig. 5*l). If sequestered lysine does exist 
in the form of some derivative, then this material must be sufficiently 
labile that free lysine is released during the preparation of tissue 
homogenates or during subsequent amino acid purification. This is 
consistent with the proposed intermediate being a mixed anhydride.
For example, cx-amino acyladenylates undergo rapid hydrolysis at neutral 
pH (moldave eĵ  al., 1959).

The involvement of intermediates in the breakdown of protein was pro
posed on the basis of the observation that although peptide hydrolysis 
is an exothermic process, protein degradation is both energy dependent 
and is inhibited by the same agents that inhibit protein synthesis 
(SIMPSON, 1953; STEINBERG and VAUGHAN, 1956). Opponents of this theory 
have argued, however, that energy may be required either for the 
maintenance of some structure essential for protein degradation or 
for the transport of materials across membranes (BROSTROM and JEFFAY, 
I97O; BALLARD, 1977). The observation that inhibitors of protein 
synthesis also inhibit protein degradation has been used in support of
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FIG. 5.1 A MODEL FOR THE CHEMICAL COMPARTMENTATION OF LYSINE 
BASED ON THE SCHEME OF LAJTHA (1964).
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the hypothesis that some intermediate(s) may be common to the synthetic
and degradative pathways (STEINBERG and VAUGHAN, 1956; WALTER, I96O).--
This phenomenon has, however, also been explained in terms of an inhibi
tion of protein degradation through either the accunnilation of precur
sors of protein synthesis or the reduced rate of synthesis of some 
labile protein that is required to facilitate degradation (BALLARD,
1977).

The present author recognises that the existence of amino acid 
derivatives as intermediate products of protein degradation is not 
generally accepted. Nevertheless, the hypothesis that the nonexchang
ing lysine compartment represents either some intermediate common to 
the synthetic and degradative pathways, or an intermediate which can be 
converted to lysyl-tENA without the prior release of free lysine pro
vides an explanation for the apparent expansion of the nonexchanging 
lysine compaj;tment in brain slices. Thus an accumulation of sequestered 
lysine could arise from a reduction in the rate at which the proposed 
derivative is removed in vitro together with an increase in its rate of 
formation, the latter of which is the result of excessive proteolytic 
activity in freshly sliced brain tissue. If the premise that the 
direct reutilization of lysine occurs to a minimal extent in the 
in vivo brain is not strictly correct and a small percentage of the 
derivatised lysine is re-incorporated into protein, then a reduced rate 
of removal may, in part, be a consequence of the impaired protein 
synthetic activity of brain slices. Concerning the question of lysine 
reutilization in vivo, although it is argued above that the level of 
reutilization observed in the liver does not occur in the brain, the 
percentage replacement rate of brain lysine is 19% less than the average 
percentage replacement rate of valine, tyrosine and histidine (Table 3 of 
DUNLOP et ad., 1975a). Thus the reutilization of brain lysine in vivo 
is not ruled out but probably does not account for more than 20% of 
the total lysine incorporated into protein. It is shown in Section 
4*2.2 that the experimental data of DUNLOP e_t al. (1974) is accounted 
for by a model in which 40% of lysine released from degraded protein 
in brain slices is recycled directly back into the protein-bound pool
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(see Fig. 4*13)• This apparent discrepancy between the in vivo and 
in vitro percentage reutilization levels may be explained as follows. ■' 
Maximum rates of protein synthesis in adult rat brain slices are only 
10-2C% of the in vivo rate (DUNLOP et , 1974, 1975b). Thus if it 
is assumed that a small percentage of sequestered lysine is re
incorporated into protein in vivo, and that this process continues in 
sliced tissue, albeit at a slightly reduced rate, while the incorpora
tion into protein of "exchangeable" lysine is grossly inhibited compared 
with its in vivo rate, then a greater level of reutilization in vitro 
is expected. This hypothesis is compatible with the model outlined in 
Fig. 5*1* According to this scheme, lysyl-tRNA is charged from both the 
exchangeable lysine pool and from an intermediate of protein degradap
tion. If it is postulated that ^  vivo, protein-bound lysine is derived 
predominantly from tPNA charged from the main intracellular pool then 
little direct reutilization would occur. If, on the other hand, this 
pathway becomes so severely impaired in vitro that the alternative 
source of activated lysine becomes important, then reutilization would 
occur.

It must be emphasised that the above hypotheses should be regarded 
as highly speculative since not only is the presence of sequestered 
lysine far from established, but the existence of amino acid deriva
tives as products of protein degradation is not generally accepted.
The model outlined in Fig. 5.1 is included here merely to indicate 
that some experimental observations can be explained in terms of a 
chemical lysine compartment.

The mathematical models used in the simulation of in vivo tracer 
experiments are somewhat unrefined. In particular, the structural 
heterogeneity of brain tissue is not taken into account, but the term 
'rate of brain protein synthesis’ itself implies a neglect of heter
ogeneity. Other limitations of the mathematical treatments are discussed 
in Section 4. Despite their unrefined nature, the models do account for
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a number of experimental observations in addition to those of the 
present study, LAJTBA et al. (l957) calculated rates of brain protein—  
turnover on the basis of the rate of uptake of radioactive lysine 
into protein, and found that these turnover rates decreased as the 
duration of the incorporation period was increased. This was attri
buted to heterogeneity of protein turnover rates (lAJTHA et aH., 1957; 
LAJTHA, 1964» .LAJTHA and MARKS, I969). While it is true that the 
presence of protein fractions having different turnover rates can 
lead to time-dependent apparent turnover rates (see Section 1.2), it 
is not known a priori over what time period this will be observed.
This will depend not only on the range of turnover rates, but also on 
what percentage of total protein is represented by the different 
protein fractions. The results of a computer simulation study indicate 
that heterogeneity of protein turnover rates of the magnitude reported 
by LAJTHA e^ al. (l97^) does not account for the discrepancy in turn
over rates obtained by LAJTHA et al. (1957) using incorporation periods 
of between 2. and 60 min. The latter data are, however, partly accounted- 
for by models of lysine compartmentation which assume the presence of 
ir<fo precursor pools for protein synthesis, one of which equilibrates 
rapidly with plasma lysine. This is consistent with the proposition 
that the problem of defining the precursor pool and measuring its 
specific activity is the cause of the apparent time dependence in 
rates of protein synthesis calculated from tracer incorporation data 
(GARLICK and MARSHALL, 1972). In contrast, ENTINGH and LAMSTRA (197^) 
put forward the interesting idea that the decreased apparent turnover 
rates observed after longer incorporation periods might reflect a return 
to a baseline rate of protein synthesis after a stress-induced increase 
following precursor administration. The explanation offered by the 
present author is, however, consistent with the data given in Table 17 
of SETA et (1973) and in Pig. 2 of DUNLOP et ( 1975a) since
no decrease in incorporation rates was observed with increasing incor
poration time in experiments in which precursor specific activity was 
maintained at a constant level during the incorporation period. The 
premise that the precursor lysine pool is heterogeneous is consistent
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with the results obtained by OLLENDOEP (l97l) in experiments in which 
rates of labelled amino acid uptake from plasma into brain were 
measured during a 15 sec time interval. He obtained rates of lysine 
uptake much faster than those reported by other researchers (TOTH 
and LAJTHA, 1977» COTJLSON and HART, 1977)* Measurements made only 
15 sec after tracer administration may yield rates of uptake into 
compartments which are exchanging very rapidly with the plasma pool 
and which represent only a fraction of the total soluble amino acid 
present in the tissue. The rapidly exchanging brain lysine compart
ment detected by Oldendorf may represent the rapidly exchanging 
precursor pool that is a feature of the two models of lysine compart
mentation outlined in Section 4*1*

5.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The effect of L-dopa on rat brain protein synthesis has been re
examined by studying the effect of the drug on the incorporation 
of L-[ ̂ n]lysine, L-[^H]valine and L-[^^c]valine into TCA-insoluble 
material. Incorporation is expressed in terms of l) the relative 
incorporation (l^el) (̂ f̂ined as the final TCA-insoluble radioactivity 
divided by the final TCA-soluble radioactivity, and 2) the apparent
incorporation (l ) defined as the final TCA-insoluble radioactivity app
divided by the final specific activity of the soluble amino acid pool. 
L-dopa had no significant effect on the apparent incorporation of 
[^H]valine measured 15 min after the injection of a trace quantity 
of the label, and no significant effect on the apparent incorporation 
of [^^c]valine measured 35 min after its co-administration with a 
flooding quantity of carrier valine. In the latter experiments it 
was assumed that the specific activity of the soluble valine pool was 
the same as that of the administered amino acid (cf. DUNLOP ejk , 
1975a). These results are interpreted as indicating that L-dopa had 
no significant effect on rates of brain protein synthesis. However, 
because the errors associated with the group means were large, the 
possibility that the drug had a small inhibitory effect cannot be 
ruled out. In order to resolve this matter the scatter in the data 
must be reduced. Using a simple but sensitive technique for detecting
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small changes in polysome aggregation, JOHNSON et al. (1975) were able 
to demonstrate a statistically significant 9% decrease in active brain-- 
polysome levels in rats given phenylalanine (ig/kg). It is doubtful 
whether the reduction in amino acid incorporation rates that might 
accompany such a small decrease in active polysome levels would be 
detected using amino acid tracers and consequently the technique of 
Johnson and co-workers may be the method of choice in this kind of 
study and should perhaps be applied to the present problem. If, 
using this method, a significant decrease in the brain concentration 
of active polysomes was observed in L-dopa-treated rats the question 
concerning the involvement of a soluble dopamine receptor as proposed 
by WEISS e;fc al. (1975) would remain.

L-dopa caused a significant 55-59% decrease in the apparent incor
poration of [̂ h ]lysine measured after a 15 min labelling period but 
had no significant effect on that measured 7& min after tracer admini
stration. This apparent discrepancy is explained in terms of models 
of lysine compartmentation (see Section 4.1 ). According to these 
models brain protein-bound lysine is normally derived from two precursor 
pools, one of which exchanges rapidly with the main intracellular lysine 
compartment, the other exchanging rapidly with plasma lysine. In the 
presence of L-dopa, the main intracellular compartment ceases to be a 
source of lysine for protein synthesis and the deficit is made up from a 
sequestered pool.

Additional experiments should be carried out with a view to sub
stantiating the data presented in this thesis and testing the models 
of lysine compartmentation. It is particularly important to obtain 
unequivocal evidence for an L—dopa—induced reduction in the rate of 
incorporation into brain protein of radioactive lysine in the absence 
of a reduction in the valine incorporation rate. For example, the 
demonstration in the same animal of a reduced [̂ h ]lysine incorpora
tion rate in the absence of an effect on [^^c]valine incorporation 
would lend considerable weight to the hypothesis that the former effect
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is not due to a general inhibition of protein synthesis. Secondly,
the observation that the magnitude of the L-dopa-induced decrease in —
I increased with time during the first 15 min following the app
subcutaneous administration of radioactive lysine should be sub
stantiated. In particular, it would be desirable to obtain more 
data points. If the observation was confirmed it would be of interest 
to test the effect of L-dopa on the incorporation of other amino acids 
in order to determine whether the effect is specific to lysine, 
specific to the basic amino acids or observable using amino acids 
belonging to other classes. Finally, an alternative explanation is 
offered in Section 5.2 for the observed difference between the effect 
of L-dopa on the incorporation of [^s]lysine and isotopic valine.
Thus a specific inhibition of protein synthesis in a population of 
brain cells that has a particularly large capacity for incorporating 
radioactive lysine could give rise to the same effect. Although 
this explanation is considered unlikely, the presence or absence 
of such a population of cells could be demonstrated using autoradio
graphic techniques.

Assuming that the results presented in this thesis were verified 
through further experimentation, one might proceed to investigate 
the mechanism by which the L-dopa effect is mediated. The failure 
of L-dopa to affect the rate of incorporation of radioactive lysine 
into protein in rat brain slices may indicate that the drug does not 
act directly via a cellular mechanism. However, because protein 
synthesis in adult brain slices occurs at only a fraction of the in vivo 
rate (10-20% under optimum conditions, DUNLOP et al., 1974» 1975U), the 
possibility remains that the in vivo response is due to an effect on 
some protein fraction which has a particularly large capacity for 
incorporating radioactive lysine, the synthesis of which is severely 
impaired in vitro. This could be investigated using tissue taken from 
immature rats since protein synthetic rates in immature rat brain 
slices incubated under optimum conditions are comparable with the 
in vivo rate (DUNLOP ejb 1975"b). If no effect was observed in 
immature brain slices this might indicate that the in vivo response
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is mediated via a mechanism that is dependent upon either an intact 
brain or an intact animal. The observation that the L-dopa response - — 
is affected by the temperature at which the animals are maintained 
after drug administration may indicate that the response is mediated 
indirectly via some system that is intact only in the whole animal.
An vivo study using carefully selected dopaminergic agonists and 
antagonists might lead to some understanding of the mechanisms involved. 
Preliminary results indicate that L-dopa has an effect on the incor
poration of radioactive lysine into liver protein similar to that seen 
in the brain. However, no serious attempt was made to investigate 
this since the methods used in this study were totally inadequate 
for that purpose. Liver perfusion is extensively used in the study 
of hepatic protein metabolism and might be adopted in order to further 
investigate the effect of L-dopa in this tissue. Should it turn out 
that L-dopa inhibits the incorporation of radioactive lysine into 
liver protein, but has no effect on valine incorporation rates, then 
liver may be the tissue of choice for further investigations into the 
mechanisms mediating the response.

Computer simulation was used as an aid to the interpretation of the 
results obtained from tracer experiments. In particular an attempt 
was made to answer some questions concerning the compartmentation of 
lysine in relation to its incorporation into protein. The experi
mental evidence for the existence of a sequestered lysine pool in 
brain was also examined. The procedure adopted in this simulation 
study was in some instances extremely unrefined, mainly because of a 
lack of the experimental data required to fix some of the variables. 
Consequently, the work merely represents an attempt to obtain some 
preliminary answers using the available experimental data.

Simulation of in vivo experiments was performed using amino acid exchange 
rates and pool sizes calculated from literature data wherever possible. 
The remaining variables were determined empirically. To this end 
particular use was made of the lysine specific activity data given
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in Table 3 of LAJTHA et al. (1957)* However, this data was compiled 
from measurements made in the mouse and it would clearly be desirable 
to base the simulation on lysine specific activity measurements made 
in the rat. This would involve the compilation of lysine specific 
activity-time curves for the plasma and brain soluble pools as well 
as the brain protein-bound pool. Providing sufficient data points 
were obtained, reliable estimates of the variable parameters could be 
obtained using an optimization routine.

The phenomenon of intracellular dilution in amino acid tracer experi
ments is widely reported, but the cause remains a matter for debate. 
Computer simulation of iu vivo radioactive lysine perfusion experiments 
was performed to determine what level of intracellular dilution might 
be expected in the brain as a result of the continual release of cold 
lysine from degraded protein . Had the results shown that protein 
degradation causes no significant intracellular dilution, the unre
fined nature of the model used in the simulation would have been of 
little consequence since its refinement would only change the quan
titative result but not the qualitative conclusion. The results 
indicate, however, that the release of lysine from degraded protein 
probably makes a significant contribution to the observed intracellu
lar dilution. Consequently, because the result is quantitatively 
uncertain, it is not possible to comment on whether or not protein 
degradation is the sole cause of the phenomenon.

A simulation of the experiments of HEIDLE et al. (1975) indicated 
that the release of lysine from degraded protein is not the only cause 
of the dilution of the intracellular pool in brain slices incubated 
in a medium containing radioactive lysine, although it does make a 
contribution. While this is consistent with the assumed presence 
of a sequestered lysine pool in the brain, the theoretical data must 
again be viewed with caution since a steady-state model was applied 
to a nonsteady-state system. (The imbalance between the rates of 
protein degradation and protein synthesis in incubated brain slices 
causes a continual expansion of the soluble amino acid pool (KETTLE
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et al., 1973; JOKES and MCILWAIK, 197l)«) While a nonsteady- 
state treatment might he adopted in order to obtain a more reliable 
result, this would necessitate making further approximations since 
insufficient data are available to accurately define the time-dependent 
variables. Alternatively, the experimental system could be modified 
to make the steady-state approximation more reasonable. Thus the 
experiments could be repeated using incubation mixtures containing 
the amino acid in question at a concentration sufficiently low so as 
not to obscure any sequestered pools, but using an incubation volume 
sufficiently large that the time-dependent expansion of the soluble 
pools is insignificant. Reliable data on the rate of exchange 
between the tissue and medium free amino acid pools at the concen
tration in question is also required. A more tenable simulation could 
then be perfoimed using a steady-state model.

The results presented in this thesis indicate that an inhibition of 
protein synthesis may not be the major cause of the L-dopa-induced 
reduction in the incorporation of radioactive lysine into brain pro
tein. It is suggested that an alteration in lysine compartmentation 
might be involved. Some of the problems associated with the measure
ment of rates of protein synthesis have been demonstrated, particularly 
in relation to the difficulty of obtaining reliable indices of the 
time-average precursor specific activity. The desirability of using 
incorporation periods of different durations and labelled amino acids 
belonging to different classes is also demonstrated.
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Source of 
variation

Sum of 
squares

Degrees of 
freedom

Estimate • 
of

variance
F

Between
experiments
(E) 2576 1 2576 8.85*

Between dopa 
and control 
animals (A)

68211 1 68211 255*6***

Interaction
EA 2040 1 2040 7*58*

Between 
replicates (r ) 2044 4 511 1.90

Interaction
ER 2450 4 612 -2.28

Interaction
AR 5404 4 1351 5*02

Residual
(e ae) 1075 4 269

Total 85600 19 •

An analysis of variance was carried out on the relative incorporation data 
obtained from experiments 5 and 6 (Tables 5»2.5 azid 5*2.6) in order to 
determine whether the two sets of data could be combined and treated as a 
single set of results. The twenty results for î êl classified into a
5x2x2 grouping (five replicates, control and dopa-treated groups, and 
two experiments). The calculations were performed on a computer using the 
IBM routine AKOVA. (The Scientific Subroutine Package, Version III) (see 
acknowledgements). *, significant; ***, highly significant. (PorS^=l, 
’̂2=4 » the 5% and 1% points are 7.7I and 21.20, respectively. For >?^=V2=
4, the 5% and 1% points are 6.59 and 15*98» respectively.) Tables of the 
distribution of F are given in FISHER and YATES (1965)*
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TABLE A3 THE EFFECT OP L-LOPA OK THE RELATIVE IKCORPORATIOK OF
L-[3,4(n)-%]VALIKE IK BRAIK. AK AKALYSIS OF'COMBmEB LATA 
USIKG THE WILCOXOK SIGKEL-RANKS TEST

Exp
no.

Pair
no.
(i)

^rel^ ^"^rel^
Signed
rank

1 0.473 +0.527 • +10

4 - 2 0.520 +0.480 + 8

3 0.529 +0.471 + 7
4 0.584 +0.416 + 5

' 5 0.713 +0.287 + 3
2 - 6 0.910 +0.090 + 1

7 1.179 -0.179 - 2
' 8 1.392 -0.392 - 4

9 1.505 -0.505 - 9
3 ^ 10 0.429 +0.571 +11

11 0.322 +0.678 +12
12 0.565 ‘ +0.435 + 6

The set of relative incorporation quotients /^rel.
i i

i = 1,2,...,12 (see equation 3*2.ll) tabulated above was calculated 
using paired data taken from three separate experiments (exps. 2,3 and 
4, Section 3.2.2) in which L-[3,4(n)-^E]valine was employed as the 
radioactive precursor. The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was used to
determine whether the mean quotient (q^^^) differs significantly from q^^^ 
1 (ie., no drug effect). The mean quotient is O.76 and the sum of the 
negative ranks (t) is 15. For T=15 and n=12, P = 0.05 (two tail) (Table A4 

of COLQUHOTJK, I971).
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TABLE A4 THE EFFECT OF L-LOPA ON THE RELATIVE INCORPORATION OF 
L-[3,4(n)-3H]VALIKE IN LIVER. AN ANALYSIS OF COMBINEL 
LATA USING THE WILCOXON SIGNEL-RANKS TEST

Exp
no.

Pair
no.
(i)

^rel^ l-%rel.
Signed
rank

r 1 0.413 0.587 +10

4 4 2 0 .606 0.394 + 6

3 1.278 -0 .278 - 5
4 1.178 -0 .178 - 3

2 Jr 6 0.591 0.409 + 8
1I 7 0.884 0.116 + 1

8 0.779 0.221 + 4
3 9 1.165 -0.165 -  2

* 10 0.433 0.567 + 9
11 0.191 O.8O9 +11

• 12 0.604* 0.396 + 7

See Table A3 f.or details. The mean quotient is 0.74 and the sum
of the negative ranks is 10, P<0.05.
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TABLE A5 A COMPARISON OP,THE EFFECT OF L-LOPA ON THE RELATIVE INCORPORA
TION OF L-[4,5-^]LYSINE ANL L-[3,4(n)-^H]VALINE IN BRAIN

Lysine Valine

.LY ^LY Rank of J V Rank of1 ^ 1 . LY 1 ^ e l . V1 ^el. 1 ^el.1 1

1 ' 0.404 9 1' 0.473 11
2 0.034 2 2 > Exp 4 0.520 13
3 ► Exp 5 0.032 1 3 0.529 14
4 0.176 4 4. 0.584 16
5- 0.641 17 5' 0.713 18
6' 0.321 7 6 ► Exp 2 0.910 19

7 0.290 6 7 . 1.179 20
8 > Exp 6 0.483 12 8' 1.392 21
9 0.172 3 9 1.505 22

10. 0.237 5 10 ► Exp 3 0.429 10
11 0.322 8
12, 0.565 15

The relative incorporation data obtained from matched-paired L-dopa-treated 
and control rats of two lysine experiments (experiments 5 and 6) and three 
valine experiments (experiments 2,3 and 4 ) were used to calculate the rel
ative incorporation quotients tabulated above. The Wilcoxon two-sample test 
was used to determine the significance of the difference between the results 
obtained with [^h]valine and [&]lysine. q^^^ = ^gl'^^rel
lysine pair and similarly q ^ ^ . refers to the ith valine pair (see equation 
3.2.11). q^g^ = 0.279 and = O.76O. The sum of the ranks of q^^^^ is 
66 and the sum of the ranks of q^^^, is I87. These results indicate that, 
in brain, the L-dopa-induced decrease in the relative incorporation of 
[^n]lysine is significantly greater than that of [^H]valine, P<0.01 (two 
tail) (Table A3 of COLQ.UHOUN, 1971). (Note that while there is a signi
ficant difference between the data obtained in the two replicate
lysine experiments (5 and 6) (see the analysis of variance given in Table 
A2) there is no significant difference between experiments 5 and 6 with 
respect to the relative incorporation quotients (Wilcoxon two-sample test).
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TABLE A6 A COMPARISON OP THE EFFECT OF L-LOPA ON THE RELATIVE INCORPOR
ATION OF L-[4,5-3h]LYSINE ANL L-[3,4(n)-%]VALINE IN LIVER

Lysine Valine

.LY LY Rank of .V V Rank of1 ^el. ^LY 1 S:el. V1 rel. 1 *^el •1 1

1 ' 0.858 16 1 ' 0.413 8
2 0.046 1 2 ► Exp 4 0.606 13
5 > Exp 5 0.072 2 3 1.278 21

4 0.673 14 4. 1.178 20

5- 1.147 18 Exp 2 .0.591 11
6 ' 0.167 5 7 .f 0.884 17
7 0.120 4 8 ' 0.779 15
8 -► Exp 6 0.470 10 9 1.165 19
9 0.111 3 10 ' Exp 3 0.433 9
10. 0.210 7 11 0.191 6

12, O.604 12

LY VSee Table A5 for details. Q , = 0,387 and q = 0.738. The sum of theLY Lcel j
ranks of = 80 and the sum of the ranks of q^^^ is 151. These results
indicate that^ in liver, the L-dopa-induced decrease^in the relative
incorporation of [%]lysine is significantly greater than that of [^h ]
valine, P<0.05.
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A7 continued

The brain TCA-insoluble and TCA-soluble radioactivity data tabulated 
in Table A7 were obtained from the control groups of rats of experiments 
3 snd 4 (Section 3*2.2) in which 3j-[ 3»4(n)-^H ] valine was employed 
in the measurement of Spearman rank correlation analysis was
carried out as outlined in Table Al. The analysis was performed on 
the two separate sets of results and on the combined data*.

Rank ( .  ) is the rank of R.. (j = 1 or 2) when the two sets of dataJ ̂ J ̂ g
are treated separately and rahk(Rj^) is the rank of (R̂ ^̂ ) in the
combined data set.

2
Experiment 3»2(^?) - 8, r = 0.6, no correlationi ^ 2
Experiment 4>X(^?)^ = 10, r = 0.0, no correlationi ^ 2
Combined data,]^(d?)^ =122, r = -O.OI7 , no correlationi ^ 2

(N3. /̂/hen there are more than eight pairs of observations, P 
values (two tail) may be found by using

and making reference to tables of Student's t-distribution for C = n-2 
where n is the number of pairs.)

* It is not possible to reach a value of P<0.1 with four pairs of 
observations or a value of P<0.05 with five observations. Consequently, 
in order to increase the number of pairs, analysis was carried out 
using combined data. If, however, equations 3*2.6 and 3*2.7 were valid 
within each experiment, but c(a) varied between experiments then it is 
possible that no correlation would be observed in the combined data, 
althou^ the correlation exists within experiments. For this reason 
the two sets of data were also treated separately.
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A8 continued

The brain TCA-insoluble and TCA-soluble radioactivity data tabulated 
in Table A8 were obtained from the control groups of rats of experiments 
5 and 6 (Section 3*2.2) in which L-[4,3-^s]lysine was employed in the 
measurement of Spearman rank correlation analysis was carried
out as outlined in Table Al. See Table A7 for further details.

Experiment 5» Z(<1^) = 2, r^ = 0.900, P = 0.1
Experiment 6, J(d?)^ = 6, r^ = O.7OO, Ko correlation
Combined data, ̂ (d?)^ = 52, r^ = 0.685, P < O.O5
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TABLE A9 A CORRELATION ANALYSIS OP BRADT AND LIVER L-[4,5-%]LYSINE 
q̂ ei lATâ

Exp
no.

Pair
no.
(i)

Brain Liver
d = 

rank(q^g^^)-

rank(q^el.)
d"

4 i .
L
rel^ Eank(q^ei.)

1 0.404 8 0.858 9 -1 1

2 0.034 2 0.046 1 +1 1

5 3 0.032 1 0.072 2 -1 1

4 0.176 4 0,673 8 -4 16

5 0.641 10 1.147 10 0 0

6 0.321 7 0,167 5 +2 4

7 0,290 6 0.120 4 +2 4

6 8 0.483 9 0.470 7 +2 4

9 0.172 3 0.111 3 0 0

10 0.237 5 0,210 6 -1 1

The relative incorporation quotients tabulated above were calculated 
using paired data taken from two experiments (experiments 5 and 6, 
Section 3.2.2) in which L-[4>5-^h]lysine was employed as the radioactive 
precursor. Spearman rank correlation analysis was performed to test for 
a correlation between in liver and brain (see Tables Al and A7 for
details).

= 32, r = 0.806, P<0.01. 
j 1 s
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TABLE AlO A CORRELATION ANALYSIS OP BRAIN AND LITER I^[3,4(n)-&]VALINE

Exp
no.

Pair
no,
(i)

Brain Liver d = 
rank(q? , )-
rank(q^^l^)

d^
rel^ Rank(q^^l^) 4 i ^

4

1 0.473 3 0.413 2 +1 1

2 0,520 4 0.606 6 -2 4

3 0,529 5 1,278 11 -6 . 36

4 0.584 7 1,178 10 -3 9

2
6 0.910 8 0,591 4 +4 16

7 1.179 9 0,884 8 +1 1

3

8 1.392 10 0,779 7 +3 9

9 1.505 11 1,165 9 +2 4

10 0.429 2 0.433 3 -1 1

11 0.522 1 0.191 1 0 0

12 0.565 6 0.604 5 +1 1

The relative incorporation quotients tabulated above were calculated using 
paired data taken from three experiments (experiments 2, 5 and 4» Section 
•5.2.2) in which L-[5»4(n)-^H]valine was employed as the radioactive precur
sor. Spearman rank correlation analysis was performed to test for a correla
tion between q^^^ in liver and brain (see Tables Al and A9 for details).

= 32, Tg = 0.627, p<o.o5.
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All continued

The brain TCA-insoluble radioactivity and soluble valine specific 
activity data tabulated in Table All were obtained from the control 
groups of rats of experiments 3 and 4 (Section 3*2.2). Spearman 
rank correlation analysis was carried out as outlined in Tables Al 
and A7.

Experiment 3> = 14, Tg = 0.300, No correlation
Experiment 4, = 2, rg = 0.800, P>0.1
Combined data. = 30, Tg = 0.750, 1=0.02
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Al2 continued
Results obtained from L-dopa-treated rats were combined with the control 
data given in Table All and new correlation coefficients calculated.

Experiment 3» =  2 6 , Tg  =  0 . 8 4 2 , P<0.,0 1

Experiment 4» =  1 0 , rg = 0.821, P<0,.05
Combined data. =  1 2 2 , T g  =  0 . 8 5 0 , P<0,,001
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Al3 continued

The brain TCA-insoluble radioactivity and soluble lysine specific activity 
data tabulated in Table A13 were obtained from experiments 5 and 6 (Section 
3.2.2). Spearman rank correlation analysis was carried out as outlined 
in Tables Al and A7.

Experiment 5» 2, rg = 0.900, P=0.1
Experiment 6, 6, r^ = 0.700, No correlation
Combined data. 14, rg = 0.915, P<0.001
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TABLE AI4 THE EFFECT OF L-LOPA ON THE APPARENT INCORPORATION OF 
L-[3,4(n)-%]VALINE IN BRAIN. AN ANALYSIS OF LATA 
USING THE WILCOXON SIGNEL-RANKS TEST

Exp
no.

Pair
no.
(i)

^PPj_ ^"^pp^ Signed
rank

1 0.731 +0.269 +1

4 2 0.651 +0.349 +3

3 2.269 -1.269 -8

8 1.361 -0.361 -4

' 9 1.783 -0.783 -7

3 10 0.622 +0.378 +5

11 0.479 +0.521 +6

12 0.689 +0.311 +2

The set of apparent incorporation quotients q̂  ̂ = I?̂ .̂  Ao-n-np̂p̂ . app. app.
(see equation 3*2.19) tabulated above was calculated using paired 
data taken from two experiments in which L-[3,4(n)-^B[] valine was 
employed as the radioactive precursor. The pair numbers correspond 
to those in Table A3. The Wilcoxon signed-ranks test was used to 
determine whether the mean quotient (q̂  ) differs significantlyapp
from q̂  = 1  (i.e., no drug effect). The mean quotient is I.O73 ""PPand the sum of the positive ranks (t) is I7» NB (see Table A3 for 
details).
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TABLE Al5 A COMPARISON OP THE EFFECT OF L-BOPA ON THE^PPARENT INCOR
PORATION OF L-[4,5-^H]LYSINE and L-[3,4(n)-^H]YALINE IN BRAIN

Lysine Valine
.LY LY Rank of .V V Rank of1 ^pp LY 1 *^pp. V1 ^PPj_ 1 ^PPj_

1' 0.820 14 1' 0.731 13
2 0.132 2 2 >Exp 4 0.651 10
3 > Exp 5 0.063 1 3, 2.269 18
4 0.263 3 8 ' 1.361 16
5, 0.964 15 9 1*783 17
6' O.4O8 6 10 "Exp 3 0.622 9
7 O.5O6 8 11 0.479 7
8 > Exp 6 O.7I8 12 1 2 , 0.689 11
9 0.283 4

10, 0.374 5

The apparent incorporation data obtained from matched-paired L-dopa- 
treated and control rats of two lysine experiments (experiments 5 and 6) 
and two valine experiments (experiments 3 and 4) were used to calculate 
the apparent incorporation quotients tabulated above. The Wilcoxon two- 
sample test was used to determine the significance of the difference 
between the results obtained with [^H]lysine and [^H]valine.

LY for the ith lysine pair and similarly refers
to the ith valine pair (see equation 3*2.19)• The pair numbers (i

V LYand i ) correspond to those in Tables A3 - A6. q^^^
qj^^ = 1.073. The sum of the ranks of q^^^ is 7Ô and the sum of

= 0.453 and

the ranks of q* is 101. These results indicate that, in brain, ^PP - 3 ,the L-dopa-induced decrease in the apparent incorporation of [ HJ
lysine is significantly greater than that of J^h]valine, F<0.05 (two 
tail).
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TABLE Al6 A COMPARISON OF THE EFFECT OF L-BOPA ON THE RELATIVE INCOR
PORATION OF L-[4,5- H]LYSINE in BRAIN AT 25°C ANB ROOM 
TEMPERATURE

25°C Room temperature

i^5 9^1^
Rank of 
4el.

^RT RT
^rel^

Rank of 
RT
^rel^

1" 0.354 11 1' 0.404 12
2 0.320 9 2 0.034 2
3 » Exp 13 0.493 16 3 ► Exp 5 0.032 1
4 0.650 19 4 0.176 4
5 J 0.222 5 5J 0.641 18
6] 0.533 17 61 0.321 10
7 0.840 20 7 0.290 8
8 ►Exp 14 0.232 6 8 ►Exp 6 0.483 15

9 0.420 13 9 0.172 3
loj 0.431 14 10 J 0.237 7

28 RTSee Table A5 for details, q = 0.450 and q = 0.279. The sum28 ^ xex Tjmof the ranks of is 13O and the sum of the ranks of is 80.
PM). 05* It is concluded that the difference between the effect of L-dopa 
on the relative incorporation of lysine in brain at 25°C and at room 
temperature is not statistically significant.
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Source of 
variation

Sum of 
squares

Degrees of 
freedom

Estimate
of

variance
F

Between con
centration 
levels (C)

277.16 5 55.43 1.47

Between
replicates
(R)

56.09 2 28.04 0.75

Residual
(CE) 376.29 10 37.63

Total 709.54 17

An analysis of variance was carried out to determine whether there was 
a significant difference in the capacity of chopped rat brain tissue 
to incorporate L-[4,5-^H]lysine into TCA-insoluble material in the 
presence of different concentrations of L-dopa (see Table 3«3«3)« The 
TCA-insoluble radioactivity data were classified into a 6 x 3 grouping 
(6 concentration levels, three replicates). The calculations were 
performed on a computer using the IBM routine ANOYA (The Scientific 
Subroutines Package, Version III) (see acknowledgements). The difference 
between the levels of incorporation of radioactivity into TCA-insoluble 
material at different concentrations of L-dopa is not significant.
( F o r = 5, ^̂ 2 “ TO the 3% point is 3.33. For = 2, = 10 the 3%
point is 4.10). Tables of the distribution of F are given in FISHER 
and YATES (1963).
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APPENDIX B. THE COMPARTMENTAL ANALYSIS OF TRACER KINETIC DATA
B1 A general mathematical model of metabolic compartment at ion-
MATSEN and FRANKLIN (1950) have outlined a general procedure for 
setting up and solving the rate equations defining a coupled set of 
first order reactions. The present treatment is essentially hased 
on their method. In the case discussed hy Matsen and Franklin the 
components of the system are interconverting chemical species while 
the present work deals with the distribution of radioactivity within 
a system of amino acid compartments following the introduction of a 
trace quantity of radioactive amino acid. The most general multi- 
compartment system is that in which every compartment exchanges with 
every other compartment (see Fig. 4*1 )• Any particular model may 
be fitted by setting the appropriate flow rates equal to zero.
Although the analysis of nonsteady-state systems is possible, the 
problem is very much simplified if a steady state can be assumed.
In the present treatment it is assumed that the system is in a steady 
state with respect to both the sizes of the compartments and the 
rates of exchange between them. It is also assumed that each com
partment is homogeneous. This implies an instantaneous mixing of 
the material entering a compartment with the contents of that com
partment. Compartments may, in fact, be defined in terms of instan
taneous mixing. For example, although in the present work every cell 
in a given tissue may be regarded as a separate compartment, providing 
the tracer reaches and mixes with the contents of each cell simul
taneously, then the population of cells may be treated as a single 
compartment.

The general steady-state system is defined by a set of n linear, 
first order, ordinary differential equations

dR. T— n Ty—I
dt 1=1,2.... n. (2.1)

1=1 j = ’
(NB. = 0, i = l,2,...,n. see Fig 4*l)« Bate constants k^^ are 
defined by
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and therefore

(B*3a.)

= k.jE._ (2.3t)

Substitution of (B.5b) into (B.I) yields

dR; ^
dt = - 2 j ^  (B.4),=] 1=1

A set of new constants is defined by

K. . = -k. . for i j (B.5a)-*■ J ' J -*•

and

= y k. (B.5b)
1='

Substitution of (B.5) into (B«4) gives

dR.
= - 2 ^  ^ij^j’ ^ “ l,2,...,n (B.6a)

j=i
which using matrix notation is 

ÔR
ât = (2.613)

where R is a vector-valued function of time and K is a matrix of 
constant coefficients. Written in "standard" form* the set of n 
rate equations is

*A1 though it may appear unnecessarily repititious, a number of key 
equations have been written in both "standard" and matrix form in 
order to assist readers who may be unfamiliar with matrix and vector 
notation.
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dR.
dt “ ‘ ' ' "^in^n (B.6 0)

Matsen and Franklin have made an error in their paper since they have 
failed to recognise that the real matrix K will not always he symmetric 
(the models dealt with in Chapter 4 all yield imsymmetric matrices) 
and that the eigenvectors associated with the different eigenvalues 
(ie. the vectors B of their equation (?)) will not therefore necessa
rily he mutually orthogonal (compare with page 3^5 of SPIEGEL, 1971)* 
The matrix B of their equation (2) can only he orthogonal if its 
column vectors (or row vectors) are orthonormal (see, for example, 
page 103 of AYRES, 1974) and so B is not, in general, an orthogonal 
matrix. It follows that the Q-hasis defined by Q =  BA (see equation 
(2) of MATSEN and FRANKLIN, 1950) is not generally orthogonal (see, 
for example page IO4 of AYRES, 1974)- la their treatment, however, 
Matsen and Franklin have made the unnecessary restriction that an 
orthogonal Q-basis be selected.

A solution of the general system of linear differential equations 
(B.6) may be obtained as follows (compare with Chapter 6 of BUCK 
and BUCK, 197&)« If is an eigenvalue of K and B is an associated 
eigenvector (ie., KB = 'X B), then it is easily shown that the vector 
function

R = (B.7)

is a solution of the equation

dR
— —KR (B. 6b)
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(compare with Theorem 6.1 of BUCK and BUCK, 1976). The proof is 
as follows.

dR d ^
dt = dt (2-8a)

= (B.8b)

Since

K R = ‘\ r (B.9a)

= (B.9h)

it follows from (B.Sh) that 

dR
—  = -KR. (B.6b)

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are evaluated as follows. Since

kb = 'Xb (B.10)

then

(K-I‘X ) B = 0  (B.lla)

where I is the unit matrix. Written without using matrix notation 
(B.lla) is

Z
(K. .-S. . A)B, = 0, i = l,2,...,n ( B . m )

j=l
where 6. . is the ’Kronecker delta' defined hy S. . = 1  for i = j and

= 0 for i jt j. Equation (B.ll) has non-trivial solutions only if

[K-I'XI = 0 (B.12)
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(see Cramer's rule (Case 3) in Chapter 15 of SPIEGEL, 1971; also 
see Chapter 16 of STEPHENSON, 1966.), The above determinant is 
commonly called the secular determinant and its solution yields n 
distinct eigenvalues (/^^,...,3\j,...,/V%). The associated eigen
vectors are then obtained from equation (B.ll). The set of all 
solutions constitute a vector space called null space (N^) (see, 
for example, page 87 of AYRES, 1974 or page 290 of BUCK and BUCK, 
1976). The n linearly-independent solution vectors B^e" ^  j^, 
j = l,2,...,n form a basis for N^ . and it therefore follows that 
the general solution is given by

1='
n

= (B.ljb)

where C^, j = 1,2,..., n are arbitrary scalers and = C^B^. 
Equation (B.I3) written without using vector notation is

n

i = (B.ljo)
J-

In the present case the arbitrary scalers are fixed by the condition

n
^  ̂ OjBj = R(t=o), (B. 143.)

that is

BC=R(t=o) (B.14b)

where B is a matrix the column vectors of which are the n eigenvectors 
B., j = l,2,...,n and £ is a column vector the components of which 
are the scalers Ch, j = l,2,...,n.
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B2 Computational methods

The secular determinant (B.12) is not easily solved manually for a 
system of four or more compartments and a computer program (PROGRAM 
comp) was therefore ’//ritten which, given a set of flow rates, pool 
sizes and the initial conditions finds the required solution. A 
large number of algorithms have been developed for computing the 
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of real matrices, the present program 
making use of NAG library routines produced by the Nottingham 
Algorithm Group. A second program (PROGRAM OPT) was written for 
optimizing variable parameters (flow rates and/or pool sizes). A 
documentation of the library subroutines used is given in the NAG 
manual but, because a considerable knowledge of linear algebra is 
assumed, a brief nonmathematical description is included here. For 
completeness both programs are dealt with in their entirety although 
part of the algorithm follows directly from the theory outlined above 
Listings and sample output of the two programs are given at the end 
of this appendix.

Ptrogram COMP

This program deals with a number of problems consecutively, the 
program being terminated by a "dummy" set of data in which 
The program first reads in the flow rates and pool sizes and checks 
for the sentinel. The rate constants are then calculated using 
(B.2) from which the matrix elements of K are evaluated according to 
equations (B.5a) and (B.5h). The program then proceeds to compute 
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of K. If the elements of K vary 
considerably in size, then the computed eigensystem may not be of 
satisfactory accuracy. The error is reduced by transforming the 
matrix K to a matrix T, the eigensystem of which may be computed 
with accuracy. This procedure, which is referred to as balancing, 
is carried out by subroutine FOIATF which applies similarity 
transformations to the matrix K. The eigenvalues of T are the same 
as those of K. (it is easily shown that the eigenvalues of the 
similarity transform of K (ie., SKS”^) are the same as those of 
K. Since S ^ S   ̂=^I, det (SKS -̂Pv,l) = <iet [ (S(K-^I)S ]̂ = 
det(K-Al)» See page 31 of WILKINSON, 196 6 ). The amount of com
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putation involved in calculating the eigensystem of T is greatly 
reduced by transforming T to a matrix H which is of Upper Hessenberg 
form, that is a matrix such that = 0 for i > j+1 (see pages 
39-40 of WILKINSON, 1966). This transformation is carried out by 
subroutine FOIAKF. Subroutine FOIAPP uses output from FOIAKF to 
set up a matrix V which defines the transformation of T to H. This 
is required by subroutine F02AQF to calculate the eigenvectors of T 
given the eigenvectors of H. Subroutine F02AQF first calculates 
all the eigenvalues of H and then calculates the eigenvectors by 
backsubstitution. Using the transformation matrix V given by FOIAPF 
the eigenvectors of T are then obtained. Subroutine FOIAUF trans
forms the eigenvectors of the balanced matrix T to those of the real 
unsymmetric matrix K using information given by FOIATF. Subroutine 
LCPS employs library subroutine FO4ATF to evaluate the vector £ 
satisfying equation (B.14b) which is required by the main program to 
calculate the elements of the general solution matrix D (see equation 
B.13). The initial condition is specified by a LATA statement in 
LCPS. In the present application the zero-time radioactivity vector
R(t=o) was given as R.=l, R. ,. =0 where the jth compartment is thatJ Jinto which radioactivity is introduced at zero-time. The sum of the 
components of the radioactivity vector is therefore unity for all 
time and before the theoretical data can be compared with experimental 
results it is necessary to multiply R by some scaler. Subroutine 
SUBS calculates the radioactive content and specific activity of 
each compartment at intervals of time using equation (B.I3b),

The program was written retaining the symbols used in the main text 
only where convenient. In some instances the notation was changed 
to comply with FORTRAN restrictions, while in other instances the 
retention of the same notation would have led to unnecessary programm
ing complications. The variable names listed in the NAG documen
tation have not been changed in order that reference to the documen
tation may easily be made. For this reason in some instances the 
variable name allocated to a parameter changes as the parameter is 
passed to a subroutine. A list of variable names is given in Table 
Bl.
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Running instructions
Flow rates F^^ in the example program) are punched on
the first data card, F^^ to F2^ on the second, etc,, and the pool 
sizes on the (n+l)th card. A number of sets of (n+l) input cards 
may be placed one after the other, each of which will be processed 
in turn until the program is terminated by a set of dummy data in 
which F^2=^' It is therefore necessary to formulate every model 
in such a way that consisting of m compartments with
m < n may be dealt with without changing the existing program simply 
by setting E^j=0 for all i > m and j > m, and for i> m.

*Program OFT
The above routine was incorporated into a second program which given 
a set of fixed parameters (flow rates and pool sizes) together with 
initial estimates of the variable parameters proceeds to obtain a 
least-squares fit of a set of experimental data points by iterative 
adjustment of the variable parameters. The program, a listing of 
which is given at the end of this appendix, employs NAG subroutine 
EO4FAF to minimize the sum of the squares of the deviations. Details 
of the subroutines and a specification of the parameters are given 
in the NAG documentation (the variable names are listed in Table B2 ) 
but the following important points should be noted.

M specifies the number of residuals (ie., the number of experimental 
observations) and N the number of independent variables, X is an 
array of dimension N which, on entry, gives an estimate of the 
position of the minimum. On exit X contains the points which yielded 
the smallest sum of squares found by EO4FAF, STEPMX(l), . 1=1,2,,,. ,N 
specifies an estimate of the expected change in X(l) required to 
obtain the minimum. The routine works most efficiently if X(l) and 
X(l) + STEPMX(l) 1=1,2,,,.,N straddle the minimum. On entry FTOL

*The variable names given below correspond to those used in the main 
program, some of which are modified on passing the parameters to the 
subroutines (see Table B2).
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specifies the accuracy to which F (the smallest sum of squares) 
is required. A successful exit from EO4FAF is dependent upon the 
condition that F is less than FTOL. In the present application the 
minimum sum of squares is expected to he nonzero and FTOL must there
fore be set at a value equal to or greater than the machine accuracy. 
Machine accuracy is specified by X02AAF (NB. X02AAF returns the value 
of X ,  where x is the smallest positive real number satisfying 1.0+x> 
1.0), On entiry XTOL specifies the relative accuracy to which the 
position of the minirmjin is required. If Y is the best point obtained 
for one iteration and Z is the best point for the following iteration, 
the routine will terminate if for two successive iterations

|Yj-Zj | < XT0L*STEPMX(I), 1=1,2,...,N. (B.15)

XTOL must not be less than the value supplied by X02AAF. MAXCAL 
specifies the maximum number of iterations that will be performed.
V is a real array of dimension at least IW which is used as working 
space. IW must specify the value of 2M+4N+MN+N(N+1)/2+P(M+2+2N) 
where P is the largest integer less than or equal to N+3+(n/3). The 
main program reads in the fixed parameters and initial estimates of 
the variable parameters using the format described above for PROGRAM 
COMP. The experimental data is supplied by LATA statements in sub
routine EESIL. EESIL solves the secular equation (B.12) for the 
current set of flow rates and pool sizes as described above and 
calculates the required theoretical data points and residuals. 
Subroutine MONIT is used to monitor the progress of the minimization. 
The zero-time condition is supplied by a LATA statement in LCPS as 
described above so that the sum of the components of the radioactivity 
vector is unity. One parameter that must therefore be optimized is 
the scaler multiplyer. Finally it should be noted that in order to 
ensure that the minimization proceeds efficiently, F must be suitably 
scaled and should preferably be of the order of unity in the region 
of interest. Further, the problem should be formulated in such a 
way that the squares of the deviations are of the same order of 
magnitude in this region.
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B5 A method for evaluating the rate constants of the exchange 
processes from the set of eigenvalues and eigenvectors

In Section 4»1 it was mentioned that two distinct approaches may he 
applied to the mathematical modelling of compartmental systems. In 
the present study a direct modelling procedure was employed. The 
alternative approach involves fitting the experimental data to linear 
combinations of exponential functions. Providing sufficient data 
is available to permit the evaluation of the complete set of eigen
values and associated eigenvectors, the rate constants for the 
exchange processes may be determined. From the theory outlined in 
this appendix follows a simple procedure by which the matrix of 
rate constants may be obtained.

Let L be the matrix whose column vectors are the eigenvectors 
Dj , 3=1 ,2,...,n*, then since

KL^ —'Xj— j—l>2,...,n (B.l6a)

that is

E l

ill

E l

En

. Enn

En

%nl ' ' - %nn

El
= El

El

J .V
- 'Ej'

= Ej Ej'
. .

- [%J
’El • • • En' V En'

. = .n
K  ̂ . . . K D D_ nl nn_ . . nnj

(B.l6b)

*Any scaler multiple of Bj is an eigenvector of K and since D.=C.B. 
where Cj is a scaler it follows that the vectors Dj j=l,2,.. .-̂ n 
are eigenvectors of K,
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and

ED = E^l . • • En Dll • • • y
> • • • V

' > • • • V
it follows that

ED = E iE i • • ‘E Z l n

E l ® n l  • • ‘E n ^ n n

D A

(2.17)

(B.18a)

(B.18B)

where Ar is the diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues X  j as the diagonal 
elements (compare with page 36? of SPIEGEL, I971). Multiplying (B.lSh)
on the right hy the inverse of D (ie., D”^) yields 

KDL“^ =-DAd“ ,̂ (B.19a)

that is

K = DAD"^ (B.19b)

and thus the elements of E may he determined and the rate constants 
(kĵ j ) evaluated.
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TABLE Bl. PROGRAM COMP PARAMETERS*

Main program 
and

subroutine SUBS
Subroutine

LCPS Text Parameter

N N n Number of compartments (max)
p(i,j) E j Plow rates

Q(l) E Pool sizes
B(I,J) E j Rate constants
A K Matrix of constant coefficients

Z (on exit) A B Eigenvector array
w r(i ) Ej Real part of eigenvalue
WI(I) Imaginary part of eigenvalue**

B R(t=o) Zero-time radioactivity vector
C C Ç Vector of arbitrary coefficients

Y D General solution matrix
E(I) E Radioactive content of compart

ments
S(I) E Specific activity of compart

ments

*This list is not complete hut contains only those parameters referred 
to in the main text. A complete list of parameters used in connection 
with the NAG library suhroutines is given in the NAG documentation.

**Ln the present application all eigenvalues are real.
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X RATES C-.
2.6000E-010.
2.M000E-030.
2.0000E-0H
1.5Û00E-0H

3.0000E-010.
0.
0 .
0 .0.0.

AMINO ACID POOL SIZES
1.6540E+00 2.6000E+01

RATE CONSTANTS 
0.1.0000Ê-020.
M.0865E-020.
2.0000E-01
1.7836E-05

1.8138E-01
0 .0.0.0.0.
0.

MATRIX OF CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS
1.8304E-01
-1.8138E-010 .
-1.4510E-03
0 .-1.2092E-04
-9.0689E-06

-l.OOOOE-02 
1.1538E-02 

-1.5385E-03 
0 .0 .0.0.

EIGENVALUES
<0 .
(1.9097E-01. 
(2.0253E-01, 
f7.0695E-02. 
a.4969£-03. 
(1.1779E-04. 
(1.7768E-05,

0.00)0.00)0.00)0.00)0.00)0.00)0.00)
EIGENVECTOR ARRAY0.0000000.0000001.0000000.0000000.0000000.0000000.000000

•1.763730
1.782897
-.014363
.021342

-.003374
-.023610
.000838

0 .4.0000E-02
0 .
0 .0.0.
0 .

1 0000£-»00

1.5385E-03
0 .0.0.0.0.
0.0.0.0.0.0.0.

-1.117855
1.061570
-.008064
.012337

-.001839
.053350
.000501

.071622 
-.219598 
.004779 
.250312 

-. 107090 
.000067 

-.000092

2.4000E-030.0.
0 .
1.7710E-030.
0.
5.8730E-02

1.4510E-030.0.0 .2.1058E-04
0.
0.

-4.0865E-02
0.
0.7.1020E-02 
■3.0155E-02 
0.
0.

0 .0.
0.
1.7710E-030.
0.
0.

8.4100E+00

0.
0.
0.
3.0155E-020.0.0.

0 .
0 .
0.
-2.1058E-04 2.1058E-04 
0.
0.

.431913 
7.801515 
-8.018305 
.008417 

-.197320 
.000263 

-.026483

-.020699
-.328734
4.293685
-.012158
-3.950863
-.000013
.018781

2.0000E-04
0.
0.
0.
0.0.
0.

l.OOOOF-03

1.2092E-04
0.
0.
0.
0.0.0.

-2.0000E-010.0.0.0.2.0000E-010.

.003018

.047518-4.114365

.000115

.017992.000002
4.045719

1.5000E-04
0 .0.0.0.0.0.
8.4100E+00

9.0689E-050.0.0.0.0.0.
-1.7836E-050.0.
0 .0.0.1.7836E-05

COEFFICIENTS 1.000000 -9.251969 
14.649045 .062424 

. 122512 
-.006723 
.000938

GENERAL SOLUTION -1.6376E-f01 4.4709E-03 5.2914E-02 1.3917E-04 2.8300^06
0. -1.6495E+01 1.5551E+01 -1.3708E-02 9.5578E-01 2.2102E-03. l.OOOOE+00 1.3289E-01 -1.1813E-01 2.9832E-04 -9.8234E-01 -2.8868E-02 -3.8578E-03
0. -1.9746E-01 1.8072E-01 1.5625E-02 1.0312E-03 8.1741E-05 1.0787E-07
0. 3.1214E-02 -2.6935E-02 -6.6850E-03 -2.4174E-02 2.6563E-02 1.68/0E-05
0. 2.1844E-01 7.8152E-01 4.1809E-06 3.2233E-050. -7.7500E-03 7.3332E-03 -5.7368E-06 -3.2445E-03 -1.2627E-04 3.7934E-03
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1.00000 (A) .1651972 .0159195 .0000084 .0001248 .0000013 .8187407 .0000080
2.00000 (B) 9.9877E-C2 6.1229E-04 8.4358E-06 2.1249E-03 1.5493E-07 8.1874E+02 9.50225-07(A) .2731063 .0560121 .0000613 .0004298 .0000093 .6703529 .0000282
3.00000 (B) 1.6512E-01 2.1543E-03 6.1324E-05 7.3184E-03 1.1089E-06 6.7035E+02 3.3574E-06(A) .3389181 .1111028 .0001884 .0008337 .0000282 .5488725 .0000563
4.00000 (B) 2.0491E-01 4.2732E-03 1.884JE-04 1.4195E-02 3.3538E-06 5.4887E+02 6.6893E-06(A) .3742238 .1745226 .0004074 .0012793 .0000600 .4494182 .0000888
5.00000 (B) 2.2625E-01 6.7124E-03 4.0742E-04 2.1782E-02 7.1351E-06 4.4942E+02 1.05575-05(A) .3878163 .2415057 .0007272 .0017275 .0001054 .3679944 .01/01235
6.00000 (B) 2.3447E-01 9.2887E-03 7.2723E-04 2.9414E-02 1.2527E-D5 3.6799E+Ù2 1.4682E-05(A) .3863205 .3087228 .0011506 .0021527 .0001639 .3013309 .0001587
7.00000 (B) 2.3357E-01 1.1874E-02 1.1506E-03 3.6654E-02 1.9490E-05 3.0133E+02 1.83675-05(A) .3746871 .3739193 .0016761 .0025390 .0002347 .2467506 .0001932
8.00000 (B) 2.2653E-01 1.4382E-02 1.6761E-03 4.3231E-02 2.7910E-05 2.4675E+02 2.29775-05(A) .3565796 .4356382 .0022993 .0028775 .0003165 .2020624 .0002264
9.00000 (B) 2.1559E-01 1.6755E-02 2.2993E-03 4.8996E-02 3.7629E-05 2.0206E+02 2.69245-05(A) .3346765 .4930067 .0030143 .0031646 .0004076 .1654726 .0002578
10.00000 (B) 2.0234E-01 1.8962E-02 3.0143E-03 5.3884E-0? 4.8468E-05 1.6547E+02 3.06535-05(A) .3109058 .5455741 .0038138 .003J998 .0005066 .1355128 .0002871
11.00000 (B) 1.8797E-01 2.0984E-02 3.8138E-03 5.7889E-02 6.024CE-05 1.35515+02 3.41345-05(A) .2866282 .5931890 .0046904 .0035851 .0006119 .1109812 .0003142
12.00000 (B) 1.7329E-01 2.2815E-02 4.6904E-03 6.1044E-02 7.2763E-05 1.1098E+02 3.73555-05(A) .2627778 .6359068 .0056365 .0037240 .0007221 .0908938 .0003391
13.00000 (B) 1.5887E-01 2.4458E-02 5.6365E-03 6.3408E-02 8.5863E-05 9.08945+01 4,03165-05(A) .2399717 .6739204 .0066446 .0038206 .0008358 .0744450 .0003618
14.00000 (B) 1.4509E-01 2.5920E-02 6.6446E-03 6.5053E-02 9.9382E-05 7.4445E+01 4.30255-05(A) .2185928 .7075098 .0077078 .0038796 .0009518 .0609755 .0003826
15.00000

(D) 1.3216E-01 2.7212E-02 7.7078E-03 6.6059E-02 1.1317E-04 6.0976E+01 4.54955-05(A) .1988542 .7370045 .0088195 .0039059 .0010690 .0499454 .0004015
16.00000 (B) 1.2023E-01 2.8346E-02 8.8195E-03 6.6505E-02 1.2712E-04 4.9945E+01 4.77435-05(A) .1808476 .7627570 .0099736 .0039039 .0011866 .0409126 .0004187
17.00000 (B) 1.0934E-01 2.9337E-02 9.9736E-03 6.6472E-02 1.4110E-04 4.09135+01 4.97885-05(A) .1645795 .7851244 .0111647 .0038781 .0013038 .0335152 .0004344(B) 9.9504E-02 3.01975-02 1.1165E-02 6.6032E-02 1.5502E-04 3.3515E+01 5.16485-0518.00000 (A) .1499992 .8044549 .0123878 .0038325 .0014198 .0274572 .0.04486(B) 9.0689E-02 3.0941E-02 1.2388E-02 6.5256E-02 1.6882E-04 2.74575+01 5.33425-0519.00000 (A) .1370188 .8210804 .0136386 .0037708 .0015341 .0224957 .0004616(B) 8.2841E-02 3.1580E-02 1.3639E-02 6.4205E-02 1.8242E-04 2.24965+01 5.48875-0520.00000 (A) .1255279 .8353107 .0149130 .0036962 .0016464 .0184323 .0004735(B) 7.5894E-02 3.2127E-02 . 1.4913E-02 6.2935E-02 1.9577E-04 1.84325+01 5.63005-0510.00000 (A) .3109058 .5455741 .0038138 .0033998 .0005066 . 1355128 .0002871(B) 1.8797E-01 2.0984E-02 3.81J8E-03 5.7889E-02 6.0240E-05 1.3551E+02 3.41345-0520.00000 (A) .1255279 .8353107 .0149130 .0036962 .0016464 .0184323 .0004735

(B) 7.5894E-02 3.2127E-02 1.4913E-02 6.2935E-02 1.9577E-04 1.84325+01 5.63005-0530.00000 (A) .0666867 .8965194 .0283764 .0027148 .0026114 .0025368 .0005545
(B) 4.0318E-02 3.‘-482E-02 2.8376E-02 4.6225E-02 3.1051E-04 2.53685+00 6.59325-0540.00000 (A) .0531374 .8984344 .0422143 .0019366 .0032973 .0003728 .0006072
(B) 3.2127E-02 3.4555E-02 4.2214E-02 3.2974E-02 3.9207E-04 3.72775-01 7.22045-05

50.00000 (A) .0498790 .8881414 .0559630 .0014871 .0037991 .0000770 .0006535
(B) 3.0157E-02 3.4159E-02 5.5963E-02 2.5320E-02 4.5174E-04 7.69545-02 7.77095-05

60.00000 (A) .0486604 .8756275 .0695314 .0012475 .0041992 .0000360 .0006980
(B) 2.9420E-02 3.3678E-02 6.9531E-02 2.1241E-02 4.9930E-04 3.60425-02 8,30005-05

70.00000 (A) .0478372 .8628217 .0829041 .0011204 .0045450 .0000300 .0007417
(B) 2.8922E-02 3.3185E-02 8.2904E-02 1.9077E-02 5.4043E-04 3.0027E-02 8.81875-05

80.00000 (A, .0471011 .8500934 .0960802 .0010505 .0048614 .0000288 .0007846
(B) 2.8477E-02 3.2696E-02 9.6080E-02 1.7887E-02 5.7805E-04 2.88175-02 9.32895-05

90.00000 (A) .0463937 .8375196 .1090616 .0010091 .0051609 .0000283 .0008268
(B) 2.8049E-02 3.2212E-02 1.0906E-01 1.7183E-02 6.1366E-04 2.8280E-02 9.83135-05

100.00000 (A) .0457023 .8251189 .1218509 .0009820 .0054497 .0000278 .0008684
(B) 2.7631E-02 3.1735E-02 1.2185E-01 1.67205-02 6.4800E-04 2.7843E-02 1.03265-04

110.00000 (A) .0450233 .8128963 .1344508 .0009620 .0057309 .0000274 .0009094
(B) 2.7221E-02 3.1265E-02 1.3445E-01 1.6380E-02 6.8144E-04 2.74265-02 1.08135-04

120.00000 (A) .0443553 .8008523 .1468640 .0009456 .0060061 .0000270 .0009498
(B) 2.6817E-02 3.0802E-02 1.4686ED01 1.6100E-02 7.1416E-04 2.70195-02 1.1293E-04

'.30.00000
140.00000
150.00000
160.00000
170.00000
180.00000
190.00000
200.00000

TA) .0436978 .7889857 .1590933 .0009310 .0062761 .0000266 .0009895
(B) 2.64195-02 3.03465-02 1.59095-01 1.58535-02 7.46265-04 2.66185-02 1.17665-04
(A) .0430503 .7772947 .1711414 .0009175 .0065412 .0000262 .0010287
(B) 2.60285-02 2.98965-02 1.71145-01 1.56225-02 7.77795-04 2.62245-02 1.22315-04
(A) .0424125 .7657770 .1830110 .0009046 .0068019 .0000258 .0010672
(B) 2.56425-02 2.94535-02 1.83015-01 1.54035-02 8.08795-04 2.58355-02 1.26905-04
(A) .0417842 .7544302 .1947046 .0008921 .0070582 .0000255 .0011052
(B) 2.52635-02 2.90175-02 1.94705-01 1.51895-02 8.39265-04 2.54525-02 1.31425-04
(A) .0411653 .7432519 .2062251 .0008798 .0073102 .0000251 .0011426
fB) 2.48885-02 2.85875-02 2.06235-01 1.49815-02 8.69235-04 2.50755-02 1.35875-04
(A) .0405556 .7322396 .2175748 .0008678 .0075581 .0000247 .0011795
(B) 2.45205-02 2.81635-02 2.17575-01 1.47765-02 8.98705-04 2.47045-02 1.40255-04
(A) .0399549 .7213909 .2287563 .0008560 .0078018 .0000243 .0012158
(B) 2.41575-02 2.77465-02 2.28765-01 1.45755-02 9.27685-04 2.43385-02 1.44565-04
(A) .0393632 .7107033 .2397722 .0008443 .0080415 .0000240 .0012515
(B) 2.37995-02 2.73355-02 2.39775-01 1.43775-02 9.56185-04 2.39785-02 1.48815-04
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FLOW RATES
0 .
1.8320E-030.0.0 .

1.8320E-03
0 .
0 .
8.0000E-06
0 .

INITIAL AMINO ACID POOL SIZES
2.0000E-01 7.4690E-03

0 .
8.0000E-060.
6.4100E-06Û.
l.OOOOE+00

0.0.
1.4410E-05
0 .0.

4.0220E-03

0.
0 .0.
0 .0.

l.OOOOE+00
AFTER 0 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 3.0104E-01;+T THE POINT 1.4000E+00 1.8320E-03 8.0000E-06
AFTER 1 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.9947E-01
AT THE POINT 1.4035E+00 1.7291E-03 8.5703E-06
AFTER 2 iterations. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.9860E-01
AT THE POINT 1.4051E+00 1.7372E-03 8.5770E-06
AFTER 3 iterations, THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.9857E-01
AT THE POINT 1.4054E+00 1.7386E-03 8.5779E-06
AFTER 4 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.9857E-01
AT THE POINT 1.4055E+0C 1.7392E-03 8.5783E-06
AFTER 5 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQ'JARES IS 1.9873E-01
AT THE POINT 1.4056E+00 1.7439E-03 8.58585-06
AFTER 6 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 2.00945-01
AT THE POINT 1.40065+00 1.77625-03 8.59775-06
AFTER 7 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98105-01
AT THE POINT 1.40975+00 1.71495-03 8.59075-06
AFTER 8 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98095-01
AT THE POINT 1.41005+00 1.71125-03 8.60335-06
AFTER 9 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98085-01
AT THE POINT 1.41025+00 1.71135-03 8.59815-06
AFTER 10 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98085-01
AT THE POINT 1.41035+00 1.71135-03 8.59815-06
AFTER 11 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98085-01
AT THE POINT 1.41035+00 1.71145-03 8.59815-06
AFTER 12 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98085 01
AT THE POINT 1.41035+00 1.71155-03 8.59795-06
AFTER 13 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.9808E-01
AT THE POINT 1.41045+00 1.71175-03 8.59765-06
AFTER 14 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98085-01
AT THE POINT 1.41055+00 1.71015-03 8.59805-06
AFTER 15 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98085-01
AT THE POINT 1.41055+00 1.70985-03 8.5981E-06
AFTER 16 ITERATIONS, THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98085-01
AT THE POINT 1.41055+00 1.70985-03 8.59835-06
AFTER 17 ITERATIONS. THE SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.9808E-01
AT THE.POINT 1.41055+00 1.70985-03 8.59835-06
FINAL SUM OF SQUARES IS 1.98085-01 FINAL FTOL WAS-10.0
WITH^RESIDS^ -L8611E-01 l'.3269E-01 l.‘53S2E-01 -1.41535-01 8.00C01-02 2.37895-01 9.86125-02 -1.71515-01
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HAS ERROR NUMBER 0
f INAL FLOW RATES 

0 .
1.7098E-030. 
0 . 0.

1.7098E-03
0 . 
0 .
8.5983E-060.

FINAL AMINO ACID POOL SIZES
2.0000E-01 7.S690E-03

FINAL RATE CONSTANTS
0. 8.5488E-032.2891E-01 0.0. 0.
0. 2.1378E-030. 0.

FINAL GENERAL SOLUTION MATRIX
3.5666E-02 

-3.5839E-02 1.7295E-04 
-1.0605E-08 0.

FINAL EIGENVALUES 
(2.38575-01, 0.00) 
(4.98955-05, 0.00) (»*»*******, 0.00) 
(3.58865-03, 0.00) (0. , 0.00)

time

7.99285-01
2.96755-02-8.25585-01
-3.36745-030.

0 .
8.59835-06
0 .
5.81175-06
0 .

1.00005+00

0.
1.15125-03
0 .
1.44505-03
0 .

1.65095-01
6.16515-038.25435-01
3.31995-030.

0. 
0 .
1.44105-050. 0.

4.02205-03

0.0.
1.44105-05
0 .
0 .

-2.79015-05-6.04585-07
-1.90195-05
4.75255-050.

0 .0.
0 .0.
0 .

1.00005+00

0 .
0 .0.0 .
0 .

0 .0.0.0.
0 .

(A)
(B) RADIOACTIVE CONTENT OF COMPARTMENTS 

SPECIFIC ACTIVITY OF COMPARTMENTS1.00000 (A) 1.39985+00 1.07285-02 6.42025-06 3.14135-11 0(B) 6.99905+00 1.43635+00 6.42025-06 7.81035-09 0.2.00000 (A) 1.39135+00 1.91785-02 2.38275-05 2.37275-10 0,(B) 6.95675+00 2.56775+00 2.38275-05 5.89925-08 0.3.00000 (A) 1.38475+00 2.58345-02 4.98885-05 7.57525-10 0(B) 6.92335+00 3.45895+00 4.98885-05 1.88345-07 0.4.00000 (A) 1.37945+00 3.10775-02 8.27655-05 1.70185-09 0
(B) 6.89695+00 4.16095+00 8.27655-05 4.23125-07 0.5.00000 (A) 1.37525+00 3.52075-02 1.21015-04 3.15575-09 0
(B) 6.87615+00 4.71385+00 1.21015-04 7.84625-07 0.6.00000 (A) 1.37195+00 3.84605-02 1.63495-04 5:18635-09 0
(B) 6.85965+00 5.14935+00 1.63495-04 1.28955-06 0.

7.00000 (A) 1.36935+00 4.10225-02 2.09295-04 7.84555-09 0,
(B) 6.84665+00 5.49235+00 2.09295-04 1.95065-06 0.

8.00000 (A) 1.36725+00 4.30405-02 2.57725-04 1.11745-08 0
(B) 6.83625+00 5.76245+00 2.57725-04 2.77815-06 0.

9.00000 (A) 1.36565+00 4.46295-02 3.08225-04 1.52025-08 0
(B) 6.82805+00 5.97525+00 3.08225-04 3.77975-06 0.

10.00000 (A) 1.36435+00 4.58805-02 3.60345-04 1.99545-08 0
(B) 6.82155+00 6.14275+00 3.60345-04 4.96135-06 0.

10.00000 (A) 1.36435+00 4.58805-02 3.60345-04 1.99545-08 0
(B) 6.82155+00 6.14275+00 3.60345-04 4.96135-06 0.

20.00000 (A) 1.35955+00 5.00835-02 9.21475-04 1.09695-07 0
(B) 6.79775+00 6.70555+00 9.21475-04 2.72725-05 0.

30.00000 (A) 1.35865+00 5.04515-02 1.50085-03 2.77465-07 0
(B) 6.79305+00 6.75475+00 1.50085-03 6.89865-05 0.

40.00000 (A) 1.35805+00 5.04665-02 2.08155-03 5.21475-07 0
(B) 6.79005+00 6.75675+00 2.08155-03 1.29665-04 0.

50.00000 (A) 1.35745+00 5.04485-02 2.66205-03 8.39095-07 0
(8) 6.78725+00 6.75445+00 2.66205-03 2.08635-04 0.

60.00000 (A) 1.35695+00 5.04285-02 3.2423D013 1.22775-06 0

(B) 6.78445+00 6.75165+00 3.24235-03 3.05245-04 0.
70.00000 (A) 1.35635+00 5.04075-02 3.82225-03 1.68475-06 0.

(B) 6.78165+00 6.74885+00 3.82225-03 4. 18875-04 0.
80.00000 (A) 1.35585+00 5.03865-02 4.40185-03 2.20775-06 0,

(B) 6.77885+00 6.74615+00 4.40185-03 5.48915-04 0.
— 90.00000 (A) 1.35525+00- 5.03655-02 4.98115-03 2.79435-06 0,

(B) 6.77605+00 6.74335+00 4.98115-03 6.94765-04 0.
100.00000 (A) 1.35465+00 5.03455-02 5.56005-03 3.44235-06 0,

(B) 6.77325+00 6.74055+00 5.56005-03 8.55865-04 0.
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